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ABSTRACT
The Devotional Imagination of Jacopo Pontormo
Jessica Maratsos
In Italy the first half of the Cinquecento was marked by both flourishing artistic
innovation and deep-seated religious uncertainty, the latter revealing itself most clearly in
a widespread impetus towards reform. The relationship between these two cultural
spheres—long a fraught problem in art historical scholarship—is made visually manifest
in the religious works produced by the Florentine painter Jacopo da Pontormo. By reexamining Pontormo’s three monumental religious commissions—the Certosa del
Galluzzo (1522-27), the Capponi Chapel (1525-28), and the choir of San Lorenzo (15451557)—this dissertation maps the complex dialogue between artistic and devotional
practice that characterized this era. Further, in highlighting the active role of the painter
in this dynamic I propose a not only a new understanding of Pontormo, but also enrich
our current notions of artistic agency in the Renaissance period.
The foundation of these arguments derives from a re-evaluation of the specific
historical context on the one hand, and the implementation of a broader framework of
visual culture on the other. Taking its cue from Giorgio Vasari’s 1568 edition of The
Lives of the Artists, modern scholarship has tended to view much of the art from the early
sixteenth century through a post-Tridentine lens; paintings are labeled controversial or
heretical, when in fact such notions would not have been relevant in these earlier decades.
Published five years after the conclusion of the Council of Trent, Vasari’s Lives is
predominantly characterized by the author’s own attempts to codify artistic pedagogy and
style in the service of the Medici Duchy, whose newly consolidated ties with the papacy

were of primary importance. A further difficulty presented by following Vasari’s
example is the relatively narrow view of the artistic environment that his account affords.
Aimed as it was towards the social elevation of the individual Renaissance artist, Vasari’s
narrative undervalues the importance of other genres and media—such as prints, Mystery
plays, terracotta sculptures, and sacri monti—to the work of well-established painters like
Pontormo.
Each chapter examines a single, monumental project, delineating the artist’s
responsiveness to, and engagement with, the unique devotional and artistic challenges
inherent to the individual commission. Chapter One resituates Pontormo’s use of the
maniera tedesca within the broader contexts of northern devotional practices and the
parallels they form with affective strategies employed by other genres including sacre
rappresentazioni and sacri monti. Chapter Two focuses on the painter’s decision to
portray himself the guise of Nicodemus, and the ways in which this identification evoked
an entire web of historical associations—linked to hagiographic tradition and local
legend—that would have been accessible to contemporary viewers. Finally, in Chapter
Three I investigate Pontormo’s pictorial approach, which combined an overarching
diagrammatic simplicity with a complex, allusive figural language, as a means of
communicating to the different levels of Florentine society that would have been his
audience in this important parish church.
!
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Introduction:
Religious Imagery and Renaissance Individuality
Do we not see paintings representing divine deities always kept covered
with cloths of the greatest value, and when they are unveiled, first great
ecclesiastical solemnities are celebrated with various chants and diverse
instruments? And at the unveiling, the great multitudes of people there
assembled immediately throw themselves on the ground, worshipping and
praying to the one who, by the image, is figured, for the acquisition of
their lost health or for their eternal salvation, no differently than if that god
were present in life.1
Leonardo’s description, while seemingly purely anecdotal, actually touches upon two
essential issues regarding the proper use of religious images. On the one hand, his tone in
describing the pomp preceding the unveiling of the image and the subsequent reaction of
the crowd clearly reveals his critical stance towards this elaborate showmanship and
seems to imply a dangerous descent into superstition on the part of the onlookers. On the
other hand, however, the adoration he details is completely in line with the orthodox
prescriptions for religious images; the worshippers do not pray to the image itself, but
address themselves “to the one who is figured in it,” thus following the mandate of
Seventh Session of the Second Council of Nicaea that “the honor accorded to the image
passes over to its prototype.”2
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

“Hor non si vide le pitture rapressentatrici delle divine dieta essere al continuo tenute coperete con
copriture di grandissimi prezzi, e quando si scoprano prima si fa grande solennita eclesiastiche, de vari
canti con diversi suoni. E nello scoprire, la gran moltitudine de populi che qui vi concorrono immediate si
gittano a terra quella adorando e pregando per cui tale pitture, è figurata, de l’aquisto della perduta sanita e
della etterna salute, non altra mente che se tale Iddea fusse lì presente in vitta.” Leonardo da Vinci,
Treatise on Painting (Codex Urbinas Latinus 1270, ed. and trans. A Philip McMahon (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1956), II, 3-3v; Claire Farago, Leonardo da Vinci’s Paragone: A critical interpretation
with a new edition of the text in the Codex Urbinas (London and New York: E.J. Brill, 1992), 188. Also
cited in Alexander Nagel, The Controversy of Renaissance Art (Chicago and London: Chicago University
Press, 2011), 31-32, 292 n.4.
2

It was determined that “As the sacred and life-giving cross is everywhere set up as a symbol, so also
should the images of Jesus Christ, the Virgin Mary, the holy angels, as well as those of the saints and other
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Strikingly, the excitement of the teeming masses here outlined is not so dissimilar
from Vasari’s description of the response provoked by Leonardo’s own cartoon of the
Madonna, Child, and Saint Anne when it was put on display in Santissima Annunziata in
1500. “This work not only won the astonished admiration of all the artists but when
finished for two days it attracted to the room where it was exhibited a crowd of men and
women, young and old, who flocked there, as if they were attending a great festival, to
gaze in amazement at the marvels he had created.”3 The fine line between worship and
admiration is blurred as the regard given “the one who is figured in [the image]” is
transferred to the “marvels” that the artist himself has created.
These two anecdotes serve to highlight the conflicting aims often perceived to be
operating within sacred images of the Renaissance—the depiction of the divine and the
creation of art. Yet the term conflict is not entirely appropriate here, for rather than a
dynamic of strict opposition the tensions inherent to religious art of this period are
multiple and complex, due to the simultaneity of two historical phenomena: the changing
status of the artist and increasingly naturalism of art; and the exhaustive re-evaluation of

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
pious and holy men be embodied in the manufacture of sacred vessels, tapestries, vestments, etc., and
exhibited on the walls of churches, in the homes, and in all conspicuous places, by the roadside and
everywhere, to be revered by all who might see them. For the more they are contemplated, the more they
move to fervent memory of their prototypes. Therefore, it is proper to accord to them a fervent and reverent
adoration, not, however, the veritable worship which, according to our faith, belongs to the Divine Being
alone — for the honor accorded to the image passes over to its prototype, and whoever adores the image
adores in it the reality of what is there represented.”
3

Giorgio Vasari, Lives of the Artists, trans. George Bull (London: Penguin Classics, 1965), I, 265-266.
(Henceforth Vasari-Bull) “Finalmente fece un cartone, dentrovi una Nostra Donna et una S. Anna con un
Cristo, la quale non pure fece maravigliare tutti gl’artefici, ma finita ch’ella fu, nella stanza durarono due
giorni d’andare a vederla l’uomini e le donne, i giovani et i vecchi, come si va a le feste solenni, per veder
le maraviglie di Lionardo, che fecero stupire tutto quel popolo.” Giorgio Vasari, Le Vite de’ più ecellenti
pittori, scultori e architettori nelle redazioni del 1550 e 1568, ed. Rosanna Bettarini and Paola Barocchi
(Florence: S.P.E.S., 1966-), IV, 29. (Henceforth Vasari-BB) All citations will refer to the 1568 edition
unless expressly noted otherwise.
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the Catholic church, its doctrines, and practices that took place concomitant with, and as
a result of, the Reformation.

Few artists bring these tensions more clearly to light than the Florentine painter Jacopo
Carucci, known as Pontormo. Spanning the years 1512-1557, Pontormo’s career
encompassed three large-scale pictorial cycles in three distinct religious settings— the
cloister of a Carthusian monastery (1522-27), the private funerary chapel of a wealthy
banker (1525-28), and the choir of the Medici family parish church (1545-57)—making
him the most successful religious painter in Florence of the early sixteenth century.
These years also closely correspond to the most intense period of religious reform both
on the Italian peninsula and abroad. Yet reform in Italy did not entail the same degree of
public, and often violent, disruption that accompanied many such movements north of the
Alps. The Italians were more circumspect. In his Ricordi, Francesco Guicciardini wrote,
“fortune has so willed it that my relations with two Popes have been of a kind to force me
to labor and strive for their advancement. Were it not for this, I should have loved Martin
Luther more than myself.”4 These lines of the great Florentine statesman capture the
complexities that plagued Italian attitudes towards reform, conditioned as they were by
personal obligations, social class, and political uncertainty. Within this continually
shifting terrain of devotional affiliation it is particularly difficult to discern links between
religious inclinations and contemporary artistic trends, but not impossible. The wide
range of Pontormo’s religious commissions allow us to analyze the ways in which one of
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the most innovative and successful painters of Renaissance Florence responded to the
historical difficulties presented by this complex cultural landscape.
Vital to this study is the re-evaluation of our current understanding of Pontormo
and his art. The very means by which he made himself indispensible as a religious
painter at this critical time—his ability and willingness to respond actively to fluctuating
religious currents—made him subject to often puzzled and occasionally scathing
criticism. The resulting image of Pontormo has been inflected by a historical dialectic
wherein his works are viewed either as the product of self-indulgent artistic pursuit or
sentimental religious expression. The first of these attitudes reflects the legacy of Vasari,
while the second is more firmly linked to twentieth century discussions of mannerism.

Pontormo and Vasari:
The most enduring portrayal of Pontormo, as both an artist and an individual, is also the
earliest: the biography presented by Giorgio Vasari in the 1568 edition of his Vite de’ più
ecellenti pittori, scultori e architettori. In this work the Vasari created the portrait of a
painter who was endowed with natural skill, but also artistic restlessness—two traits that
Vasari saw as in conflict, even from the outset of Pontormo’s career. For his first
independent, public work Pontormo was given the figures of Faith and Charity to fresco,
which were to accompany a set of Leo X’s arms gilded by Andrea di Cosimo. Vasari
recounts that
being carried away by the desire to make a name, by his joy in working,
and by nature, which had endowed him with extraordinary grace and
fertility of genius, he executed that work with incredible rapidity and with
such perfection as could not have been surpassed by an old, wellpracticed, and excellent master. Wherefore, growing in courage through
his experience, and thinking that he could do a much better work, he took
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it into his head that he would throw to the ground all he had done, without
saying a word to anyone, and paint it all over again after another design
that he had in his brain.5
While Pontormo was absent working on his new design, Andrea revealed the fresco to
the astonished friars. Upon hearing this Pontormo became enraged at Andrea, who
merely pointed out the younger man’s success, and indeed Vasari described the figures as
“the most beautiful work in fresco that had been seen up to that time.”6 Refusing to learn
from this incident Pontormo again and again could not remain content with his work. At
Poggio a Caiano “he set himself to study with such diligence, that he overshot the mark,
for the reason that, destroying and doing over again every day what he had done the day
before, he racked his brains in such a manner that it was a tragedy.” This, however, still
bore fruitful results, as he “was always making new discoveries, which brought credit to
himself and beauty to the work.”7
The definitive turning point in Vasari’s narrative—the point at which Pontormo’s
creative searching finally came to undermine, not only his reliability in executing works,
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but also his final artistic product—was at the Certosa del Galluzzo. In Pontormo’s
paintings at the Certosa Vasari famously saw the crippling influence of prints by Albrecht
Dürer, whose German manner came to overwhelm Pontormo’s own natural “beauty and
grace.”8 From this moment onward Pontormo is credited with very few achievements—
the vault of the Capponi chapel, a select number of portraits—and while he did move
away from the style of Dürer, Vasari maintained that he only did so to continue his
restless pursuit of novelty.
In his final, most maligned commission for the choir of San Lorenzo Pontormo
sought to “surpass all other painters, and perchance, so it was said, even Michelangelo,”
but the results were such that Vasari could not find “any order” in either the style of the
frescoes or their subject matter.9 The final, indelible image Vasari bestows upon his
reader is that of an artist both melancholy and strange, so perpetually in the grip of his
own “fantasies and cogitations” that on some days when he was meant to be working he
would simply depart “without having done any other thing all day but stand thinking.”10

Recent decades, beginning with Patricia Rubin’s thoughtful analysis, Giorgio Vasari: Art
and History of 1995, have witnessed an ever-increasing interest in analyzing the sources,
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contexts, and biases that informed Vasari in his composition of the two editions of the
Vite. Certain Lives in particular have come to benefit from careful re-examination when
viewed within the larger framework of Vasari’s pedagogical and academic ambitions.
Foremost among these is the Life of Jacopo Pontormo.
As Rubin points out, Vasari was explicit in his desire to follow the model of other
history writers in viewing the past as a ‘mirror of life’ and defining the “writing of history
as an exercise of judgment based on the presentation of instructive examples.”11 In
selecting biography as his structural foundation Vasari created a direct relationship
between the model provided by the artist’s character and his work. “The artists
prove…their excellence or virtù, through the creation of objects that made them famous
by being worthy of mention.”12 Moreover, this explicit link between personality and
production could also be reversed, and thus any artist who did not provide an efficacious
model to others would be discredited in the Vite personally as well as professionally.
Understanding this goes a long way in clarifying the frequent, pointed attacks Vasari
makes against character traits and flaws that might otherwise seem purely incidental.
While Vasari’s 1550 edition of the Vite followed a clear, teleological structure
that placed the Tuscan strength of disegno—and Michelangelo, its greatest practitioner—
at the pinnacle of Renaissance artistic achievement, the 1568 edition was both markedly
more comprehensive in scope and less focused in aim. One of the primary motivations
behind the additions to the 1568 Vite, however, was clearly to align the text more closely
with the principles of the Accademia del Disegno, founded in 1563. This
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institutionalization of artistic practice, promoted under the auspices of the post-Tridentine
Medici duchy, followed the general trend toward bureaucracy and consolidation that
occurred across the peninsula in the second half of the Cinquecento. These factors have
been carefully considered by recent scholars seeking to rehabilitate Pontormo’s
reputation.
In 2001 Elizabeth Pilliod posited that Vasari’s marginalization of Pontormo in his
later years, as well as the historian’s denial of Pontormo, Bronzino, and Allori as a cogent
artistic lineage, was a means of undermining “not only Pontormo’s legacy, but also the
strength of the independent bottega system.”13 The same year David Franklin argued that
“Pontormo was one of the most faithful adherents to a strand of Tuscan artistic
tradition… valuing invention through drawings as the basis for good art,” whose greatest
practitioners were Leonardo and Michelangelo.14 This is in contrast to Vasari’s advocacy
for a type of artistic practice perfected by Raphael in Rome, which emphasized speed and
collaboration in execution. Subsequently Marco Ruffini has suggested that Pontormo’s
paintings embodied “an emotional conception of art,” as opposed to Vasari’s “linguistic
model” that emphasized the intellectual content and clarity of the work.15 Finally, Sharon
Gregory has contended that Pontormo was disparaged for his improper use of artistic
imitation, and that “Vasari chose him as an example of what happens when an artist
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repeatedly subsumes his own artistic personality into that of an unsuitable,
unsympathetic, but very powerful exemplar.”16 Each of these analyses cast new light on
how we must re-read Vasari’s Pontormo, and will be considered at greater length in the
relevant chapters.

Pontormo and Mannerism
When Frederick Mortimer Clapp was first entranced by Pontormo in the dazzling
morning light of Santa Felicita, the twentieth-century preoccupation with defining and
elaborating upon the concept of mannerism was only just begun, making Clapp’s 1916
monograph on the artist the last for decades in which this problematic term did not play a
central role. Clapp’s interests largely followed those outlined by Vasari, seeing
Pontormo as a painter possessed of a “strangely modern susceptibility to novelty” whose
constant pursuit of innovation ultimately led to artistic decline.17 His fascination with
other craftsmen became his undoing as his contact with Michelangelo became
“downright captivation…From 1530 on, for more than ten years, we watch him stagger
under an ever increasing burden—the obsession of Michelangelo’s types and poses.”18
In the seventeenth century writers had adopted the term maniera to describe what
they considered the servile and derivative art that followed in the wake of the High
Renaissance. Even up until the twentieth century this prejudice persisted and artists who
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came after Raphael and Michelangelo were largely disregarded.19 At just the moment
when Clapp was re-discovering Pontormo, Walter Friedlaender embarked upon his
critical re-evaluation of the art of mannerism that would drastically change our perception
of this period. His first lecture on the topic was given in 1914, and the first essay, now
translated as “The Anti-Classical Style,” was published in German in 1925.20
Friedlaender’s contribution, as indicated by his use of the term anti-classical, reframed
this period of artistic production not as one of decline, but as a deliberate rebellion
against the “high, idealistic, normative attitude” of painters like Raphael, Fra
Bartolommeo, and Andrea del Sarto.21 He also moved the timeline of the anti-classical
style earlier in the period, locating its inception in the 1520s with works by Michelangelo,
Pontormo, Rosso Fiorentino and Parmigianino. While Friedlaender’s essay hinted at a
link between newly developing styles and a deeper sense of psychological expression, it
was Max Dvorak, in his famous lecture on El Greco in 1920, who definitively advocated
for seeing mannerist works as emphatically subjective and revealing of wide-spread
spiritual crisis, though his primary focus remained on the years 1560-1600.22
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After this point the literature on mannerism was often split between two poles;
either it is defined in purely formal terms and severed from any notion of emotional
expressivity, or it is considered the manifestation of artistic subjectivity and cultural
anxiety. These two tendencies have often been seen to follow a chronological breakdown
in which the first phase of mannerism (also called proto-mannerism or anti-classicism to
distinguish it from the later maniera proper) is considered to be a Tuscan phenomenon
whose main protagonists are Pontormo and Rosso Fiorentino. It is these artists who are
seen to embody the more personal, agitated rhythms of contemporary society in a time of
religious and political upheaval. The second phase, while located in Rome after the
dramatic impact of the Sack, is seen as the product of a courtly society in which
sophistication of technique and imitation was considered the hallmark of artistic
achievement.23 It is on this latter group that both John Shearman and Craig Hugh Smyth
focused, providing two of the most significant critical analyses of the art of the maniera
in the twentieth century.24 Shearman proposed that the refinement and abstraction that
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characterized these works was directly linked to trends in other cultural spheres,
particularly literature, and that the definition of maniera as the “stylish style” was the
most historically accurate as it derived from contemporary sources.25 Smyth, on the other
hand, focused more specifically on the visual precedents that informed the new stylistic
choices of the maniera, highlighting in particular the importance of antique relief
sculpture.26

The legacy of both of these perspectives on mannerism continues to influence the
literature on Pontormo. Discussions of the drawings in particular seem to emphasize the
formal qualities of the works and their connection to a purely aesthetic individual
subjectivity. This approach is adopted by Janet Cox-Rearick in her comprehensive study
on the drawings; when discussing the Santa Felicita drawings, for example, she writes “It
was a period of synthesis and harmonious resolution in which a residual classicism was
once more brought into equilibrium with Mannerist invention…The binding factor in this
harmonious interpenetration of two worlds, without which it could not have been
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achieved, was a resurgence of the impulse to rhythmic ornamentalism of line and to the
beauty of gleaming light-filled surfaces.”27 Absent is any acknowledgment of historical
or biographic context that might have had an impact on Pontormo’s process or interests.28
More frequently however Pontormo’s art is seen within the context of the first
phase of mannerism, the period of cultural and political struggle that was reflected in the
“aesthetic violence” and “spiritual intensity” of artistic production.29 Arnold Hauser
describes Pontormo’s Certosa frescoes as “the conquest of a spiritual realm of which
there was no previous trace in Italian art” and his Capponi Pietà as “marked by the most
rigid and complex structure and filled with the most intense spiritual life,”30
achievements that could only emerge as the manifestation of the “general tension and
sense of crisis from which no one could remain immune.”31 Luciano Berti thought it
unlikely that the break down of classical forms signaled by early mannerism (and
Pontormo in particular) could be divorced from religious uncertainty, and went on to
highlight Florence’s receptivity to currents of northern reform.32 By viewing Pontormo’s
art as a reflection of societal anxiety, historians consequently strip the painter of any
individual agency. They have made a complete reversal; he is no longer impelled by his
isolated aesthetic journey, but compelled by the influences of culture at large.
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From this critical juncture it was a short step to seeing Pontormo’s art as not
merely reflecting a general sense of religious instability, but revealing the artist’s own
conflicted devotional inclinations.33 In the most recent monograph on the painter
Philippe Costamagna emphasized that the artists held responsible for Pontormo’s early
training—Albertinelli, Fra Bartolommeo, and Piero di Cosimo—were all linked by
piagnoni inclinations that must have remained with the young artist throughout his
career, developing, under the tutelage of Michelangelo, into a refined appreciation for
reformist tendencies that was made manifest in works like the Capponi Pietà.34 In the
majority of scholarship that focuses on San Lorenzo, Pontormo’s sympathy with Italian
reform movements is taken as a given.35
It is almost impossible to forge a definitive link between a Renaissance artist’s
personal religious beliefs and his artistic production. Rarely do we have testimony of the
former, and even when this exists its relationship to the latter cannot be identified
concretely, but rather remains the subject of historical interpretation and extrapolation.36
A signal exception is Michelangelo, whose copious poems and letters attest to the artist’s
evangelical inclinations as well as directly addressing the thorny relationship between
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representational art and the spiritual nature of faith. 37 Further, those works most
frequently adduced to illustrate Michelangelo’s visual adumbration of his religious
sentiments belong to special categories of art—exploratory sketches, presentation
drawings, and personal projects—that are not required to conform to any patronal
expectations.38 There is no such evidence for Pontormo.39
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Roberto Pancheri and Domenica Primerano (Trent: Tipografia Editrice Temi, 2009), 83-101.
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In seeking a counter-narrative to these problematic formulations this dissertation instead
proposes that the religious art produced by Jacopo Pontormo reflected the painter’s
deliberate sensitivity to changing devotional currents and the impact this would have had
on his patrons. Pontormo did not work in a uniform, signature style, yet he continued to
receive prestigious religious commissions over the course of his career. His appeal, I
argue, was his express ability to adapt his pictorial strategies according to the context of
the project, while maintaining a refined level of artistic production. The images he
created were visually complex and challenging, as well as thoughtfully crafted and
compelling on a devotional level. His ability to engage simultaneously on both of these
planes was of the utmost importance at just this historical moment, when the status of the
religious image and its function in society was no longer secure.

The Status of the Image
The appearance of religious images had long been an issue of concern within the church,
though only insofar as the appearance of an image directly affected its function and use.
This is most explicitly revealed in the attitudes of churchmen towards the question of
artistic license. If an artist invented new iconography he ran the risk of misleading the
unlettered, for whom images served the same function as books did for the literate.40
Such was the concern of Lucas, bishop of Tuy, when he wrote against the Albigensian
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heretics in 1230. “Another means used by heretics to deceive people are paintings…As a
mockery and insult to the Cross they represent the crucified Christ with one foot above
and the other pierced by one nail.”41 Ralph Baldock, bishop of London, lodged a similar
complaint in 1306, when he noted that a German sculptor had carved a “terrifying
crucifix” with a y-shaped cross; the issue once again that this was an arbitrary (and
clearly disturbing) invention that did not portray a “true form of the cross.”42
An even greater threat was posed by the possibility that an image might become
an idol—an object worshipped as an entity for its own sake, and not merely as depiction
of the prototype to whom devotion was due. Yet in the medieval west it was rarely a
visible property of the image that encouraged such devotion, but rather a demonstration
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of miraculous properties—such as the spontaneous effusion of blood or tears—that
encouraged the development of cultic worship.43 In his discussion of idols in fifteenthcentury Florence Richard Trexler astutely observed: “An idol, when the term referred to a
sacred representation, was no more nor less than a representation that was not working.
To accuse a person of worshipping idols was to denounce him for worshipping something
that possessed no virtù, no spiritual power… Proving an image prodigious disproved the
charge of idolatry.”44
It was only with the rising appreciation of artistic individuality and the increasing
emphasis on mimetic naturalism—features taken to herald the early Renaissance—that
the image became threatening in a new way. It threatened to become a new sort of idol—
not one defined by its miracle working properties—but one characterized by the beauty
of the rendition, or its convincing challenge to nature, or its distinctive display of skill.
The image was not appreciated for the prototype it presented, but for the mastery of the
presentation. At least, this has long been a dominant narrative in art historical texts.
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Such rigid distinctions were clearly expressed by northern reformers at the time of
the Wittenberg Iconoclasm of 1522, as even those who sought to defend images were
forced to concede their potentially seductive allure. Hieronymus Emser, in his treatise
written against Karlstadt, acknowledged that their ancestors only placed simple images in
churches. This was due, in the first place, to the limited expenditure that such works
entailed (with the rest being given to the care of the poor), and in the second, to the fact
that:
the more artfully images are made the more their viewers are lost in
contemplation of the art and manner in which the figures have been
worked. We should turn this contemplation from the images to the saints
which they represent. Indeed, many are transfixed before the pictures and
admire them so much that they never reflect on the saints. Therefore, it
would be far better for us to follow the old custom and have simple
pictures in the churches so that expense would be spared and God and the
saints would be venerated more than in this new manner which we now
have.45
Following this Emser raises the related issue that current painters, desirous of portraying
the nudity of figures, depict saints in a “whorish and roguish” manner that “stimulate the
desires of the flesh, sin, and scandal.”46 A Dominican drawn to Lutheranism, Martin
Bucer, expressed a similar sentiment: “I have often had evil thoughts looking at the
female figures on the altars, too. No strumpet is more lasciviously dressed or
shamelessly adorned than the Mothers of God, Saint Barbara, Catherine or others are now
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portrayed.”47 In Italy, however, such critiques were relatively isolated in the period
before the Council of Trent, which was characterized by a general trend of tolerance.
Except in the Reformed churches, the dividing line was not between the
religious and the secular image. It separated, rather, an old concept of
image from a new one. In Italy, where the churches kept their images, an
effort was made not to choose between them but to synthesize them.
People did not experience two kinds of image but images with a double
face, depending on whether they were seen as receptacles of the holy or as
expressions of art. This double view of the image persisted, even then
applied to a single work. Although in the Catholic world no verdict was
pronounced against the veneration of images, yet even there the holy
image could not escape its metamorphosis into a work of art.48
This metamorphosis, as articulated by Belting, clearly involves a period of suspension;
there is an historical interim during which a single image could be viewed simultaneously
as a “receptacle of the holy or as [an] expression of art.” Further, in shifting the emphasis
from a purely iconographical or functional divide—typified by the binary formula of
sacred versus secular—Belting allows for a more fluid categorization of images that
could be received on multiple levels by a viewing audience. Such a reformulation is
more closely aligned with the historical conditions of reform in Italy during the first half
of the sixteenth century.

Pontormo’s artistic sojourn is inseparable from his identity as a Florentine. One could
argue that this city, more so than any other in Italy, was sensitive to the role religious
images played on the civic and cultural stage due to the continuing legacy of Savonarola.
Pontormo brought this historical awareness to bear on his religious commissions, while
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simultaneously benefiting from and participating in the intense, inventive foment of the
city. The resulting images reveal an artist who was not merely attuned to developments
in the prestigious realms of fresco and oil painting, but one who was conscious of a wide
range of visual and devotional genres, and whose sources and inspirations were strikingly
more diverse than those presented in the canonical, Vasarian view of Renaissance
painting.
Each of Pontormo’s three major religious commissions forms the focus of a single
chapter-length study. Beginning with his work for the Certosa del Galluzzo, chapter one
addresses Vasari’s famous complaint that while in residence at the charterhouse
Pontormo came under the sway of Albrecht Dürer’s maniera tedesca. Inscribed in this
indictment are issues regarding the role of imitation in artistic production, the Florentine
perception of German culture, as well as Vasari’s own, post-Tridentine biases and their
impact on subsequent scholarship. In order to combat Vasari’s anachronism I examine
artistic descriptions and collecting practices from the late fifteenth and early sixteenth
centuries, contemporary discussions of literary imitation, and the relevance of the
Carthusian context to the images—principal among them a fresco cycle depicting scenes
from the Passion of Christ. The critical links between Carthusian devotional practices
and contemporary perceptions of northern art shed new light on Pontormo’s decision to
adopt the maniera tedesca, highlighting the empathetic qualities of this style and its
suitability for certain types of devotional images. The careful arrangement and
composition of the frescoes as well evoke the kind of phenomenological engagement
fostered by sacre rappresentazioni and sacri monti, which offer another parallel to the
affectivity explored by Pontormo.
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Chapter two examines the funerary chapel commissioned in the mid-1520s by the
Florentine banker Lodovico Capponi. Here the painted figures gesture to each other from
one image to another, suggesting an exchange unfolding within the physical space that
allows the worshipper to cross the boundary from viewer to participant. To clarify
Pontormo’s artistic points of reference I explore a broader range of cultural sources than
has been previously examined—focusing specifically on devotional handbooks and sacre
rappresentazioni—as well as expanding upon the relevance of Michelangelo’s sculpted
Pietà, which was first suggested by Leo Steinberg. Pontormo’s self-portrait, in the guise
of Nicodemus, provides a parallel with contemporary dramatic and liturgical traditions
that emphasize this figure’s relationship to Christ. Texts like the Zardino di oratione and
the Meditations on the Life of Christ encourage the spectator’s imagined participation in
Biblical narratives. The sophisticated milieu of the patron is also examined as I resituate
this commission in relation to his time in Rome where he was exposed to the refined
notions of Christocentric reform.
For the last twelve years of his life (1545-1557) Pontormo worked on a fresco
cycle for Cosimo I in the choir of San Lorenzo. The central image of this project
portrayed Christ in a mandorla directly above God the Father creating Eve. Vasari, once
again taking Pontormo to task, criticized the illegibility of this scene, for which
subsequent scholarship has failed to discover a direct visual precedent. Rather than
attempting to isolate a specific artistic source for this iconography in Chapter Three, I
consider the symbolic juxtapositions at play in the overall program, and the ways in
which they are combined with stylistic and figural allusions. The former, I posit, partake
of schematic strategies of arrangement similar to those found in prints (and altarpieces)
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by the Reformation artist Lucas Cranach, while the latter evoke the more challenging,
ambiguous art of Michelangelo—particularly his Last Judgment. These layers of
increasing pictorial complexity parallel the difficulties presented by the iconography,
which appears simultaneously to assert the justification by faith and the efficacy of
works. By working on multiple visual registers Pontormo was able to engage a wide
range of spectators, the most sophisticated of whom belonged to the intellectual elite of
Cosimo’s court. It is this group, many of whom were Pontormo’s friends and
acquaintances, that would likely have appreciated the various devotional connotations
that Pontormo’s images evoked, the painter thus creating a kind of visual parallel to the
literary practice of Nicodemism.
In the end, the links I highlight between Pontormo’s pictorial innovations—in
iconography, stylistic referentiality, and emotional affectivity—and the manifestations of
religious sentiment in popular media like prints and Passion plays—as well the texts and
sermons of reformers—testify to the complex and interactive dialogue occurring across
these genres in Pre-Tridentine Florence and ultimately reveal a much fuller picture of the
religious, artistic, and cultural life of this important Italian city during the first half of the
Cinquecento.
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Chapter One
The Maniera Tedesca and the Passion of Christ
While it is likely that Pontormo first took up residence at the Certosa del Galluzzo to
escape the summer plague of 1522, Pontormo’s relationship with the religious institution
extended for many years thereafter, over the course of which he executed a monumental
fresco cycle for the monks’ cloister, as well as a number of portraits and other biblical
scenes.49 Of the latter only a Supper At Emmaus, originally intended for the foresteria, is
still extant (Fig. 1.1). All of the frescoes survive, but they have been damaged by
exposure to the elements and were removed from their original location in 1956 for the
Mostra del Pontormo e del primo manierismo fiorentino (Figs. 1.2-1.6).50 Subsequently
they have been displayed in an indoor gallery at the Certosa, accompanied by the smallerscale copies of the frescoes that were executed in the sixteenth century (Figs. 1.8-1. 12).51
The fresco cycle, which portrayed five scenes from Christ’s Passion, was
Pontormo’s first opportunity to orchestrate an entire devotional program on a large scale,
for up until this point he had only painted individual altarpieces or single frescoes that
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were realized as part of multi-artist commissions.52 By assuming this artistic task
Pontormo also faced another novelty: as completed this was the first monumental fresco
cycle dedicated solely to the Passion in central Italy.53 In order to respond to these
challenges Pontormo turned to a variety of other media, both local and foreign, for
inspiration. His exploration of indigenous traditions included sacri monti and sacre
rappresentazioni, while his interest in foreign prints led him, infamously, to the work of
Albrecht Dürer.54

In the cloister Pontormo depicted the Agony in the Garden, Christ before Pilate, the Way
to Golgotha, The Lamentation, and The Resurrection. Vasari also mentions that he
intended to complete a Crucifixion and a Deposition, but recent scholarship has
persuasively argued that the most likely addition Pontormo was considering included a
Nailing to the Cross.55 Janet Cox-Rearick identified a large compositional study of this
theme that was squared for transfer, as well as number of corresponding figure studies
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(Fig. 1.7).56 It is unfortunate that the in situ arrangement of the frescoes was not recorded
prior to their removal. It is likely, however, that Frederick Clapp’s description is
accurate, as his work predates the mostra by forty years. He recounts that the cycle
followed a chronological order, beginning with The Agony in the Garden in the south
corner of the west wall and proceeding counterclockwise around the cloister, ending with
The Resurrection in the inset alcove at the west end of the north wall.57 This
arrangement—with the suggested inclusion of the planned Nailing to the Cross in the
north corner of the east wall—was confirmed by Graham Smith through photographic
evidence and has been accepted by subsequent scholarship (fig. 1.17).58
Each of the frescoes is populated by a rich and varied cast of figures that is
rendered in exceptionally vibrant hues. While the overall impression is one of
compressed activity, the individual compositions differ greatly according to setting and
narrative. Only the first two images—the Agony in the Garden and Christ before
Pilate—have clearly articulated backgrounds, yet the crowding of the protagonists in the
foreground brings them into alignment with the visual immediacy of the later three
compositions. A central axis dominates Christ before Pilate, The Lamentation, and The
Resurrection, while there is a stronger sense of asymmetry in the Agony in the Garden,
the Way to Golgotha, and the study for the Nailing to the Cross. Common to all of the
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frescoes is an emotional and pictorial vitality that unites them as a coherent visual
program, while the careful tailored variations in arrangement and figuration allow the
individual images to stand on their own.
Given the logical selection and disposition of the scenes, the absence of Vasari’s
proposed Crucifixion is striking. To address this issue Ignacio Moreno has posited that
the well at the center of the cloister would originally have been surmounted by a sculpted
Crucifix, thus making redundant a fresco of the same subject. In addition to
corresponding to Carthusian architectural precedents, Moreno points out that the
incorporation of a Crucifix at the center of the cloister would have effectively integrated
the total environment, enhancing the viewer’s “sense of being a participant in the Lord’s
passion, a goal of the monastic life, as he moved along the ambulatories.”59

Fundamental to Vasari’s account of Pontormo is his presentation of the Certosa frescoes
as the negative turning point in the painter’s career. According to Vasari, a number of
Dürer’s engravings from both the Large and Small Passion had recently arrived in
Florence, captivating the imagination of local artists with their variety and invention
(Figs. 1.13-1.16). The allure of these images had a particularly strong impact on
Pontormo, who, in the silent isolation of the country side, decided to emulate Dürer’s
maniera tedesca.60 The results were such that Vasari was driven to lament: “But did not
Pontormo know that the Germans and Flemings came to these parts to learn the Italian
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style, which he made such great efforts to abandon, as if it were bad?”61 It is not
possible, nor is it desirable, to ignore Vasari’s legacy, but it is essential to recontextualize his critiques and the impact they have had on subsequent scholarship.
As outlined briefly in the introduction, historians of mannerism have often
associated Pontormo’s art with a refined religious sensibility considered foreign to the
work of the High Renaissance. For Walter Friedlaender this was signaled by Pontormo’s
frescoes at the Certosa: “As if impelled by the tragedy of the theme toward another and
more inward style, Pontormo has shed all that was graceful and shining in the
Renaissance atmosphere…In its place are a formal and psychological simplification, a
rhythm…and above all an expression rising from the depth of the soul and hitherto
unknown in this age and style.”62 Despite the implicit link between style and sentiment,
Friedlaender describes Dürer’s example as predominantly formal in character, providing
the Florentine with the artistic vocabulary “usable in his reaction against the ideal of the
High Renaissance.”63 While this analysis does not display the pejorative judgment of
Vasari, in many ways these two critics agree—Pontormo’s choice was primarily
aesthetic.
More recently certain scholars have attempted to link Pontormo’s deliberate use
of the maniera tedesca to more concrete religious phenomena.64 In order to pursue this
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interpretative possibility I have first sought to clarify the significance of the Carthusian
context and the relevance it might have had to the commission, and second, I have
examined the specific connotations that the maniera tedesca would have had in early
Cinquecento Florence by examining contemporary ekphrases and collecting practices.
Both of these investigations have highlighted the value accorded emotional
expressiveness in northern art and Carthusian practice. By re-reading Vasari’s
complaints, in conjunction with visual analysis of the frescoes, it is possible to come to a
new understanding of the maniera tedesca as an explicitly affective style.
This new interpretation is further supported by the parallels between Pontormo’s
frescoes and other devotional genres that emphasize the beholder’s engaged emotional
response, particularly sacre rappresentazioni and sacri monti, as well as the explicit
relationship between pictorial rendering and physical space that is suggested by Moreno’s
proposal that a sculpted Crucifix was meant to complete the decorative cycle. Indeed, the
passionate, and physical, elicitation of viewer response also distinguished the textual
work that provided inspiration for the fresco cycle: Ludolph of Saxony’s De Vita
Christi.65
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The Carthusian Context
As originally conceived by Saint Bruno (1030-1101), the aim of the Carthusian order was
to combine the eremitical solitude of the east with the coenobitic organization of the
west. These ideals were made physically manifest through the newly invented
architectural layout of the charterhouse, and codified textually in the Consuetudines of
Guigo I (Bruno’s fourth successor), written in 1127 and approved by Pope Innocent II in
1133.66 The strict isolation of the monk, whose cell was actually composed of three
small rooms and a private garden, was only to be broken for Mass, Matins, and Vespers.
Meals were taken individually except on Sundays and feast-days, on which occasions a
lesson would be read in the refectory. Given the prescribed seclusion of the order,
Carthusians were in no way involved in the pastoral activities of charity and preaching
emphasized by the later mendicant orders, but they did promote the spread of their
teachings through the avid transcription and distribution of manuscripts.67
During the fourteenth century the Carthusians became popular recipients of
aristocratic and royal patronage due to their reputation for austerity. This occurred most
famously at the Grand Champmol in Dijon, founded by Duke Philip the Bold of
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Burgundy in 1385, and the Charterhouse of Pavia founded in 1390 by the Visconti.68
Though not quite so well-known, the Certosa del Galluzzo too was the result of
aristocratic endowment, in this case by the Florentine banker and Angevin courtier,
Niccolò Acciaiuoli.69 In 1342 Acciaiuoli had the land and funds transferred to the
Carthusians, and the majority of construction was completed by 1355.70 From the outset
Acciaiuoli attempted to establish the Certosa del Galluzzo, located a mere ten miles south
of Florence, as a physical tribute to his legacy of humanist culture and artistic patronage.
Indeed, despite Boccaccio’s complaint that Acciaiuoli was an intellectual imposter, the
Certosa frequently attracted the attention of learned scholars and artists over the
centuries, though from the Quattrocento onward the direction of patronage was under the
control of the priors rather than the Acciaiuoli family.71
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In 1474 the prior Michele da Cremona began substantial architectural renovations
to the monks’ cells that subsequently led to rebuilding of the prior’s cell, the refectory,
chapterhouse, cloister of the conversi, and finally the main cloister itself.72 This last
undertaking was the most significant, lasting from 1491 until 1523 and involving the
production of the Certosa’s two most notable artistic commissions: the sixty-six terracotta
busts executed by Giovanni della Robbia and his workshop (Fig. 1.18), and the cycle of
Passion frescoes realized by Jacopo da Pontormo (Figs. 1.2-1.6).73 It is not certain who
was responsible for employing Pontormo at the Certosa, but it has long been held that the
former prior (1496-1500) Leonardo Buonafé could have had some influence on the
decision. His tenure marked a particularly active period of patronage—in the form of
liturgical objects, reliquaries, and illuminated manuscripts—and his relationship with
della Robbia, whose busts were only installed in 1523 but projected from the outset of the
renovations, argues for his continued involvement with the Certosa and its artistic
patronage even after his departure to become Spedalingo of Santa Maria Nuova.74
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Further, Buonafé is likely portrayed as one of the Certosan monks in Pontormo’s Supper
at Emmaus, and upon his death in 1545 he was buried in the center of the chapterhouse in
a marble tomb created by Francesco di Giuliano da San Gallo (Figs. 1.56 & 1.58).75

Given the Carthusian Order’s rigid asceticism it is not surprising that the increase in
wealthy patronage resulted in luxuries largely at odds with their prescribed lifestyle. 76
Despite attempts to maintain their regulatory austerity—in the early fourteenth century
Dom Boso, prior of the Grande Chartreuse, continued to insist that the order made use
only of simple crucifixes, avoiding “expensive curiosities in painting and sculpture, and
variety of solemn and wonderful buildings not consonant with the roughness of the
solitary life”—the order increasingly relaxed its attitudes towards the presence and use of
images.77 This is most apparent at the Chartreuse de Champmol where, in addition to the
important works by Claus Sluter, Melchior Broederlam, and Henri Bellechose that were
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housed in the cloister and church, Phillip the Bold also provided for each of the monks to
have a devotional image in his own cell. While it has been proposed that these might
have included such works as Simone Martini’s Passion series, Jean Malouel’s Grande
Pitié, and Jan van Eyck’s Washington Annunciation, it is more likely that the twenty-six
paintings were executed by the workshop of Jean de Beaumetz.78 Two surviving works
portray Christ crucified against a gold ground; on the left a fainting Mary is held erect by
two additional female mourners, and on the right John stands and weeps while a
Carthusian monk kneels below him adoring the Cross (Figs. 1.19 & 1.20).
While these two paintings do not demonstrate the same aesthetic quality as those
works by Sluter and Broederlam, they do illustrate a number of characteristics common
to Carthusian images that are suggestive of the role such objects played in the daily
devotional life of the order. First, the anachronistic appearance of the Carthusian on
Calvary is significant, signaling the monk’s desire to transpose himself through
contemplation and become an eternal witness to the Lord’s Passion. Though not an
unheard of pictorial device, it was particularly common for the Carthusians to be
portrayed in such a fashion within works of art—Jan van Eyck and workshop’s Madonna
and Child Enthroned with Saints, Petrus Christus’ Exeter Madonna, Ambrogio
Bergognone’s Christ Carrying the Cross, and Pontormo’s Supper at Emmaus (Figs. 1.211.23, 1.1).79 Second, the devotional core of these two images centers on the sacrifice of
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Christ’s Passion. Again, this may not seem exceptional, but the frequency with which
Passion imagery appeared in a specifically Carthusian context—most famously in Rogier
van der Weyden’s Escorial Crucifixion and possibly his Philadelphia Crucifixion—
reaffirms the emphatic Christocentrism that characterized the devotional prayers, habits,
actions and writings of the order.80 Indeed, the interdependence between passionoriented worship and empathetic identification that these images reveal was integral to
Carthusian practice, as clearly demonstrated by the text that may have served as the
foundation for the de Beaumetz panels (as well as Pontormo’s later frescoes): Ludolph of
Saxony’s De Vita Christi.
Central to the description of Christ’s death in this text was the role of the Virgin
as sympathetic exemplar. She and the other women remained by the cross while the
apostles (with the exception of John) observed from afar.81 The author fervently enjoins
his reader, citing the words of St. Anselm:
But do thou, with His Mother and John approach the Cross, and standing
close to it gaze upon the countenance of Jesus overspread with pallor.
What then? Wilt though without tears see the tears of thy most loving
Lady? Wilt thou remain dry-eyed, and shall the sword of sorrow pierce
her soul? Will thou, without sobbing hear Him saying to His Mother,
‘Woman, behold thy son,’ and to St. John, ‘Behold thy Mother’…Truly
did a sword of sorrow pierce thy soul, for it was more bitter to thee than
all the pangs of any bodily suffering. For whatever cruelty was inflicted
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on the bodies of the Martyrs was light or rather nothing compared with thy
passion, which by its immensity certainly transfixed the inmost parts of
thy tender heart.82
Yet while the text highlights the Virgin’s empathetic suffering, it does so in order to
enable the reader to emulate Christ more fully: “Therefore, if we wish in this point to
conform ourselves to Christ, let us compassionate His sorrowing Mother, for He also
compassionated her.”83 Further, not only should the reader experience these emotions
mentally, but he should also reinforce these sensations physically through the motions of
the body. For example, during the Carthusian enactment of the Mass the priest does not
make the traditional gesture of the celebrant, instead sweeping his arms outward “in
modum crucifixi.” This was exceptional enough that it was carefully noted that when
Carthusians were to practice the rite outside of the monastery they should use the normal
form so as “to avoid scandal.”84
If we return to the two images themselves one notes the slightly different gestures
undertaken by the two Carthusians, recalling different prescribed modes of prayer. The
deliberate artistic evocation of such codified gestures is most clearly realized in the
novice cells of San Marco frescoed by Fra Angelico and his workshop, but Denis the
Carthusian also glossed different modes of prayer in his De Oratione and Exposito
Missae, rendering plausible the direct relationship between practice and image in this
case as well.85 The crossed arms of the Cleveland painting was a gesture that the priest
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undertook during Mass as part of the prayer for blessing after the consecration. In
writing of this moment Denis advised: “Consider the words of Pope Innocent: the words
of the Canon concern the consecration and the entreaty for sacramental grace; the signs,
on the contrary, serve to recall the historical memory: the priest by these gestures,
represents that which happened during the Passion of Christ. Also the priest humiliates
himself so much in spirit and body that he is crucified with Christ.”86 Once again the
physical reenactment enhances the devotional experience of the celebrant.
The intersection formed between text, image, and practice in these minor works
by the Beaumetz workshop illuminates similar mechanisms that are at work in
Pontormo’s later fresco cycle. These issues are further complicated, however, by the
contextual and artistic questions that Pontormo’s frescoes raise. As monumental works
in a semi-public space these frescoes must employ different pictorial devices than the de
Beaumetz panels, even if they are intended to fulfill a similar devotional purpose.
Pontormo does not portray Carthusian bystanders in his images, nor does he employ any
other explicitly anachronistic device. Rather, the most notable characteristic of these
frescoes is the artist’s decision to model his compositions and style after prints by
Albrecht Dürer.
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Imitation, Vasari, and Dürer
The question of artistic imitation, as an essential component in the development of style,
was addressed on both a theoretical and practical level throughout the early modern
period.87 In his Libro dell’Arte of c. 1395 Cennino Cennini advises the young artist to
select the work of a single master as an exemplar.
For if you undertake to copy after one master today and after another one
tomorrow, you will not acquire the style of either one or the other, and you
will inevitably, through enthusiasm, become capricious, because each
style will be distracting to your mind. You will try to work in this man’s
way today, and in the other’s tomorrow, and so you will not get either of
them right. If you follow the course of one man through constant practice,
your intelligence would have to be crude indeed for you not to get some
nourishment from it. Then you will find, if nature has granted you any
imagination at all, that you will eventually acquire a style individual to
yourself, and it cannot help being good; because your hand and your mind,
being always accustomed to gather flowers, would ill know how to pluck
thorns.88
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Over one hundred and fifty years later Giorgio Vasari adopted a very different approach
in the second edition of the Lives. Unlike the 1550 edition, in which Vasari did not
articulate a clear theory regarding the role of stylistic imitation, his 1568 version clearly
accords Raphael a preeminent role as an artistic exemplar.89 Raphael’s diligent study of
multiple masters, as well as his awareness of his own limitations, provided a model for
study that was readily accessible to aspiring painters.90 This approach is framed in
opposition to those artists who, “because they have confined themselves to studying the
works of Michelangelo, have failed to imitate him or reach his standard of
perfection…wasting their time and creating a style that is very harsh and labored, that
lacks charm and is defective in coloring and invention.”91 Only two artists in particular
were cited as being unable to follow Raphael’s model and rest “content to do what he
feels is natural to him”: Paolo Uccello and Jacopo Pontormo. 92
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maniera molto dura, tutta piena di difficultà, senza vaghezza, senza colorito e povera d’invenzione, là dove
arebbono potuto, cercando d’essere universali e d’imitare l’’altre parti, essere stati a se stessi et al mondo di
giovamento.” Vasari-BB, IV, 206.
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Vasari-Bull, I, 319. “…dovrebeee ciascuno contentarsi di fare volentieri quelle cose alle quali si sente da
naturale instinto inclinato, e non volere por mano, per gareggiare, a quello che non gli vien dato dalla
natura, per non faticare invano e spesso con vergogna e danno…E ci sia per esempio fra i vecchi Paulo
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Both of these artists fell victim to the urge “to emulate others” and “try his hand at
something for which he has no natural gift.”93 In Pontormo’s case this was his
detrimental attempt first, at the Certosa, to capture the German manner of Dürer, and
then, at San Lorenzo, to compete with Michelangelo. It is clear in Vasari’s narrative that
Pontormo’s failure was one of improper imitation; instead of combining a rich variety of
sources and styles to create his own artistic idiom, he strove to emulate the style of a
single, powerful exemplar, with the result that his own style was overwhelmed and the
emulation was a mere feeble echo of the original. Pontormo becomes a moral example
for other artists who are following Vasari’s newly clarified pedagogical language
regarding artistic methods and training.94

“The imitation of models,” Thomas Greene notes, “was a precept and an activity which
during that era embraced not only literature but pedagogy, grammar, rhetoric, esthetics,
the visual arts, music, historiography, politics, and philosophy. It was central and
pervasive.”95 This is because imitation, as conceived in the period, was not merely an
empty, formulaic exercise, but was a practice occasioned by a new historical awareness.96
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London: Yale University Press, 1982), 1.
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An interesting argument that counters this supposition is put forth by Steven Stowell, “Artistic Devotion:
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Imitation, Reception, and Deceit in Early Modern Art, ed. Sharon Gregory and Sally Anne Hickson
(Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2012), 21-46.
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In art this is perhaps best exemplified by the concept of the forgery, the most famous
incident of which in the Renaissance was Michelangelo’s creation of a Sleeping Cupid
that—after burying it in the ground—he sold to Cardinal Riario as an antique.97
Alexander Nagel has pointed out that in this instance, as well as others recounted by
Vasari, Michelangelo’s practice demonstrates that “stylistic accuracy in copying the
model came with an awareness of its status as a relic.”98 Of course, as discussed in the
introduction, this era did not see a complete eradication of the concept of copying as
continuity, but rather the two practices existed simultaneously, occasionally within a
single work of art. For example, a work introduced to Cambrai in 1440 as an original
painted by Saint Luke had its cult spread by a number of commissioned copies; in 1454
the well-known Bruges master Petrus Christus was paid twenty pounds for three copies.
Subsequently the cathedral paid a lesser-known painter, Hayne of Brussels, twelve
pounds for twelve copies.99 Thus, while the primary function of the image was to
propagate the cult by capturing the original likeness, the copies created by an applauded
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Alexander Nagel, Michelangelo and the Reform of Art (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000),
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master were still more highly valued; individual style was acknowledged as a
recognizable marker distinct from the historical style of the model.100

In the late Quattrocento and first half of the Cinquecento the proper form of literary
imitation become a popular humanist subject.101 While the main topic of debate was
ostensibly the number (and identity) of models that a writer might employ, the purpose of
imitation itself was intrinsic to the discussion in such a way that provides insight into
artistic, as well as literary, practice.
During the 1490s Angelo Poliziano outlined his views on literary imitation in
letters to numerous recipients including Bartolommeo Scala, Piero de’ Medici, and most
famously, Paolo Cortesi. The exchange between Poliziano and Cortesi, with the former
advocating the assimilation of multiple models and the latter the imitation of Cicero
alone, set a clear precedent for the later exchange between Gianfrancesco Pico and Pietro
Bembo in 1512-1513.102 It is in the letter to Scala, however, that Poliziano most
explicitly articulates the relationship between style and content.
I admit that one must have a method suited to the subject, the characters,
and the times; that the same method would not have fitted Cicero’s cases
at court and the Milesian fables of Apuleius; that we jest with one tongue,
if you please, and speak seriously with another. We do not use the same
language to boys and to scholars, nor do we write in the same way to
friends and strangers, to princes and private individuals; and for this
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University Press, 1993), 63-126.
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reason your Cicero, and mine too, is found to vary so much that he does
not seem equally the author of all that he writes.103
A similar sentiment is, perhaps surprisingly, expressed by Pietro Bembo. In his advocacy
of single models Bembo still distinguishes between literary genres, asserting Cicero as
the ideal model for prose and Virgil for poetry, further specifying that “the Virgilian
structure, rhythm, or even method will not especially fit elegiac and lyric verse nor
tragedies and comedies. But he who would devote himself to writing heroic verse must
learn, imbibe, and express Virgil as far as possible.”104 Both writers, in addressing the
overarching issue regarding imitation as a means of developing a personal style, reinforce
the concept that form and content must be commensurate.
A similar understanding was never as clearly articulated in art historical treatises
of the period. Both Cennini and Vasari discuss imitation primarily as a means of
achieving an individual style, which, according to Cennini, “cannot help being good,”105
and that, in Vasari’s words, should be defined by “a catholic excellence.”106 This reality
has led Marcia Hall to conclude: “Before Trent distinction between sacred and secular art
was not made. As a rule, the painter applied the same style regardless of subject.”107
Indeed, the post-Trent preoccupation with rules appropriate to genre distinctions is
demonstrated by texts like Raffaello Borghini’s Il Riposo (1584), D. Gregorio
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Comanini’s Il Figino ovvero del Fine della Pittura (1591), and most importantly
Giovanni Andrea Gilio’s De gli errori, e de gli abusi de’ Pittori circa l’historie (1564).108
It is the latter who most clearly discussed issues regarding style, and not merely
iconography.109
The internal evidence of art from this period, however, belies the conclusion that
style and content were entirely divorced from each other. Nagel has convincingly traced
an historical consciousness in certain branches of sixteenth-century reform that came to
associate older art with an aura of religious authenticity, and which subsequently had an
important impact on the especially historically-conscious work of Michelangelo.110
Similar concerns can also be found in the work of artists such as Sandro Botticelli, Rosso
Fiorentino, and Jacopo Pontormo.111 In the case of Pontormo at the Certosa the stylistic
consciousness does not pertain to an historical style, but rather, a regional one. In order
to understand such deliberate stylistic emulation within its historical context two
important questions remain to be asked: what features of the frescoes specifically can be
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considered German in style? And, what resonance would such a style have had in
Florence during the 1520s, as opposed to Vasari’s Florence of the 1560s?
“Let no one think that Jacopo is to be blamed because he imitated
Albrecht Dürer in these novel ideas (for there is no error in that, and many
painters have done so and still do), but because he adopted the
uncompromising German style in everything, in the draperies, the
expressions of the faces, and the attitudes of his figures, which he should
have avoided, save for using its inventive ideas, since he possessed the
modern style in all its fullness of grace and beauty.”112
While this passage may at first glance appear surprisingly explicit regarding the
characteristics of German style, the subtlety of Vasari’s critique is worth exploring in
greater depth.113 One of the recurring leitmotifs in this section is the almost palpable
physical difficulty of the German style; its “uncompromising” nature is confirmed by the
“intensity and effort” expended by Pontormo on its acquisition. This is presented in
contrast to the “charm,” “grace,” and “sweetness” of Pontormo’s early style that “had
been given to him by Nature.”114 There is a moral overtone here that is, to a degree, then
transferred to the images—“uncompromising” becomes a visual rigidity, while
Pontormo’s own physical effort is revealed in his figures, draining them of energy and
liveliness.115
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In returning to the specific features Vasari lists—draperies, expressions,
attitudes—it quickly becomes apparent that these are not merely independent elements,
but all directly related to each other. A critique of German style drapery can be divided
into two characteristics: the first is the most straightforward: a tense almost decorative
angularity, the impact of which is most readily on display in the bunched pool of drapery
at Veronica’s feet in Christ on the Way to Calvary. 116 The second is a tendency to
conceal, rather than reveal, the body beneath, which in turn affects the viewer’s ability to
read the different figural postures. From the voluminous robes enveloping Pilate to the
loose, hanging folds surrounding the resurrected Christ, the wide swaths of drapery
conceal the musculature and ponderation of the figure below. Dramatic action centered
on the core of the body is lost, and the abrupt sweep of a hand or arm is the only bodily
indication of an interior mental state. The sole figures that Vasari singles out for
compliment in the frescoes are the “naked Jews” in the Way to Calvary and the cupbearer
in Christ before Pilate, who “is very beautiful and vivacious, and possesses a certain
something of Pontormo’s old style.”117 In the latter the muscular curve of the legs is
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revealed by tight hose as he moves down the stairs; swinging his hips to one side and
counterbalancing with the opposite shoulder his body and its motions are fully exposed to
the viewer. In the case of the Jews, their nude torsos are anatomically observed and
carefully defined so that the sense of physical strain and activity is made readily apparent.
For Vasari these are the only figures that aim toward the artist’s most noble goal, to paint
“the human body in its most beautifully proportioned and perfect forms and in the
greatest variety of attitudes, and thereby to express the wide range of the soul’s emotions
and joys.”118 That the blame for this general obscuring the human form can be laid, in
Vasari’s eyes, at the German master’s feet is demonstrated by his criticism of Dürer; the
nude was Dürer’s greatest weakness, though not entirely through his own fault. “I am
willing, indeed, to believe that Albrecht was perhaps not able to do better because, not
having any better models, he drew, when he had to make nudes, from one or other of his
assistants, who must have had bad figures, as Germans generally have when naked,
although one sees many from those parts who are fine men when in their clothes.”119
It seems that as compensation for the masked emotions of the body Pontormo
instead indulged in overly exaggerated—to Vasari’s mind—facial expressions. Dürer’s
figures’ expressions are initially described as possessing “alertness and variety,” which
would seem positive attributes, and indeed, in certain cases the expressions, while
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rendered in the German style, are considered quite beautiful. What appears to govern
Vasari’s assessment is a notion of decorum; soldiers actively engaged in the scene exhibit
“weird expressions” that move “anyone looking at them with pity” for the artist, while
soldiers caught asleep as Christ rises from the tomb are shown appropriately “looking as
if dead in their varied attitudes, full of drowsiness.”120 Similarly, elderly men like Joseph
of Arimathea and Nicodemus, though in German style, have “the most beautiful
expressions and faces of old people.” Virile young men should conform to concepts of
beauty that the elderly, and those captured in the inaction of sleep, need not. A related
issue of decorum, articulated by Lodovico Dolce, may also be at work:
Alberto Duro’s sense of propriety was at fault not only in the case of
costumes, but also in the case of faces. Being a German, he did several
compositions in which the Mother of Our Lord is given a German
costume, and he did the same for all those holy ladies who accompany her.
Nor again did he refrain from giving his Jews features which are really
Germanic, including those moustaches and weird hairstyles that the
Germans indulge in and the clothes they wear.121
It is too difficult to tell now, given the damaged state of the frescoes, but perhaps some of
the figures singled out had features, and not merely expressions, that would have marked
them as characteristically German.
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Two additional critiques, while only implicitly stated, serve to elucidate further
Vasari’s definition of German style. First, it is clear from Vasari’s complimentary
invocations of soft coloring that at times the harsh angularity of line Pontormo used
extended beyond folds in drapery to the contours of figures and the demarcations of hue.
Second, the overall compositions themselves are crowded, with numerous figures pressed
up to the foreground and very little sense of spatial depth. While composition and
invention are used somewhat interchangeably when discussing features borrowed from
Dürer by other artists, it seems the latter should actually be narrowly interpreted as a
figure or set of figures interacting in a novel fashion. Indeed, Vasari distinguishes
between invention and composition in his description of Dürer’s Life of the Virgin prints,
and subsequently, when discussing the work of Lucas van Leyden, he notes “The scenes
of Lucas are very happy in composition, being executed with such clearness and so free
from confusion, that it seems certain that the action represented could not have taken
place in any other way; and they are arranged more in accordance with the rules of art
than those of Albrecht.”122 Thus, while Dürer’s inventions serve as excellent models to
other artists, his overall compositions can be said to lack an artfulness of arrangement.

All of the features outlined above distinguished Pontormo’s work at the Certosa from that
of his Florentine contemporaries, as well as his own earlier artistic production. It is
probable that this stylistic shift was deliberate, and would have appeared so to his
compatriots who saw the work, though there is little reason to believe that their reception
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would have been as thoroughly negative as Vasari’s.123 While Vasari’s Life of Pontormo
was structured as a moral example regarding the improper use of artistic imitation, his
disparagement of a maniera tedesca specifically was likely further conditioned by his
historical milieu of the 1560s. After the definitive failure of the Council of Trent to come
to any resolution between northern reformers and the papal church there was a
categorical rejection of all religious practices, beliefs, and artifacts that could be
associated with the protestant north.124 In addition, this was the era when Cosimo I was
successfully consolidating his ducal rule over Tuscany, employing the codification of
Florentine culture as a useful hegemonic tool in his bid to become Grand Duke.125
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potesse dare alle cose ch’ella fa la vita, e il moto, come fa la natura, ella non arebbe da vergognarsi punto
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In the early decades of Cinquecento however, the political and cultural situation
was decidedly less rigid, allowing for greater exchange—artistic, religious, humanistic,
and economic—between Florence and the regions north of the Alps than has been
previously acknowledged. Indeed, the very catholic approach to different artistic sources
that many painters and sculptors adopted reflects the fluidity of cultural boundaries
during this period. They freely adapted landscapes from prints by artists like Dürer and
Lucas van Leyden, while culling figural types from Botticelli and Donatello, and
indulging in the vibrant cangiante colors of Michelangelo’s Sistine ceiling.126 A sense of
eclecticism and exploration pervades the works of artists like Pontormo, Rosso, and
Beccafumi.127 Even artists whose styles were less consciously experimental, such as
Andrea del Sarto, Ridolfo Ghirlandaio, and Raphael’s his assistant Gianfrancesco Penni,
were comfortable adapting motifs from northern prints and translating them into their
own artistic idioms.128 What sets Pontormo’s work at the Certosa apart from both of
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these trends is the deliberately recognizable nature of his references. While it has been
justifiably pointed out that Pontormo’s work here also draws on Donatello, it is the
German style, as delineated above, that dominates the appearance of the frescoes.129

Fifteenth-Century Collecting
“They would be amazed in my country, I answered, both to hear your Excellency praise
me and at the manner of it, making a distinction between Italians and other men, whom
you call tramontane.”130 Such is Francisco de Hollanda’s response to Vittoria Colonna’s
praise, commending him as one who seems to possess “the knowledge and talent not of a
Northerner but of a good Italian.”131 The generalizing nature of this distinction, reducing
western Europe simply to Italians and northerners, is striking to the modern reader, yet it
is not unique to the Dialogues.
Throughout the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries Italians routinely did not
distinguish between different regions beyond the Alps. A common adjective—
oltramontane (along with the less frequent ponentino)—was at least as general in scope
as it was in application. Frequently, however, Italians would employ the descriptors alla
franceze (or franzese), fiandresco, alla fiamminga, and alla tedesca indiscriminately,
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seemingly due to a dearth of specialized knowledge, combined with a certain degree of
indifference.132 This is apparent in a wide range of textual genres, from humanist
disquisitions to collection inventories to the later art historical works by authors like de
Hollanda and Vasari. Belonging to the first category is Bartholomaeus Facius’ section on
painters in his De viris illustribus of 1456. Facius, despite his role as historian and
secretary at the culturally sophisticated court of Alfonso I in Naples, referred to Jan van
Eyck as “Jan of Gaul” and Rogier van der Weyden as “a pupil and fellow-countryman of
Jan.”133 In Florence the term fiandresco was preferred in most inventories, but in the
famous catalogue of the Medici collection made in 1492 the compiler supplanted the
phrase alla franzese. Thus a painting of three men and four women in the Sala Grande
Terrena at Carreggio was a ‘panno fiandresco’ in 1482 and one of three ‘panni franzesi’
in 1492.134 Most famously, Vasari later referred to Albrecht Dürer, who practiced the
maniera tedesca, as “un fiammingo.”135 Given the precedents, De Hollanda’s later
categorization (though not necessarily his criticism) of the arts from different regions was
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representative of an earlier era as well—art was either Italian or northern; all other
distinctions were immaterial.

The widespread vogue in Italy for fiandreschi paintings and luxury goods during the
fifteenth century is now a well-established historical fact. Courtly cities and mercantile
republics alike clamored for the sophisticated products available in northern centers of
culture, vying for the most refined products. Central to an understanding of this
phenomenon is the high status associated with the items being imported. Peninsular
aristocrats and wealthy merchants began embracing the courtly aesthetics cultivated by
the Burgundian dukes, which prompted the purchasing of tapestries, metalwork, mirrors,
musical instruments, and paintings. The cultural cachet presented by these objects was
complemented by pre-established links of trade, facilitating smooth commerce between
northern and southern commercial centers. One particularly notable example is the way
in which the Medici bank in Bruges rapidly became a hub for luxury procurements, not
only for the Medici themselves, but also for important clients like the Sforza, the Este,
and the dukes of Savoy.136 Even after the collapse of that Medici branch in 1480 other
Florentines, like Tommaso Portinari in Bruges and the Martelli in Lyons, continued to act
as purveyors of various fiamminghi products.137
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Other important factors in this process included the presence of substantial
foreign communities in cities like Florence and Bruges,138 as well as the individual
travels of artists,139 and the impact of certain signal works of art.140 The most famous,
though purely mythical, artistic voyage is certainly that of Antonello da Messina
traveling to Bruges to acquire the magic of oil painting from Jan van Eyck.141 While this
fable was invented by Vasari, it still illustrates two important historical truths regarding
Italian reception of northern painting. First, Vasari notes that Antonello’s trip was
inspired by a work in the collection of King Alfonso I of Naples, pointing to the southern
court as an essential node in the Italian web of collecting and propagating a taste for
Flemish painting. Second, Vasari highlights the essential technical element that
fascinated Italian artists and patrons alike—the incredible facility with which the
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northerners had mastered the oil medium. Indeed, while Antonello did not in fact make
the artistic pilgrimage north, Bianca Maria Visconti, the Duchess of Milan, sent her court
painter Zanetto Bugatto to Brussels to study with Rogier van der Weyden from 14601463.142 A scant decade later Federico da Montefeltro employed Joos van Ghent as his
court painter, as he could not find in Italy any master “who knew how to paint in oil on
panel.”143
The association between northern artists and oil painting can be traced back at
least as far as Cennino Cennini’s Libro dell’Arte, in which he states, “I want to teach you
to work with oil on wall or panel, as the Germans are much given to do.”144 Filarete
expands upon this technical skill in his Trattato di Architettura, citing Jan van Eyck and
Rogier van der Weyden as especially adept practitioners of the technique.145 The
exceptional clarity and precision that masters like van Eyck and van der Weyden brought
to their work, as well as the depth of color and enamel-like surface that the multiple thin
layers of oil medium allowed them to achieve, placed such paintings well within the
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ambit of other luxury items being imported from the north. They were exceptional
objects that evoked the preciousness of jewels.
Outside of cities like Urbino and Ferrara where the presence of northern artists
likely had a direct impact upon local practice, painters in other cultural centers had to rely
on imported works of art as sources for the sought-after arte fiamminga.146 A brief
survey of such paintings and their subsequent impact reveals the other pictorial features
that, combined with sophisticated oil technique, were most appealing to Italian painters
and their patrons. Taken in conjunction with contemporary discussions of northern
painting—which form a striking parallel to painterly practices—we can articulate the
nuanced connotations that the maniera tedesca would have had for beholders in
Pontormo’s time.

In Florence the Medici were not only the most important purveyors of northern art, but
they were also its most extensive collectors. Of the 142 paintings listed in the 1492
inventory at least forty-two of those works were executed by northern artists, with the
villa at Careggi decorated almost exclusively with “panni fiandreschi.”147 Earlier
inventories also record the presence of these works, such as the “small panel of St.
Jerome,” first noted in Piero de’ Medici’s inventory of 1456-63 and generally associated
with the “small Flemish panel of St. Jerome at study, with a little cupboard with
numerous books in perspective, and a lion at his feet, the work of Master John of Bruges,
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colored in oil, in a case” documented in 1492 (Fig. 1.24).148 The novel iconography of
the saint in his study demonstrated the same interest in carefully observed domestic
interiors and everyday objects that was also characteristic of many northern images of the
Madonna and Child. Such works enabled artists to showcase their skill in rendering
different tactile effects, from elaborate hangings to ceramic tiles to glass vases. One of
the first Florentine artists to respond to these qualities was Filippo Lippi, as evidenced by
works like the Tarquinia Madonna of 1437 and the San Lorenzo Annunciation of 1444
(Fig. 1.25).
An essential complement in the oeuvre of van Eyck to these minutely attended
interiors was the juxtaposition of expansive landscape views, allowing his eye to operate
“as a microscope and as a telescope at the same time.”149 In the hands of Florentine
artists this latter resulted in what Millard Meiss termed the “plateau composition.”150
Adopted in the 1460s by a number of artists, including Alesso Baldovinetti, Francesco
Botticini, and Andrea del Verrocchio, it is best exemplified by the work of the Pollaiuoli.
The Labors of Hercules, The Martyrdom of Saint Sebastian, and to a lesser extent the
Saint James Altarpiece all feature massive figures arranged in a shallow foreground space
that drops away quickly to a distant landscape portrayed from a high viewpoint (Figs.
1.26 & 1.27). Evocative of the Arno valley, with winding rivers, native plants and Italian
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buildings, these views must have provided a point of reference for the young Leonardo in
his earliest landscape studies.
The subsequent reception of two paintings that arrived in the 1470s and 80s—the
Eyckian St. Francis Receiving the Stigmatization and Memling’s Paganotti triptych—
attested to a shift in the Florentine appreciation for Flemish conceived landscapes (Fig
1.28). As opposed to modifying a northern composition to their native territory, painters
began to extract background elements directly from these imported exemplars for
transposition into their own work; quotations of the Eyckian landscape have been
identified in more than ten Florentine works from the 1470s, and the watermill in the
background of the Paganotti triptych appeared in works by Fra Bartolommeo, Filippino
Lippi, and in a rare surviving sketchbook from the period, Buonaccorso Ghiberti’s
Zibaldone (Figs. 1.29 & 1.30).151 With the increasing arrival of northern prints during the
same period, Florentine artists had an even wider range of landscape models from which
to select and the practice remained popular well into the sixteenth century.
Perhaps the most common genre of alla franceze painting in Italy was portraiture,
as this was not reserved solely for elite consumption.152 Numerous Italian merchants and
businessmen commissioned portraits during northern sojourns, which they would then
bring back with them to their native cities. Italian painters across the peninsula readily
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embraced the northern portrait format, which generally depicted the sitter in a threequarter bust-length view in front of a parapet, either within a darkened interior or with an
open vista to the outdoors.153 This enabled them to demonstrate their skill in the highly
prized evocation of tactile values and distant landscapes already discussed above.
Further, the aims of portraiture were closely aligned with the fiamminga tendency toward
mimetic exactitude, inspiring Italian artists to capture non-idealized physiognomies and
to include details such as warts, moles, and stubble. This is true most famously of
Domenico Ghirlandaio’s Portrait of an Old Man and his Grandson, c. 1490, but can also
be seen in a lesser degree to works like Pietro Perugino’s Portrait of Francesco delle
Opere, c. 1490 (Fig. 1.31). As with fiamminghe landscapes, the northern portrait type
maintained cultural currency throughout the early decades of the sixteenth century, such
that even Vasari could not greatly fault Pontormo when he executed two portraits of
Alessandro and Ippolito de’ Medici with “good likenesses, though he did not depart
greatly from the style he had learned from the Germans.”154
Figural types and modes derived from northern religious paintings, on the other
hand, were not received with such universal enthusiasm. Rogier van der Weyden’s
Entombment, frequently identified as the altarpiece recorded in the Villa Careggi chapel
in 1492,155 forms a problematic node in this discourse (Fig. 1.32). The unusual
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iconography of this work appears to have been inspired by the central predella panel of
Fra Angelico’s San Marco altarpiece, executed at least a decade earlier (Fig. 1.33).156 In
his version Van der Weyden departed from the more geometrically pure arrangement of
the Angelico, expanding both the landscape and the number of figures, which in turn
inspired subsequent works by Florentine painters, including Raffaellino di Garbo,
Bartolommeo di Giovanni, and Domenico Ghirlandaio.157 Leonardo adopted the pose of
the Magdalene for the angel in Verrocchio’s Baptism of Christ and the youngest magi in
his own unfinished Adoration of the Magi.158 The most thoughtful artistic meditation on
van der Weyden’s composition, however, was that of the young Michelangelo in his
unfinished Entombment of c. 1500 (1.34).159 None of these painters, however,
demonstrate an interest in the attenuated proportions, angular postures, and emotive
expressions of Rogier’s figures.
The impact of Hugo van der Goes’ Adoration of the Shepherds, by far the largest,
most conspicuous Netherlandish painting to arrive in Florence, demonstrated the same
level of ambivalence on the part of native painters (Fig. 1.35). Executed for Tommaso
Portinari and put on display in 1483 as the high altarpiece of S. Egidio, the church of the
S. Maria Nuova hospital, the triptych provided an accessible model of northern religious
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painting on a monumental scale. In the wake of its arrival the iconography, unusual but
by no means unheard of in Florence, experienced a decided resurgence in the city, most
notably in Domenico Ghirlandaio’s altarpiece for the Sassetti chapel in Santa Trinita,
finished in 1485 (Fig. 1.36).160 Ghirlandaio, while displaying a concerted interest in the
meticulously observed foreground details of the Flemish work,161 adjusted the overall
balance of the composition. He stabilized the figural arrangement by avoiding the
upward tilted foreground of the van der Goes, choosing instead to reveal a wider view
into the distant background populated by the winding cortege of the Magi and dotted with
classical ruins. In addition, he moved towards a more idealized facial type for the
shepherds and a more robust and lively form for the child that was now placed carefully
on his mother’s robe, instead of a thin sheaf of wheat on the bare ground. This
conditioned adaptation was typical of Ghirlandaio’s workshop practice, and also
characterized the response of artists like Raffaellino di Garbo and Lorenzo di Credi.
It remained for painters like Sandro Botticelli, Filippino Lippi, and Piero di
Cosimo to respond more directly to the expressive figural possibilities offered by the
northern artists. Beginning in the 1490s Botticelli’s art demonstrated a distinct
bifurcation of representational tendencies, with certain images eschewing rationally
conceived space in favor of a frieze-like arrangement complemented by more angularly
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Eyck, 89; Michael Rohlmann, “Luoghi del paragone: La ricezione del Trittico Portinari nell’arte
fiorentina,” in Firenze e gli antichi Paesi Bassi, 67-68.
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expressive and emotive figures.162 This shift has been viewed as a self-conscious
splintering that allowed Botticelli to achieve greater dramatic charge in religious
images,163 and certainly a work like the Berlin Lamentation, c. 1492, echoes the
restrained composition and emotional tenor of a design by Rogier known through a
drawing of The Carrying of Christ to the Tomb by the van der Weyden workshop (Figs.
1.37 & 1.38).164 Filippino Lippi, in works like the altarpiece for the Otto di Guardia,
revealed an interest in the subdued color palette of van der Goes, as well as the decidedly
melancholic conception of the Virgin (Fig. 1.39).165 Of these three artists it was Piero di
Cosimo who most readily appropriated the non-idealized figure types used by van der
Goes and van der Weyden, as is evident in works such as the Pugliese Altar and the
Visitation (Fig. 1.40).166
In addition to the major commissions considered thus far, there was a thriving
market in Florence for smaller devotional images that included many such works
imported from the north. Direct testimony of this trade is recorded in the letters of
Alessandra Macinghi Strozzi writing to her son Lorenzo in Bruges in 1460. In the first
letter of February 28 she refers to “the painted papers, or rather canvases” that she had
received two months previously.167 A following letter of March 6 describes the images
as well as her plans for selling two of them if possible.
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As to the two painted canvases, one is the Three Magi, offering gold to our
Lord, and they are good figures. The other is a peacock, which seems
very fine to me, and is enriched with other decorations. To me they seem
beautiful; I will keep one, because, from what you in your letter say they
cost, I don’t know if here one would get three florins a piece, for they are
small canvases. If I had a chance to sell them at a profit, I would sell them
both. The Holy Face I will keep, for it is a devout figure and beautiful.168
These references, while brief, provide an essential glimpse into art being traded and
collected on a smaller scale. In the first letter Alessandra’s reference to papers or
canvases indicates the commonality of both media for minor works being imported, and
the second letter gives a sense of the subjects on offer—two religious images, and one
animal.169 The Holy Face that she decides to keep, along with its attendant variations
such as the Veronica and the Man of Sorrows, represents the most popular theme for
these more modest devotional works.
Imports like those of Alessandra Strozzi, as well as others of a slightly higher
caliber, provided Florentine workshops with examples that were emulated or copied
directly. Perhaps the most famous example is a Christ Crowned with Thorns in the
Philadelphia Museum of Art (Fig. 1.43). Due to its exceptionally high quality it was long
believed to be an original work by Hans Memling, but is now attributed to Domenico
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Ghirlandaio.170 The Memling upon which it is based did in fact have a Florentine
provenance, and was originally paired with a Mater Dolorosa that has also been copied
by Italian artists on more than one occasion.171 A panel executed by the Master of the
Saint Ursula Legend that portrayed the Veronica held aloft by two angels was also
copied, in this case for the central panel of a tabernacle painted by Raffaellino di Garbo’s
workshop for the church of the Carmine (Figs. 1.41 & 1.42).172 Variations of Veronica
holding the Sudarium were executed by Piero di Cosimo and Pietro del Donzello, while a
variety of images portraying Christ Blessing or Christ Crowned with Thorns were
portrayed by Botticelli, Cosimo Rosselli, Fra Bartolommeo and Fra Angelico (Figs. 1.441.46).

Literary Commentary
If the indiscriminate use by collectors of the terms franzese, fiamminga and tedesca
suggests that Italians had a completely homogenized view of northern peoples, cultures,
and artifacts, a wider assessment of contemporary literature quickly complicates this
impression.173 Certainly in political terms northern nationalities were often seen as
usurping barbarians by those who extolled the possibilities of a unified Italy, like
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Machiavelli and Francesco Guicciardini, with the latter lamenting: “Three things I desire
to see before I die; yet I doubt, even if I were to live a long time, that I shall see any of
them…Italy liberated from all barbarians….”174 The term itself, derived from the
grammatical distinction in which a barbarism was a misspelling or mispronunciation of a
Latin word, gained renewed relevance in the philological considerations of Renaissance
humanists. 175
In writing his De Librorum Educatione (1450) for the young Bohemian King
Ladislas, Aeneas Sylvius Piccolomini cautioned: “In speaking Latin barbarisms of all
kinds need to be avoided with great care. The term ‘barbarism’ includes a variety of
faults, partly against taste, partly against the standard usage of the best writers. It is, for
example, a ‘barbarism’ to employ foreign words not recognized in Roman speech, such
as German importations.”176 This attitude was later adopted by Tuscans advocating for a
purified vernacular, with Piero Valeriano citing that a certain pronunciation was “too
clumsy and had something of German in it.”177
A prejudice against the maniera tedesca was prominent in architecture as well.
Both Manetti and Filarete objected to the oltramontano style,178 and Raphael, in his letter
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to Leo X noted the divide between the gothic style of the north and the exemplar of the
antique. “From this point onward there emerged almost everywhere the German style of
architecture that, as one still sees in the ornaments, is exceptionally distant from the
beautiful manner, of the Romans and the ancients.” 179 Decades later Vasari expanded
upon this view, criticizing the “German manner” as a style “monstrous and barbarous and
forsaken of all that comprises order…This maniera was invented by the Goths who,
having ruined the ancient buildings and after the death of the architects in the
wars…filled all of Italy with this malediction of buildings.”180 In regards to architecture
then, Vasari’s concept of the maniera tedesca is clearly building upon the historical
precedent set by Manetti, Filarete, and Raphael.181 His pejorative attitude toward the
maniera tedesca in painting, however, was not, as will be demonstrated below, entirely
consistent with the attitudes of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. Indeed, the
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contemporary perception of arte ponentino formed a distinct contrast to the political,
philological, and architectural attitudes outlined above.

Bartholomaeus Facius’ De viris illustribus of 1456 provides the fifteenth century’s first
extended discussion of contemporary artists in his short biographies of Jan van Eyck,
Gentile da Fabriano, Pisanello, and Rogier van der Weyden. In his description of the two
northerners’ works it is interesting to note the different aspects that are emphasized. He
compliments van Eyck for a Jerome “in a library done with rare art: for if you move away
from it a little it seems that it recedes inwards and that it has complete books laid open in
it, while if you go near it is clear it is only a summary of these;” a genre piece of a
bathing woman with a number of interior details and a background including “horses,
minute figures of men, mountains, groves, hamlets and castles carried out with such skill
you would believe one was fifty miles distant from another;” and a set of exceptional
portraits.182 Of Rogier’s works he singles out another genre piece of a woman bathing
that portrays “two youths on the other side secretly peering in at her through a chink,
remarkable for their grins;” an altarpiece at the court in Ferrara showing “Christ brought
down from the Cross, Mary His Mother, Mary Magdalene and Joseph, their grief and
tears so represented, you would not think them other than real;” and the “tapestry”
paintings of Alfonso I that represent “the Mother of God, dismayed at hearing of the
capture of her son, yet, even with flowing tears, maintaining her dignity, a most perfect
work; likewise the abuse and pain that Christ Our Lord patiently suffered from the Jews,
and in this you may easily distinguish a variety of feelings and passions in keeping with
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the variety of the action.”183 What becomes immediately apparent is that van Eyck is the
master of detail—on both intimate and distant scale—and Rogier is the master of
expression.184 This latter impression is further confirmed by the hierarchy of description
employed by Ciriaco d’Ancona when describing the same work in Ferrara a few years
a magnificently wrought picture which the illustrious prince Lionello of
Este showed me in Ferrara on July 8, 1449. In it one sees our first
progenitors, and in a most pious [pientissimo] image the ordeal of the
Deposition of the God-Incarnate, with a large crowd of men and women
standing about in deep mourning. All this is admirably depicted with what
I would call divine rather than human art. There you could see those faces
come alive and breathe which he wanted to show as living, and likewise
the deceased as dead, and in particular, many garments, multi-colored
soldiers’ cloaks, clothes prodigiously enhanced by purple and gold,
blooming meadows, flowers, trees, leafy and shady hills, as well as ornate
porticoes and halls, gold really resembling gold, pearls, precious stones,
and everything else you would think to have been produced not by the
artifice of human hands but by all-bearing nature itself. 185
Ciriaco’s primary emphasis is on the expressions of the figures, which is directly
connected to the overall quality of the work as “pientissimo.” Only afterward does he
marvel at the naturalistic accuracy of the textiles, buildings, and landscape.
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Both of these writers emphasize mimetic skill—rendering of texture and detail—
and emotional articulation as qualities to be prized, thus following antique ekphrastic
models set out by authors like Philostratus.186 In addition, it has been pointed out that
both authors likely knew Alberti’s De Pictura. This is indicated directly by Facius in his
section on Orators,187 and is implied by Ciriaco’s reference to the convincing depiction of
lifeless limbs and of the color gold through skill alone: both important testaments to
superior artistry in Alberti’s treatise.188 Despite these parallels, however, both Facius and
Ciriaco diverge from their purported literary models on significant points. Absent in both
writers is any consideration of compositional order, proportion, or perspective. These
pictorial features, which are essential to Alberti’s formulation of modern painting, are
precisely those that are not characteristic of the arte fiamminga. This telling lacuna
affirms that Facius and Ciriaco were not merely following prescribed descriptive tropes,
but highlighting those aspects of northern painting that they and their contemporaries
found most appealing: the mimetic precision of van Eyck and the emotive efficacy of van
der Weyden.
Throughout the later Quattrocento and the early decades of the Cinquecento
comprehensive discussions of arte alla fiamminga remain scarce, though mentions of
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such works are consistently positive.189 A Florentine, Francesco Lancilotti, commends
Flemish skill in landscape painting in 1509,190 and upon seeing the Ghent altarpiece in
1517 Cardinal Luigi d’Aragona is so taken by the “perfection and naturalness” of the
figures that he deems “without doubt one can say that the painting seems the most
beautiful work of Christianity.”191 During the 1520s and 1530s Marcantonio Michiel, the
Venetian gentleman and connoisseur,192 compiled his Notizia dell’opere del disegno193 in
which he demonstrated a marked preference for works executed by northern artists, often
listing them first and affording them lengthier descriptions than works by Italians on view
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in the same collections.194 He too highlighted distant landscapes and detailed interiors as
strengths of painting alla ponentina.195
It is only with Francisco de Hollanda’s Roman Dialogues that a comprehensive
reappraisal of pittura alla fiamminga finally occurs. Written some time between 1541
and 1548, three of De Hollanda’s dialogues are presented as conversations between the
author, Michelangelo, Vittoria Colonna and Lattanzio Tolomei, that took place during
Francisco’s trip to Rome in 1538.196 While the accuracy of the opinions supposedly
recorded by de Hollanda is often questioned, this does not mitigate the historical value of
the work for our purposes.197 Either de Hollanda is strictly reporting the thoughts of
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Michelangelo—the most important artistic figure in Italy—or convincingly hypothesizing
such beliefs based on commonly maintained artistic topoi. In both cases the discussion of
Flemish art in the Dialogues carries the weight of cultural currency.
In the first dialogue, which occurred in the Roman church of San Silvestro al
Quirinale, Vittoria Colonna asks Michelangelo to explain “what Flemish painting may be
and whom it pleases, for it seems to me more devout than that in the Italian manner.”198
With these words Colonna immediately evokes the pientissimo character of works by van
der Weyden.199 His response is a stinging, yet insightful, condemnation of the Flemish
style and those viewers to whom it appeals:
Flemish painting, slowly answered the painter, will, generally speaking,
Signora, please the devout better than any painting of Italy, which will
never cause him to shed a tear, whereas that of Flanders will cause him to
shed many; and that not through the vigour and goodness of the painting
but owing to the goodness of the devout person. It will appeal to women,
especially to the very old and the very young, and also to monks and nuns
and to certain noblemen who have no sense of true harmony. In Flanders,
they paint with a view to external exactness or such things as may cheer
you and of which you cannot speak ill, as for example saints and prophets.
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They paint stuffs and masonry, the green grass of the fields, the shadows
of the trees, and rivers and bridges, which they call landscapes, with many
figures on this side and many figures on that. And all this, though it
pleases some persons, is done without reason or art, without symmetry or
proportion, without skillful choice or boldness and, finally, without
substance or vigour. Nevertheless, there are countries where they paint
worse than Flanders. And I do not speak so ill of Flemish painting
because it is all bad but because it attempts to do so many things well
(each one of which would suffice for greatness) that it does none well.200
Here Michelangelo enumerates all of the features that previously attested to the high
quality of Flemish painting, and in simply inverting the aesthetic standards by which such
works should be judged, he converts all of these virtues into vices. Mimesis is no longer
commensurate with art, rather the latter is “a copy of the perfections of God and a
recollection of His painting,” which requires symmetry, proportion, skillful choice,
substance, and vigor. Even more importantly, true art is not apprehended solely by the
eyes, which will delight in external exactitude, but is “a melody which only intellect can
understand.” 201 Ultimately the chauvinism embedded in this passage avers the
superiority of intellect not only over the senses, but over emotions as well.202 The
affective response is rendered at odds with aesthetic response, thus negating one of the
greatest attributes of northern painting: its pietistic character manifested through
emotional expression.
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Strategies of Visual Efficacy and Identification
The perceived emotional character of northern painting, when considered in conjunction
with Carthusian devotional practices, casts Pontormo’s decision to emulate Dürer in a
new light. Indeed, Michelangelo provides an even more specific clue to this intersection
of context and style when he states that the viewer will shed many tears, though “not
through the vigor and goodness of the painting but owing to the goodness of the devout
person.”203 At the heart of the encounter between beholder and image, as described by
Michelangelo, is empathetic response; the viewer has been trained to react in a certain
manner by a set of cultural determinants, ranging from texts to sermons to images to
public spectacle. Of course, as Michelangelo’s purported comments also indicate, this is
merely the appropriate mode of response to a subset of images of which he disapproves;
the true artist should be capable of inspiring intellectual contemplation and edification.
The self-serving nature of his derogatory stance towards emotional identification,
however, should not lead us to discount this purported opinion. The stimulation of
affective response had played a central, if complex, role in Christian worship from at
least the twelfth century onward.
While the Middle Ages did not invent the notion Christ’s humanity, beginning in
the 11th century a shift in tone occurred. Over the course of the following centuries this
became increasingly evident as prominent churchmen and religious figures penned texts
and sermons that focused more narrowly on the pathetic nature of Christ’s sufferings
during the Passion, which were then in turn expanded upon and popularized in works by
anonymous authors attributed, at the time, to Saints Bernard, Anselm, Bede and others.
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The impact of these texts—such as the Tractatus in laudibus sanctae Dei genetricis by
the Pseudo-Bernard, the Dialogus Beatae Mariae et Anselmi de Passione Domini by the
Pseudo-Anselm, and the Meditationes Vitae Christi by the Pseudo-Bonaventure—was
complemented by the practice of imitatio Christi promoted most famously by Saint
Francis and his followers.204 Indeed, the concepts of emotional compassion and spiritual
identification were growing ever more interdependent, as revealed by the heightened
tenor of the language. In his De perfection vitae ad sorores Saint Bonaventure advised:
…and with the blessed apostle Thomas, do not merely look at the marks of
the nails in his hands, do not merely put your finger into the place of these
nails, do not merely place your hand into his side, but enter wholly by the
gate of his side right to the very heart of Jesus. And there transformed into
Christ by the most burning love of the Crucified, fastened by the nails of
the divine fear, transfixed by the lance of a heartfelt love, pierced by the
sword of the deepest compassion, seek nothing else, wish for no other
thing, and seek no other consolation than to die with Christ on the cross.
And then with the Apostle Paul, cry out and say: With Christ I am nailed
to the Cross. Nevertheless I live; yet not I, but Christ liveth in me.205
This new trend of affective piety was manifested in art through changes in subject
matter—the most obvious of which was the increased depiction and elaboration of the
Passion cycle—and developments in representational strategies and artistic genres.206 A
new category of image, often referred to as Andachtsbilder, is particularly correlated to
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these currents,207 but new approaches in narrative painting were also essential in
visualizing these devotional attitudes. Changing concepts of illusionism, particularly in
regards to the depiction of space, and an increasing topographical and sartorial
contemporaneity were two features of narrative images that became steadily more
popular and created a greater sense of accessibility for the viewer. Another strategy
employed by narrative images, sometimes in conjunction with and sometimes in
distinction to a focus on mimetic rendering, was the depiction of extreme or varied
emotional response that provided the viewer an affective model to emulate.208 The
Andachtsbilder, on the other hand, was predicated upon the concept of direct address; the
beholder did not identify with an intermediary contained within the image, but was
himself the immediate respondent to the figure portrayed as the center of devotion.
Despite these generalized distinctions, these strategies could be employed simultaneously
in images.209 James Marrow, for example, has pointed to certain paintings by
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Hieronymus Bosch that, while ostensibly portraying events from the Passion, depict
Christ ignoring his tormentors in order to gaze directly out at the viewer (Figs. 1.47 &
1.48). These gazes “function as a kind of admonition, demanding a suitable response”
from the beholder by “disrupting the narrative coherence” of the image.210
As the range of artistic approaches adumbrated here indicates, the means of
eliciting affective response—as well as the nature of that response—existed on a
spectrum. Perhaps the best illustration of this is the many interpretations of the Virgin’s
role in the Passion, which was debated both theologically and artistically from the twelfth
century onward. With the emergence of the Passion as the primary narrative of Christian
devotion, Mary’s significance as responsive exemplar became paramount, and those same
texts that elaborated upon Christ’s suffering—the Tractatus in laudibus, the Dialogus
Beatae Mariae, the Stabat Mater, and numerous others—also explored at length the
Virgin’s physical and spiritual compassion felt for her Son during these events.211 By
highlighting the Virgin’s emotional suffering over her stoic acceptance, however, these
devotions reintroduced a theological contradiction that dated from the earliest Christian
writers: how could the Virgin mourn at the Crucifixion when she alone had faith in the
Resurrection? While the more technical aspects of this issue likely did not penetrate lay
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culture, the question was raised by both the visual arts and popular sermons.212 In his
Good Friday sermon of 1496 Savonarola exclaimed:
But you don’t think that [the Virgin] wept as is said. The Virgin was
illuminated within more than any other creature (excepting the spirit of
Christ). Do you believe that she did not know the entire Passion, part for
part, and that our Savior, when he was with her, did not speak of it to her?
She asked everything regarding paradise and his Passion and of things to
come up until the Anti-Christ. And finally Mary had nearly all of the
secrets of Christ in her sainted breast.213
One can easily imagine these words as inspired by a passage from the Meditationes Vitae
Christi: “She hung with her Son on the cross and wished to die with Him rather than live
any longer.”214 Perhaps too, Savonarola’s condemnation was heightened by images like
Botticelli’s Lamentation. In his own approach to the display and evocation of emotion
Pontormo adopted strategies commensurate with Carthusian practices, particularly as
outlined in the De Vitae Christi written by Ludolph of Saxony.

Given the institutionalized seclusion of the Carthusian order, its scribal practices were
central to both the order’s communication with the outside world and the personal life of
prayer conducted by the individual monks. While the libraries of the order were
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patronized by learned humanists and aristocrats, the emphasis on copying and
composition set down in the Consuetudines meant that the Carthusians played an
important role in the dissemination of devotional texts.215 In particular they circulated
works popular for their lay religious relevance—such as the letters and life of Saint
Catherine of Siena and tracts from the devotio moderna—as well as texts by authors
within the order.216 Among the latter the most wide-spread was Ludolph’s De Vitae
Christi.
Formerly a member of the Dominican order, Ludolph became a Carthusian some
time before his election as prior of Coblenz in 1343. After resigning from this post in
1348 he lived the remaining thirty years of his life in seclusion, first at Mainz and later at
Strasbourg, and it is during this period that Ludolph penned his most famous work.217
The Vita Christi, widely circulated in manuscript form, was first published in Cologne in
1472, and translated into Dutch, German, Portuguese, Italian, Spanish and French in the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.218 The work itself, though not original regarding
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content, represented a thoughtful synthesis of numerous texts ranging from the exegesis
of Patristic authors to modern devotional treatises, and was organized uniquely in
chronological fashion following the accounts of the Synoptic gospels.219 One of the most
important sources was the Meditationes Vitae Christi. From this work Ludolph borrowed
an emphasis on the reader’s imaginative participation that was rooted in a realistic
narrative retelling and frequently combined with direct injunctions to “see,” “imagine,”
“meditate,” and “contemplate.”220 This was complemented by the direct parallels he
drew between the modern liturgy and events that took place in the gospels, allowing him
to explore often complex allegorical topoi while maintaining a firm basis in common
practice.221
In one particularly touching passage on Christ’s torment Ludolph interrupts the
litany of evils endured by the savior—“some struck His most sweet Mouth with the backs
of their hands, some with their fists, some plucked His venerable beard, others dragged
Him along by His Hair and trampled Him under their vile feet”—to enjoin the reader
directly: “What wouldst thou do if thou sawest this? Wouldst thou not cast thyself upon
our Lord, saying: Do not, do not harm my Lord thus, behold, here am I, strike me and do
not harm Him thus.”222 His language and tactics are engaging on a physical as well as an
intellectual level, making manifest Jessica Brantley’s claim regarding the reading
practices of medieval Carthusians: “Their literary activities enlivened the silent page with
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the imagination of noisy scenes, enriched individual prayer through association with
liturgical celebration, and made the individual’s quiet encounter with the static book itself
a species of sacred performance.”223

It is clear that the relationship between Pontormo’s frescoes and Ludolph’s text extended
beyond the realm of pure iconography; the Carthusian author provided a model for
stimulating affective piety that combined veristic detail, liturgical parallels and direct
address. Pontormo further enriched his own renditions by exploring the visual
possibilities offered by northern artists who were so often commended for the empathetic
content of their work. Indeed, it is this aspect of oltramontano art that modern scholars
have highlighted in discussing other instances of Italian painters adopting northern styles
and motifs, and it is striking that this likelihood has not been raised regarding Pontormo’s
frescoes at the Certosa.224 The closest parallel, which provides an interesting
counterpoint to Pontormo’s work, is Pordenone’s fresco cycle in the cathedral of
Cremona, executed 1520-22.
Taking over from Girolamo Romanino, Pordenone completed the scenes from
Christ’s Passion that had yet to be portrayed: a Mocking of Christ, a Road to Calvary, a
Nailing to the Cross, a Crucifixion, and a Pietà (Figs. 1.49-1.52). In writing of these
striking works Sydney Freedberg emphasized the “deliberate vulgarity” of the figures and
the violence of the imagery that Pordenone compounded “with a violent effect of form.”
He speaks in theatrical terms, stating: “The painting ceases to be spectacle and becomes
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an event in which the viewer is required to participate, sharing its violence and tragedy.”
These tendencies are then attributed to Pordenone’s desire to communicate with his
provincial audience, and Freedberg contends that this popular idiom may have been
inspired by the sacri monti in Lombardy.225 Charles Cohen, writing a few years later,
acknowledged the likely relationship between theatrical presentations and the images,
while also proposing that many of these same features—the violence, vulgarity, and
emotional tenor—were enhanced by Pordenone’s deployment of “Germanic types,
costumes, and motives.”226 In discussing Pordenone’s forceful illusionism—wherein
many of the figures are pressed to the foreground, gesticulating with foreshortened limbs
that appear to extend beyond the painted frame—Cohen notes that while these
characteristics may not be explicitly Germanic, they are “very much related to the
northern inspired popolaresco tone and visceral immediacy of feeling and is another
manifestation of a desire for direct, barrierless communication.”227 What is suggestive in
these analyses is the way in which a non-idealized visual directness is found to overlap in
northern art, religious theater, and sacri monti.
Pontormo’s renditions are certainly more subdued than Pordenone’s; the tone is
softer, centering around pity and sorrow more so than violence and anguish, yet he does
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partake of similar visual strategies. The soldiers in The Resurrection are pressed forward,
creating a somewhat claustrophobic sensation, while two of the soldiers in Christ before
Pilate are actually shown as repoussoir figures cut off by the bottom edge of the image
and implicitly entering the viewer’s own space. Pordenone places Longinus in the center
of his Crucifixion, twisting forcibly to point back toward Christ while looking out at the
beholder. In his Lamentation Pontormo places the Virgin along the central axis; she
reaches her left arm out to the Dead Christ on the ground while gazing steadily out of the
image. In his Road to Calvary as well the central figure, in this case Christ himself, turns
to stare plaintively outward. The use of direct address in particular was a device that,
while utilized by Ludolph in the Vita Christi, also distinguished religious drama.
Typically theatrical productions began with an angelic interlocutor addressing the
audience directly, as in a Quattrocento representation of Abraham and Isaac: “The eye, it
is said, is the first doorway/by which the intellect understands and tastes,/The second is
hearing with a spare voice/that makes our mind robust…”228 Even more pointedly, in a
Florentine rappresentazione of the Last Supper and Passion composed by Castellano
Castellani, there is an addendum after the play proper that was read as the Crucifix was
displayed on Good Friday.229
Contemplate your maker, ungrateful populace,
For you hanging above the sainted cross
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That you have covered with his blood
And who calls you to himself with humble voice.
See that the captain of the angels has bowed,
In order to kiss you, cruel, bitter, and ferocious.
To vindicate for you the oldest sins,
To embrace you he holds his arms open.
Regard your Savior, Christian populace;
Of crying with lament you enjoy a little;
See that the just human blood pours
With his affixed feet and his the sainted arms.
You are kept far from God,
To sustain yourself, until your heart is torn:
Sacrificed, as he is displayed
Like a victim going to be murdered.
How much more can you think on his infinite compassion
Such that you become fervent with sweet love,
But that that which always calls and invites you
That you love him with heart and mind.
Oh spirit, that you are vanished in the world,
Look at your clement Lord on the cross
Who with his blood pays for your faults,
And who shows you his wounds. 230
Religious drama and public spectacle was in many ways viewed as a Florentine
specialty from at least the 1470s on, when Florentine texts, performers, and festaiuoli
were in demand across the Italian peninsula.231 Indeed, the sacra rappresentazione as
narrowly defined was a Florentine invention of the mid-Quattrocento, in which the text
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was composed in eleven-syllable, octave lines.232 The popularity of this new literary
format meant that such representations took place in variety of locations across the city,
which, combined with the lack of detailed contemporary documentation, makes it
difficult to generalize regarding the format of these productions.233 Many of the extant
plays, however, would have required multiple scenographic locations, and when they
were staged outdoors likely followed the conventions of French theater.234 In these
arrangements a shallow stage was subdivided into different scenes by the erection of
theatrical edifices, allowing the actors to progress logically from one scene to the next.
Such a configuration, it has been posited, may have influenced contemporary works of
art, appearing in cassoni panels and Donatello’s San Lorenzo pulpits.235
Pontormo’s relationship to theatrical production is established very early on in
Vasari’s Lives, who describes in glowing terms the work the young artist executed for the
carri of both the Society of the Diamond and the Society of the Bough in the triumphal
procession of 1513.236 A year later he was commissioned by the Zecca to paint scenes
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for a carro for the festival of San Giovanni, during which the antique-style triumphal
processions were interspersed with productions of sacre rappresentazioni.237 While it is
clear that Pontormo’s frescoes in the Certosa partake of certain theatrical devices, neither
his experience in painting for carri nor the actual compositions of the frescoes
themselves suggests a direct scenographic relationship between rappresentazione and
image. In her analysis of the frescoes, however, Petra Beckers makes some interesting
observations regarding their arrangement and function that allude to another type of sacra
rappresentazione, the scena aperta alla tedesca, as well as a second visual genre that is
highly related to the sacre rappresentazioni: sacri monti.238
Beckers points out that Pontormo’s frescoes are atypical in that they are isolated
from each other. Located at key points in the cloister there are vast expanses of blank
wall space in between that differs from other contemporary cloister decorations, such as
the cycle of Saint John the Baptist in the Chiostro delle Scalze and the Lives of the Virgin
and Filippo Bennizzi in Santissima Annunziata. This feature, Beckers argues—in
conjunction with the isolation of the main figures from the narrative action that occurs in
some of the frescoes—renders the images more properly a set of related Andachtsbilder,
rather than a continuous narrative cycle.239 Further, she contends that these different
images were organized to elicit different modes of contemplation that depended on the
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daily ritual life of the Carthusian beholders.240 While this aspect of the commission was
most likely not under the artist’s control, it is clear that Pontormo was sensitive to the
arrangement. He did not attempt to employ any traditional devices of cross-pictorial
unity, but rendered each image according to different dramatic and compositional
protocols as demanded by the subject matter. The experience of the images was
predicated upon the same kind of ritualized perambulation that informed the spectator of
the scena aperta alla tedesca and the visitor at the nearby sacro monte of San Vivaldo
(Figs. 1.53-1.55).
Unlike the French scenography described above, the German style of theatrical
production called for the simultaneous enactment of related narrative scenes that were
disposed around the periphery of an open piazza.241 The audience at the center would
then be able to dictate their own experience of the enactments, moving from one scene to
another according their inclinations. Similarly, the sacri monti were individual chapels or
case dedicated to important moments from the life of Christ and arranged within a single
location. They served as alternative pilgrimage destinations that supplanted a visit to
Jerusalem, allowing the worshipper to experience recreated holy sites, generally with a
focus on the episodes from the Passion.242 In addition to the intensely mimetic qualities
of the terracotta figures and accompanying frescoes, the veristic emphasis of the sacri
monti was created by the viewers themselves, through their phenomenological encounters
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with each individual scene.243 It is also interesting to note that, as the monks might have
been informed by passages from the Vita Christi in their experience of Pontormo’s
frescoes, so too the visitor of the sacro monte was likely informed by an accompanying
text.244
This is not to assert that Pontormo was directly referring to the sacri monti, nor
even to religious spectacle, but that the qualities inherent in these genres— the mobility
of the viewer, narrative content combined with direct address—were attributes that
Pontormo adopted, in combination with inspiration from the Vita Christi, to further the
same ends: the empathetic engagement of the beholder. And indeed, it is this feature of
the works that should be considered the maniera tedesca—their emotional quality.

Buonafé, Savonarola, Luther
A primary aim of this chapter has been to come to a more historically refined
understanding of Pontormo’s maniera tedesca by examining contemporary Florentine
perceptions of northern culture. This investigation has suggested that appreciation for the
affective quality of such art, which was also evoked in contemporary passion plays and
sacri monti, inspired Pontormo’s stylistic decisions. It has also been proposed in recent
scholarship that there existed a direct link between the Certosan Leonardo Buonafé and
currents of religious reform in Florence; these claims, particularly in relation to the
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legacy of Savonarola and the immediate impact of Martin Luther, require closer
examination.
“In Florence at this time, things German were associated with religious reform.”
Elizabeth Cropper makes this rather sweeping statement in a catalogue essay in the
context of discussing Pontormo’s work at the Certosa del Galluzzo.245 She then goes on
to state that Leonardo Buonafé was a Savonarolan sympathizer who had been visited by
Martin Luther in 1504, citing as her source a suggestive article by Beatrice Paolozzi
Strozzi.246 Both authors are restrained in the conclusions they draw from these facts, with
Cropper noting that the frescoes “have been read as expressions of devotio moderna, or
new devotional practices emphasizing a direct relationship with God,” and Strozzi stating
of Buonafé’s general taste that it corresponds with a neo-Quattrocento preference for pure
forms commensurate with a “religious sensibility of Savonarolan origins.”247 Despite the
tactful language, however, the implications are clear: Buonafé’s tastes in religious art
were directly related to his association with Luther and his affiliation with lingering
piagnone sentiments in Florence. This is problematic on both methodological and
historical grounds. Regarding the latter, Strozzi does not provide any supporting
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documentation for this bold assertion that Luther had visited Buonafé at Santa Maria
Nuova; indeed, in 1504 Luther was still a student at the University of Erfurt. He did not
enter the Augustinian friary of Erfurt until July 17, 1505.248
Regarding Leonardo Buonafé’s involvement in the Certosa commission, it is
impossible to confirm with certitude his influence, but as outlined in the introduction
Buonafé’s continued relationship with the institution is affirmed through various works
of art.249 In addition to his effigial tomb placed in the chapter house and his appearance
in Pontormo’s Supper at Emmaus in the foresteria, Buonafé also appeared kneeling in an
altarpiece of the Virgin and Child with Saints James, Francis, Lawrence, and Clair by
Michele Tosini (Figs. 1.1 & 1.56-1.59).250 While this work was commissioned for the
church of SS. Jacopo e Lorenzo on the Via Ghibellina in the early 1540s, the Certosa del
Galluzzo is prominently portrayed on the hillside just below the Virgin, clearly as
testimony of Buonafé’s continued affiliation with his institution of origin.
Before proceeding to investigate Buonafé any further, however, the
methodological dilemma alluded to above must be raised: namely, the problematic
assumption that there is a direct correlation between a patron’s artistic preferences and
his religious and political sentiments. More constructive, surely, is to forgo a priori
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conclusions by establishing each of these inclinations individually before attempting to
discern the relationship, if any, between the two.
David Franklin has contended that a concrete picture of Buonafé’s aesthetic
preferences can be articulated based on the high volume of commissions he orchestrated
for numerous different institutions during his long career. “Whether it was Ridolfo
[Ghirlandaio] and [Lorenzo di] Credi for painting, or the Della Robbia and Buglioni for
sculpture, he preferred artists who practiced a grand and decorous style rooted in the
Quattrocento. In their clearly arranged designs, we meet sincere yet emotionally
distanced saints represented with a descriptive realism and rather bland eloquence.”251
This profile is sharpened by Buonafé’s famous confrontation with Rosso Fiorentino over
the Francesca de Ripoi altarpiece, for which the artist was only paid sixteen florins out of
the contracted twenty-five. Further, Buonafé appears to have commissioned Ridolfo
Ghirlandaio to paint a replacement for the Ognissanti chapel, relegating Rosso’s work to
the rural church of San Stefano a Grezzano.252 Based on his apparent disinclination for
innovative art it has been supposed that Buonafé would not have responded favorably to
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Pontormo’s frescoes.253 While this is possible, it is worth noting that Buonafé agreed to
pose for Pontormo’s Supper at Emmaus. Given that this work bears the date 1525, it is
likely that by the time it was underway Pontormo had already completed a portion of his
work on the Certosa frescoes, and thus Buonafé would have had the opportunity see these
earlier frescoes before appearing in the Supper at Emmaus.
The relative inconclusiveness of this analysis is only further complicated by
Buonafé’s political and religious affiliations. During his tenure as spedalingo the
hospital of Santa Maria Nuova was greatly enriched through the addition of numerous
churches and oratories to its patrimony, all of which were granted by the papacy.
Beginning with Julius II, this favoritism was continued by Leo X and Clement VII, with
the latter ultimately making Buonafé bishop of first Vieste and then Cortona.254 Despite
this seemingly secure affiliation with the Medici family, however, some evidence has
been offered that demonstrates a possible sympathy with Savonarolan followers on the
part of the spedalingo. Lorenzo Polizzotto has argued that during these years Buonafé
brought Santa Maria Nuova into closer institutional alignment with San Marco, which
was still under the control of the piagnoni.255 Specifically he notes that after San Marco
and its affiliated convents, Santa Maria Nuova was one the most popular beneficiaries of
piagnone bequests, and further that Buonafé himself gave alms and endowments to San
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Marco in the years between 1516 and 1526.256 While this more nuanced picture of
Buonafé’s political, institutional, and religious allegiances makes any conclusions
regarding his impact on the commission much less straightforward, it is in fact perfectly
in line with the complexities of Florentine culture at large during this period.
When the Medici returned to power in Florence in 1512 they were cautious in
their dealings with the piagnoni, whose conflation of political and religious action
exploited values deeply entrenched in much of the citizenry.257 Indeed, many
conservative piagnoni initially placed their hopes for reform in Leo X, who briefly
considered attempting to garner millenarian support.258 The instability of such groups,
however, proved too dangerous, and in a papal brief of April 17, 1515 the Medici pope
condemned Savonarola as a false prophet, along with the apocalyptic preacher Pietro
Bernardino and a monk Teodoro who claimed to be the Angelic Pastor.259 The following
year the church proposed to investigate its claims against Savonarola at the Florentine
Synod, but a quick defense mounted by Fra Luca Bettini as well as a letter solicited by
Tommaso Giustiniani from Gasparo Contarini encouraged the papacy to drop the case
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against Savonarola.260 The balancing act continued, and with his rise to power in 1519
Cardinal Giulio de’ Medici actively solicited the advice and support of former
republicans, including well-known Savonarolan figures like Girolamo Benivieni, going
so far as to request written proposals for ways in which to reorganize the government.261
Martin Luther’s appearance on the international stage only served to further
complicate these issues, though his impact on Italy was far from immediate. The earliest
references to Luther in a contemporary chronicle occur in the Diarii of Marin Sanudo,
who, citing a letter from a Venetian orator in Rome, first described him as an unnamed
Dominican (on September 4, 1518), and subsequently as an Augustinian named Mathio
Luther who was active in Nuremburg (on February 4, 1520).262 Finally, on Christmas of
1520 Sanudo writes: “On the campo of San Stefano Andrea di Ferrera preached…He
follows the doctrine of Fra Martin Luther in Germany, a most learned man that follows
Saint Paul and is at odds with the Pope, and who is about to be excommunicated.”263
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Luther’s name is strikingly absent from Florentine diaries and chronicles of the
1520s. One of the first references to him occurs in a manuscript written by the tepid
Medici supporter and historian Bartolommeo Cerretani.264 Entitled Il Dialogo della
Mutatione di Firenze, the work, which dates from 1520-21, is presented as a travel
account of two Savonarolans, Girolamo and Lorenzo, as discussed with Giovanni
Ruccellai and Francesco Guicciardini.265 In Genoa they hear of the fame of Martin
Luther, and in reading some of his works they find them “full of a true and stabile
doctrine.”266 Upon hearing this Ruccellai responds:
Oh don’t you know that he is damned and censured, him and his
works?...All of his writings must be suspect; and in Rome he has been
cited and the ceremonies have occurred. But I see the old superstition of
the friar and it pulls you, because I know that your spirit is still full of that
hope; c’mon, tell me Girolamo, is this true? No one else is here, and
we’re all Florentines and your friends, c’mon, say it!267
Girolamo’s response is simple, “It’s the truth.” Certainly this exchange demonstrates the
ready conflation of Luther with Savonarola in the minds of informed Florentines. Yet
Cerretani’s Dialogo stands alone in vernacular discussions of the northern reformer, and
in other circles the link between Savonarola and Luther was actively repudiated.
Increased awareness of fra Martin permeated Florence with dispatches from the
papal legate Girolamo Aleandro, sent from the Diet of Worms directly to Giulio de’
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Medici.268 At this point the city became a center for the erudite repudiation of Luther.
All of these texts reproduced large portions from the reformer’s original works, ironically
becoming the greatest disseminators of Luther’s writings, but they were all (with the
exception of a work by Giovanni da Fano) produced in Latin.269 Interestingly one of
these treatises was written by a Dominican at San Marco, Ambrogio Catarino de’ Politi,
who would later to go to write polemical texts against a number of reformers, including
Bernardino Ochino, the anonymous authors the Beneficio di Cristo, and Girolamo
Savonarola. Even more telling, the introduction to his Apologia pro veritate catholicae et
apostolicae fidei was penned by none other than Girolamo Benivieni, the ardent
Savonarolan supporter and translator.270
From even this brief survey it is evident that information regarding Luther was by
no means consistent in the early 1520s, nor were the perceptions surrounding the northern
reformer.271 What emerges most clearly from the historical record is that Italians on both
sides of the reform debate knew Luther, during these years, predominantly for his antiRoman stance, and did not have any concrete understanding of the theological views he
espoused.272 It was not until 1525 that an Italian translation of Luther appeared—Un
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Casa Editrice Marietti, 1983), 69-74.
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Polizzotto, Elect Nation, 165; Firpo, Gli affreschi, 327.
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For a fuller consideration of the relationship between Savonarola and Luther, as well as the legacy this
has had in scholarship, see Paolo Simoncelli, Evangelismo Italiano del Cinquecento: Questione Religiosa e
Nicodemismo Politico (Rome: Istituto storico italiano per l’età moderna e contemporanea, 1979), 1-18.
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Simoncelli, “Preludi Primi Echi,” 690-696, notes that this was true even of fairly well-informed
individuals, such as Francesco Guicciardini. Silvana Seidel Menchi, “Le traduzioni di Lutero nella prima
metà del Cinquecento,” Rinascimento, 17 (1977): 35-38, has demonstrated that this perception dominated
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libretto volgare: con la dechiaratione de li dieci comandamenti: del Credo: del Pater
noster: con un breve annotatione del vivere christiano: cose certamente utili: et
necessarie a ciascheduno fidele christiano—and it was printed without the name of the
author.273 Given the political implications of Luther’s anti-Roman stance then, it is not
surprising that the identification between Luther and Savonarola appears to have reached
its height in the final years of the 1520s, during the advent of the Last Florentine
Republic. For those who harbored lingering piagnone sentiments Luther represented a
focal point around which to rally,274 while for the Roman church he was a damning
comparison used to castigate their opponents.275
In light of this more thorough historical analysis any imputation of Pontormo’s
maniera tedesca as an explicit political or religious reference to either Savonarola or
Luther must be deemed improbable. Neither the artist nor the Certosa del Galluzzo
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northern Italian discourse as well in these early years, citing the writings of Andrea Bauria of Venice and
Bernardino Arluno of Milan.
273

Indeed, of the six printings of this edition, three were published with anonymous authors and three under
the name of Erasmus. Seidel Menchi, “Traduzioni di Lutero,” 41.
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In the first Lutheran trial that took place in Florence a doctor and known Savonarolan supporter,
Girolamo di Bartolomeo Buongrazia, admitted to writing to Luther to garner his support for the overthrow
of the Roman church. Luigi Passerini, “Il Primo Processo per la Riforma Luterana in Firenze,” Archivio
Storico Italiano, III-IV (1879): 337-346. The case of Antonio Brucioli provides an important counterpoint
to that of Buongrazia. Brucioli, who had been exiled as part of the conspiracy of 1522, returned to
Florence during the Last Republic. While a devoted republican Brucioli was decidedly anti-Savonarolan
and pro-Lutheran, as demonstrated by the record of his arrest in June of 1529: “Giovedì notte fece octo
giorni, fu preso ad instantia de’ nostri excelsi S. uno che si domanda el Brucolo, che usava con Luigi
Alamanni, et è stato seco continuamente nel tempo era in exilio; e dice improviso, e compone. Et per
quanto si triahe, leggeva ad alchuni giovani le cose di Martino Luther, publice; et ogni giorno andava in S.
Marco a disputare con quelli Franti della fede, approvando le cose di Luther. Dimodo che, essendo
cacciato via, usò dire che avea in la città quattrocento giovani a sua piacere, che li bastava l’animo condurli
a S. Marco et ardere quel convento.” Le Carte Strozziane del Archivio di Stato in Firenze: Inventario, ed.
Cesare Guasti (Florence: Tipografia galileiana, 1884), 369-370. For more on Brucioli’s activities during
the Last Republic see Giorgio Spini, Tra Rinascimento e Riforma: Antonio Brucioli (Florence: La Nuova
Italia, 1940), 56-65.
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In his bull of October 27, 1530, which called for the suppression of the Tusco-Roman Congregation of
the Dominican order, Clement VII made a direct comparison between Savonarola and his followers who
had rebelled against the church, and Martin Luther who was leading other areas of Christendom into
heresy. Polizzotto, Elect Nation, 401; Firpo, Gli Affreschi, 348.
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would have wanted to identify as anti-Roman in these years through allusion to Luther,
and the likelihood that a northern style would have evoked such associations is
improbable. The artist’s decision, rather, stemmed from his desire to explore the
affective properties of northern art that, in conjunction with the evocation of more
phenomenological visual genres—sacri rappresentazioni and sacri monti—enabled
Pontormo to elicit an immediate and emotional response from his viewer, who would be,
most often, a lone Carthusian monk.
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Chapter 2
“All Florence Marveled”
In 1522 Lodovico Capponi and Jacopo Pontormo could have quite literally crossed paths
on the road leading south from the city of Florence, the painter on his way to the
sanctuary of the Certosa del Galluzzo and Capponi, a banker, finally returning to his
native city after more than two decades spent in Rome.276 It is only three years later,
however, that Lodovico purchased the chapel in the Oltrarno church of Santa Felicita that
would definitively bring the patron and painter together, resulting in what is today
Pontormo’s most famous commission.277
As at the Certosa del Galluzzo examined in chapter one, Pontormo’s work in
Santa Felicita expands upon pre-existing artistic conventions by modifying pictorial
motifs from other media, as well as translating the interactive strategies of religious texts
into a visual language. The visual and devotional requirements presented by the Capponi
chapel however, which functioned as a familial burial site and location for privately
endowed liturgies, differed drastically from those the artist had encountered in the semi-
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As stated in chapter one, the date of 1522 for Pontormo’s arrival at the Certosa derives solely from
Vasari’s account. The documents recording payments to the artist for the cloister frescoes date from 15231524. A brief account of Lodovico Capponi’s life was written upon his death in 1534 and included with his
will and inventory, which is now housed in the Archivio Capponi delle Rovinate in Florence. It is this
narrative that forms the primary source of biographical information on Lodovico. For his return to
Florence in 1522, ACRF III, Acquisti Lodovico Capponi e figli, 2; Ferdinando Massai, Notizia del Ritratto
di Francesca di Lodovico Capponi Dipinto da Jacopo da Pontormo (Florence: Tipografia Barbèra, 1924),
16; John Shearman, Pontormo’s Altarpiece in S. Felicita (Newcastle: University of Newcastle upon Tyne,
1971), 3; Louis Alexander Waldman, “New Light on the Capponi Chapel in Santa Felicità,” The Art
Bulletin, 84 (2002): 293. In this same year he purchased six shops in the mercato vecchio. ACRF III, 2.
He had already purchased his Oltrarno palazzo (no longer extant) under his brother’s name in 1518. ACRF
I, ins. 8 & 9.
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The document recording the purchase is reprinted in full by Waldman, “New Light,” Appendix I, Doc.
2, 306-307.
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private cloister of the Carthusian order.278 In this commission Pontormo moved away
from the deliberately affective maniera tedesca that he had employed at the Certosa,
electing instead to work in a more aesthetically refined idiom that would appeal to the
elite culture of his patron while still fulfilling the commission’s religious demands. This
involved manipulating well-established pictorial tropes from the Florentine tradition—
including embedded portraiture and retrospective style—as well as reinventing
conventions of spatial illusionism and evoking the paragone of the arts. Each of these
strategies revealed intersections between devotional and artistic practice, though it is
Pontormo’s exploration of the paragone that most fully illuminates the common
ontological concerns regarding images that underlay both religious and artistic theory.

The Capponi chapel is located directly to the right of the main entrance to Santa Felicita
(Fig. 2.1). Nestled in the corner formed by the western façade and southern walls, the
chapel opens onto the church interior through profiled arches on the north and east sides.
Currently it is surmounted by a shallow dome, though this the result of later architectural
renovations.279 At the time of Pontormo’s commission the dome was hemispherical in
shape, thus providing a more extensive surface area for ornamental embellishment.
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Generally Carthusians were an order known for their seclusion, but the Certosa del Galluzzo had long
had ties to the humanistic and aristocratic culture of Florence through patronage. Further, Vasari himself
complained of having to study Pontormo’s frescoes at the Certosa, and painted copies of these works dating
from the mid-sixteenth century attest to the relative accessibility of the cloister.
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There is debate over whether the dome frescoes were destroyed during Ferdinando Ruggieri’s rebuilding
in Santa Felicita dating from 1736-39, or in 1765 at the behest of Granduke Pietro Leopoldo di Loreno who
desired to have a unified corretto installed that was accessible via the Vasarian corridor. See Howard
Saalman, “Form and Meaning in the Barbadori Chapel in S. Felicità,” The Burlington Magazine, v. 131
(1989): 532 and Jack Wasserman, “The Barbadori Chapel in S. Felicita,” in An Architectural Progress in
the Renaissance and Baroque: Sojourns in and out of Italy: Essays in Architectural Hisotry presented to
Hellmut Hager on his Sixty-fifth Birthday, ed. Henry Millon and Susan Scott Munshower (University Park,
PA: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1992), 28.
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The nature of this architectural design, which was unique in early Cinquecento
Florence, meant that there was no clear precedent for Pontormo to follow in composing
his decorative cycle. In response to this challenge Pontormo innovatively unified the
painted program with the architectural space, creating an environment that intentionally
sought to engage the viewer through the deployment of gesture and gaze combined with
the deliberate collapse of spatial illusionism. As completed, the decoration included a
dome frescoed with the figures of God the Father and the Four Patriarchs;280 four panel
tondi of the Evangelists set into the chapel’s spandrels (Figs. 2.2-2.5); a fresco of the
Annunciation on the façade wall, bracketing a stained glass window by Guillame de
Marcillat (Figs. 2.6 & 2.7); and a large panel altarpiece mounted on the south wall (Fig.
2.9). This last portrays two angelic youths bearing the dead body of Christ in the lower
left of the image while a mourning Virgin in the upper right, surrounded by a chorus of
attendants, gestures emphatically with her outstretched right arm. Frequently referred to
as an Entombment or a Deposition, this work will henceforth be referred as a Pietà in
following the rededication of the chapel clearly outlined in the act of endowment dated
July 1, 1525.281 Unfortunately today this commission survives in a fragmentary and
modified state, a fact that complicates historical investigation and has contributed to
scholarly contention.
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These figures are not definitively identified.
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Printed in full in Waldman, “New Light,” App. 1, 307-309. Mentioned by Shearman, Pontormo’s
Altarpiece, 8. According to Catholic legislation the titulus of the chapel must correspond to that of the altar
and be indicated by either an image or inscription. Julian Gardner, “Altars, Altarpieces, and Art History:
Legislation and Usage,” in Italian Altarpieces 1250-1550: Function and Design, eds. Eve Borsook and
Fiorella Superbi Gioffredi (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994), 10.
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Antonio Manetti originally attributed the design and execution of the Capponi chapel to
Filippo Brunelleschi.282 Despite this prestigious architectural pedigree, Lodovico was
granted rights to remodel the chapel, and according to the nineteenth-century historian
Giuseppe Balocchi, “quasi tutta la rifece di nuovo.”283 Whether this included
architectural renovations or merely the extensive decorative program undertaken remains
uncertain.284 Of the latter the altarpiece, Annunciation fresco, and stained glass window
depicting the Deposition and Entombment remain relatively intact.285 With the exception
of St. Matthew, the four tondi are also well preserved, though their original arrangement
is uncertain due to the fact they were removed for renovations in 1765 and no record was
made regarding their previous disposition.286 The chapel’s lower register has been
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“E in questo medisimo tempo o poco poj gli fu alloghato el fare a suo modo quella chapelletta che e in
Santa Filicita, nel canto come e’entra drento per la porta dinanzi, a mano destra, che fue nuoua foggia a
quello tenpo e bellissima; e cosi fecie la pila del marmo della aqua benedetta da quello lato in su le scalee
di detta cappella, che tutto e della cappella e della pila furono cose nuoue e pellegrine, che facauano
marauigliare tutti glj huomini intendentj e di buon ghusto naturale.” Antonio Manetti, The Life of
Brunelleschi, 99 [1097-1104]. There is no scholarly consensus regarding this claim. Howard Saalman,
“Form and Meaning,” 532-537, advocates persuasively for Brunelleschi’s original authorship.
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Giuseppe Balocchi, Illustrazione dell’I., e R. chiesa parrocchiale di S. Felicita che può servire di guida
all’osservatore (Florence: G. Pagani, 1828), 34. It is generally assumed that Balocchi had access to
documents now lost.
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There is debate particularly over whether any form of dome was original to Brunelleschi’s design or part
of the later remodeling. See Shearman, Pontormo’s Altarpiece, 8; Saalman, “Form and Meaning,” 532537. Jack Wasserman, “The Barbadori Chapel,” 26-27, argues that the original structure was a melon
dome raised above an entablature, which was then subsequently lowered by Capponi before being redone
altogether in the eighteenth century. The only structural renovation that can be confirmed is the insertion
of a window into the façade wall, “pro dando lumen dicte cappelle.” Waldman, “New Light,” 296-298, has
traced the careful negotiations between the Capponi and the Guicciardini, who had the rights to the façade
of the church. This quotation comes from the agreement reached between the two families, reprinted in full
in Waldman, “New Light,” Appendix 1, Doc. 6, 309.
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The degree to which the altarpiece has been restored is a minor point of debate. The stained glass
window currently installed in the chapel is a replica. The original is now housed in the Palazzo Capponi
delle Rovinate.
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For the recent restoration of the St. Matthew see Jack Wasserman, “The ‘St. Matthew’ tondo for the
Capponi chapel in S. Felicita, Florence,” The Burlington Magazine,152 (2010): 12-17. Andrea Baldinotti,
cat. entry 1.2-1.6 in Bronzino: Artist and Poet at the Court of the Medici, ed. Carlo Falciani and Antonio
Natali (Florence: Mandragora, 2010), 60. Shearman, Pontormo’s Altarpiece, 21, proposed that the tondi be
organized according to their lighting. In this arrangement (which is now the current installation in the
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altered by the seventeenth-century addition of a pietra dura reliquary honoring San Carlo
Borommeo, which covered “un Vaso grande con un Ramo di Gigli bianchi” originally
frescoed by Pontormo below the façade window between the figures of Gabriel and
Mary.287 Of the ceiling frescoes little evidence remains. Janet Cox-Rearick initially
identified four drawings (now potentially expanded to eight) that could be studies for the
figures in the dome.288 While there is no consensus on the exact nature of their
arrangement, it is generally agreed that the figure representing God the Father was
positioned so that the plaintive gesture of his right hand was in direct interaction with the
figure of the Virgin in the altarpiece (Figs. 2.10-2.12). 289
Organized in centrifugal motion around a poignantly empty core, the eleven
figures in Pontormo’s altarpiece do not conform to previously conceived modes of
pictorial legibility; they are not aligned along the ascendant vertical axis to create a visual
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chapel) Luke looks towards God in the cupola, Mark looks down to Christ in the altarpiece, John looks
across at Mary, and Matthew gazes directly out at the worshipper as he enters the chapel. The question
regarding the authorship of the individual panels, whether executed by Pontormo or Bronzino, does not
concern us here. The relevant scholarship has been most recently summarized in Baldinotti, Bronzino:
Artist and Poet, 60-64, and Wasserman, “The ‘St. Matthew’ tondo,” 15-17.
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From a letter of 1620 written by Monsignor Orazio Capponi and cited in Beatrice Paolozzi Strozzi, who
investigates the installation of the reliquary in detail. Strozzi, “Di un ramo di Gigli del Pontormo e di molte
finissime pietre,” Mitteilungen des Kunsthistoriches Institutes in Florenz, 43 (1999), 61-63. Strozzi, Ibid.,
57-61, also suggests that an unfinished Madonna and Child now in the Palazzo Capponi delle Rovinate
must have once been intended to be inset below the altar (Fig. 2.8).
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Janet Cox-Rearick, “Pontormo’s Drawings for the Destroyed Vault of the Capponi Chapel,” Burlington
Magazine, 98, (1956): 17-18. For the most recent and comprehensive overview of the drawings for the
ceiling see Jack Wasserman, “Pontormo in the Capponi Chapel in Santa Felicita in Florence,” Mitteilungen
des Kunsthistorischen Institutes in Florenz, 53 (2009): 35-44.
289

For different interpretations of how the figures were arranged in the dome see Cox-Rearick, Ibid.,17-18;
Cox-Rearick, Drawings of Pontormo, I, 153-156; Shearman, Pontormo’s Altarpiece, 18-20; Leo Steinberg,
“Pontormo’s Capponi Chapel,” The Art Bulletin, 56 (1974): 395; Costamagna, Pontormo, 184-185. In a
later lecture Shearman stated that he “would now want to reconstruct the dome-painting differently” from
the earlier article, but he does not elaborate. John Shearman, Only Connect…Art and the Spectator in the
Italian Renaissance: The A. W. Mellon Lectures in the Fine Arts (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1992), 87. Recently Wasserman, “Pontormo in the Capponi Chapel,” 36, has proposed that God was in fact
placed in the center of the ceiling and gestured toward the worshipper as they entered the chapel.
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and hierarchical stasis, nor do they follow the explicit directionality offered by horizontal
movement and action. 290 Rather this work represents Pontormo’s response to the
changing norms of the altarpiece tradition in these decades, during which the previous
clarity of the iconic format was complicated by its encounter with the narrative variety of
the Albertian istoria.291 These developments were not uniform; painters explored a wide
range of visual possibilities in their attempts to maintain devotional decorum while
simultaneously exploiting a greater range of artistic invention. Recent studies on such
important works as Michelangelo’s London Entombment and Raphael’s Transfiguration
have demonstrated that traditional art historical rubrics are not sufficient to the
understanding of these innovative pieces.292
Pontormo’s Capponi altarpiece presents the same challenges. Previous
scholarship, which emphasizes the work as the interpretative key to the chapel, has
focused almost exclusively on categorizing the altarpiece according either to strict
narrative or iconic protocols. This has resulted in numerous studies that attempt to isolate
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See David Rosand, “ ‘Divintà di cosa dipinta’: Pictorial Structure and the Legibility of the Altarpiece,”
in The Altarpiece in the Renaissance, ed. Peter Humpfrey and Martin Kemp (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge
University Press, 1990), 143-164.
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In his fundamental work on the Renaissance altarpiece Jacob Burckhardt referred to it as “the most
progressive genre in Italian painting.” Burckhardt, The Altarpiece in Renaissance Italy (1898), ed. and
trans. Peter Humpfrey (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 81; Alexander Nagel, review
of The Altarpiece in Renaissance Venice by Peter Humpfrey, Art Bulletin 77 (1995): 139. The origins of
these two pictorial types descend from ancient archetypes: historia and icona/effigies. Hubert Kessler,
Spiritual Seeing: Picturing God’s Invisibility in Medieval Art (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press, 2000), 1ff. Belting, The Image and its Public, 46ff, has elaborated upon the ways in which these
modes were in flux as early as the thirteenth century, thus contributing to a founding principle of
Renaissance artistic practice: liveliness. For the fundamental study addressing the rising importance of the
narrative format in Italian art see Sixten Ringbom, Icon to Narrative: The Rise of the Dramatic Close-up in
Fifteenth-Century Devotional Painting (Åbo: Åbo Akademi, 1965). For a specific case study of this
transition in the art of Giotto see Julian Gardner, “The Louvre Stigmatization and the Problem of the
Narrative Altarpiece,” Zeitschrift für Kunstgeschichte, 45 (1982): 217-247.
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See Alexander Nagel, Michelangelo and the Reform of Art, 25-140; Christian Kleinbub, “Raphael’s
‘Transfiguration’ as Visio-Devotional Program,” Art Bulletin, 90 (2008), 367-393.
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the exact sequential moment that is portrayed, or to establish the ahistorical timelessness
of the image.293 By acknowledging that both narrative and iconic characteristics are
inherent to the piece, and further, that this would not have presented an ambiguity
requiring resolution for the contemporary viewer, I am able to approach Pontormo’s
altarpiece, and the chapel as a whole, from a different perspective.
This chapter examines the ways in which Pontormo dealt with a fundamental
difficulty of religious imagery—the paradoxical need to preserve an inviolate sacral aura
while simultaneously encouraging the direct visual and emotional engagement of the
beholder. In pursuing this endeavor I consider the wide range of cultural praxis and
artistic tradition that would be brought to bear upon the image by the worshipper,
highlighting the importance of more popular genres like terracotta sculptures and passion
plays alongside more elevated references to marble sculpture and the humanistic
construct of the paragone. While the sophistication of these allusions, as well as the
religious tenor of the completed commission, aligned with the established tastes of the
patron, ultimately the work centers on Pontormo’s own self-portrait as Nicodemus in the
altarpiece. In unfolding the web of devotional and artistic connotations that this portrayal
evokes, I argue that Pontormo’s decision to take on the mantle of Nicodemus serves as
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The most famous is the debate between John Shearman and Leo Steinberg. Shearman proposed that the
figure of Christ should be seen as being lowered out of the image and either onto the altar or into the tomb
in the floor. In either case the Eucharistic nature of Crist’s body is strongly emphasized. Shearman,
Pontormo’s Altarpiece, 22-24; Shearman, Only Connect, 93. Steinberg, “Pontormo’s Capponi Chapel,”
391-394, on the other hand, contends that Christ is being lifted up by his heavenly bearers towards the
figure of God once portrayed in the cupola, thus creating the prelude to the Gnadenschtul, the Throne of
Grace. Subsequent scholars have generally felt compelled to respond to this debate in one way or another.
In support of Steinberg’s thesis Craig Harbison, “Pontormo, Baldung, and the Early Reformation,” 324327, cites a print by Hans Baldung Grien. Waldman, “New Light,” 300-301, emphasizes the timeless
quality of the image, preferring to refer to it simply as a Pietà. Recently Wasserman, “Pontormo in the
Capponi Chapel,” 44-59, has proposed that it portrays the moment immediately preceding the Entombment.
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the interpretative key to the chapel, enabling the painter to raise questions regarding the
artist’s role as a mediator of divine vision.
Dedicatory Practices
It has been assumed that Lodovico’s rededication of the chapel to the Pietà was related to
the funerary purpose for which the chapel was to be used, and indeed, in the document
certifying the endowment Capponi cites his desire “to convert temporal goods, by
fortunate exchange, into eternal ones.”294 Yet Capponi was not the first to use this space
for burial, as clearly indicated by the terms of sale wherein Paganelli agreed to have his
familial remains disinterred at his own expense.295 Further, the original dedication to the
Annunciation had specific resonance within the fabric of the city, as the church of
Santissima Annunziata possessed what was the most important cult image in Florence.296
In this thirteenth century image of the Annunciation the face of the Madonna was
supposedly completed by angelic hands (Fig. 2.13). Piero de’ Medici later commissioned
Michelozzo to house the work in a marble tabernacle as a tribute to its continued
efficacy.297 It is quite possible that the tradition for many Florentine churches to possess
a chapel dedicated to the Annunciation directly adjacent to the main entrance—San
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Waldman, “New Light,” 293. See also the document published in full in Waldman, App. 1, 307-308.
Shearman, Pontormo’s Altarpiece, 10, states “This new function of the chapel is obviously and directly
related to its new dedication, to the Pietà.” Saalman, “Form and Meaning,” 535, proposed that the new
dedication did not negate the previous one to the Annunciation, but Waldman, Waldman, 313-314, fn. 29,
demonstrates this to be false, with a dedication to the Annunciation only being renewed in 1600.
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Waldman, Ibid., 296, also full document, App. 1, Doc. 2, 306-307.
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Trexler, Public Life, 9, n.1, notes that the Annunziata was generally the first stop on a diplomatic visit.
The continuation of this practice well into the sixteenth century is attested to by Cosimo I’s express desire
that Cardinal Ippolito should attend devotions to the image of the Annunziata in October 1539. ASF 1169,
4, 146r.
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For the role this tabernacle played in the overall renovation of the tribuna see Beverly Louise Brown,
Mitteilungen des Kunsthistorischen Institutes in Florenz, 25 (1981): 59-146.
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Marco, Santa Maria del Fiore, Ognissanti, Santa Trinita, San Firenze, San Pancrazio, and
San Felice in Piazza—was an architectural homage to this miraculous image and its
cult.298 Indeed, the elaborate sacre rappresentazioni that took place at Santissima
Annunziata were echoed in the Oltrarno church of San Felice in Piazza during the
fifteenth century. Here the Annunciation was staged with complex theatrical machinery
that Vasari attributed to Brunelleschi.299
By removing the dedication to the Annunciation then, Capponi was overthrowing
a Florentine tradition, but in selecting the Pietà he was able to strike a devotional
compromise. The Pietà was necessarily a subject that juxtaposed the lifeless yet salvific
body of Christ with the tender mourning of his mother.300 Moreover, Mary still appeared
in an Annunciation frescoed on the façade wall. She was no longer the central focus of
worship, but retained her significant role in the story of Christ’s life on earth. This
compromise, balanced between an established Marian worship and a newly popular
Christocentrism, is indicative of Capponi’s desire to maintain local customs while
simultaneously embracing currents of religious reform that he would have experienced in
Rome in the early 1500s.
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Sheaman, Pontormo’s Altarpiece, 8-10.
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Vasari-BB, III, 188; Cesare Molinari, Spettacoli Fiorentini del Quattrocento: Contributi allo studio
delle Sacre Rappresentazioni (Venice: Neri Pozza, 1961), 47-53. Frederick Cooper, “Jacopo Pontormo and
Influences from Renaissance Theater,” 380-381, mentions these in conjunction with Pontormo’s work in
the chapel, but erroneously claims that the plays actually took place in the Barbadori chapel of Santa
Felicita.
300

Mary’s prominence in post-Crucifixion narrative is clearly established in both artistic and textual
sources, though her exact role was debated by theologians during of the late medieval and early modern
periods. See Chapter One.
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The expansion of the cult of saints and the increased worship of the Virgin were two
devotional phenomena of the later medieval period that came under particular scrutiny by
many late Quattrocento and early Cinquecento reformers. This was due in large part to
the central role such devotions played in the ceremonial rites and ecclesiastical patronage
at the core of public worship. In the eyes of these individuals such practices bore a
distinct resemblance to the cultic rites of the Jews or the ancient pagans, and were often
propagated at the expense of true interior faith by those who sought personal benefit
through control of the ignorant masses. Erasmus eloquently expressed these sentiments
repeatedly in his Enchiridion militis christiani, first published in 1503.
There are those who honour certain saints with certain specific
ceremonies. One person greets Christopher each day, but only if he sees
his image. To what end? Evidently because he is convinced that thus he
will be preserved from a violent death that day. Another worships a
certain Rocco, but why? Because he thinks this will ward off the plague
from his body. Another mumbles special little prayers to Barbara or
George to avoid falling into the hands of the enemy. Someone else fasts
in honour of Apollonia so that he will not have toothaches. Still another
makes visits to statues of holy Job to escape the itch. Some assign a
certain portion of their profits to the poor so that their merchandise will
not be lost in shipwreck. A candle is lit to Hiero for the recovery of lost
goods. In short, in this way we have appointed certain saints to preside
over all the things we fear or desire. These differ with each nation, so that
in France Paul has the same importance that Hiero has for us, while James
and John are not equally powerful in all places. If this sort of piety is not
turned from mere consideration of material advantages or disadvantages
and redirected towards Christ, then far from being Christian it is not much
removed from the superstition of those who pledged a tenth part of their
substance to Hercules so that they might become rich or a cock to
Aesculapius in order to recover from some illness or sacrificed a bull to
Neptune for a safe crossing. The names may have changed but the
purpose remains the same…‘Therefore,’ they [certain petty religious] will
say, ‘do you forbid the veneration of the saints, in whom God is
honoured?’ I do not condemn those who do these things out of a naïve
superstition so much as I do those who pursue them for their own gain.
They glorify pious practices that are barely admissible as if they were the
paragon of consummate piety, and they encourage for their own advantage
the ignorance of the masses, which even I do not entirely condemn, but I
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will not allow them to lend great importance to things that are merely
indifferent or consider matters of little value as being very important.301
Living in Rome and conducting significant monetary exchanges with members of the
Papal curia, most notably Francesco Armellini Pantalassi de’ Medici,302 Lodovico
Capponi must have been well informed regarding the reform attempts within the church,
particularly those of the Fifth Lateran Council. Additionally, Capponi was actively
involved in an artistic commission at Sant’Agostino during these years, which, as the seat
of the Augustinian order, was a center of reform thought. The Prior General of the Order,
Egidio da Viterbo, opened the first session of the Lateran Council with the now famous
dictum: quod homines per sacra immutari fas est, non sacra per homines (‘men must be
changed by religion, not religion by men’).303 The concerns articulated by Erasmus
above were also central to the Libellus ad Leonem X authored by Tommaso Querini and
Vincenzo Giustiniani in 1513 and presented to the Council. Given the Fifth Lateran’s
ultimate failure to institute any major ecclesiastical policies, the Libellus stands as one of
the only cogent Catholic documents of reform from this period. 304 At stake were
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questions of the use of images, the propriety of lay and clerical patronage, and the proper
conduct of religious processions, ceremonies, and liturgies. In Florence the most famous
example of Querini and Giustiniani’s misuse of images was the tradition of the Madonna
dell’Impruneta, a cult image paraded through city in times of drought or intensive storms,
as it was believed to control the weather.305
In addition to presenting issues of superstition and undue emphasis on praxis, the
cult of saints and the Virgin fractured the attention of the devout and drew their eyes and
hearts from the sole worship of Christ. Indeed, these two features are substantively
connected. As the proliferation of lay patrons increased so too did the proliferation of
saints to whom chapels and rites were often dedicated, which in turn reified the external
enactment of faith to multiple intercessors.306 San Bernardino complained of this
phenomenon in 1424, creating a direct juxtaposition between the saint worshiped in art
and the body of Christ contained in the altar: “Go to a high altar when you enter a church,
and adore it, rather than stand before painted images. First give due reverence to the
body of Christ, then show your devotion to the other figures which represent to you other
devout saints.”307
It is such attitudes that likely account for increased Eucharistic worship during the
Quattrocento. Yet, instead of resulting in modest receptacles for the Host the tendency
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was to create elaborately carved marble tabernacles. 308 The only exception was in
November of 1497, when Savonarola had a plain wooden tabernacle installed on the main
altar of the Florentine cathedral, replacing the Crucifix that had stood there.309 Following
his excommunication and subsequent arrest the tabernacle was taken down in favor of the
previous Crucifix.310 Even as the Florentine Republic continued in its dedication to
Christ,311 the artistic commissions projected by the government were not modest. They
included a statue of the Risen Christ for the Great Council Hall and a tabernacle for the
cathedral, both of which were to be rendered in marble by Andrea Sansovino.312 Had
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these works been executed they would have combined the highest artistic talent, the most
sophisticated material, and Christocentric subject matter, following the new pattern of
religious art embodied in Michelangelo’s Roman Pietà (Fig. 2.15).
This vacillating attitude towards sacred art and dedicatory practices is typical of
these decades in which questions of reform were raised on numerous fronts, but no
unified response was forthcoming. Thus, while an emphatic shift towards Christ as the
primary figure of salvation was common to most reformers, this did not always entail a
commensurate stripping down of liturgical and ceremonial furnishings and procedures.313
This is clear in the attitude of Egidio da Viterbo, who, despite his admiration for previous
eras of Christian austerity, “did not really want the Church, as a corporation, to return to
the primitive destitution he loved to hold up as the ideal. This was particularly true as
regards the buildings and furnishings used for divine worship. In these he wanted not
merely an appropriate decency, but actual magnificence and splendor.”314 Lodovico
likely found such an approach amenable to his own patronal inclinations.
In selecting the Pietà as a dedication Capponi was able to shift devotional focus to
Christ without any sacrifice of aesthetic splendor that would have accompanied more
vigorous image reform. This seemed to have been a popular decision in the period. Two
altars in Sant’Agostino were dedicated to the Pietà in these years—one in the main aisle
which was adorned with a marble relief, and the second for which a convincing argument
has been made that it was originally to house Michelangelo’s unfinished Entombment,
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now in London.315 Andrea del Sarto, Sebastiano del Piombo, and Rosso Fiorentino were
all commissioned to execute works of the same subject in the 1510s and 1520s. In the
case of Rosso’s Dead Christ the patron, Bishop Leonardo Tornabuoni, had benefited
from similar social connections as Capponi; he had close ties to the Medici and it was
through his relationship with Leo X and Clement VII that he first became cameriere
pontificio and finally bishop (Fig. 2.16).316 What is more, in his role as bishop he
actively initiated reform practices; in his diocese of Sansepolcro he ordered official
reviews of monasteries, confraternities, and churches, and he instituted important
revisions regarding the administration of the sacraments and the housing of the
Eucharist.317
Capponi’s religious ambitions are more restrained. Yet it is clear he chose to
refocus on Christ as the center of his worship and devotion, seeming to follow the advice
of humanist reformers like Erasmus: “Does a wise builder take his model from a very
ordinary work or from the best? Painters hold up the best paintings to themselves as
models. Our example is Christ, in whom alone are all the patterns of the holy life. You
may imitate him without any exception.”318 This analogy between painter and worshiper
is not uncommon, pointing to the importance of choosing the correct exemplars in both
life and art. In the Capponi chapel Pontormo’s work alludes to a range of models, both
through stylistic choices and pictorial motifs, though often he does so in order to amend,
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modify, or reimagine these precedents in the pursuit of his own interpretation regarding
the artist’s role in creating and making accessible divine presence.

The Florentine Legacy
There is no exact source for the dates of Pontormo’s work in the chapel. Vasari relates
simply that after he was selected to complete the decoration Pontormo “put up a barrier,
which kept the chapel closed for three years.”319 The dates of purchase and stylistic
evidence would place Pontormo’s contribution in the years 1525/6-28.320 This is further
supported by the documents for Marcillat’s window, which confirm that it was completed
by September of 1526.321 Vasari’s reaction to the Capponi chapel is decidedly mixed.
He clearly preferred the figures in the dome and the Evangelists; these were in “another
style, and far better” than that of the altarpiece and Annunciation, which demonstrated
that Pontormo’s “bizarre and fantastic brain never rested content with anything.” Despite
this, however, he concedes that once the chapel was finally revealed “all Florence
marveled at it.”322
One of the most striking characteristics of Pontormo’s Capponi paintings is the
tension he creates between the convincing volumes of his figures on the one hand, and his
rejection of standard spatial conventions on the other. In each discrete element—
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altarpiece, wall fresco, and tondi—Pontormo strips the background to a bare minimum,
emphasizing the planarity of the image in a way that decidedly contrasts with the
sculptural presence of the figures portrayed. This central pictorial feature points to the
contradictory nature of all two-dimensional images that strive to capture threedimensional form. In playing with this formal paradox, as well as adopting an elegiac
figural lyricism, Pontormo is exploring the visual possibilities offered to him by the
Florentine pictorial tradition.323 In particular he looks to the work of Botticelli for
different means of enhancing the emotional and spatial experience of the viewer. 324
The Botticellian echo is most clearly evident in the Pietà. The altarpiece is a tall
wooden panel that is arched at the top. Within this field Pontormo’s figures—eleven in
total—are tightly compressed; their arrangement appears dictated by the shape of the
frame. There is a diagonal rift between Christ and his mother that follows the long line of
Mary’s torso and empty lap. Simultaneously the activity of the panel is organized around
this bereft center in a circular motion that extends along the sinuous curve of Christ’s
exposed side in the lower half of the image and the graceful arcing bodies of the women
in the upper register. The figures themselves are endowed with visual anonymity; the
uniformity of their facial features, alabaster limbs, and elongated proportions is enhanced
by the complete absence of saintly attributes or recognizable apparel. No man bears the
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nails or crown of thorns and no woman holds a jar of oil. Most are clothed in cool blues
and pinks, with only two exceptions. The distinctive green and orange garb of the figure
directly behind the Virgin might identify him as John the Evangelist, while the man
clothed in a somber ochre robe and dark turban at the far right should be interpreted as
Nicodemus. This man, whose features are less idealized than the others, gazes directly
out at the viewer, seeming to belong more to our world than that of the image. It is the
image of the artist himself, inviting the beholder to contemplate the elegant and
contradictory visual world that he has created. Surrounding him the background gives no
real indication of spatial depth, but simply fades from a pale blue above the figures to a
subdued umber tone below their feet. A single cloud is suspended above, lit
incongruously from the left.
The compressed figural arrangement of the Pietà imparts a sense of urgency.
Within each individual, however, the movements are restrained, and the limbs delimited
with a sensuous, curving line. Only in restricted passages of drapery is this emphatic
gracefulness contrasted by harsh linear forms and sharp chromatic shifts. The sense of
decorous grief evoked by this image has direct precedents in two paintings by Botticelli,
a Lamentation over the Dead Christ and a Pietà (Figs. 1.37 & 2.17).
Both of these images, which date from the 1490s, share a frieze-like arrangement
of figures forcefully pressed into a shallow foreground before the outer wall of the tomb.
A black opening into the cave frames the figural group and echoes the overall format of
each panel. It is ultimately the Pietà, with its vertical composition, that provided
Pontormo with explicit visual concepts that he could adopt and manipulate.325 In the
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Pietà Botticelli employs two motifs of lament derived from ancient sources326—the
woman who fully covers her face with her shroud, a gesture invented by Timanthes and
recorded by Pliny,327 and the woman who gently cradles Christ’s head in imitation of
Andromache holding the dead Hector in the Iliad.328 Pontormo adopts this second
gesture, with a woman on the left of the panel gently turning Christ’s head out to the
viewer.329 Christ’s body as well, with its curving torso and bent knees, has much more to
do with Botticelli’s conception than other Florentine examples from this period. Indeed,
it has been suggested that the sensuousness of Michelangelo’s Roman Pietà—a work that
also formed a critical model for Pontormo—was a response, in part, to the refined sense
of lamentation embodied in both of Botticelli’s pieces.330
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By evoking both Roman and Florentine models Pontormo was able to appeal to
the elevated tastes of his patron. Additionally, both of these artists were confronting and
developing new modes of religious imagery. Michelangelo’s work, as will be discussed
further below, heralded a new union of antique aesthetics and Christian imagery in the
medium of marble. The visual emphasis of Botticelli’s later religious works, which
utilize spatial compression as a key element in creating their heightened emotional tenor,
has been read as deliberately Savonarolan, but this is not the case.331 Rather it was
developed, in opposition to his earlier secular works, as a response to the anxieties
regarding the appropriate role of religious painting that came to dominate Florence in the
1480s and 1490s.332
Pontormo’s complete effacement of context and setting merely pushed the
dramatic possibilities explored by Botticelli to their logical conclusion. Indeed,
constructions of spatial illusionism were one of the primary means of controlling the
viewer’s relationship to the painted image, and as such were long manipulated in
religious works, particularly in Florence, the site of scientific perspective’s invention. As
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early as Masaccio’s Trinity and Fra Angelico’s Coronation artists were manipulating
single-point perspective in order to differentiate between the divine realm of the image
and earthly realm of the viewer.333 In the Capponi chapel Pontormo collapses all sense of
pictorial space, effecting a fusion between picture surface and architectural wall that
brings his figures directly into the space of the chapel with the viewer.334 This is even
more explicitly realized in the fresco of the Annunciation on the façade wall.
In many ways the relationship between Mary and Gabriel in the Annunciation
parallels the relationship between worshipper and image. Both are predicated upon a
mediated union of two distinct spheres of existence. Pictorially this encounter was often
structured by means of depicted architecture, though in Pontormo’s rendition an actual
window divides the Virgin and the Archangel, who are then united by the minimal
pictorial setting.335 Above both figures fictive pietra serena corbels are frescoed, echoing
the spare architectural aesthetic of the chapel. They are ostensibly mounted on the bare
illusory wall that is left the neutral hue of the intonaco, thus facilitating the optical
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merging of chapel wall and fictive ground.336 Fra Angelico had used these same pictorial
devices in his Annunciation frescoes at San Marco—in the upper corridor and Cell
Three—both of which were constructed to elicit the direct meditational engagement of
the viewer (Figs. 2.18 & 2.19).337 Pontormo completes the continuum between viewer
and image by following another Florentine tradition and allowing the natural light from
the window to embody the divine light of God typically portrayed in the Annunciation by
golden rays.338

“In painting…the face that is known draws the eyes of all spectators.”
In Pontormo’s altarpiece there is one figure that is set apart from the others, both
physically and emotionally: the man gazing over the Virgin’s shoulder on the far right of
the panel (Figs. 2.20 & 2.21). He is clad in a brown robe and can only be seen from the
waist up. This figure, initially identified by Frederick Clapp as a portrait of the patron, is
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now generally recognized as a self-portrait of the artist.339 Often viewed in scholarship as
a mere continuation, if a particularly poignant one, of an established Florentine tradition,
this striking self-portrait has not received the attention it deserves. Indeed, when viewed
in conjunction with other works from Pontormo’s oeuvre, particularly a drawing from
roughly the same years, it is clear that Pontormo considered self-portraiture to be a
fruitful venue for investigating issues of artistic efficacy and agency.
There is perhaps no more forceful realization of a figure simultaneously enjoining
and forbidding the viewer than Pontormo’s Self-Portrait of 1525 in the British Museum
(Fig. 2.22).340 As with Dürer’s drawing in Erlangen, Pontormo’s sheet “draws us towards
the Augenblick of its own making (Fig. 2.23).”341 Though unlike Dürer, Pontormo’s
sheet does not document the artist’s struggle with the process of creation, but rather his
mastery of it. The outstretched arm is a passage of technical virtuosity that calls attention
to itself by its very deictic nature—the gesture, deriving from ancient oratorical texts, is
meant to indicate self-affirmation. And if one imagines that this is the artist, his idealized
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muscular body turned in profile in the mirror, the truth of the implication becomes clear.
He affirms himself as author of the image, while the gesture simultaneously indicates the
viewer. His hand and eye adjacent on the surface of the sheet, the instruments of physical
creation and intellectual apprehension work equally. Despite appearances Pontormo’s
self-portrait in the altarpiece is no less provocative and no less engaged in the questions
of artistic creation. Its functional role in the image and its deviation from previous
artistic self-portrayals are integral to an understanding of the chapel decoration as a
whole.

One of Vasari’s preferred motifs in the Vite is the identification of artists’ self-portraits.
The earliest instance of an artist adopting the guise of a specific historical actor in a
devotional image occurred in a work by Orcagna, who, according to Vasari, carved
himself on the Orsanmichele tabernacle as an apostle.342 Over the course of the fifteenth
century these portrayals became commonplace, and painters such as Filippo Lippi,
Domenico Ghirlandaio, and Sandro Botticelli did not hesitate to take their place within
their own works. Indeed, the artist was merely one in a vast crowd of contemporary
figures who now populated the frescoed walls and altarpieces of Florence. In his 1435
treatise De Pictura Leon Battista Alberti cites this practice as an illustration of the
compelling efficacy of images drawn from the direct observation of nature.
But the painter who has accustomed himself to taking everything from
Nature, will so train his hand that anything he attempts will echo Nature.
We can see how desirable this is in painting when the figure of some well!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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known person is present in a ‘historia,’ for although others executed with
greater skill may be conspicuous in the picture, the face that is known
draws the eyes of all spectators, so great is the power and attraction of
something taken from Nature.343
Concomitant with the appearance of such contemporary figures was the increasing
tendency to transpose these narratives to the modern streets and piazzas of Florence.
Benozzo Gozzoli rides with Cosimo de’ Medici and his allies in the sumptuous
Procession of the Magi covering the chapel walls of the Palazzo Medici-Riccardi (Fig.
2.24). Surrounded by capering rabbits and faithful hounds, the Magi and their
companions proceed through the hills of Tuscany dotted along the horizon with Medici
family villas. In Santa Maria Novella the full-length portraits of Domenico Ghirlandaio
and his artistic associates are pendants to those of Lorenzo Tornabuoni, Alessandro Nasi,
and two other members of the donor’s family (Fig. 2.25).344 Together, the two groups
bracket the central action of the Expulsion of Joachim, which takes place within a
perfectly centralized temple composed of open classical arches embellished with colored
marble. In the background is a loggia reminiscent of Brunelleschi’s Ospedale degli
Innocenti.
Such images are not exactly the same as traditional donor portraits,345 and even
these group portraits can be divided into subtler categories, distinguishing between those
in which contemporaries take on the role of historical figures—as in Benozzo Gozzoli—
and those where the known figures hover at the periphery, manifesting an “ambivalent
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spatial and psychological relationship to the narrative action”—as in Ghirlandaio.346
Despite such distinctions, however, there remained an important functional overlap
played by the role of the portrait in these images that was similar to ex-votos;347 they are
all distinguished by “the inveterate impulse to associate oneself, or one’s own effigy,
with the Divine as expressed in the palpable form of a human image.”348 This impulse is
then harnessed pictorially to create ingress to the holy narrative; contemporaries rendered
in physical proximity to the divine occupy a liminal space in the image, adjacent to both
the mortal and heavenly they engage the beholder, through gesture or gaze, providing a
sense of immediacy. Once again, Alberti is the first to articulate this concept:
Then, I like there to be someone in the ‘historia’ who tells the spectators
what is going on, and either beckons them with his hand to look, or with
ferocious expression and forbidding glance challenges them not to come
near, as if he wished their business to be secret, or points to some danger
or remarkable thing in the picture, or by his gestures invites you to laugh
or weep with them.349
By combining the “face that is known” with a figure who “tells the spectator what is
going on” artists like Botticelli and Ghirlandaio, and later Pontormo, were creating an
explicit dialogue between viewer and image that provided a visual complement to
contemporary, text-based devotional practices.
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The Meditations on the Life of Christ, the Giardino di Oratione Fructuoso, and the Ad
Herennium
The late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries witnessed a proliferation of printed
religious handbooks, the most popular of which was the Meditations on the Life of Christ
(originally believed to have been authored by Saint Bonaventure).350 There were three
main versions of the Meditations, all of which included a detailed retelling of Christ’s
Passion.351 As was common with such texts, the author made it clear that it was only by
way of contemplating the episodes of Christ’s life and suffering here on earth that the
reader might ascend “to better food. For these are what the Lord bore in the flesh; but it
is far more sublime to consider those of the spirit, to which you can arrive by this ladder;
but pause here a while first.”352 He goes on to assert, however, that even those who have
achieved higher spiritual contemplation do not wholly forsake the contemplation of
Christ’s humanity, citing the example of the Blessed Bernard who “never renounced it.
As appears in his sermons, he esteemed and praised it beyond measure.”353 Of particular
interest are the precise literary devices by which this text, and others like it, encouraged
their readers in the contemplative journey.
There is an emphatic appeal to the sense of sight in the Meditations. While the
author often encourages the reader to consider or to contemplate, by far the most
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common injunction is “Look” or “See.”354 His speech in these passages is direct. “Look
at Him now in bitterness of heart, especially at His head, full of thorns, often struck by
the reed. And see how, with bent neck, He painfully receives the sharp and heavy
blows.”355 Frequently such demands coincide with moments of exceptional emotional
tenor and serve to heighten the immediacy of the devotional experience. On occasion the
reader is reminded that this is a strictly mental exercise, but even in such instances it is
the physicality and emotionality of the meditation that is emphasized.
With your whole mind you must imagine yourself present and consider
diligently everything done against your Lord and all that is said and done
by Him and regarding Him. With your mind’s eye, see some thrusting the
cross into the earth, others equipped with nails and hammers, others with
the ladder and other instruments, others giving orders about what should
be done, and others stripping him.356
Yet despite such frequent recourse to the visual in these passages, the author rarely
renders a full and detailed description of the scene at hand; of greater importance are the
actions taking place and the various emotions of the participants. Even when the reader
is explicitly enjoined to “consider His [Christ’s] stature in every part” the following lines
remain deliberately general: “You will see a fine youth, most noble and most innocent
and most lovable, cruelly beaten and covered with blood and wounds.”357 The reader is
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provided with a concrete narrative framework upon which they can construct their own
inner vision.
Another devotional text, the Giardino de Oratione Fructuoso takes a different
approach. First published in 1454, the anonymous author made clear in his prologue that
this was a book aimed toward the masses: “I thought to compose this work and this
treatise of prayer in the vulgar, so that these ignorant and simple souls can understand this
sermon.”358 Despite this goal, however, and the relatively accessible and unambiguous
stages of prayer recounted, the majority of the short chapters address predominantly
abstract concepts; it is only in the later chapters on the contemplation of Christ’s life and
passion that tenets are proposed to the reader for composing a set of mental images.
Of primary importance was having “the form and appearance” of Christ’s sacred
body before the mind’s eye, so that “you can love him more.”359 In order to ensure the
accuracy of this vision the author then cited in full the apocryphal description of Christ
believed, during the Renaissance, to have been written by a chancellor in Judea to the
senators of Rome. The explicit thoroughness of this letter left little room for the
individual imagination, and provided a sharp contrast to the advice the author imparted
regarding the envisioning of locations and secondary figures.
The better to impress the story of the Passion on your mind, and to
memorize each action of it more easily, it is helpful and necessary to fix
the places and people in your mind: a city, for example, which will be the
city of Jerusalem—taking for this purpose a city that is well known to you.
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In this city find the principal places in which all the episodes of the
Passion would have taken place—for instance, a palace with the supperroom where Christ had the Last Supper with the Disciples, and the house
of Anne, and that of Caiaphas, with the place where Jesus was taken in the
night, and the room where He was brought before Caiaphas and mocked
and beaten. Also the residence of Pilate where he spoke with the Jews,
and in it the room where Jesus was bound to the column. Also the site of
Mount Calvary, where he was put on the Cross, and other similar locations
that you create in your mind. And on account of these memory locations
all the elements of the passion will come to you more easily. And then
too, you must shape in your mind some people, people well known to you,
to represent for you the people involved in the Passion—the person of
Jesus Himself, of the Virgin, Saint Peter, Saint John the Evangelist, Saint
Mary Magdalene, Anne, Caiaphas, Pilate, Judas and the others, every one
of whom you will fashion in your mind.360
Unlike the Meditations, the Oratione does not focus on narrative embellishment.361 Yet
by instructing the reader to select familiar figures and places from his own life, the author
is still providing an explicit method of creating an interior visionary world.
Similar tactics were utilized by San Bernardino in many of his Florentine and
Sienese sermons. When elucidating the line from Revelations “And the third part of the
creatures which were in the sea, and life, died; and the third part of the ships were
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destroyed,” Bernardino asks: “What is the ocean like? And who knows it? Oh how great
are its perils! Have you ever been to Venice? If you had, you would know that in the
ocean there are many ships: those large, those small, those of medium size.”362
Describing another moment from Revelations he refers to a local landmark: “when the
second Angel brought the trumpet to his lips, a mountain of burning fire higher than
Monte Amiata fell into the sea.”363 Such references provided his listeners with
recognizable points of entry to complex religious themes and ideas, while, once again,
refraining from imposing a fully constructed vision from without. Indeed, Bernardino
claimed that the Evangelists were purposefully succinct in their accounts: “How many
things are touched upon only briefly by the evangelists in order to provide material for
you, devoted Christian, to think and meditate upon and to awaken in you devotion and
greater love.”364
All of these sources posses the seemingly paradoxical combination of overarching
descriptive generality punctuated by detailed visual cues. This is the same principle that
Peter Parshall has highlighted as essential to the critical passage on generating artificial
memory images found in the Rhetorica ad Herennium.365 Significantly, in the Medieval
and Renaissance periods this prescribed system for creating and maintaining artificial
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memories came to be associated explicitly with matters of the faith; as the technique
became separated from the orator’s art it seems that “the imprinting on memory of
images of virtues and vices, made vivid and striking in accordance with the classical
rules, [provided] ‘memorial notes’ to aid us in reaching Heaven and avoiding Hell.”366
In Parshall’s analysis of this intersection between artificial memory, devotional
treatises, and images, he does not focus on identifying specific images that might have
been generated according the types prescribed in the Ad Herennium.367 He examines
instead the formal parallels between the rules for ‘striking images’ in the Ad Herennium
and the narrative accounts of the Gospels in order to understand how these principles
impacted contemporary works of art. The pertinent passage of the Ad Herennium reads:
We ought, then, to set up images of a kind that can adhere longest in the
memory. And we shall do so if we establish likenesses [similitudines] as
striking as possible; if we set up images that are not many or vague, but
doing something [imagines agentes]; if we assign to them exceptional
beauty or singular ugliness; if we dress some of them with crowns or
purple cloaks, for example, so that the likeness may be more distinct to us;
or if we somehow disfigure them, as by introducing one stained with
blood or soiled with mud or smeared with red paint, so that its form is
more striking, or by assigning certain comic effects to our images, for that,
too, will ensure our remembering them more readily. The things we easily
remember when they are real we likewise remember without difficulty
when they are figments, if they have been carefully delineated.368
Immediately noteworthy is how similar the litany of actions one can take to render the
image memorable—to crown and cloak, to smear with blood or mud, to mock—is to
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torments Christ endured before his Crucifixion. Underlying this superficial similarity is
the even more pressing rhetorical problem that was also broached in the devotional
treatises considered above: “how to present the criteria for a memorable image with
nothing more than an abstract armature to sustain it, and how to recount the unimaginable
sufferings of the Savior without presuming to describe the essential mystery of his nature
and condition.”369
Translating this combination of abstraction and specificity into an image becomes
problematic and could result in two divergent modes of pictorialization, characterized by
Parshall as the bland and the vivid.370 Baxandall focused on the former: “Painters
specially popular in pious circles, like Perugino, painted people who are general,
unparticularized, interchangeable types. They provided a base—firmly concrete and very
evocative in its patterns of people—on which the pious beholder could impose his
personal detail, more particular but less structured than what the painter offered.”371 On
the opposite end of the spectrum were those artists who, as already noted above, were
more inclined to follow the advice of the Zardino’s author quite literally and re-situate
the entire Biblical narrative in the “city that is well known,” namely Florence, and
populate it with recognizable contemporary figures. Pontormo’s work offers a
considered balance of these two modes.

As painterly illusionism developed, and an insistence on the contemporaneity of biblical
narratives increased, the devotional justification for these images came to be viewed by
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some with an increasing skepticism that ultimately found its voice in the vituperative
sermons of Fra Girolamo Savonarola.372 Art could be a useful aide in the pursuit of
enhanced piety, but it should not produce pleasure for its own sake. Following this logic,
any element that drew attention solely to the artifice and skill of the painter was a harmful
distraction, as were any other features that could undermine a beholder’s devotional
attention. The incorporation of contemporary portraits and dress came under particular
attack:
Look at the customs of Florence: how the Florentine women marry off
their girls, put them on show and outfit them so that they look life nymphs,
and the first thing they do is take them to Santa Liperata [the cathedral].
These are your idols, which you have put in my temple. The images of
your gods are the images and similitudes of the figures you have painted
in the churches, and the young men go around saying about this one or
that: ‘This one is the Magdalene, this other is Saint John’ [sic], because
the figures you have made in the churches are the likeness of one or
another woman, which is very badly done and in great disregard for what
is God’s.373
Recently Alexander Nagel has argued that the discomfiture Savonarola expressed in
regard to these images had it roots in the particular effect of estrangement they
engendered. He argues that the embedded portraits did not necessarily reinforce the
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Amos e Zaccaria, II, 25-26.
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realism of the depicted narrative, but rather could create a sense of inauthenticity, of
masquerade, as the identity of the holy personage was laid over with, and thus
undermined by, the visage of a recognizable Florentine citizen.374 This is certainly
suggestive, but it important to recall that such portraits were often peripheral to the main
narrative. It is possible that Savonarola may not have been citing specific incidents but
rather employing rhetorical exaggeration. What continues to ring true is the proposed
sense of disjunction. This could have been the case with Botticelli’s Adoration of the
Magi of 1475, in which the contemporary figures clothed in brightly colored tights and
short tunics jostle uncomfortably, almost haughtily, beneath the rough wooden canopy of
the primitive structure sheltering the holy family (Fig. 2.26).375 Perhaps the most
disruptive character in the image is the young man on the far right clothed in a mustard
yellow robe. This figure, who turns glaring condescendingly out at the viewer, is the
artist himself.376
In returning to this pictorial trope, which had been largely neglected in the
decades following Savonarola’s reign, Pontormo transformed it.377 The artist’s
compassionate gaze does not recall the egotistical disdain of Botticelli or Ghirlandaio, but
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rather evokes the original devotional tradition that inspired these portraits; we recall the
constant entreaty of the Meditations to look, to see, and by doing so, to experience, to
become physically and spiritually present at the events of the Passion. Pontormo’s
portrait allows the viewer to do this; he indicates through his countenance, beseeching the
viewer to mourn with him. Yet his “known face” does not dominate the image. The
specificity, the vividness of his features is held in balance with the ethereal beauty of
Christ, Mary, and their attendants. These figures—with their oval faces, round, redrimmed eyes, and perfectly formed lips—possess the requisite anonymity that does not
interfere with the viewer’s interior image. The setting, too, allows for the viewer’s
imagination, while Pontormo, located at the very periphery of the image beckons the
viewer with his gaze. Occupying that liminal zone between two realms he offers the
viewer entrance
The humility of Pontormo’s self-portrait, barely contained at the edge of the
image, conceals its extraordinary nature. Previously, in instances where the artist was the
only recognizable face—Orcagna at Orsanmichele, Taddeo di Bartolo in Montepulciano,
Lorenzo Ghiberti on the Baptistery doors—the commissions were large public works.
Lippi, Gozzoli, Botticelli, and Ghirlandaio appeared in company of numerous
contemporaries, among whose ranks the patrons always featured prominently. Here, in a
private funerary chapel for the Capponi family the only “face that is known” to appear is
the artist’s own.
Rather than interpret this as an act of hubris, or as a testimony of Pontormo’s
personal religious beliefs, this self-portrait should be seen as commentary on the
intersection between art and devotion. The painter, in endeavoring “to show the invisible
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by means of the visible,”378 claimed a privileged role in relation to the worshipper; the
artist became the mediator of divine vision. In the altarpiece Pontormo does not actively
participate in the sacred narrative before him, yet he takes on the guise of a biblical
character, Nicodemus. An historical understanding of this figure reveals the ways in
which this persona enabled Pontormo to raise questions regarding the role of art in
religious devotion.

The Historical Nicodemus
In all four Gospel accounts Joseph, a rich Jew from Arimathea, is associated with the
deposition and entombment of Christ. It is only in the Gospel of John that Nicodemus, a
Pharisee, also appears to aid in the burial of the body. Despite this, Nicodemus and
Joseph were both figures in popular legends and apocrypha, and they appeared together
frequently in works of art, often with one at the head of Christ and one at his feet.
Differentiating between the two in visual images was problematic,379 but it will be
demonstrated below that Nicodemus must be the correct identification in this instance. 380
The very questions that Pontormo raises regarding image-making, accessibility and the
intersection of media in the chapel are central to the myth that grew up around this figure.
Nicodemus was a sculptor.
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While Joseph of Arimathea was the more common Gospel figure, he had no explicit
contact with Christ before the Crucifixion.381 Nicodemus, on the other hand, had a very
poignant encounter with Jesus, whom he approached under the cover of night. “‘Rabbi,
we know that you are a teacher who has come from God. For no one could perform the
signs you are doing if God were not with him.’ Jesus replied, ‘Very truly I tell you, no
one can see the kingdom of God unless they are born again.’ ‘How can someone be born
when they are old?’ Nicodemus asked. ‘Surely they cannot enter a second time into their
mother’s womb to be born!’” (John, 3:2-4) From this account Nicodemus came to
symbolize both conversion late in life and the practice of hiding one’s true faith by
coming to Christ, as it were, under the cover of darkness. Indeed, in the sixteenth century
this latter meaning became an important part of the religious dialogue, and the appellation
Nicodemism was coined.
The historical difficulty presented by this term should not be understated. In 1544
Calvin wrote the damning pamphlet Excuse à Messieurs les Nicodémites, which
condemned the practice of religious simulation wherein worshippers would publicly
attend Catholic rites while believing they could follow the true faith of the reform in their
hearts.382 By the very nature of this stance, it is impossible to know how widespread such
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a practice might have been, and whether it represented a unified movement or simply
individual responses to the threat of political retribution.383 Even the first use of the term
cannot be securely confirmed, though it seems to have appeared at some point in the late
1520s.384 Regardless, it is unlikely that this concept would have been relevant to
Pontormo in the planning and execution of his altarpiece, as the Italian attitude towards
reform ideas remained relatively fluid at least into the 1540s, if not later. The first trial
of a Lutheran follower in Florence did not take place until after the siege of 1527-30, and
even then primary offense was political treason, not religious transgression. 385
Well before this development, however, Nicodemus featured prominently in
popular devotional texts, many of which were influenced by an important apocryphal
work called the Acts of Pilate. Likely originating in the fourth century, the Hebrew
authorship of this text was attributed to Nicodemus, and came to be referred to as the
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Gospel of Nicodemus in the medieval period.386 The text comprises three main parts
dedicated to the Crucifixion, the Resurrection, and a later addendum that describes the
Harrowing of Hell. The expansion of the Biblical narrative and the extreme emotional
tenor of the text were the elements that resonated most strongly with medieval authors
like Jacopo da Voragine of The Golden Legend and the Pseudo-Bonaventure who penned
the Meditations on the Life of Christ.387
The figure of Nicodemus, as first hand witness to the Passion and ostensible
author of this essential text, stood at the center of a confluence of religious traditions that
informed the cultural practices of the medieval and renaissance periods. The advent of
Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus as portrait types is a clear illustration of this
phenomenon, deriving from interaction between the liturgy, Passion dramas, sculptures,
and painting. Pontormo’s unique adaptation of this tradition is only one of the ways in
which he situates his work firmly within this dialogue.

In the ninth century Amalarius of Metz set out a complete interpretation of the Mass that
definitively recast this rite as a “rememorative allegory”—essentially a medieval
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Italian version still extant in Prato see Il Passio o, Vangelo di Nicodemo volgarizzato nel buon secolo della
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drama.388 At the point in the Mass after which Christ is crucified the archdeacon assumed
the role of Joseph of Arimathea and the celebrant that of Nicodemus; together they raised
the chalice and Host from the altar, enacting the Descent from the Cross and subsequent
Entombment.389 The later development of the Depositio Crucis reconfirmed and further
dramatized the reenactment by incorporating more sophisticated liturgical props. At first
this would be a simple cross or processional crucifix, but from the mid-fourteenth century
onward there came into use life-sized wooden figures of the crucified Christ complete
with moveable arms.390 This enabled the corpora to be physically deposed from the
Cross and placed in the representative tomb, thus moving the drama away from the
symbolic to a more literal re-presentation of events.391 In addition, this created a direct
interaction between an object that was both a work of art and the representative body of
Christ, and the human actors who became Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimathea. A
precedent was created that fostered the inclusion of contemporary individuals in the
sacred drama, specifically in the roles of the two men who had a privileged relationship
with the body of Christ, thus making them particularly suitable figures for embedded
portraits.
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In Italy the tradition of Nicodemus as a portrait, particularly as a self-portrait, was
most fully realized in sculpture.392 The majority of such works date from the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries, though it is possible that Benedetto Antelami portrayed himself
in this guise in the Parma cathedral as early as the twelfth century (Fig. 2.27).393 In the
fifteenth century the conjunction of visual arts with ritualized reenactment continued to
play a vital role in these portraits, as was most forcefully realized in the terracotta
sculptural groups of artists like Niccolò dell’Arca and Guido Mazzoni. Timothy Verdon
has highlighted the importance of liturgical dramas and vernacular sacre
rappresentazioni in the development of this genre of art. Further, he has noted that in
Mazzoni’s tableaux in particular the donors portrayed “renounce the decorous passivity
that generally distinguished patron effigies in fifteenth-century art for active
participation, adopting the emotional persona of a character in Sacred History to express
their private feelings.”394 The personae adopted almost always included Nicodemus and
Joseph of Arimathea. In dell’Arca’s Bologna Lamentation the figure of Nicodemus has
long been held as a self-portrait of the artist (Fig. 2.28), and the now-lost Joseph might
have depicted a member of the Bentivoglio family.395 In each of Mazzoni’s three major
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Bewailing groups that have survived portraits have been identified as important patrons
(Fig. 2.29).396 The compellingly mimetic nature of polychromed terracotta was largely a
function of the medium itself, and the means by which sculptors would create their
portrait images.397 Both Dell’Arca and Mazzoni were known to have used life casts
taken from the directly from the model, thus ensuring an exceptionally high degree of
verisimilitude.398
Strikingly, the only Italian painting in which Nicodemus is identified as a
recognizable portrait is Fra Angelico’s Strozzi Deposition (Fig. 2.30). Here Vasari
claimed that the man in black cappuccio was a portrait of Michelozzo—tellingly an
architect and sculptor—shown in the guise of Nicodemus.399 In this case Vasari is
demonstrably in error; another figure in the image, the man grasping Christ’s arms and
shown in full profile, is identified by an inscription on the hem of his tunic as Nicodemus.
Vasari’s mistake, however, is significant for two reasons. First, it maintains the tradition
that Italian portraits of artists as Nicodemus, up to the sixteenth century, are portraits of
sculptors. Second, it highlights the problematic nature of individuating between
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attendants at the Deposition and Entombment, which was often a problem of
differentiating Joseph and Nicodemus specifically.
The distinctions between the two figures, when they were pictured together, were
not always entirely consistent as they derived from both literary sources and older visual
traditions. In the Meditations the physical roles of the two figures are distinguished such
that “Joseph ascends the ladder placed on the right side and tries to extract the nail from
His hand…Nicodemus extracts the other nail from the left hand…Nicodemus descends
and comes to the nail in the feet. Joseph supported the body of our Lord; happy indeed is
this Joseph, who deserves thus to embrace the body of our Lord!”400 This was often
translated into images like Perugino’s Lamentation, where Joseph would be in the
privileged position near Christ’s head, and Nicodemus at his feet (Fig. 2.31). In
Pontormo’s altarpiece Christ has already been taken down from the cross, and no earthly
man bears the body; this role is filled by two youths, whose fair skin, golden curled hair,
and slender grace signal their distance from the mortal realm.401
In many images Joseph was portrayed as the elder man and more richly attired.
Nicodemus, on the other hand, was frequently depicted in the clothing of a workman and
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wearing a turban or some other version of exotic headdress.402 He could also be
portrayed carrying the nails and tongs—referring directly to his more physically active
role (as shown in Pietro Lorenzetti’s Deposition in Assisi (Fig. 2.32))—or a large
vessel.403 Over the course of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries there developed a trend
in which just one of the two men would be appear.404 Two examples of this latter type by
Filippino Lippi demonstrate the way in which these characteristic distinctions were
employed. In his painting at Cherbourg an older gentleman with a bare head of gray
flowing locks and a full grey beard gently supports Christ’s body upright between the
Virgin and Mary Magdalene (Fig. 2.33), while in the predella panel at the National
Gallery a man with a purple cap covered in a bright blue turban looks out from behind
Christ’s left shoulder (2.34). On either side in the latter image angels hold the crown of
thorns and the nails up for prominent display, reifying the Nicodemus identification.
What is particularly worthy of note is that the large turban is not rendered as exotic, but
rather can be identified with the standard garb of an artisan.405 It seems that this is the
image tradition to which Pontormo’s self-portrait is most closely affiliated.406
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Pontormo, then, dressed in a simple, earth-toned robe and craftsman’s turban,
embodies Nicodemus. He becomes the historical witness, sometimes portrayed as an
artisan, whose gospel testifies to his physical presence at the Passion, while
simultaneously his gaze turned out to the contemporary audience offers them the
privilege of his vision; they too can witness, can become present at Christ’s side. Most
importantly Nicodemus is an image-maker who has recorded the true likeness of the
Lord. Yet Nicodemus works in sculpture, and Pontormo’s medium is paint. He is the
first Florentine painter to adopt this historical persona, doing so as a means of alluding to
the larger questions regarding the ways medium is related to creation of divine
presence.407

Sometime between 872 and 882 Anastasius Bibliothecarius credited Nicodemus with the
creation of the miraculous crucifix at Beyrt, an attribution had an important impact on the
legend of the Volto Santo in Lucca. 408 Ostensibly rediscovered and delivered to Lucca in
742, the earliest incarnations of the legend likely dated from the ninth or tenth centuries,
with the earliest text dating from the twelfth century.409 In this text—the Relatio of
Leobinus—a deacon recounts the numerous revelations and journeys that the image
undertook before arriving at its final destination in the Tuscan town of Lucca. On
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multiple occasions angels revealed Nicodemus’s authorship of the Volto Santo, often
describing in detail the creation of the image. It is significant to note that there is a
decided shift in these accounts. In the earliest rendition it is the tactile contact with
Christ and the proportions and qualities of his body that are first emphasized in the
artistic tale:
Indeed after the Resurrection and Ascension of the Lord he was aflame
with the presence of Christ, so that he always carried Christ in his heart
and had him on his lips. Because the proportions and features of the form
of the body of Christ had left a profound impression and inscribed
themselves in his mind, he sculpted the most holy face, not as a result of
his own art, but rather with divine artistry.410
This comes from an angelic dream granted the bishop Gualfredus in Jerusalem.
He is the first to uncover the Volto Santo. Upon its arrival in Lucca another angel
appeared to the bishop Johannes, revealing to him that the image “was created by
Nicodemus, the Pharisee who saw and touched Christ.”411
A later addendum, however, recounts that Nicodemus did not work directly from
his memory, tactile or otherwise, but that he created his sculpture using as an aide the
miraculous shroud in which they had wrapped Christ’s body after the Crucifixion that
later revealed the likeness of the sainted form.412 The medium of the true likeness is thus
shifted from sculpture to painting, though the phrase ‘non suo sed potius divino artificio’
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is common to both accounts, thus placing ultimate responsibility for the image in divine
hands.
A manuscript of the full Latin text of the Relatio, complete with appended list of
miracles, was kept in the chapel of Volto Santo, and versions of the legend were
translated into French and Italian in the fourteenth century, if not earlier.413 It is clear
from travel accounts, popular vernacular texts, and works of art, that the legend of the
cross and its maker was exceptionally widespread.
As early as the late twelfth century Nicodemus and the Volto Santo appear in the
First Continuation of Chrétien’s Perceval, in which it was recounted that, “Nicodemus
had carved and fashioned a head in the likeness of the Lord on the day that he had seen
Him on the cross.”414 The interesting description of a fully sculpted crucified Christ as “a
head in the likeness of the Lord” is in keeping with the term “vultus” frequently used to
denote such images. This terminology testifies to the fact that recognition of holy
figures, just like contemporary portraits, centered on facial similitude.415 This attitude is
confirmed with specific reference to the Volto Santo in a fourteenth-century text by
Benvenuto Rambaldi. A professor at Bologna, Rambaldi wrote a commentary on Dante
that addressed the lines in which the poet refers to the Volto Santo of Lucca. (Inferno,
Canto XII, 48-49) Rambaldi explains, “It is called ‘Vultus” because the human face
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grants recognition of Christ.”416 The privileging of the face over the body as a means of
recognition is significant not only for Christian worship, but for the epistemological
ranking of the senses it entails, and the implications this has for the visual arts.
The Volto Santo was well known to Florentine artists, as testified by a drawing by
Filippino Lippi and a painting attributed to Piero di Cosimo (Figs. 2.36 & 2.37). It is
likely the legend of Nicodemus as its author influenced two important artistic monuments
of the Cinquecento: Michelangelo’s Florentine Pietà and Baccio Bandinelli’s funerary
Pietà (Figs. 2.38 & 2.39). 417 Indeed, even the tools by which Nicodemus was often
identified—hammer, tongs, and nails—could be readily mistaken for those of the
sculptor, as demonstrated by a contemporary sonnet by Alfonso de’ Pazzi:
To Bandinelli,
The hammer, here presented, and the chisel
Demonstrate that here is buried Bandinelli,
Of whom his fame is somewhat praised and esteemed.
Happiness to him, had he been dead sooner! 418
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Pontormo’s decision then is a deliberate reinterpretation of a common trope. In a sense
he returns to the question raised by the different incarnations of the Nicodemus creation
legend. How do painting and sculpture relate when manifesting the divine? Which
manifests the more truthful likeness? The earlier accounts emphasize Nicodemus’s
touch, while the later his visual reinterpretation of a flat image. Both ultimately allow for
divine agency. In Pontormo’s work there is no question of another agent. His
appearance in the image, in the guise of a sculptor, does not merely provide access to the
sacred scene, but also commentary. His look engages the viewer’s own, seeking
reciprocal dialogue. His presence without participation enhances this mirroring effect;
the beholder and the artist are bound together by their contemplative regard. The
dialogue, while devotional, occurs in artistic terms; the authorial presence calls attention
to the fabricated nature of the vision confronting the viewer, while the authenticity of the
likeness, the compelling nature of the “known face,” simultaneously asserts the reality
presented in the image.
The precarious balance between reality and illusion is heightened through
Pontormo’s pictorial strategies. The viewer does not simply confront one image; he is
surrounded by and contained within gestural space across images, evoking the sense a
worshipper might have attending a passion play, or visiting a sacro monte, or in the
presence of a multi-figure sculpture group deeply indebted to both rappresentazioni and
tableaux. Instead of creating an illusion of space that extends beyond the picture plane,
Pontormo attempts to bring his figures into the viewer’s space. The threshold between the
sacral and the actual realm is blurred by the convincing physicality of Pontormo’s
figures; they possess a solid three-dimensionality created by their carefully defined
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contours and articulated muscles. This sculptural sense is complemented by their
complexions, which are the pallor of marble.
Pontormo’s technical decisions evoke the presence of sculpture generally, but at
the core of his image his composition also alludes deliberately to a specific sculpture:
Michelangelo’s Roman Pietà (Fig. 2.15). Given the fame of Michelangelo’s work the
source of image would have been familiar to his Florentine contemporaries, especially his
patron who had made his living in Rome. In this allusion, however, Pontormo gives the
still form action; the structural integrity of the sculpture, composed of the pyramidal form
of mother and Son, is ruptured—it is re-envisioned “as a dissolving unit.”419 By visually
reinventing Michelangelo’s Roman Pietà at the center of his altarpiece Pontormo further
enriched his work’s complex dialogue with various artistic and devotional traditions,
evoking in particular the question of the paragone.

From Paragone…to Pietà
It has been pointed out that the conceit of the paragone is just that, a conceit. Indeed, the
term did not come into its current usage, reserved strictly for the comparative debate
between the arts, until Gugliemo Manzi published the editio princeps of Leonardo’s
Codex Urbinas in 1817.420 By codifying this term a posteriori, art historical scholarship
has dictated the limits of this issue, as well as determining the lens through which the
material pertaining to it will be viewed; this bias is embedded in the very word paragone,
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which is “thought to be compounded from the Greek preposition para, meaning ‘beside’;
and agon, meaning a contest or any kind of struggle.” 421
The results of this artificial imposition are manifested in scholarship in three
problematic ways: first, the textual evidence of what was essentially a literary trope is
taken as a testimony to artistic practice; second, these literary sources tend to focus
narrowly on sculpture and painting (and occasionally poetry) at the expense of other
media; third, the agonistic framework does not allow for the paragone as a means of
finding a common ground between the arts. Indeed, often commentaries acknowledged
that both painting and sculpture were derived from the art of disegno, and thus not so
dissimilar in organization.422
As the above exploration of Pontormo’s self-portrait has already revealed, the
intersections between artistic media are not confined to this narrow opposition of
sculpture and painting, but also included interactions with liturgical innovations, textual
devotions, and passion plays. Yet it should be acknowledged that painting and sculpture
often shared a privileged relationship that was heightened by the literary debate. This
situation necessitates a careful examination of the visual evidence, combined with the
reintegration of the theoretical texts into the Florentine artistic milieu from which they
emerged, for, as David Summers has pointed out: “As Florentine as the notions of
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disegno and rilievo, was the idea that theory derives from practice. This was one of the
bases of the idea of the giudizio dell’occhio, and reaches back into the craft tradition.”423
Ultimately the paragone is predicated on the premise that both painting and
sculpture aspire to the same goal: the imitation of nature. In debating which art is
superior two primary points are considered: which art best accomplishes this goal, and
which art is set the more difficult task. All of these considerations are clearly articulated
in the first published text that addressed the paragone, Baldassare Castiglione’s The Book
of the Courtier.
‘…For when all is said and done, the very fabric of the universe…can be
said to be a great and noble painting, composed by Nature and the hand of
God. And, in my opinion, whoever can imitate it deserves the highest
praise. Nor is such imitation achieved without the knowledge of many
things, as anyone who attempts the task well knows. Therefore in the
ancient world both painting and painters were held in the greatest respect,
and the art itself was brought to the highest pitch of excellence. Of this, a
sure proof is to be found in the ancient marble and bronze statues which
still survive; for although painting differs from sculpture, both the one and
the other derive from the same source, namely from good design. So if the
statues which have come down to us are inspired works of art we may
readily believe that so, to, were the paintings of the ancient world; indeed
they must have been still more so, because they required greater artistry.’
Then signora Emila , turning to Giovan Cristoforo Romano, who
was seated with the others, asked him:
‘What do you think of this opinion? Would you agree that painting allows
for greater artistry than sculpture?’
‘Madam,’ replied Giovan Cristoforo, ‘I maintain that sculpture requires
more effort and more skill than painting, and possesses greater dignity.’424
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While The Book of the Courtier did not appear in print until 1528, it is well known that
Castiglione began the work in 1508, and thus it is in the very decades during which this
text was being composed and refined that the artistic stage was being set for Pontormo’s
own considered contribution to the question in the Capponi chapel.

Florence had long provided opportunities for the interaction of the various media, in both
collaborative and competitive settings, from workshops like those of Verrocchio and the
Pollaiuoli in the fifteenth century, to the elaborate public decorative programs of the
sixteenth century. Unfortunately, many of the latter were left incomplete—the projected
adornment of the great council hall—or were ephemeral—the triumphal entries in 1512
and 1515. Within certain individual works of art from the period, however, the dialogue
between the various media, is on deliberate display. Indeed, Alexander Nagel has argued
that the “revival of the all’antica cult statue in the early sixteenth century involved a
complex interchange between pictorial visualization and sculptural realization.”425 Three
contemporary Florentine paintings that manifest this complex interchange are Andrea del
Sarto’s Madonna of the Harpies, Fra Bartolommeo’s Salvator Mundi, and Bronzino’s
Pygmalion and Galatea (Figs. 2.40-2.42).426
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All three images deliberately stage the central figure as a sculpture; the placement
on a marble pedestal is a declarative signal whereby the viewer can understand the
transformation from stone to flesh that has occurred within the image.427 The Madonna
of del Sarto’s painting, while still carefully posed and spatially restrained atop her
pedestal, is imbued with dramatic, lively color. Incense smoke, which appears to have
floated from the viewer’s world into the Madonna’s own, hovers above her head, further
enhancing the beholder’s sensation that the transformation has occurred in just the
moment of observing.428 Bartolommeo’s Christ, which itself might have been derived
from a sculptural prototype, is more actively conceived.429 As he steps down from the
pedestal his right arm is flung dramatically upward, causing his drapery to billow and
exposing his vigorous, muscular torso. The triumph of painting is clear as the enlivening
of the figure—the sculpture come to life—is enacted within the image.430
During the Last Florentine Republic Pontormo painted a portrait of the young
Francesco Guardi for which he designed a cover to be executed by his student Bronzino.
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The subject, Pygmalion and Galatea, provided ideal content for the staging of an artistic
paragone. In the myth the sculptor Pygmalion becomes so enamored of his creation that
he begs Aphrodite to bring her to life, and the love goddess accedes. The illustration of
this myth necessitates that the painter demonstrate that his art is more skillful than the
sculptor’s by endowing the once stone figure with convincing liveliness. Color plays an
essential role in differentiating between the living flesh of Galatea and her former ivory
body, with the transitional point once again indicated by a low stone pedestal upon which
she still stands. What is most striking here, however, is the decidedly sculptural pose of
Galatea. Bronzino utilized Pontormo’s 1515 drawing of Venus and Cupid, which itself
derives from the antique Venus pudica (typified by, though not modeled on, the Medici
Venus) and Michelangelo’s David (Figs. 2.43-2.45).431 Thus, in this work designed by
Pontormo and executed by his student Bronzino the agonistic relationship between
painting and sculpture is articulated on three different levels: the subject matter, the
formal presentation of Galatea as a sculpture, and the direct reference in Galatea’s pose to
well-known sculptural precedents.
The explicitly competitive staging fundamental to the work of del Sarto, Fra
Bartolommeo, and even Pontormo’s own portrait cover, was one step removed from the
conceptual re-imagining that occurs in the Capponi altarpiece. In the Pietà Pontormo
does not offer a symbolic marker of the sculptural referent; instead of presenting
sculpture as an abstract concept—a three-dimensional object placed on a pedestal—he
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visually alludes to a specific sculpture. 432 Yet Pontormo is still exploiting the reference
to Michelangelo’s famous sculpture. It is possible that in doing so he was inspired in part
by the question of medium inherent to the Pietà type, which was initially conceived of as
a sculptural image.

The iconography of the Pietà first appeared as a sculptural group in Germany around
1300.433 Narrowly defined, this image type portrays the dead Christ on the lap of his
mother. 434 It is possible that the limited formal requirements of the Pietà—two figures
contained within a single structural unit—made it highly suited to sculptural rendition,
and accounted for the relatively late adoption of the Pietà in Italian painting.435 Indeed,
for painters of the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries there was an increasingly
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wide range of narrative scenes— such as the Deposition, the Lamentation,436 and the
Entombment437—that allowed for a greater possibilities in pictorial invention.
Despite its late acceptance, however, the Pietà appeared quite frequently in
Florentine paintings at the end of the Quattrocento. Two examples from this period—one
by Perugino, another by Jacopo del Sellaio—illustrate the common traits of these painted
Pietàs (Figs. 2.46 & 2.47). Perugino’s work was executed for the convent of San Giusto
alle Mura (1485), and Sellaio’s for the Compagnia delle Brucciate’s chapel in San
Frediano (1483-1517).438 Both paintings show the Virgin seated on a low pedestal in the
center of the image with Christ lying across her lap. The dominant compositional
stability of this arrangement reinforces the rigidity of the figures, particularly that of
Christ. In both paintings his body is lean but not emaciated. The flesh is intact, with the
wounds barely indicated on his torso, hands, feet, and head. Yet his body is stiff. It is
striking that in this regard both images closely parallel the rigid figural norms of northern
wooden, terracotta, and stone renditions, as though preserving the sculptural form at the
core of the painting.
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Significantly, the means by which Sellaio and Perugino elaborate upon the iconic
center are by the expansion of setting and the inclusion of more figures, two major
elements that, it was argued, demonstrated painting’s superiority over sculpture. In The
Book of the Courtier Castiglione has Count Lodovico note that “it is beyond his [the
sculptor’s] powers to depict sky, sea, land, mountains, woods, meadows, gardens, rivers,
cities or houses; but not beyond the powers of the painter.”439 According to Alberti, “The
great work of the painter is not a colossus, but a ‘historia,’ for there is far more merit in a
‘historia’ than in a colossus.”440 It is clear from Alberti’s subsequent exposition that the
challenge of the istoria is the proper composition of various bodies that both delight the
viewer and conform to the propriety of the subject depicted. Figures (ideally nine or ten)
should display the movements of the soul through the movements of the body, and should
present a “plentiful variety.”441 A colossus, on the other hand, is by definition a solitary
figure, proportionate and in conformity only to itself, which eliminates the need for
composition and greatly reduces the potential for narrative. In his Roman Pietà
Michelangelo did not attempt to incorporate these painterly elements,442 and yet his
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elegiac re-conception of this image was the first to overcome the inflexible figural
models initially born of wood and terracotta, and ultimately provided a lasting exemplar
for subsequent painters.443
Michelangelo’s Roman Pietà was an unprecedented work. Never before had this
subject been realized by an Italian artist as a full-scale sculpture in marble. It is likely
that Michelangelo’s patron, French Cardinal Jean de Bilhères Lagraulas, selected the
subject. In France the Pietà was commonly associated with funerary monuments at this
time, while in Italy the subject served primarily as a devotional image. 444 The resulting
sculpture combined a sense of Renaissance monumentality with a restrained emotional
piety, truly meeting the difficult criteria set by Jacopo Galli’s written guarantee that the
piece “shall be more beautiful than any work in marble to be seen in Rome today, and
such that no master of our times shall be able to produce a better.”445
In Michelangelo’s Pietà Christ’s body is infused with supple beauty and life. The
sculptor transforms his material, creating an image that evokes the tactility of skin
polished to a high finish. Michelangelo surrounded Mary with voluminous drapery,
expanding her lap so that she could fully embrace and contain her son. She clasps his
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torso tenderly against her own with her right arm, while holding her left hand palm
upwards in a gesture of display. His body forms a sinuous curve to conform to hers; her
fingers sink into the softness of his flesh. Michelangelo’s sculpture provided a new
artistic conception of the dead Christ, one that emphasized the sensual beauty of the
body—its pristine preservation—that was appealing both to Renaissance artists and
patrons.446
The impact of Michelangelo’s forceful revitalization of this theme can be seen in
a wide range of works, including pictorial renditions of the Pietà from the second and
third decades of the Cinquecento. Some of the most important Italian painters in these
years—Andrea del Sarto, 447 Rosso Fiorentino, 448 Sebastiano del Piombo, and
Pontormo—all tackled this subject in new and exploratory ways.
Sebastiano’s Viterbo Pietà famously combined the talents of the Venetian painter
and Michelangelo himself (Fig. 2.48). 449 In providing figure studies, and perhaps a full
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cartoon, Michelangelo was furnishing Sebastiano with examples of Florentine disegno
that could then be combined with Sebastiano’s own mastery of Venetian colorito in the
finished work. This painting, with its intentional union of regional strengths attested to
by Vasari, also contains an implicit paragone between sculpture and painting.450 The
example of Michelangelo’s Pietà stood as a constant visual testimony to the artist’s
greatness, and would have formed a point of reference for any Roman patron
commissioning a similar subject, particularly when Michelangelo was to be involved,
even indirectly, in the work’s completion.451
The Viterbo Pietà, like Pontormo’s subsequent work, does not explicitly stage a
competition between painting and sculpture. Rather, it attempts to harness the relative
strengths of both media. Christ is laid out horizontally on the earth, almost completely
parallel to the picture plane. Mary is seated on a low rock above the body of her son, her
torso and eyes twisting upwards to the left as her clasped hands pull to the right. The
Virgin’s foreshortened chin, knees, and arms, and the carefully articulated musculature
and anatomy of Christ, give the figures their powerful three-dimensionality, and must
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largely be credited to Michelangelo’s drawings.452 The compositional arrangement, with
its stable figural pyramid, evokes the static immobility of sculptural renditions.453 In the
richness of the palette and the atmospheric complexity of the landscape, however,
Sebastiano brings his own painterly skills to bear. Christ and Mary are bathed in a cool
glow from the full moon that is suspended in the ultramarine sky, visible through a rift in
the dark clouds. Just on the horizon to the Virgin’s right is the emerging dawn, barely
staining the lowest lying clouds a pale pink. This attention to atmospheric light—one of
the great strengths of the Venetian painters—was only possible through the subtle
modulation of hues, the absence of which was one of the obvious shortcomings of
sculpture vis-à-vis painting.
First, sculpture is subject to a specific illumination from above, but
painting carries with it everywhere a light and shade of its own…The
sculptor cannot diversify his work by using different kinds of
color…Sculptors cannot represent transparent or luminous bodies, nor
lines of reflected light, nor shining bodies, such as mirrors and other
objects that reflect light, nor mists, nor murky weather, nor an infinite
number of things… .454
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Pontormo’s own response to Michelangelo’s Pietà is, in many ways, the exact
opposite of that offered by Sebastiano. He does not indulge in the kind of tonal
subtlety of Sebastiano’s landscape; there is no landscape, and his colors are sharp
and bright. Nor does he maintain the figural minimalism preserved by the
Venetian, but choses to fill the surface of the panel with mourning figures.
The extensive visual evidence demonstrates that sculpture and painting of this
period were in constant dialogue, with certain subjects, such as the Pietà, forming pivotal
nexuses from which new developments arose. As outlined thus far, certain parallels
between artistic renditions and paragone texts can be highlighted—color, setting,
atmosphere, and greater figural complexity in particular have come to the fore as pictorial
strengths. Further, it is clear that images addressing these issues were created by artists
of the highest caliber, who often worked for exceptionally discerning patrons.

The Patron in Rome
While living in Rome, Lodovico Capponi was actively engaged in the affairs of the expatriot Florentine community. Due to the strong links between the two cities actively
promoted by the Medici popes this was a rich network for business and patronage,455 and
the Florentines were given a great deal of independence. 456 Lodovico himself was
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elected Consul of the Florentine nation in 1522, and donated his seventy scudi salary to
the Compagnia dei Fiorentini a Roma.457 In his official capacity he supervised the
business of initial construction at San Giovanni dei Fiorentini, and even laid the first
foundation stone of the church.458
As noted above, Capponi was also involved in a much smaller scale project at
Sant’Agostino, namely in serving as “prochuratore delli heredi di Giovan Francesco
Martelli” Capponi was in charge of his father-in-law’s tomb. 459 The tomb comprised a
tabernacle with “a figure of Our Lady” executed by Jacopo Sansovino. This is the
sculpture that subsequently came to be known as The Madonna del Parto.
Sansovino’s Madonna del Parto, likely completed in 1521, is a work of strikingly
antique appearance (Fig. 2.49).460 Mary Garrard, through her analysis of drawings by
Amico Aspertini and Marten van Heemskerck, has persuasively argued that the specific
classical source of the Virgin, a seated Apollo housed until mid-century in the Sassi
collection, was widely recognized by Sansovino’s contemporaries.461 This porphyry
body (finished with bronze arms, feet, and head) was thought at the time to represent a
female figure, and when purchased by the Farnese in 1550 Aldrovrandi described it as
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“una Roma trionfante assisa.”462 Christ’s pose as well was derived from an antique
model, that of the Boy with a Goose, of which there were a number of examples in Rome
at the time.463 The deliberate antique aura evoked by Sansovino’s work seems to have
been integral to the original concept of the commission, which called for “a tabernacle
with columns, friezes and architraves and other refinements above, with the feet of the
altar all of marble and these feet to be specifically old marble.”464 The architectural
forms enumerated are of a distinct classical pedigree, and the completed work, with its
evocation of the Roman triumphal arch placed upon an altar base, follows the format of
ancient Roman tomb types.465 Further, if we can interpret the phrase “vechi marmi” to
refer to ancient spoglia, as suggested by Corti, then the very physical material of the
sculptural complex further enhanced the antique semblance of Sansovino’s work.466
In addition to evocations of ancient statuary, it is likely that Jacopo Sansovino
(and perhaps his patron) was also engaging in a more direct comparison with Andrea
Sansovino’s Virgin and Child with Saint Anne. This sculptural group was part of a
comprehensive funerary ensemble commissioned by Johann Goritz, also in the church of
Sant’Agostino. The contract, dated December 13, 1510, records the original components
of the complex—fresco, sculpture, and altar—that adorned the third pier on the left in the
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central nave arcade (Fig. 2.50).467 Andrea’s group, with its serene countenances,
restrained and harmonious interaction, and heavily falling drapery, evokes characteristics
of antique sculpture, though no specific prototype has been identified.468 The Madonna’s
head in particular imitates the features and hair of a classical matron figure. It is
interesting to note that the overall setting of the piece, which has been convincingly
reconstructed by Virginia Anne Bonito and reinstalled accordingly in Sant’Agostino, was
not as decidedly classical as Jacopo’s later funerary monument. However, when the
Madonna and Child and Saint Anne was reproduced in a sixteenth-century print by the
‘Mousetrap Master’ it was shown in a niche with an aedicule and pilasters strikingly
similar to those utilized in Jacopo’s Madonna del Parto.469 Clearly, then, the antique
aura of the work was recognized by contemporaries as one of its primary characteristics.
In commissioning this funerary complex Johann Goritz, a noted humanist and
churchman from Luxembourg, was not merely aiming to create a monument visually
inspired by antique models, but also to provide the stimulus for reviving classical literary
tropes that engaged directly with art. To this end he held a celebration each year on Saint
Anne’s Day at which members of his sodality would declaim poems written in Latin and
Greek that addressed Andrea’s sculpture, Raphael’s fresco of Isaiah above, and Goritz’s
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role as patron. 470 These would then be affixed to the trees and ruins in Goritz’s garden,
and to the border surrounding the altar at Sant’Agostino.471 Most commonly these poems
would commend Sansovino’s ability to infuse the sculpture with life, breath, and voice,
recalling the ancient concept of the spirited sculpture then reemerging in Rome in the
form of the Pasquino and other speaking stones.472 The acceptance of this topos, without
the negative association of idolatry, could now be transferred to sacred subjects. Indeed,
it was this very shift from profane to sacred as the subject of elegant verse that Egidio da
Viterbo commended in Goritz’s feasts and viewed as characteristic of the new age of
Christian culture ushered in by Leo X.
And in the [nineteenth] age, religion arrived at true elegance, a level of
literary splendor reached by no age since the overthrow of the Golden
Age…What shall I say of Rome in those same years: at the altar of the
Divine Anna erected by Gorycius in my temple [Egidio means S.
Agostino] a contest of poets was seen celebrating the sacred rites, such as
was once devoted to the scribbling of shameful poetry and obscene. In
this flower of writing Venus gives way to the Virgin…You, Leo the
Tenth, have put the felicity of their writing to work…for before, what was
written with holiness was written less elegantly, and what was written
elegantly was not written with holiness; now the same things are written
with holiness and elegance at once.473
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This same feature was commended by the poets themselves, who complimented
Sansovino’s abilities to surpass the ancients by combining classical beauty with the
Christian religion.474
While it played a lesser role in the poems, Raphael’s Isaiah, with his scroll
inscribed in Hebrew, was an essential component in the overall thematic unity of the pier
altar.475 Most significant was the visual integration of the sculpture and fresco as
originally conceived.476 Bonito has pointed out that the feet of Isaiah would have rested
upon a fictive ledge just above the sculptural niche, and that the fresco would have
extended with fictive marble moldings decorating the spandrels of the arch below.
Further, the poses of the figures reciprocally echo each other.477 This kind of deliberate
interplay could not but call to mind the question of the paragone between the arts. As
discussed above, this concept appeared much earlier in the actual practice of the arts than
it did in theoretical literature. In fact, this may be one of the first instances where
literature embraced this rhetorical construct in direct response to actual works of art, as
seen in a poem by Blosio Palladio: “Quid primum? Statuas, pictum ne?/An mirer
ultrunque?/Aeque opus, aeque ambo mirror, et obstupeo.”478
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Palladio was a frequent attendant of Goritz’s feasts, and it was he who edited and
published 399 of the collected poems in a book of 1524 entitled Coryciana. The pleasure
in imagining the paragone as a topic of lively debate in Goritz’s garden is enhanced by
the fact that another author published in the Coryciana would later make such a
significant contribution to the topic: Baldassare Castiglione. Thus the model provided by
Goritz’s pier altar could have extended beyond a mere visual precedent, and exposed
Lodovico to sophisticated ways of thinking about the arts—their relationship to antique
models, the relationship of different media to each other—as he absorbed these ideas
from the tantalizing poems affixed to the third pier in Sant’Agostino every Saint Anne’s
Day from 1512 until his departure for Florence in 1522.479

Idols and Fantasies—the Fabric of the Image
Up until this point the discussion has focused primarily on the artistic reflections on and
implications of the paragone, as well as the patron’s exposure to these concepts. Many of
the fundamental questions at issue in this debate, however, also pertain to religious
perceptions of images and their accepted usage.
Clearly a primary consideration was the issue of idolatry, which was bound up
with the questions of material that also formed a core of the paragone debate. The
earliest definition of idols is found in Psalm 135: “The nations’ idols are silver and
gold,/the work of human hands./A mouth they have and they do not speak,/eyes they
have they do not see./Ears they have and they do not hear,/nor is there breath in their
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mouth.”480 Immediate recognition of the idol is signaled by the materials; the precious
metals of silver and gold are their flesh. Later commentators expanded upon this idea,
addressing the useless expenditure on church adornment as parallel to the construction
and adoration of idols. Bernard of Clairvaux, in his Apologia 28-29, famously exclaims:
“Does not avarice, which is the service of idols, cause all this?...O vanity of vanities, but
no more vain than insane! The Church is radiant in its walls and destitute in its poor. It
dresses its stones in gold and abandons its children naked. It serves the eyes of the rich at
the expense of the poor.”481 More to the issue at hand, while paintings could be adorned
by elaborate frames, or be enhanced by the application of gold leaf,482 they could not be
made out of silver and gold.483 This was a distinction reserved for cast and carved
objects either fully in the round or in relief.
In his comprehensive study The Gothic Idol, Michael Camille has highlighted that
the Medieval understanding of the Second Commandment—translated in the Vulgate as
Ne facies tibi sculptile—was central to the period’s conception of idolatry.
To understand the idol as a sign in medieval art we have to understand
how it functioned as a sign of three-dimensional sculpture. Not only in
Rome but throughout what had been the empire were scattered the
remnants of an image culture that had utilized large numbers of statues in
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public and private religion and in personal commemoration, images that,
whatever they might have been originally, were now labeled idols. It was
this visibility of the past, viewed not yet as romantic ruins but as emblems
of demonic paganism, that not only caused the early medieval artist to
‘eschew life-size representations of the human figure’ but also prevented
him from using the generic term ‘sculptor’ to define his craft.484
In addition to the reminiscences of pagan statuary, sculptures fully in the round also
presented difficulties due their very life-likeness. As early as the myth of Daedalus, who
was the first to separate the limbs from the body, sculptures threatened to come to life
and run away.485 Their fully embodied existences were more prone to perceived demonic
possession, likely due to their uncanny semblance of actual form.486 Sculptures of the
deity in the round also flaunted the Mosaic prohibition of seeing God from behind, and
allowed the kind of circumambulatory worship that might descend in bacchanalian
frenzy.487 Augustine protested the very nature of such double-faced art forms, which
were ultimately more false the closer they came to imitating reality.488 These objections
were so persistent that it was not until the early decades of the Cinquecento that truly
antique inspired free-standing statuary was explored by Michelangelo and Andrea and
Jacopo Sansovino.489 Significantly, in the paragone discussions it is predominantly these
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types of fully in the round sculptures that predominate.490 There is very little
consideration of relief sculpture or of smaller scale works.491
If, from a religious standpoint, sculpture presented certain difficulties due to its
lifelike characteristics, paintings suffered the opposite problem—they were considered,
from a very early period, to be mere fantasy or simulation. In his Sophist, Plato
associated painting with sophistry by way of their deceptive characteristics.
We know this about the man who professes to be able, by a single form of
skill, to produce all things, that when he creates with his pencil
representations bearing the same name as real things, he will be able to
deceive the innocent minds of children, if he shows them his drawings at a
distance, into thinking that he is capable of creating, in full reality,
anything he chooses to make.492
This tradition grew in the Middle Ages, and often the same terms used by earlier religious
writers appeared in the later texts and treatises of Renaissance poets, artists, and
humanists. Isidore of Seville wrote:
Painting [picture] may almost be called feinting [fictura]; indeed, it is a
feigned image, not truth. More, it is colored, that is, smeared, with some
deceitful color, neither faithful nor true; whence some paintings go beyond
true bodies [corpora veritatis] through the application of color and (they
also surpass) belief; when they strive to make things more real, they bring
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forth falsehood; as here they paint a three-headed Chimera, or here Scylla,
human above, girded with the heads of dogs below.493
Similar sentiments are conveyed by the term fingere, used in the Middle Ages to
delineate the activity of poets, which, as described by Petrarch, forms an analogous
parallel with painting: “It is [the poet’s] task to feign, that is to say, compose and adorn
and to shadow forth in artful colors and conceal with a veil of pleasing fictions the truth
of things.”494 A century later Alberti uses the same term, fingere, to refer to painting in
his Italian version of the treatise On Painting.495
Painting, then, was fictional and deceptive, and sculpture was uncannily life-like.
Both of these potential problems were explicitly dependent upon their material nature,
and both could also be turned into virtues in the later paragone debates. Caroline Walker
Bynum has observed that, in contrast to later works, “it is a characteristic of medieval
images that their crafters tended to employ materials explicitly as themselves rather than
creating an illusion, or a naturalistic depiction, of them through other media.”496 The rise
of illusionism in the Renaissance period did not, however, negate the qualities associated
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with materials—both positive and negative—that carried over from earlier periods. In
fact, many of the issues raised by the paragone were dependent upon the recognition of
material attributes and limitations.

The one instance we have of Pontormo cogently articulating his views on the arts is
within the context of the paragone debate. On the second and third Sundays of Lent in
1547 Benedetto Varchi delivered two lectures on the topic to the Accademia Fiorentina in
the public venue of Santa Maria Novella. Shortly thereafter, in 1549, the lectures were
printed under the ducal impresa, prefaced by dedications and followed by letters on the
paragone from eight prominent artists. The academic structure of this context is clear.
The Accademia Fiorentina, while open to the public for many of its lectures, was a
highly restricted society whose concerns were largely philosophical and philological. It
is of particular relevance that the academy, initially established as the Accademia degli
Umidi, underwent a dramatic change in both direction and membership when it was taken
over by Duke Cosimo in 1540-41 and again, even more radically, in 1547. In this latter
overhaul the newly established requirements regarding public lectures were such that
many artists who had initially been members, including Bronzino, were no longer
qualified.497
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The first of Varchi’s lectures was on Michelangelo’s sonnet “Non ha l’ottimo
artista…”; the second, as the printed title reads, “si disputa quale sia piu nobile arte la
Scultura o la Pittura.” Leatrice Mendelsohn has argued that when the two lectures are
analyzed together the superior ranking of the sculptural art is apparent.498 It has also been
pointed out, however, that Varchi ultimately unites the two under the same aim, quoting
Aristotle in stating: “Art is nothing but the form of the artificial thing which exists in the
soul of the artist and the factive (or productive) principle of artificial form in matter.”499
It is clearly this point—the overall similarity between painting and sculpture—to which
Michelangelo ironically responds in his letter: “now, since I have read your little book
where you say that, philosophically speaking, those things that have the same end are the
same, I have changed my opinion and I say that, if greater judgment and difficulty,
impediment and labor do not make for greater nobility, then painting and sculpture are
the same thing.”500
All of the letters from the other artists are dated prior to the lectures, between
January 28 and February 18 of 1547.501 The letter written by Pontormo strikes an
intriguing balance between the standard arguments and original commentary, beginning
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by asserting the priority of disegno.502 What follows is a fairly even-handed assessment
of both arts, and while his conclusion ultimately favors painting, in certain respects—
particularly regarding the effect that the medium has on its maker—he appears heavily to
favor the art of sculpture.
“What can be said about a sculpted figure made in the round and curved on all
sides…[whose] material is stone or some other hard substance?”503 Immediately the
challenges posed by sculpture are linked specifically to the inflexibility of the material
and its fully three-dimensional nature—two points frequently raised in this debate.504
Pontormo follows convention in conceding that the necessary reconciliation of multiple
viewpoints within a single sculptural figure is the result of great skill. In addressing the
physical strength requisite for sculpture, however, Pontormo overturns the traditional
trope—epitomized by Leonardo, Bronzino, and others—according to which the very
mechanical prowess demanded of the sculptor detracts from the art’s dignity, placing it
more in line with other crafts and far from the arts of the intellect.505 While Pontormo
determines that painting is the more intellectual of the arts, this is not viewed in an
entirely positive light. “The physical demands placed upon the artist [sculptor]…keeps a
man healthier and stronger, while for the painter it is the opposite; the demands of his art
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do not suit the body, they disturb his mind rather than enrich his life. The painter is too
daring and too eager to imitate all things nature has made…”506
Pontormo, in his words and his art, presents the observer with conflicting
conclusions. On the one hand, he contends “that Michelangelo was not able to render
perspective and show the magnitude of his immortal genius in the splendid figures he
sculpted, but in the miraculous works of many different figures, beautiful gestures, and in
the foreshortenings of his paintings, yes; he always loved this art more because it was
more difficult and better suited to his supernatural genius.”507 On the other hand, the
painter is too daring “in wanting to give life to a figure, to make it seem alive and yet to
place it on a flat surface, because if the painter had considered at all that when God
created man he sculpted him in the round, which makes it easier to give life to a figure,
then he would not have taken up a discipline so full of artifice, so miraculous and
divine.”508
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It is ultimately the figure that presents the painter with the greatest challenge, and
it is the figure that is at the core of Pontormo’s art. In creating the panoply of gesture and
movement that comprises the center of the Pietà he utilizes a clarity of line to articulate
anatomy and drapery, endowing his figures with convincing three-dimensionality that
appears to struggle against the compression of the surrounding space. The impossibility
he highlights, the hubris of attempting “to give life to a figure…and yet to place it on a
flat surface,” is explicitly visualized in the Capponi altarpiece. Pontormo does not allow
himself to indulge in the “rich and varied things” of painting that he enumerates in his
letter; he does not portray “nights with fires and other such lights, air…distant and nearby
landscapes, buildings offering different perspectives, all kinds of animals.”509 All of
these would have detracted attention from the emotional interaction of the figures, but
they would also have created a greater sense of spatial depth and historical context. It is
as though he stresses the flat surface of the image specifically in order to disavow it.
Only the rich blue of the upper panel, suspended with a single cloud, evokes two of the
painterly effects of atmosphere and setting he listed: “air, clouds.” It seems that it is only
by the deliberate acknowledgement of painting’s limitations that the convincing nature of
Pontormo’s artifice can be appreciated
The tension between presence and illusion—which could be said to characterize
the distinction between sculpture and painting—is rendered more poignant in this work
by the appearance of the artist himself within the image. As we have already observed,
this self-portrait was linked to both devotional and artistic practices, and provided the
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beholder with a sense of immediacy and accessibility. Yet, by drawing attention to
himself—the maker of the image—the artist highlights its fabricated nature. This
interplay is further complicated by Pontormo’s decision to portray himself, the painter, in
the guise of Nicodemus, a sculptor.
Long before the legend of the miraculous crucifix, though fundamentally
connected to this later story, Nicodemus had an established place in Christian history as
one of the two men who buried Jesus. In this role that he became a popular figure in art,
which focused on his privileged relationship to the body of Christ; it was an intimate
connection centered on the immediacy of touch. In examining the later Leobinus legend,
Corine Schleif notes: “The richness of the angel’s words asserting that the image ‘was
created by Nicodemus, the Pharisee who saw and touched Christ’ suggests an
appreciation for sculpture as a tactile art.”510 In a striking denial of these traditions,
Pontormo’s Nicodemus has no contact with Christ’s flesh. He stands removed in the
background, hands completely hidden. It is only through the gaze that he forms any
connection with another figure, the beholder. By returning ultimately to the primacy of
sight as the means of gaining access to the divine, he recalls the final words uttered by
Nicodemus in Castellano Castellani’s sixteenth-century passion play:
Jesus, turn your gaze on old Nicodemus
That one to whom you, my lord, brought illumination in the night;
I am brought almost to death
Seeing closed your beautiful, chaste eyes.
Oh sweet lord, what shall we do
Your elect, whom you always loved?
How could you leave us, sainted master,
In such affliction, pain, and grief?511
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At the center of this divine bond is the reciprocal gaze: Nicodemus begs the dead Christ
to look upon him, and feels abandoned by the sight of his savior’s closed eyes. This
recalls the primacy of the “vultus” as the center of recognition, and the invocations of
sight in the Meditations. Ultimately the divine presence is made known not through the
tactile impressions left upon the palm, but through the eternal gaze. It for this reason that
the eyes of certain holy images are painted last; it is the final moment of enlivening. This
is clearly evoked in the preface to Nicolas of Cusa’s De visione Dei.
It shows the All-Seeing. I call it an icon of God. This picture should be
put up in some place—say the north wall—and you, brothers should stand
around it at equal distances from it. Look at it; and each of you will
experience that from whatever side you look, it will seem to look at you
alone…Therefore at first you will all be amazed at how it gazes at all and
each of you…And wonder…at the unchangeable gaze.512
The all-seeing gaze confirms God’s presence, which is seemingly denied to Nicodemus
in the passion play and the viewer in the chapel. Yet in place of God’s illuminating
glance Pontormo gives the beholder pictorial illumination in bright, resplendent colors.
And while the viewer is denied Christ’s gaze, he is granted that of the artist—the creator
of the image—who visually enjoins the worshiper, providing access to the divine vision.
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Chapter Three
The Elusive Image at San Lorenzo
During the nearly two decades that elapsed between Pontormo’s completion of the
Capponi chapel in 1528 and his commission to fresco the choir of San Lorenzo in 1545
all of Italy underwent tumultuous political upheavals that drastically altered the cultural
landscape of the peninsula. Indeed, this turmoil began while Pontormo was still at work
in Santa Felicita. On May 6, 1527 mutinous Imperial troops led by Charles III, Duke of
Bourbon, sacked the city of Rome, forcing the Medici pope Clement VII to take refuge in
the Castel Sant’Angelo. This rapidly led to the expulsion of Cardinal Passerini and the
two Medici bastards—Ippolito and Alessandro—from Florence and the reinstitution of
what would be the Last Republic. This final assertion of political independence from the
Medici culminated in the Siege of Florence conducted by Imperial troops from October
1529 to August 1530.513
Subsequently the Medici family was reinstalled under the direction of Alessandro
de’ Medici, who immediately took charge of the government and was granted the title of
Duke in 1532. In 1537 he was assassinated by a close relative, Lorenzino de’ Medici,514
and while certain members of exiled republican communities attempted to march on
Florence they were decisively defeated at the battle of Montemurlo by the troops of the
young Cosimo de’ Medici. Thus in 1537 Cosimo de’ Medici, who would eventually
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become Cosimo I, Grand Duke of Tuscany, ascended to the seat of power, which
remained relatively stable in the decades to come.515
All of these events served to heighten the anxiety surrounding religious
dissatisfaction, particularly in conjunction with the clear political instability provoked by
religious reform in the north. Yet these cultural sentiments did not result in immediate
repression. Rather, the 1530s and 1540s were decades in which religious debate, both
within and outside of the church hierarchy, assumed a prominent place in public
consciousness. This relatively open attitude, however, did not translate into any major
religious commissions for Pontormo or any other Florentine painters of the decade.
Instead Pontormo was principally employed in the decoration of Villa Careggi under
Alessandro and Villa Castello under Cosimo.516 It was not until the San Lorenzo
commission that Pontormo undertook another large-scale religious project.
As we saw in the previous two chapters, Pontormo’s art was deliberately
responsive to, but not bound by, cultural context. He was not constrained by strict
protocols of iconographic tradition, but sought to innovate painting in ways that were
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artistically novel, while still maintaining a direct engagement with prevailing cultural
modes of perception. The historical developments outlined above, however, were
dramatic enough to alter the very norms by which society perceived and understood
religious art. Moreover, the scope of this commission was dramatically different than
those he had undertaken in the past.
San Lorenzo had been under Medici family patronage since Giovanni di Bicci de’
Medici assumed responsibility for the rebuilding of the church in the early fifteenth
century. Each subsequent generation, seeking to maintain this tradition and inscribe their
own names into posterity, continued to sponsor important architectural and artistic
campaigns at San Lorenzo. Pontormo’s frescoes, which eventually decorated the entire
choir, comprised the first such major project commissioned by the young Duke in his
family’s parish church. The images, unfortunately, are no longer extant. However, over
thirty surviving drawings, coupled with contemporary descriptions, provide enough
evidence to speak of Pontormo’s artistic choices with a certain degree of confidence.
In this commission Pontormo takes into account his broader audience and the
larger physical scale of the works. The role played by the spatial arrangement and
juxtaposition of different subjects has a didactic nature that seems to be mirrored in
Pontormo’s new iconographic invention for the central image. The actual composition of
the individual scenes, however, eschews this kind of visual clarity. His pictorial language
itself adopts the monumentality of human form that had been recently codified in
Michelangelo’s fresco of the Last Judgment—a language that emphasizes both the highly
expressive and highly ambiguous qualities of figural art (Fig. 3.1).
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According to Vasari Pontormo worked on the choir of San Lorenzo for eleven years,
ultimately leaving it incomplete at his death of January 1, 1557.517 Recently Elizabeth
Pilliod has uncovered documents that confirm that Pontormo began drawing a court
salary on March 1, 1545. That same summer workers are documented preparing the
choir, which was ready for ready for the application of fresco by December.518 The
finished cycle, which had been completed by Bronzino, was uncovered on July 23, 1558
to what Lapini described as an ambivalent public: “some like them, and others do not.”519
Subsequent centuries did not witness any dramatic increase in their popularity, and
during renovations to San Lorenzo begun by Ferdinando Ruggieri in 1738 for the
Electress Anna Maria Luisa, the frescoes were ultimately destroyed.520 Writing shortly
thereafter Giuseppe Richa moved beyond Lapini’s earlier indifference, stating “it was not
displeasing to witness the removal…of the pictures painted by Pontormo that adorned the
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Pilliod, Pontormo, Bronzino, Allori, 33-40. Lapini records in his diary that Pontormo worked for ten
years, leading some previous scholars to date the commencement of the project to 1546. Lapini, Diario,
121. Cox-Rearick, Drawings, 319; Berti, Pontormo, CLXXXIV; Costamagna, Pontormo, 253. This later
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claimed, refused to show the work to the Duke so that the majordomo might commission his preferred
artist, Pontormo. Vasari-Bull, II, 294. Vasari-BB, V, 526.
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“Et a’ dí 23 detto luglio [1558], in sabato, si scopersono le pitture della cappella e coro dell’altar
maggiore di S. Lorenzo cioè il Diluvio e la Resurrezione dei morti, dipinta per mano di maestro Jacopo da
Puntormo, la quale a chi piacque a chi no. Penò anni X a condurla; et anco poi morse avanti la finissi, e gli
dette il suo fine maestro Agnolo detto Bronzino eccellente pittore; qual fe’ in detto S. Lorenzo, nella
facciata del Sacramento, la storie di S. Lorenzo; e si dipinse se stesso tanto al naturale che par proprio lui
stesso, verso i chiostri.” Lapini, Diario, 121-122.
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For a detailed account, which clarifies that the lower level of frescoes were highly damaged by structural
renovations while the upper level was largely whitewashed, see Elena Ciletti, “On the Destruction of
Pontormo’s Frescoes at S. Lorenzo and the Possibility that parts remain,” The Burlington Magazine, 121
(1979): 764-770.
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Tribune…as paintings, not for invention, nor disposition, nor color, were they worth
much, such a loss is not worth crying over.”521
In her 1964 catalogue Janet Cox-Rearick identified thirty autograph drawings that
can be firmly linked to the San Lorenzo project, and seven others that represent copies
from the Resurrection of the Dead (Figs. 3.2-3.16).522 Of these eight are composition
studies that have been squared for transfer.523 The only other visual evidence is a 1598
engraving that shows the church of San Lorenzo as adorned for the funeral of the Grand
Duke Ferdinand (Fig. 3.17).524 These sources, combined with literary descriptions from
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, allowed Cox-Rearick to propose an accurate
reconstruction of the subjects and their arrangement in the choir (Fig. 3.18).525
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“E giunti già alla Cappella maggiore, che è Padronato del ramo principale de’ Medici, non ci dispiaccia
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This engraving was first pointed out in relation to Pontormo’s frescoes by Charles de Tolnay. Tolnay,
“Les fresques de Pontormo dans le choeur de San Lorenzo à Florence,” La Critica d’Arte, IX (1950): 39.
A later painting executed by Agostino Ciampelli that portrayed Benedetto Varchi Delivering the Funeral
Oration in San Lorenzo (1615-1622, Florence, Casa Buonarroti) has been used as a guide to confirm the
architecture at the time, but unfortunately does not depict Pontormo’s frescoes themselves. Cox-Rearick,
Drawings, 323.
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Earlier Clapp, Pontormo, 75, proposed an arrangement, but without the benefit of the later engraving or
a manuscript description uncovered by Cox-Rearick. Tolnay’s arrangement too required adjustments.
Tolnay, “Les fresques,” 40. Some of the literary sources—Giorgio Vasari, Raffaelle Borghini, and
Frederico Bocchi—will be discussed at greater length below. Cox-Rearick, Drawings of Pontormo, I, 323,
n.26, cited the description from A. Cirri’s “Le Chiese di Firenze e Dintorni: Sepoltuaria,” V 2368 (BNCF)
in full. “42. Coro. Fu tutto adoranto di affreschi di Jacopo Pontormo che vi rappresento diverse storie del
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ed il Sacrifizio d’Abramo. A sinistra la morte di Caino e la Storia di Noè. Nelle facciate inferiore: Il
Diluvio universale e Noè che parla con Dio e il Giudizio finale. Di fronte all’altare figurò diversi nudi che
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Each of the upper portions of the walls were divided into three zones by two
evenly spaced windows. On the left upper wall, moving in the direction from the
crossing toward the altar, Pontormo portrayed the Sacrifice of Abel and his Murder by
Cain (Fig. 3.2), Noah Designing the Ark, and Moses Receiving the Law (Fig. 3.3). On the
opposite wall were the Labors of Adam and Eve (Fig. 3.4), the Sacrifice of Isaac (Fig.
3.5), and the Four Evangelists (Fig. 3.6). In the center of the rear wall was the scene of
Christ in Glory above the Creation of Eve by God the Father (Figs. 3.7 & 3.8), which
was flanked on the left by the Expulsion from Paradise (Fig. 3.9), and on the right by the
Temptation. The two lower side walls were free of windows, while the central wall also
had two windows in direct alignment with those above. On the lower left Pontormo
painted the Benediction of the Seed of Noah (Fig. 3.10) and the Deluge (Figs. 3.11-3.13),
and on the right he portrayed the Resurrection of the Dead (Figs. 3.14 & 3.15). In the
lowest region of the center wall, between the two windows, was a Martyrdom of Saint
Lawrence flanked by putti holding a chalice and the crown of martyrdom. The rest of
this wall was dedicated to the Ascension of Souls, in which nude figures appeared to
climb upward, guided by two deathly angels with trumpets, as they strived toward Christ
above (Fig. 3.16).526
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salgono l’uno sulle spalle dell’altro per dare la scalata al Paradiso. Nel centro sopra alle finestre: Christo in
Gloria che ordina la Resurrezione dei Morti sotto l’Eterno Padre che crea Adamo ed Eva e negli angoli i
quattro Evangelisti.” As she notes, it is only the image of Moses Receiving the Law that does not appear in
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the same format as the others, makes it clear that this image was a part of the sequence.
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Subsequent publications (with the exception of Berti, Pontormo, CLXXXIV, follow this reconstruction.
Raffaella Corti, “Pontormo a San Lorenzo: un episodio figurative dello ‘spiritualismo’ italiano,” Ricerche
di Storia dell’Arte, v. 6 (1977): 24-28; Paolo Simoncelli, “Jacopo da Pontormo e Pierfrancesco Riccio: Due
Appunti,” Critica Storia, (1980): 332-333; Jean-Claude Lebensztejn, Le Journal de Jacopo da Pontormo,
(Paris: Editions Aldines, 1992), 100; Costamagna, Pontormo, 253; Firpo, Gli Affreschi, 34-35.
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As Cox-Rearick has pointed out, this arrangement is not a narrative one, but “a
symbolic one in which the sequence of events in time and their separation in space plays
no significant part.”527 Recently scholars have explored this symbolic arrangement as the
primary feature of the cycle, and as such the frescoes have become as a puzzle to be
parsed and reconstructed; they have become a rubric to be read, rather than images to be
contemplated.
While I will consider the interpretative possibilities presented by the iconography,
this chapter ultimately seeks to move beyond such a strict reading of the frescoes,
employing a wider range of pictorial hermeneutics in order to investigate the fundamental
artistic tools—arrangement, structure, allusion, style—that Pontormo employed in
communicating to a much wider, more diverse audience. The didacticism of his symbolic
pairings would have been accessible to the majority of viewers, while the subtle stylistic
allusions and figural evocations with which he overlaid his images would have appealed
to more educated beholders. In developing this analysis further I highlight the ways in
which images are distinct from texts, allowing for a greater degree of nuance and
flexibility than traditional devotional literature, ultimately arguing that the frescoes must
be considered in conjunction with the simulative religious strategies adopted by many of
the members of the Florentine elite. Here—in their lectures, sermons, and letters—
evasion and deniability are used in tandem with inference and connotation in what proves
to be the closest literary parallel to Pontormo’s own subtle visual language.
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Florence in the 1540s
As the previous two chapters have demonstrated, there was no single type of religious
experience in early Cinquecento Italy, nor were attitudes towards religious reform
consistent along political and ideological lines.528 Often currents perceived to be
primarily of foreign derivation—a heightened Christocentrism, a more pointed concern
with personal responsibility for salvation—were actually the outcome of firmly
entrenched local traditions interacting with newly formulated or reconceived concepts
from abroad.
It is undeniable, however, that in the 1530s and 1540s, the tenor of religious
dialogue sharpened as the papacy was forced to acknowledge the widespread support
garnered by Luther and other northern reformers.529 Yet the fate of the reform, and the
ideals that it espoused, was far from decided, and these decades saw the flourishing of
many in Italy who advocated similar principles—foremost among them the concept of
justification by faith alone. Such figures included high ranking church officials like
Cardinals Gasparo Contarini, Reginald Pole, Jacopo Sadoleto, Giovanni Morone; Bishop
of Verona, Gian Matteo Giberti; Papal Nuncio, Pier Paolo Vergerio; Vicar-General of the
Capuchin order, Bernardino Ochino; and the popular Augustinian preacher Pietro Martire
Vermigli. Along with these religious luminaries a number of prominent aristocrats—
particularly Giulia Gonzaga, Caterina Cibo, and Vittoria Colonna—publicly subscribed
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For an overview of the difficulties in isolating specific strains of Italian reform see John Jeffries Martin,
“Renovatio & Reform in Early Modern Italy,” in Heresy, Culture, and Religion in Early Modern Italy:
Contexts and Contestations, ed. Ronald Delph, Michelle Fontaine, and John Jeffries Martin. (Kirksville,
MO: Truman State University Press, 2006), 1-17.
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Simoncelli, Evangelismo Italiano, 53, also points the Sack of Rome and the fall of the Last Florentine
Republic as two crucial moments that served to catalyze previously diffuse sentiments into a more focused
movement, though still one that lacked any true institutional organization.
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to these doctrines and participated in theological debate with these reformers.530 Often
these groups formed loose sodalities, the most important of which in the early years was
that in Naples centered around the Spanish reformer Juan de Valdés. Fearing the Spanish
Inquisition Valdés left his native country for Italy in 1530, finally settling in Naples in
1533. It was Valdés who first articulated in lucid, elegant prose many of the beliefs
adopted by the Italian reformers.
The appellation that has frequently been appended to these individuals is
evangelisti, or, more recently, spirituali.531 In addition to justification by faith alone,
(and its concomitant focus on Christ’s unique role in man’s salvation), these reformers
were frequently united by a renewed focus on the text of the New Testament, with
particular emphasis on the epistles of Saint Paul; an interest in the interior religious
development of the individual, “often expressed in Pauline and Neoplatonic visual
metaphors”; and a desire for reform that would occur from within the church itself, not as
a result of schism.532
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For an overview of the interactions between many of these figures in the 1530s see Ibid., 46-49, 58-69;
Salvatore Caponetto, “Nota Critica,” in Benedetto da Mantova, Il Beneficio di Cristo con le versioni del
secolo XVI, Documenti e Testimonianze, ed. Salvatore Caponetto (Florence: G. C. Sansoni, 1972), 485-495;
Dermot Fenlon, Heresy and Obedience in Tridentine Italy: Cardinal Pole and the Counter Reformation
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1972), 30-44.
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This particular use of the term evangelismo was introduced to English scholarship by Eva Maria Jung,
who adopted it from the French scholar Pierre Imbart de la Tour. Jung, “On the Nature of Evangelismo in
Sixteenth-Century Italy,” Journal of the History of Ideas, v. 14 (1953), 511-527. For an overview of the
term and its changing use in scholarship see Elizabeth Gleason, “On the Nature of Sixteenth-Century
Italian Evangelism: Scholarship, 1953-1978,” Sixteenth Century Journal, 9 (1978): 3-26; Anne Jacobson
Schutte, “Periodization of Sixteenth-Century Italian Religious History: The Post-Cantimori Paradigm
Shift,” The Journal of Modern History 61 (1989): 269-284.
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This list is a somewhat modified version of the criteria proposed by Anne Jacobson Schutte for the
evaluation of evangelical content in published lettere volgari, though is also informed by a direct reading of
such texts as Juan de Valdés’ Alfabeto Cristiano and Benedetto da Mantova’s Benificio di Cristo, which
will be discussed at greater length below. See Schutte, “The Lettere Volgari and the Crisis of Evangelism
in Italy,” Renaissance Quarterly 28 (1975): 662.
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While the scope of the term spirituali has been justifiably questioned, the impact
of such a broad swath of prominent figures visibly propagating certain ideals—through
sermons, manuscripts, letters, printed books, and church councils—had far reaching
repercussions.533 Most famously the early 1540s witnessed a number of events that were
significant, though not entirely favorable, to the evangelical movement. In 1541 Gasparo
Contarini and Philipp Melanchthon failed to come to an accord at the Colloquy of
Ratisbon.534 Shortly thereafter, on July 21, 1542, the papal bull Licet ab initio
reconstituted the Roman Inquisition, placed under the direction of Gian Pietro Carafa. In
August of the same year, after Bernardino Ochino was summoned to Rome to undertake
the reform of his order, he and Pietro Martire Vermigli fled Italy for Switzerland.535
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In 1536 Gasparo Contarini, Reginald Pole, Jacopo Sadoleto, Gianmatteo Giberti, and Federigo Fregoso
were among the participants in a Council convened in Rome by Paull III with the aim of addressing the
question of reform. They produced a document known as the Consilium de Emendanda Ecclesia, which
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Evangelismo Italiano, 105-122.
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Bernardino Ochino,” in Cinquecento Italiano: Religione, cultura, e potere dal Rinascimento alla
Controriforma, ed. Elena Bonora and Miguel Gotor (Bologna: Il Mulino, 2011). 141-188.
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Despite these public setbacks, however, it is evident that the sentiments of the
spirituali continued to hold sway over the Italian peninsula for some years thereafter.536
The clearest manifestation of this was the publication of the Trattato Ulitissimo del
Beneficio di Giesù Cristo crocifisso verso i Christiani in Venice in 1543.537 Printed
anonymously so that “the content will move you [the readers] rather than the authority of
the author,”538 the book was actually the work of two men, Benedetto Fontanini
(Benedetto da Mantova) and Marcantonio Flaminio. Fontanini was a Benedictine monk
who, while not prominent in ecclesiastical circles, came into contact with Francesco
Negri (author of the Libero arbitrario) and Teofolo Folengo (author of the Baldus) at the
school of S. Benedetto di Polirone. Later he relocated to S. Giorgio Maggiore in Venice
during the same years in which Reginald Pole and Marcantonio Flaminio both resided
there, before finally transferring to Sicily in 1537.539 Flaminio was a poet, philosophical
commentator, and translator who was long a familiar of Pole, Giberti, Bembo,
Castiglione, and others. In 1540 he was invited to be one of the counselors to Contarini
at Worms, but refused on account of his health, electing instead to remain in Naples,
which is where he became an adherent of Juan de Valdés.540 The exact contributions of
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the two authors remain unclear, though it is certain that a version of the work was first
penned by Benedetto who then passed it on to Flaminio for refinement.541
Correspondence between Alvise Priuli and Lodovico Beccadelli, former secretary of
Gasparo Contarini, confirms that Flaminio’s revisions were not yet complete in May of
1542.542
At the core of the Beneficio di Cristo was the adamant belief in justification by
faith alone, expressed in accessible vernacular prose. “Thus how clearly Saint Paul
demonstrates that faith justifies man without any help from works. Nor is it only Saint
Paul, but the sainted doctors that come after him confirmed and approved this most holy
truth of justification by faith, principle among whom is Saint Augustine.”543 Shortly after
its publication the Beneficio was attacked by Fra Ambrogio Catarino Politi, who wrote a
treatise delineating the “Lutheran errors” in the Beneficio, foremost among them the
central doctrine of faith that discounted the Catholic belief in works.544 Further
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On August 21, 1566 when he was asked to name the authors of the Beneficio di Cristo he replied: “Il primo
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Mantova, Il Beneficio di Cristo, 34.
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For example, in refuting the above passage Catarino states: “Erra e inganna volendo mostrate che a la
fede di necessità seguitano l’opere buone, il che è contra la Scrittura santa e contra la dottrina di tutti d’
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denunciations followed, culminating in the appearance of the Beneficio on Giovanni della
Casa’s Il Catalogo de libri…condannati et scommunicati per heretici of 1549.545
Regardless of official condemnation the work was so popular that in his defense of this
“dolce libriccino” in 1549 Pier Paolo Vergerio claimed that 40 thousand copies of the
Beneficio had been sold in Venice and beyond in the previous six years.546

In Florence during the 1540s the youthful Duke Cosimo I was pursuing a decidedly antipapal agenda in his efforts to assert the independence of his rule. As a result there
reigned a relatively permissive environment in the city that was apparent, to varying
degrees, at all levels of social strata. The most public and accessible manifestations of
this religious freedom were sermons, such as those delivered by the Franciscan Benedetto
Locarno and the Augustinian Andrea Ghetti, also referred to as Andrea da Volterra.547
Before his arrival in Florence in 1543, Ghetti had given sermons in numerous
northern cities—including Verona, Trent, and Mantua—and already had a reputation for
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his suspect views on the doctrine of justification and the existence of purgatory.548 On
January 20, 1544 Ghetti delivered a sermon at Santo Spirito that was published
immediately thereafter under the title Trattato utile del rev. frate Andrea da Volterra
sopra la disputa della grazia e delle opere. The clarity with which he addressed this
issue is evident from his introduction:
If it is by grace or by merit that man acquires that which God gives him
good in this world, and if it is by this same merit, or by grace that he
acquires eternal life…Ever since the time of Augustine, and even before,
among men there has been this doubt and debate: If men merit nearness to
God through their good works, or truly if only by grace do they receive
from God all they have that is good?549
He then proceeds to define the issue as it appears in Scripture. Ultimately, after
examining the different types of good possessed by man—“beni acquisiti” and “beni
spirituali”—he concludes that we cannot merit even the first of these, and “If we cannot
merit ‘beni acquisti,’ even less merit ‘beni spirituali & gratuiti,’ which are greater: how
can we merit faith, that which is a gift of God, and of such great worth and nobility that it
conquers the world?”550 The analogy he makes is that a man who attempts to buy eternal
life with works is equivalent to a man who would attempt to purchase the world with a
small amount of money, though at least in the latter case the man is attempting purchase
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one finite good with another.551 These sentiments, which were a clear mirror to those
expressed in the Beneficio di Cristo, found fertile ground amongst the cultural elite,
particularly the members and affiliates of the Accademia Fiorentina.
First founded in November 1540 as the Accademia degli Umidi, a group of young
intellectuals initially held informal meetings in the home of Giovanni Mazzuoli, known
as Stradino, who was given the title the Father of the Academy.552 Within a month,
however, the Duke decided to preempt this institution as a vehicle for cultural control by
stacking its membership with his close associates and advisors. These men, likely under
the direction of Cosimo Bartoli, immediately sought approval for newly elaborated
statutes that made public lectures, now given in the Sala del Papa at Santa Maria Novella,
the foremost responsibility of the newly minted Accademia Fiorentina.553
Those members who demonstrated a particularly strong affinity for the ideas
embodied in the Beneficio, Valdés, and even Luther, included Bartolommeo Panciatichi,
Pietro Carnesecchi, Benedetto Varchi, and Pier Francesco Riccio.554 Both Panciatichi
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and Carnesecchi faced official censure for their beliefs, with the latter eventually being
beheaded and burned after an Inquisitorial trial that was conducted between July of 1566
and September of 1567.555 This, however, was reflective of the drastically altered
atmosphere of post-Tridentine Italy; in his first Inquisitorial trial of 1546 Carnesecchi
was found completely innocent, and it was the following year that he was elected as a
member of the Accademia.556
Varchi and Riccio, however, were more circumspect in the expression of their
religious beliefs, a stance that was more typical of this class of literati and courtiers.
Indeed, despite Cosimo’s laissez-faire attitude at the time, most academicians were
highly cautious in expressing their religious beliefs. In the case of Varchi he conveyed
his thoughts only with the greatest subtlety of written language, while in the case of
Riccio he appears to have refrained from directly addressing this topic at all. Rather it is
only by way of his associations and possessions that we can come to understand his
reformist interests. This seems directly to reflect their personalities and the very different
roles they played in Cosimo’s court.
Varchi was an ex-republican who had been living in exile in Padua until he was
recalled to the city in 1543, and while he received important ducal commissions—
including his Storia Fiorentina—he maintained a somewhat oligarchic attitude that
frequently manifested itself as intellectual disdain.557 Pierfrancesco Riccio, on the other
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hand, was an indispensible functionary in Cosimo’s court, a consummate bureaucrat who
had been a member of the household from Cosimo’s youth.558
Immediately upon Varchi’s return to the city he became intimately involved in the
affairs of the Accademia, assuming responsibility for all of the lectures given during his
tenure as consul in 1545.559 His public lessons on Dante’s Paradiso in particular enabled
him to approach a broad range of philosophical and religious questions, defining faith in
one lecture simply as “Christian theology, that is, everything that we call sacred
scripture,” without any mention of the institutional church.560 The admiration he held for
Valdés in particular was voiced in a sonnet dedicated to Caterina Cibo (“haeretica,
sectatrix haereticorum et doctrix monalium haereticorum”), the exiled duchess of
Camerino.561 She was a great protector of Ochino and the Capuchin order, and during
her residence in Florence she also hosted Pietro Carnesecchi and Marcantonio Flaminio
as the latter was completing revisions on the Beneficio di Cristo.562 The sonnet, likely
composed in 1547 or 1548, praises Bembo, Vittoria Colonna, and Valdés as those
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conducted heavenward (“ch’al Ciel conduce”).563 Finally, on Good Friday in 1549
Varchi delivered the Sermone fatto alla Croce to the Compagnia fiorentina di S.
Domenico. The work was then published the next day, along with his earlier funerary
oration for Maria Salviati given in 1543.564 This text followed the Beneficio di Cristo so
closely in both concepts and structure that one could almost speak of it as a criptoprinting of the Beneficio itself.565
Pierfrancesco Riccio was also a member of the Accademia, joining in January
1541, though his direct involvement was much less extensive than Varchi’s.566 Rather, as
first ducal secretary and then majordomo, Riccio was occupied with a much wider range
of courtly affairs, from the management of several villas; the payment of artists and
workers; the procurement of cheeses, wines, and other gifts; to the review of literary
gifts, artistic programs, and diplomatic and political dispatches that arrived from Trent,
Rome, Siena, Lucca, and numerous other locations.567
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In 1541 Riccio was among those who came to the defense of a young scholar,
Aonio Paleario, who had been accused of heresy by the Dominican Vittorio da Firenze.
Paleario was a close reader of Melanchthon and an open and vocal advocate for church
reform that would derive from elected representatives.568 In 1547 Anton Francesco Doni
dedicated his Raccolta di orazioni diversi to Riccio, which included Vergerio’s
congratulatory oration to Doge Donà in 1545 that spoke of the reform movement with
hope and exultation, and referred to the Beneficio specifically as a tract that “seems to be
a good thing of great fruit to many ardent spirits and great men in the church.”569 Most
telling of all, however, is that the only extant manuscript copy of the Beneficio di Cristo
predating its 1543 publication was once owned by Riccio. The text, bound with others
that address the question of justification, is currently housed in the Biblioteca
Riccardiano.570
The studied interest Varchi and Riccio demonstrated in reform ideas appears to
have been inspired, at least in some part, by a more general sense of intellectual
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inquisitiveness that was also embraced by Cosimo I himself. During these years
Cosimo’s religious beliefs are even more difficult to isolate and define that those of his
court, constrained as he was by his public persona,571 but is clear from correspondence
that he enjoyed receiving texts from a wide range of authors and translators, including
figures like Marcantonio Flaminio and Antonio Brucioli.572 The relevance of such
tendencies for Pontormo’s frescoes at San Lorenzo extends beyond the merely
circumstantial, for not only was the Duke the patron of this work, but Varchi and Riccio
were both well-known to the artist and represented a particular class of viewer to which
Pontormo appears to have been exceptionally responsive in his visual choices.

Historically the religious views of the broader populace have been under-examined, and
while this has been addressed in recent studies focusing on northern Italy, the evidence
available for popular religious opinion in Florence is still somewhat limited.573 One of
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the most compelling popular sources from the period —the Diario di Firenze dal 1536
(stile fiorentino) al 1555, attributed to Antonio d’Orazio Marucelli di San Gallo—is
revealing for its high level of attention to religious and political affairs, but the intensely
polemical tone of the diary renders it less reliable as a cultural weathervane.574 Marucelli
praises Cosimo most highly when he appears to act in conjunction with the Catholic
church,575 while at other times the author implies that the Duke might as well be a
Lutheran, which is his highest insult.576 Two incidents in particular that raised
Marucelli’s ire were both moments in which Cosimo’s defiance of the papacy was
transparently explicit: his harboring of Cardinal Benedetto Accolti and his expulsion of
the friars of San Marco.577
Benedetto Accolti was made Cardinal of Ravenna by Leo X in 1527 and Papal
Legate to the Marche by Clement VII in 1532. In 1534, however, he was stripped of
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these duties due to misgovernance, and in 1535 he was imprisoned and tried by Paul III.
At his trial he was condemned to death, but with the aid of Cardinal Ercole Gonzaga he
was released upon paying a substantial fine on the condition that he not travel outside of
the papal territories without permission. 578 In defiance of these strictures Accolti arrived
in Florence in 1543 where he was granted protection by Cosimo I, who then had Charles
V intervene on Accolti’s behalf.579 While these machinations were largely motivated by
financial considerations (Accolti was still the recipient of valuable ecclesiastical
benefices), the papacy also questioned Accolti’s religious affiliations, going so far as to
imprison his cousin in while pursuing evidence of the cardinal’s heretical tendencies.580
Indeed, Accolti was in close contact with important members of the evangelical
movement, including Juan de Valdés (before his death in 1541) and Giulia Gonzaga, and
in 1547 he recommended his faithful servant to the latter as an excellent preacher; this
servant was none other than Andrea Ghetti.581
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Only two years after Cosimo offered Accolti safe haven he further enraged the
Pope by expelling the friars of San Marco from their convent, sending as his emissaries
Pierfrancesco Riccio and Ottaviano de’ Medici.582 The pretext for this action was a book
penned by a member of San Marco, Fra Benedetto Franceschi, but it clear from Cosimo’s
letters to his ambassador in Rome that his true motivation was to root out a deeply
entrenched enemy: the Dominicans who continued to preserve the legacy and memory of
Savonarola despite the seditious implications of such veneration.583 This incident became
an international affair, ultimately resulting in Cosimo’s capitulation to the papacy’s
demands that the friars be returned to their seat, though not before the Duke’s
Ambassador Francesco Babbi was imprisoned in Rome and extensive negotiations took
place involving the Pope, the Duke, numerous Cardinals, and the Emperor himself.584
At just the moment when this controversy was reaching its peak—late 1545—the
choir of San Lorenzo was finally ready to receive its first fresco application. As a Ducal
commission in the Medici family parish church, Pontormo’s frescoes would have been
perceived within the broader political and religious context outlined above. The
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Florentine public was exposed to spirituali concepts of faith in the form of popular
sermons, they were aware of the intertwined religious-political tensions of the papacy and
the Duke, and they could also attend the public lectures of the Accademia Fiorentina,
which further elaborated upon the interdependent issues of religion, literature, language,
and politics. All of these factors served create a multiplicity of paradigms within which
the frescoes must have functioned, and of which Pontormo would have been aware
during their creation. To understand more fully how this web of cultural interstices was
given pictorial form it is necessary to examine the visual tools at Pontormo’s disposal,
beginning with the most commonly investigated aspect of the commission: the
iconography.

Iconographic Theories
The visual principles around which Pontormo organized the San Lorenzo frescoes were,
necessarily, responsive to the more universal scope of the overall project. No longer was
the intended audience a single viewer, but rather an entire congregation of beholders.
The intimate engagement he fostered at the Certosa and the Capponi chapel had to be
amplified; the images needed to communicate on a larger scale to a more diverse group
of spectators. Pontormo addressed this concern through careful selection and
arrangement of different scenes, creating a pattern of symbolic juxtapositions that was
legible across the space of the choir. Additionally, he applied this schematic principle to
the creation of a new iconographic pairing at the very center of the cycle—Christ in
Glory directly surmounting God Creating Eve—thus signaling the primacy of didactic
positioning to the significance of the work as a whole.
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Two other factors as well contribute to the primary emphasis that iconography has
received in the scholarship on San Lorenzo. One, the very fact that the images
themselves do not survive, thus making more sophisticated artistic commentary
challenging. Two, the question suggests itself in the literature from the very outset,
beginning, as is so often the case, with Vasari:
Then opposite the altar between the windows, that is, on the middle wall,
there is on either side a row of nude men who, grasping and clinging to
each other with their hands, legs and trunks, are forming a ladder to
ascend to Paradise, leaving the earth, where there are many dead bodies in
company with them; and, on either side, two dead bodies mark the end,
both clothed, except for their legs and arms, with which they are holding
two lighted torches. At the top, in the center of the wall, over the
windows, he painted in the middle Christ in majesty, on high, and
surrounded by angels, all nude, who is bring those dead people back to life
to judge them. But I have never been able to understand the doctrine of
this scene (though I know that Jacopo had a good mind himself and kept
company with learned and well-educated people) specifically what he
meant to signify in that part of the painting where Christ on high is
bringing the dead back to life, while below His feet is God the Father,
creating Adam and Eve.585
Of course, the interest in delineating iconography is often bound up with the search for
learned advisors, those literary men, who, as Alberti stated, “are full of information about
many subjects [and] will be of great assistance in preparing the composition of a
‘historia.’”586 In this case the quest is even more alluring, suggested as it was by Vasari’s
observation above that the painter “kept company with learned and well-educated
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Vasari-Bull, II, 270. “Dirimpetto all’altare, fra le finestre, cioè nella faccia del mezzo, da ogni banda è
una fila d’ignudi, che presi per mano et aggrapantisi su per le gambe e busti l’uno dell’altro, si fanno scala
per salire in paradiso, uscendo di terra, dove sono molto morti che gl’accompagnano; e fanno fine da ogni
banda due morti vestiti, eccetto le gambe e le braccia, con le quali tengono due torce accesse. A sommo del
mezzo della facciata sopra le finestre fece nel mezzo in alto Cristo nella sua maestà, il quale circondato da
motli Angeli tutti nudi fa resuscitatre que’ morti per giudicare. Ma io non ho mai potuto intendere la
dottrina di questa storia—se ben so che Iacopo aveva ingegno da sé e praticava con persone dotte e
letterate—, cioè quello volese significare in quella parte dove è Cristo in alto che risuscita i morti, e sotto i
piedi ha Dio Padre che crea Adamo e Eva.” Vasari-BB, V, 332.
586
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Alberti, On Painting, 88.
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people.” This comment, located parenthetically in his discussion of the most puzzling
scene in the cycle, seems to impute these “well-educated people” in the very ideation of
this iconography.
The Valdesian/Crypto-Lutheran Interpretation:
The possibility that the frescoes represented non-orthodox religious beliefs was first
raised in de Tolnay’s 1950 publication, “Les fresques de Pontormo dans le choeur de San
Lorenzo à Florence.” Based upon his reconstruction of the frescoes Tolnay concluded
that the program depicted “the history of the creation of man, his fall, the decadence of
his seed (Cain, Noah), his annihilation (Deluge), and finally the resurrection…But it is
not a traditional Last Judgment (the fall of the damned is not portrayed) but rather a
triumph of grace over sin, as preached by the Evangelists and the Ancient law.”587 He
then goes on to suggest that “the possibility should not be excluded that Pontormo was
inspired by the doctrine of Valdés: justification by faith solely in the sacrifice of Christ.
Pontormo’s Christ in Glory is, in effect, at the same time the Christ of the Passion.”588
Tolnay does not, however, make explicit how the exclusion of Hell in the frescoes
signifies a belief in sola fide. Kurt Forster then perpetuated de Tolnay’s reading of the
cycle, citing as evidence the identification of Benedetto Varchi and Vincenzo Borghini as
Vasari’s “persone dotte e letterate.” Varchi, he claimed “must be considered the head of
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“c’est l’histoire de la création de l’homme, sa chute, la décadence de sa race (Caïn, Noé), son
annihilation (Déluge), et ensuite la Résurrection et l’envol des âmes vers les cieux grâce au Sacrifice du
Rédempteur qui a vaincu le péché et la mort de l’humanité. Ce n’est donc pas un Jugement Dernier
traditionnel (la Chute des damnés n’y figure pas) mais plutôt un triomphe de la grâce sur le péché, prédit
par les Evangélistes, et l’Ancienne Loi…” Tolnay, “Les fresques,” 49.
588

“Il n’est pas exclu que Pontormo ait été inspiré ici par la doctrine de Valdés: la justification par la foi
seule dans le sacrifice du Christ. Le Christ en Gloire de Pontormo, est, en effet, en même temps le Christ
de la Passion…” Ibid.
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an informal religious group with the strongest Valdesian inclination in Florence,” to
which Borghini was also party.589
In her 1977 article, “Pontormo a San Lorenzo: un episodio figurative dello
‘spiritualismo’ italiano,” Raffaella Corti was the first to give a comprehensive
interpretation of the cycle based upon Cox-Rearick’s reconstruction. Further, she was the
first to point out the involvement of Pier Francesco Riccio in the commission, which
enabled her to suggest a specific literary source for the frescoes: the Beneficio di
Cristo.590 Corti’s visual program suggests that the first frescoes of the upper zone—Cain
and Abel, and the Labors of Adam and Eve—represented the miserable life to which man
was condemned as a result of original sin (as shown on the central wall); the second set
of frescoes—Noah constructing the Ark and The Sacrifice of Isaac, demonstrated the
hope of salvation (in the case of Noah, for those who survived the Deluge, and in the case
of Isaac, as a prefiguration of Christ who would save all of humanity); the final pairing of
Moses and the Evangelists demonstrated the division between the era of Law and the era
of Grace, with the latter definitively annulling the former as demonstrated by the
juxtaposition of the Deluge and the Last Judgment on the lower left and right walls
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Forster, “Pontormo, Michelangelo, and the Vadesian Movement,” 183-184. Forster’s visual analysis of
the frescoes is no more convincing than de Tolnay’s. He cites Vasari’s Allegory of Immaculate Conception
as the inspiration for Pontormo’s central image, and notes that the “loop-like” shape surrounding Christ “is
given a specific meaning: the funnel of time is literally filled and fulfilled by the appearance of Christ in the
coil, a cypher of eternity.” Ibid., 184. As support for his supposition that Borghini shared Varchi’s beliefs
he cites a sonnet written by the latter to the former with the final three lines: “Ma tanti sono e così grandi i
merti,/Di Gesù che per noi fu crocifisso,/Che nessun è che ‘l ciel per lui non merti.” Simoncelli, “Due
Appunti,” 341, too has pointed out that Borghini possessed works by Erasmus, Johannes Oecolampadius,
and Melanchthon. This evidence, however, is fairly slim to make any definitive assertion regarding
Borghini’s religious inclinations. See Paola Corrias, “Don Vincenzio Borghini e l’iconologia del potere
alla corte di Cosimo I e di Francesco I de’ Medici,” Storia dell’Arte 81 (1994): 169-181.
590

Caponetto, “Nota Critica,” 501. Paolo Simoncelli, “Jacopo da Pontormo,” 337-342, is more
circumspect, noting a number of errors in Corti’s article, but agrees with her that the juxtaposition of Law
and Grace and the salvific nature of faith alone, are the interpretative keys to the cycle. He also reiterates
the importance of Riccio’s role as mediator between Cosimo and his court artists.
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respectively. Most pointedly, Corti makes a clear argument for the frescoes as a
representation of sola fide based on a visual observation: “Eliminating from the entire set
of images both the figures of saints and the figure of the Virgin…Jacopo also wanted to
exclude all acknowledgement of holy mediators, affirming that the problem of pardon
and that of a relationship with God…must resolve itself exclusively in the direct and
immediate interaction between those that are saved and the one who desired to save
them.”591
Most recently Massimo Firpo, in his comprehensive monograph Gli Affreschi di
Pontormo a San Lorenzo: Eresia, Politica, e Cultura nella Firenze di Cosimo I, has
proposed that Benedetto Varchi was responsible for providing Pontormo with a definitive
textual guide for his frescoes: Valdés’ catechism entitled Qual maniera si devrebbe
tenere a informare insino dalla fanciullezza i figliuoli de’ christiani delle cose della
religione.592 This work intended for children and containing forty-three articles, was
divided into three chronological sections: the past, from the creation to the coming of
Christ (art. 1-23); the present, which elaborated on the responsibilities of the Christian in
this life (art. 24-40), and the future judgment and glory of Christ (art. 41-42)
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“Eliminando dall’insieme delle composizioni sia le figure dei santi che quella della Vergine…Jacopo
aveva anche voluto escludere ogni accenno ad elementi mediatori, affermando cioè che il problema del
perdono e quello del rapporto con Dio…doveva risolversi esclusivamente nell’incontro diretto ed
immediato tra coloro che erano salviati e Colui che aveva voluto salvarli.” Corti, “Pontormo a San
Lorenzo,” 23.
592

Firpo, Gli Affreschi, 93. He gives full credit to Salvatore Caponetto for first suggesting this text.
Caponetto, Protestant Reformation, 89. In an article published before Firpo’s monograph Salvatore Lo Re,
“Jacopo da Pontormo e Benedetto Varchi,” 153-161, agreed with Corti that the Beneficio di Cristo could
have informed Pontormo, while further proposing that Benedetto Varchi’s Sermone alla Croce (first
published in 1549) and the highly related Meditazione fatta da un divotissimo huomo sopra la passione di
Cristo, provided similar doctrinal ideas that inspired the central scene of Christ in Glory above The
Creation of Eve. Donatella Cialoni, “Il ciclo del Pontormo,” 235-258, had the misfortune of publishing an
article on the topic at roughly the same time Firpo’s book came out. The majority of her observations
coincide with those in Firpo’s text, though she focuses on the Beneficio di Cristo and Varchi’s Sermone
alla Croce as the general source for the frescoes.
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accompanied by a single concluding article (43). Of these Firpo points out that the first
and third sections that are most easily illustrated, and therefore are represented in the
choir.593 The catechism begins with the primacy of God, and his son Christ who liberated
us from sin, followed by the creation of the world and man in it.594 Article seven
describes man’s disobedience and expulsion from paradise, while eight describes man’s
fallen state, living in exile from God and perpetuating his life of unhappiness.595 These
concepts do seem to be clearly reflected in the central and outer most images of the upper
wall. Even more compelling is the fact that Noah, Abraham, and Moses are the only Old
Testament patriarchs mentioned in the catechism, as they are also the only ones portrayed
in the frescoes.596 Finally Firpo points out that article 41 provides the key to
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Firpo, Gli Affreschi, 103.

594

“(1) Primieramente che riconoscono Dio per padre generalmente per la generatione humana et
particularmente per la regeneratione christiana. (2) Che riconoscono Christo per signore come quello che
gli ha redemti et liberati dal peccato, dalla morte et dallo ‘nferno. (4) Che sappiano che Dio con la sua
parola creò li cieli et la terra con tutto quello ch’in loro si contiene. (6) Che sappiano che havendo Dio
create tutte le cose creò l’huomo come superior d’esse sopra la terra, creandolo ad imagine et similtudine
sua in quanto era immortale et impassibile et era potentissimo, savio giuso, verace et fedele, mettendolo nel
paradiso terrestre.” Juan de Valdés, Alfabeto Christiano, Domande e Risposte della Predestinazione,
Catechismo, ed. Massimo Firpo (Turin: Giulio Einaudi, 1994), 186-187.
595

“(7) Che questo huomo disubidiendo a Dio perdet[t]e l’imagine di Dio et fu scacciato fuori del paradiso
terrestre, et così rimase simile agli animali bruti enlla passibilità et moratlità et rimase simile alli mali spiriti
nella ingiustitia, impietà, malitia et malignità, et perché era così fatto fu scacciato fuori del paradiso
ter[r]estre. (8) Che sappiano certo che tutti li descendenti di questo houmo nascendo ne l’exilio nascono
simili a lui, di maniera che tutti essi debbono conoscere dalla disubidienza del primo huomo la nimicitia
che hanno con Dio et l’essere essi trattati da Dio come nemici, in quanto exequisce contra di loro la
sentenzia data contra il primo huomo, et il trattare essi Dio come nemico in quanto fra tutti gli animali solo
l’huomo è quello che offende Dio.” Ibid., 187.
596

Chrysa Daminaki, , “Pontormo’s Lost Frescoes in San Lorenzo, Florence: a reappraisal of their religious
content,” in Forms of Faith in Sixteenth-Century Italy, ed. by Abigail Brunden and Matthew Treherne
(Aldershot: Ashgate, 2009), 108, notes that Noah, Abraham and Moses should be seen as three key figures
associated by their obedience, faith, and loyalty, further stating that “Valdés praises Abraham and Noah as
unequalled proof of faith and loyalty to God, discussing the precept of justification by faith.” Overall
Damianaki’s argument that the frescoes are more Lutheran than Valdesian is based on analysis entirely too
general to make such a nuanced claim. She does, however, make an interesting point regarding the
relationship of the frescoes to the work of Lucas Cranach that will be explored further below.
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understanding the pairing of the Resurrection of the Elect597 and the Deluge, for here one
reads “those that have accepted the grace of the word of God, and been placed in the
water of baptism as Noah was placed in the Ark, will acquire most happy and glorious
eternal life.”598 The two scenes are thus parallel images of salvation.599
The Political Interpretation
In 1992 Janet Cox-Rearick re-attributed a black chalk drawing in the British Museum—
long held to be the work of Bronzino—to his master Pontormo, identifying it as a study
for the Benediction of the Seed of Noah.600 This image, she contends, would have been
depicted in the upper portion of the Deluge fresco as Noah and his progeny were blessed
by God on the mountain above the destruction below.601 Based upon this reconstruction
Cox-Rearick highlights the primacy of Noah and his dynasty in this cycle, arguing that
the theme of the patriarchal re-founding of a state that this story embodied was an
opportune allusion to Cosimo and his renewed Medici reign.602 This interpretation is
supported by the newly invented myth of Tuscany’s origins created by a group known as
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This reading, Firpo, Gli Affreschi, 123, acknowledges, goes against the oldest descriptions of the lower
right fresco as a Resurrection of the Dead or a Last Judgment, but he argues for it on the basis of the
catechism.
598

“Che nel tempo determinato dalla divina maiestà verrà Cristo glorioso e triomphante a giudicare li vivi e
li morti, avendo Dio risuscitato tutti li morti, e che in questo giudizio universale coloro che non averanno
accettata la grazia dell’evangelio di tal maniera che la fede sia efficace in loro, saranno condannati a pena
eterna come increduli ed infideli, e coloro che avranno accettato la grazia dell’evangelio e, postisi
nell’acqua del battesimo come Noè si pose nell’arca, acquisteranno vita eterna gloriosissima e felicissima.”
Valdés, Alfabeto Christiano, 190.
599

Firpo, Gli Affreschi, 123-124.
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Janet Cox-Rearick, “Pontormo, Bronzino, Allori and the Lost ‘Deluge” at S. Lorenzo,” The Burlington
Magazine, v. 134, n. 1069 (1992): 239-240.
601

Ibid., 242.

602

Ibid., 246. This is also a theme that she explored in relation to Bronzino’s chapel of Eleonora. See
Janet Cox-Rearick, Bronzino’s Chapel of Eleonora in the Palazzo Vecchio (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1993).
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the Aramei—Giambattista Gelli, Pierfrancesco Giambullari, and Cosimo Bartoli, all
members of the Accademia Fiorentina and close associates of Pierfrancesco Riccio. In a
variety of works dedicated to the Duke (notably Gelli’s Dell’origine di Firenze of 1544
and Giambullari’s Origine della lingua fiorentina, altrimenti il Gello of 1546) these
academics promoted the idea that the state of Tuscany (and the Tuscan language) derived
solely from Etruscan roots, which was a society in turn founded by Noah upon his arrival
in Italy from Mesopotamia.603 While she does not explicitly argue that such an
interpretation would have negated a religious reading of the images, she does state that “it
seems likely that the Aramei clique influenced, if not invented, the programme of
Pontormo’s frescoes with its unusual emphasis on Noah, their special hero.”604

The increasing emphasis in scholarship on identifying Vasari’s “persone dotte” as the key
to unveiling the mystery of the San Lorenzo frescoes has had both advantages and
disadvantages. Certainly these studies have served to render a more complete picture of
Pontormo’s cultural milieu in these years, providing critical insight into the artist’s
exposure to various religious currents and beliefs, as well as illuminating the mentality of
certain members of the Florentine intelligentsia. On the other hand, most of these studies
have attempted to isolate a single intellectual behind the program, thus propagating the
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Ibid., 247-248. For more on the Aramei, the academy, and the complex relationship between the
debates on language and political propoganda see Plaisance, “Culture et Politique,” 158-166;
D’Alessandro, Alessandro. “Il Gello di Pierfrancesco Giambullari: Mito e Ideologia nel Principato di
Cosimo I,” in La nascita della Toscana: Dal Convegno di studi per il IV centenario deea morte di Cosimo I
de’ Medici, (Leo S. Olschki Editore, 1980), 71-104; Michael Sherberg, “The Accademia Fiorentina and the
Question of the Language: The Politics of Theory in Ducal Florence,” Renaissance Quarterly, 56 (2003):
26-55
604

Cox-Rearick, “The Deluge,” 248. Costamagna, Pontormo, 260, believes that both a political and
Valdesian reading of the frescoes are simultaneously legitimate.
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arbitrary supposition that Pontormo would have conferred with only one individual in the
course of his vast undertaking,605 and further, that that individual would have born sole
responsibility for the entire iconography. This is unlikely for a number of reasons, first
being the impossibility that any advisor would have had the power to make final
decisions regarding the frescoes without the express approval of the Duke. Pontormo’s
diary has already given lie to Vasari’s claim that Pontormo “kept it [the choir] for the
space of eleven years so firmly locked up, that no living soul except himself ever went in
there, neither friends nor anyone else.”606 On one occasion Pontormo recorded the visit
of the Duke and Duchess to San Lorenzo.607 Cosimo was a notoriously controlling
patron, particularly when it came to official commissions, and it is likely that Pontormo
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It is probable that the adament scholarly desire to determine whether Varchi or Riccio was Pontormo’s
greatest intimate derives in large part from the well-documented enmity between the two men, or more
specifically, Varchi’s clear dislike of Riccio. In his Storia Fiorentina Varchi wrote: “Ser. P. Ricci da Prato
suo maestro, il quale innanzi che fusse maiordomo si chiamava dal Duca il prete e dagli altri messere,
aveva o per natura o per accidente tant’ambizione e tanto sciocca, che egli, come che non sapesse far cosa
nessuna, presumeva nondimeno di saperle far tutte, e a tutte, qualunque si fossino, arebbe voluto por mano,
ma delle deliberazioni del governo no s’intrometteva ordinariamente né tanto né quanto.” This
demonstrated a marked change from Varchi’s attitude after Riccio had advocated for his return from exile
in 1543, which was demonstrated in the dedication to Riccio of a lesson on the sonnet, “La gola, il sonno e
l’oziose piume.” Here Varchi had exalted Riccio for his many services to Cosimo: “E qui, pregando Dio
che la conservi sana e felice, farò fine per non tenerla a bada più lungamente, sappiendo quante sono le
faccende, e quali, che la tengono occupatissima sempre nella bisogna e servigi dell’eccellentissimo ed
illustrissimo Duca, principe e padrone nostro.” Cited in Cesare Guasti, Cesare Guasti, “Alcuni fatti della
prima giovinezza di Cosimo I de’ Medici, granduca di Toscana,” Giornale Storico degli Archivi Toscani, II
(1858): 17. This friction is dicussed by Fragnito, “Un pratese,” 51; Cecchi, “Il maggiordomo,” 119; Corti,
“Pontormo a San Lorenzo,” 12-14; Simoncelli, “Jacopo da Pontormo e Pierfrancesco Riccio,” 342-345;
Firpo, Gli Affreschi, 261-268. It is highly probable that these tension were related to the rift in the
Accademia between the original founders of the institution (the ex-Umidi) and those who were operated
more directly under the orders of the Duke, as noted above. Plaisance, “Culture et Politique,” 123-234;
Firpo, Gli Affreschi, 167-176; Sherberg, “The Accademia Fiorentina,” 51, fn. 80. On Varchi’s close
connection with the Umidi see Richard Samuels, “Benedetto Varchi, the Accademia degli Infiammati, and
the Origins of the Italian Academic Movement,” Renaissance Quarterly 29 (1976): 625-634.
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Vasari-Bull, II, 269; “Avendo egli adunque con muri, assiti e tende turata quella cappella e datosi tutto
alla solitudine, la tenne per ispazio d’undici anni in modo serrata, che da lui in fuori mai non vi entrò anima
vivente, né amici né nessuno.” Vasari-BB, V, 331.
607

This occurred on a Thursday in 1554: “giovedì sera una insalata di lattuga e del caviale e uno huovo;
venne la D [uchessa] a Sancto Lo[renzo], el duca vene anco.” Pontormo, Diario,184. A second time
Pontormo records that the Duke came to San Lorenzo, though this appears to have been to attend mass, not
to examine the work in progress. “sabato lavorai quel masso, e venne el duca a Sancto Lorenzo cioè a
l’uficio.” Ibid., 188.
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would have generated designs for the frescoes in advance that would have received the
Duke’s official imprimatur. 608
Even more problematic, however, is the way in which the theory of the learned
advisor diminishes the agency of the artist. Pontormo’s art did not take dictation, but
rather it demonstrated the painter’s deliberate engagement with the religious beliefs of
contemporary society, addressing them by way of pictorial composition, organization,
and allusion. Thus, in attempting to reduce the frescoes to mere illustrations these
interpretations strip them of their nuance and complexity, while simultaneously drawing
conclusions that also ignore essential features of the texts—both religious and
descriptive—that are central to their very own conclusions. Two examples of this
interpretative blindness are particularly significant for a new understanding of the
frescoes.
Tolnay was the first to note that San Lorenzo did not represent “a traditional Last
Judgment,” and followed by suggesting that the absence of Hell implied a Valdesian
belief in justification by faith. This conclusion was then perpetuated and elaborated upon
by subsequent authors. Yet, while there is a clear emphasis on the elect in the Beneficio
and various texts by Valdés, none of these works negate the concept that the reprobate
will suffer eternal damnation. In the fourth chapter of the Beneficio it reads “So effective
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This high degree of control is exemplified by a portrait of the Duchess with her two sons that was
destined for Antoine Perrenot de Granvelle, for which Cosimo communicates to Bronzino through Riccio
(in a letter from Christiano Pagni) that he prefers that “the dress of the Duchess should not be of rich
brocade, but of some other ornate fabric.” “il vestimento della Duchessa non si facci di broccato riccio, ma
di qualche altro drappo ornato.” ASF MDP 1175, ins. 7, n. 12, as cited in Fragnito, “Un pratese,” 51, n. 73.
Cosimo’s preference for preparatory drawings was documented in Francesco Salviati’s portrayal of exploits
of Furio Camillo in the Sala d’Udienza. In a letter from Lorenzo Pagni Riccio was ordered to provide
Salviati with the appropriate textual sources so that the artist might then produce sketches for the Duke. “Il
duca mio sigre m’ha comandato ch’io scriva alla S. V. che a’ Mro Franco dipintore, dator’ di questa tutte le
opere notabilj di Camillo, adcio possa farne uno schizzo per S. Exa, et cosi li piacera exeguire.” ASF,
MDP, 1170, ins. 6, 361. Alessandro Cecchi, “Il maggiordomo,” 115, notes that Riccio provided Salviati
with the allegorical design, but does not cite this document.
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is this holy and living faith that he who believes that Christ withdrew all of his sins from
him becomes similar to Christ, and defeats sin, death, the devil, and Hell.”609 The
catechism of Valdés is even more explicit, stating in the same article 41 cited by Firpo:
That in the time determined by divine majesty Christ, glorious and
triumphant, will come and judge the living and the dead, God having
resurrected all of the dead, and that in this universal judgment those that
have not accepted the grace of the word of God in such a manner that faith
works within them, will be condemned to eternal punishment as
unbelievers and infidels.610
Initially more compelling is Corti’s proposal that the conspicuous absence of intercessory
figures indicates a clear Christocentric piety that denies the efficacy of any other
heavenly mediators. This reading, however, completely discounts the representation of
Saint Lawrence placed directly below Christ, which captured the saint at the moment of
his martyrdom.
Despite the fact that this scene was among those completed by Bronzino after his
master’s death, it is clear from entries in Pontormo’s diary that he had made a full cartoon
of St. Lawrence and had begun work in fresco on the putti who held the crown and
chalice.611 Nor can the Saint Lawrence be discounted as a cursory acknowledgement to
the patron of the church, as it often is, given that Clement VII had planned to have the
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“Tanto opera questa fede santa e viva, che colui, il quale crede che Cristo abbia tolto sopra di sé li suoi
peccati, diventa simile a Cristo, e vince il peccato, la morte, il diavolo e lo inferno.” Benedetto da
Mantova, Beneficio di Cristo, 27.
610

“Che nel tempo determinato dalla divina maiestà verrà Cristo glorioso e triomphante a giudicare li vivi e
li morti, avendo Dio risuscitato tutti li morti, e che in questo giudicio universale coloro che non averanno
accettatta la grazia dell’evangelio di tal maniera che la fede sia efficace in loro, saranno condannati a pena
eterna come increduli ed infideli.” Valdés, Quel Maniera, 199.
611

“insino adì [d’agosto], io ho fatto quella figura vestita di testa con quel poco dell’aria e ordinato el
Sancto Lonrenzo…adì 27 detto portai el cartone del Sancto Lorenzo e apicossi da poter lavorare…[1556]
sabato feci quella testa di quel bambino che tiene la corona…lunedì la corona…mercoledì cominciai quello
bambino del calice…martedì mi levai una hora inanzi dì e feci quel torso del putto che ha el calice…”
Pontormo, Diario, 197-98.
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martyrdoms of Lawrence and Cosimo frescoed in the “principal chapel of San Lorenzo”
in 1525.612 This project, at one point commissioned from Bandinelli, never progressed
beyond preparatory drawings, but it seems logical to conclude that the idea was revived
as an integral element in Pontormo’s decorative program.613 Further, it has been pointed
out that the Florentine basilica of San Lorenzo had long been singled out as a center of
praxis for the cult of Saint Lawrence. In 1338 episcopal and papal indulgences were
granted to those visiting San Lorenzo on Wednesdays (the day of the large outdoor
market), an act that corresponded to the consecration of a new altar dedicated to Saint
Lawrence in Purgatory.614 The belief in saintly intercession, particularly in the form of
indulgences that would liberate one’s soul from purgatory, runs directly counter to the
belief in sola fide.
The first step toward unraveling these seeming contradictions and viewing the
San Lorenzo frescoes in a new light entails the re-evaluation of modern scholarship and
the biases that it has inherited from sixteenth-century art history and criticism.
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“il che fu l’anno 1525. Arrecò questa opera gran fama a Baccio, il quale, finito il Laoconte, si dette a
disegnare una storia in un foglio reale aperto per satisfare a un disegno del Papa, il quale era di far
dipingere nella cappella maggiore di San Lorenzo di Firenze il martirio di San Cosimo e Damiano in una
faccia, e nell’altra quello di San Lorenzo quando da Decio fu fatto morire su la graticola. Baccio addunque
l’istoria di San Lorenzo disegnando sottilissimamente, nella quale immitò, con molta ragione et arte, vestiti
et ignudi et atti diversi de’ corpi e delle membra e varii esercizii di coloro che intorno a San Lorenzo
stavano al crudele ufficio, e particularmente l’empio Decio che con minaccioso volto affretta il fuoco e la
morte all’innocente martire, il quale alzando un braccio al cielo raccomanda lo spirito suo a Dio.” VasariBB, V, 246-247.
613

The composition for the Saint Lawrence is preserved in an engraving by Marcantonio Raimondi
produced, according to Vasari,Vasari-BB, V, 246-247, on the wishes of the Pope who was much impressed
by Bandinelli’s design (Fig. 3.19). “Così con questa storia satisfece tanto Bacio al Papa, che egli operò che
Marcantonio Bolognese la ‘ntagliasse in rame.” It seems that this print preserved Bandinelli’s conception
in the artistic consciousness as its echo can be seen in Bronzino’s Martyrdom of St. Lawrence from 156669. Stephen Campbell, “Counter Reformation Polemic,” 105.
614

Falciani, Pontormo: Disegni degli Uffizi, 171; Gaston, “Liturgy and Patronage,” 119. By 1531 the feast
of Saint Lawrence was one of the relatively few granted “most solemn” status, signaling the continued
importance of the patron saint in the complex system of external praxis that was so objectionable to most
reformers. See Gaston, “Liturgy and Patronage,” 127-133.
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Sixteenth-Century Commentary
Regardless of the questionable accuracy of Vasari’s Lives, they remain the de riguer
starting point for most art historical literature of the Renaissance. Indeed, it is often the
inaccuracies couched in scathing critiques and tantalizing asides that are so appealing,
providing as they do glimpses of the subjective cultural prejudices that Vasari, his
collaborators, and his readers would have brought to bear on the art of the Renaissance.
What sometimes remains unacknowledged is the ways in which Vasari’s narrative has
subsequently shaped our own. Certainly the lionization of the individual artistic genius,
which formed a clearer objective in the 1550 edition of the Lives, and the concomitant
focus on biography and style is widely viewed as a Vasarian legacy. Less often,
however, do we realize that the tendency to make images conform to iconographic
expectations can also be traced back to certain parts of the Lives, particularly the 1568
edition. Marco Ruffini has persuasively argued that Vasari’s priorities for the second
edition were closely aligned with the foundation of the Accademia del Disegno, with the
result that Vasari—and to an even greater degree Vincenzo Borghini—focused more
explicitly on the standardization and centralization of artistic production over the
exaltation of individual artistic genius.615 One of the ways in which this was manifested
was a greater emphasis on diegetic over mimetic description, the former construing
artworks “as the representation of forms and subjects of universal value” while the latter
is related to an individual artist’s perceptions, and thus bound by the dictates of time and
location.616 Another important component of academic institutionalization was the
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Ruffini, Art Without Author, 1-4.

616

Ibid., 105-115.
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greater role afforded court intellectuals in the design of artistic programs, which allowed
for a more systematic, less individual, mode of representation wherein subject matter
took precedence over style. This standardization was also manifested in Vasari’s changed
attitude toward Raphael and Michelangelo as artistic exempla, which was discussed in
Chapter One.
As early as 1553 we see Vasari modeling these new concerns as he worked with a
learned advisor, Cosimo Bartoli, to develop a complex façade program for the Almeni
palazzo on the Via dei Servi. This commission, which was meant to be an homage to
Cosimo I, resulted in an allegorical representation of the cycle of human life that was
astutely mocked in a poem by Alfonso de’ Pazzi. Pazzi claims that he will “say neither
good nor ill/of the new bizarre and grand façade,/that greatly contents the brigade,” but
that the subject matter is such “that it seems to me a lesson by Varchi…And thus the
Aretine/painters and academics are concerned/to teach the sciences with the walls.” 617
Vasari, concerned with the impermanence of such decoration, made sure to include a
three-page description of the program in his life of Cristofano Gherardi, the collaborator
who actually executed the work.618
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BNCF Magl. VII, 1178 (Rime Varie), 19v-20r. “Sonnetto XVII: L’Etrusco non ne dice ben né male/de
la nuova bizzarra e gran facciata,/la qual molto contenta la brigata,/da Quaresima sendo e Carnovale./È vi
son le sette arti liberale,/e nostra età destrutta e consumata./I pianeti in cucina il vulgo guata,/al basso le
virtù han del triviale,/e Perugia e Firenze e tante cose,/che la mi par del Varchi una lezione,/che simil opre
tutte annulla e priva./Un arco trionfale in prospettiva/mi sembra ben, ma quella surrezione /discorda tra le
cose fabulose./Son le più parte ascose;/ma tanti brevi che vi son, latini,/ne fan capaci infino a’ contadini./E
così li Aretini/pittori e accademici hanno cura/d’insegnar le scienze con le mura./Duolsi l’architettura/che
non l’arebbe fatto appena Cuio/perch’altri veggia rimanere al buio./Alfonso de’ Pazzi.” Also transcribed in
Detlef Heikamp, “Rapporti fra accademici ed artistic nella Firenze del ‘500,” Il Vasari, 15 (1957): 154-55;
cited in Charles Davis, “Frescoes by Vasari for Sforza Almeni, Coppiere to Duke Cosimo I,” Mitteilungen
des Kunsthistorischen Institutes in Florenz, 24 (1980): 139, Ruffini, Art Without Author, 54. For the
anonymous response to de’ Pazzi see Appendix 2, Doc. 15.
618
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As the 1550s progressed and Vasari was given greater artistic responsibilities at
Cosimo’s court, his relationship with Vincenzo Borghini (whom he had known since the
early 1540s) grew increasingly closer. The latter, who was a learned antiquarian and
historian as well as the spedalingo of the Ospedale degli Innocenti, displayed an interest
in art that was primarily didactic and historical.619 Given Borghini’s importance in the
foundation of the Academia del Disegno as well as his role as advisor and collaborator on
the Lives, it is logical to see his hand in Vasari’s reorientation of the second edition.620
Shortly after Vasari’s founding of Accademia in 1563 (to which Borghini was
elected luogotenente), Vasari and Borghini collaborated on the elaborate funeral esequies
held for Michelangelo in San Lorenzo on July 14, 1564. The program was described in
full in a small booklet published by Jacopo Giunti, Esequie del divino Michelangelo
Buonarroti, which was then reprinted almost verbatim in the second edition of the Lives,
with a few pertinent adjustments. 621 While in the Giunti edition the images for the
funeral were said to arise “from the depths of our hearts,” in the Vasarian reprint they
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Robert Williams, “Vincenzo Borghini and Vasari’s Lives,” (PhD diss. Princeton University, 1988),
251, comments that “one suspects that he was more readily attracted to inscriptions than to images.”
620

The first textual evidence of Borghini’s contributions to the Lives was discovered in the form of notes on
the art of San Gimignano and Volterra in Borghini’s hand. See Williams, “Notes by Vincenzo Borghini on
Works of Art in San Gimignano and Volterra: a Source for Vasari’s Lives,” The Burlington Magazine 127
(1985): 17-21; Williams, “Vincenzo Borghini and Vasari’s Lives,” 243-252. It is clear, however, that the
two did not always agree. In a letter written to Vasari Borghini advised: : “The purpose of your hard work
is not to write about the lives of the painters, nor whose sons they were, nor of their ordinary deeds, but
only their works as painters, sculptors, and architects, because otherwise it matters little to us to know the
life story of Baccio d’Agnolo or Pontormo.” As cited in Ruffini, Art Without Author; 103; Rubin, Giorgio
Vasari,192; Williams, Art, Theory, and Culture in Sixteenth-Century Italy: From Techne to Metatechne
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 33. This objection likely arises from his concern for the
decorum appropriate to the classical genres of history writing. Pilliod, Pontormo, Bronzino, Allori, 204,
however, has suggested that Borghini had specific objections to the way in which Vasari was planning to
portray Pontormo, who had been a friend of the spedalingo.
621

See Rudolf and Margaret Wittkower, The Divine Michelangelo: the Florentine Academy’s homage on
his death in 1564 (London: Phaidon, 1964). Zygmunt Wazbinski, L’Accademia Medicea del Disegno a
Firenze nel Cinquecento: Idea e Istituzione (Florence: Leo S. Olschki, 1987), I, 95-103.
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derived instead “from knowledge.”622 It is telling that knowledge is something which can
be imparted through study, as at an academy, while sentiment remains within the purview
of the individual.623 The complexity of the funerary program was such that
Antonfrancesco Grazzini bestowed upon the Academy a barbed poetic compliment:
…such noble, good, lofty work,
that with art, understanding, judgment, ingenuity
and knowledge and doctrine
was made, not by the Accademia Fiorentina,
but the Fiorentina of Design…
But what pen ever, or intellect
could write, or even in part imagine
such beautiful or such pleasing invention
of so many pleasant and well made figures,
and pictures and sculptures
portraying their mourning in lively acts,
placed with great judgment and reason?624
This tendency toward complex allegorical representations, which were direct translations
of carefully constructed literary programs, was a hallmark of their artistic collaborations.
After the funeral came the marriage apparato of 1565 for Francesco de’ Medici, the
façade for Antonio Ramirez de Montalvo, and the Last Judgment for the interior surface
of the Duomo.625
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Ruffini, Art Without Author, 29.

623

Borghini took particular interest in the organization of classes and exhibitions for younger members of
the Academy, also making sure that they had access to drawings after important models and monuments.
Rick Scorza, “Borghini and the Florentine Academies,” in Italian Academies of the Sixteenth Century, ed.
D.S. Chambers and F. Quiviger (London: The Warburg Institute, 1995), 150.
624

“…quel nobil, gentile, alto lavoro,/che con arte, saper, giudizio, ingegno/e scïenza e dottrina/fatt’ha, non
l’Accademia Fiorentina,/ma quella Fiorentina del Disegno…/Ma qual penna giamai, od intelletto/scriver
potrebbe, o in parte immaginarsi/sì bella o sì leggiadra invenzïone/di tante vaghe e ben fatte figure,/e
pitture e sculture/in atti vivi dolorose starsi,/poste con gran giudizio e ragione?” Antonfrancesco Grazzini,
Le Rime Burlesche edie e inedite, ed. C. Verzone (Florence: G. C. Sansoni, 1882), n. xliii, 314; Scorza,
“Borghini and the Florentine Academies,” 147; Ruffini, Art Without Author, 33.
625

For the apparato see Cristina Acidini, “Invenzioni Borghiniane per gli Apparati nell’èta di Cosimo I,” in
La Nascita della Toscana, ed. Massimo Tarassi (Florence: Leo S. Olschki, 1980), 159-167; Rick Scorza.
“Vincenzo Borghini and Invenzione: The Florentine Apparato of 1565,” Journal of the Warburg and
Courtauld Institutes 44 (1981): 57-75.
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It has long been acknowledged that Vasari’s foundation of the Accademia and his second
edition of the Lives were not conceived within a cultural vacuum. Rather, the
institutionalization of artistic production was intimately related to the consolidation of
political power that, in Florence, ultimately meant conformity to the papal see and the
new Counter-Reformation attitudes towards religious art ushered in by the conclusion of
Trent. Perhaps the greatest attribute of art espoused by the new regime was clarity: “the
stories and narratives of the sacred Scripture are portrayed…and that there is nothing to
be seen that is disorderly, or that is unbecomingly or confusedly arranged.”626 Such ideas
were expounded upon at great length by Giovanni Andrea Gilio in his 1564 Dialogo nel
quale si ragiona de gli errori de pittori circa l’historie, with particular attention given to
Michelangelo’s Last Judgment.
Gilio’s Dialogo lays out a clear division between history painting, poetic painting,
and a mixed genre, lamenting that often the division between them remains unclear and
one cannot distinguish “the true from the feigned and false.”627 It is the responsibility of
a true history painter to act as none other than “a translator, that brings the istoria from
one language into another, from that of the pen to the paintbrush, from writing to
painting.”628 Nor does Gilio restrict his criticism to purely iconographic details—such as
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From the Twenty-fifth session of the Council of Trent, held on December 4, 1563. Canons and
Decrees, 216-217. For the full text “On the invocation, veneration, and relics of saints, and on sacred
images,” see Appendix 1, Doc. 4.
627

“Bene discorrete, e da questa ignoranza nasce il non sapere distinguere il vero dal finto e dal favoloso, il
poetico da l’istorico, i tempi, i modi, l’età, i costumi e l’altre qualità convenevoli e le figure che fanno.”
Giovanni Andrea Gilio, Dialogo nel quale si ragiona de gli errori de pittori circa l’historie: con molte
annotationi fatte sopra il giuditio di Michelangelo, et in che modo vogliono esser dipinte le sacre imagini,
in Trattati d’Arte del Cinquecento, ed. Paola Barocchi (Bari: Laterza, 1960-62.), II, 15.
628

“che’l pittore istorico altro non è che un traslatore che porti l’istori da una lingua in un’altra, questi da la
penna al pennello, da la scrittura a la pittura.” Ibid., 39.
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the beardless Christ and the wingless angels—but he also sees the manipulation of the
figures within the same parameters of truth or fiction, thus criticizing those painters
(speaking quite directly of Michelangelo) who distort the body beyond the norms of
nature. “Thus it occurs that our new furious anatomists in their figure, figurette,
figuraccie and figuroni make their men, weapons, horses perform sforzi, folds, and other
such rude acts, that nature cries and art laughs, seeing such nonsense, such barbarisms, so
many false latinisms, that they make all day.”629 Decorum, clarity, and style become
conflated, and in the case of sacred images the stakes—“the representation of false
doctrine, and such as might be the occasion of grave error to the uneducated”—are
particularly high.630
While Vasari did not subscribe to the excessive strictures represented by Gilio,
visual legibility, as we have noted, was given a greater premium in his 1568 edition of the
Lives. It is revealing then, to compare Vasari’s comments on Michelangelo’s Last
Judgment and Pontormo’s frescoes at San Lorenzo. In writing of Michelangelo’s
decision “to refuse to paint anything save the human body in its most beautifully
proportioned and perfect forms” he commends the artist, for it is by way of the body “in
the greatest variety of attitudes” that one can “express the wide range of the soul’s
emotions and joys.” Further, he is careful to note that Michelangelo’s mastery of disegno
allows to him to avoid the “various novel and bizzarre inventions” that other artists
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“Quindi avviene che i nuovi notomisti del furioso ne le loro figure, figurette, figuraccie e figuroni fanno
fare agli uomini, a l’arme, ai cavalli sforzi, pieghe et altr’atti tanto sgarbati, che la natura piange e l’arte
ride, vedendo tanti ciarpelloni, tanti barbarismi e tanti latini falzi, che tutto ‘l giorno si fanno.” Ibid., 49.
630
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employ “to win themselves a place among the most distinguished masters.” 631 Such
caprices have no place here;
Michelangelo observed all the rules of decorum, and gave his figures the
appropriate expressions, attitudes, and settings. This was a great and
wonderful achievement; but it was all the same well within his powers,
because he was always shrewd and observant and he had seen a lot of
mankind, and thus he had acquired by contact with the day-to-day world
the understanding that philosophers obtain from books and speculation.632
These comments stand in marked contrast to those Vasari makes regarding Pontormo’s
San Lorenzo frescoes, which are presented as the younger artist’s direct challenge to
Michelangelo. 633 The Florentine painter too adopted the human form as his primary unit
of composition; Pontormo’s drawings and the contemporary descriptions make this clear.
It is the body, in a variety of poses and attitudes, that structures each image. Yet
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Vasari-Bull, I, 379. “Basta che si vede che l’intenzione di questo uomo singulare non ha voluto entrare
in dipignere altro che la perfetta e proporzionatissima composizione del corpo umano et in diversissime
attitudini; non sol questo, ma insieme gli affetti delle passioni e contentezze dell’animo, bastandogli
satisfare in quella parte—nel che è stato superiore a tutti i suoi artefici—e mostrare la via della gran
maniera e degli ignudi, e quanto d’ sappi nelle dificultà del disegno; e finalmente ha aperto la via alla
facilità di questa arte nel principale suo intento, che è il corpo umano, et attendendo a questo fin solo, ha
lassato da parte le vaghezze de’ colori, i capricci e le nuove fantasie di certe minuzie e delicatezze, che da
molti alti pittori non sono interamente, e forse non senze qualche ragione, state neglette. Onde qualcuno,
non tanto fondato nel disegno, ha cerco con la varietà di tinte et ombre di colori, e con bizzarre, varie e
nuove invenzioni, et insomma con questa altra via, farsi lougo fra i primi maestri.” Vasari-BB, VI, 69.
632

Vasari-Bull, I, 382. “per avere osservato ogni decoro, sì d’aria, sì d’attitudini e sì d’ogni altra naturale
circostanzia nel figurarli. Cosa che, se bene è maravigliosa e granda, non è stata impossibile a questo
uomo, per essere stato sempre accorto e savio, et avere visto uomini assi et acquistato quella cognizione,
con la pratica del mondo, che fanno i filosofi con la speculazione e per gli scritti.” Vasari-BB, VI, 73-74.
633

Vasari is quite underhanded in this regard. First he states that there are those who claim that Pontormo,
in undertaking this commission, was unnecessarily boastful, determining “to show the world how to paint,
and how to work in fresco, and moreover that the other painters were ten a penny, and other such arrogant
and overbearing words.” Yet Vasari defends Pontormo’s “modesty and perfect manners.” Immediately
thereafter, however, in his description of the frescoes he begins, “Imagining he must surpass all the other
painters, and, it was said, even Michelangelo, in this work…” Vasari-Bull, II, 268-269. “Dicono alcuni che
veggendo Iacopo essere stata allogata a sé quall’opera…ebbe a dire che mostrarebbe come si disegnava e
dipigneva e come si lavora in fresco, et oltre ciò, che gl’altri pittori non erano se non persone da dozzina, et
altre simili parole altiere e troppo insolenti. Ma perch´io conobbi sempre Iacopo persona modesta e che
parlava d’ognuno onoratamente…credo che queste cose gli fussero aposte…Immaginandosi dunque in
quest’opera di dovere avanzare tutti i pittori e forse, per quel che si disse, Michelagnolo…” Vasari-BB,, V,
331-332.
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Pontormo’s figures do not follow the rules of proportion and perfection embodied by
Michelangelo’s heroic nudes, rather,
it does not seem to me that in any place at all did he pay heed to any order
of composition, or measurement, or time, or variety in the faces, or
changes in the flesh colors, or, in brief, to any rule, proportion or law of
perspective; and instead the work is full of nude figures with an order,
design, invention, composition, coloring, and painting done in his own
personal way…And although there may be in this work some part of a
torso, with its back turned, or from the front, and some side views,
executed with marvelous care and effort by Jacopo, who for almost
everything made finished models of clay in the round, nonetheless as a
whole it is alien to his own style and, as it appears to almost everyone,
lacks correct measurements; because, for the most part, the torsos were
large and the legs and arms small, not to mention the heads…634
This fundamental ambiguity is then magnified, such that distortions of form become
distortions of subject, and Vasari resolves: “since I do not understand it, even though I
am a painter myself, to let those who see it judge for themselves. For I truly believe I
would drive myself mad to become embroiled with this painting.”635 Even the
knowledge conveyed by two different sets of frescoes is attained by diametrically
opposed means: while Michelangelo’s artistic epistemology is derived from his “contact
with the day-to-day world.” Pontormo’s must (Vasari implies) result from his contact
with “learned and well-educated people.”
Subsequent critics, building on both Vasari and Gilio, hone in even more
pointedly on the ways in which Pontormo’s frescoes deviate from the iconographic norms
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Vasari-Bull, II, 270-271. “non mi pare, anzi in niun luogo, osservato né ordine di storia, né misura, né
tempo, né varietà di teste, non cangiamento di colori di carni, et insomma non alcuna regola né
proporzione, né alcun ordine di prospettiva; ma pieno ogni cosa d’ignudi, con un ordine, disegno,
invenzione, componimento, colorito e pittura fatta a suo modo…E se bene si vede in questa opera qualche
pezzo di torso che volta le spalle o il dinanzi, et alcune apiccature di fianchi, fatte con maraviglioso studio e
molta fatica da Iacopo, che quasi di tutte fece i modelli di terra tondi e finiti, il tutto nondimeno è fuori
della maniera sua, e, come pare quasi a ognuno, senza misura, essendo nella più parte i torsi grandi e le
gambe e braccia piccole; per non dir nulla delle teste…” Vasari-BB, V, 332-333.
635

“per non ‘intendere ancor io, se ben son pittore, di lasciarne far giudizio a coloro che la vedranno; perciò
che io crederei impazzarvi dentro et avvilupparmi…” Vasari-Bull, V, 332.
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prescribed by sacred scripture. Raffaello Borghini, whose aesthetic sense was much less
refined than Vasari’s, relied heavily on the text of the Lives for his own descriptive
passages in the dialogue Il Riposo (1584), and in his life of Pontormo in book three the
discussion of the San Lorenzo frescoes reads as a condensed version of Vasari’s own. 636
This is, however, the second time that he addressed the frescoes. In book one Borghini
argues that invenzione is the facet of painting upon which all others (disposition,
attitudes, members, colors) ultimately depend, and in which many painters take too much
license, recalling immediately that “I read a dialogue of M. Giovan Andrea Gilio da
Fabriano, in which he demonstrates the many errors of invention made by painters.”637
Pontormo’s frescoes in San Lorenzo come under attack as an example of the ways in
which a painter of sacred images in particular might err, forsaking clarity, judgment,
honesty, reverence, and devotion.638 The Deluge and the so-called Last Judgment are the
focus of this extended diatribe. In the former Borghini questions the various
iconographic discrepancies—Why are there men still in the water after forty days? If
Noah is making his sacrifice to God, where is the altar? Where are all the animals of the
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“di questa cappella (perché non vi veggo, né invenzione, né disposizione, né prospettiva, né colorito, che
vaglia, sebben vi è qualche torso buono) non ne parlerò altramente, confessando o non intendere quel che
egli si abbia voluto fare, o non vi aver dentro gusto alcuno.” Borghini, Il Riposo, III, 38-39.
637

“Io dividerei la Pittura in cinque parti, in invenzione, in disposizione, in attitudini, in membri, ed in
colori…Di questi cinque parti l’invenzione sola è quella, che il più delle volte non deriva dall’artefice; ma
l’altre quattro al giudizio di quello tutte s’appartengono…non pochi mi pare, che sieno gli scultori e i
pittori, che troppa licenza predendosi, abbiano errato nell’invenzione. Voi dite il vero (soggiunse tosto il
Valori), e mi ricordo aver letto un dialogo di M. Giovan Andrea Gilio da Fabriano, nel quale egli dimostra
molti errori dei pittori fatti nell’invenzione…” Ibid., I, 58-59.
638

“Tre cose pincipalmente (replicò il Vecchietto): la prima, che egli dee l’invenzione dalla sacra Scrittura
derivante semplicemente e puramente dipingere, come gli Evangelisti o altri Santi Dottori della Chiesa
l’hanno scritta; acciocchè le persone idiote, che nella pittura apparar vogliono, ricevano fedelmente
nell’animo loro I santi misteri: la secondo, che con grandissima considerazione e giudicio aggiungano
l’invenzione loro; conciossiacosachè non ad ogni istoria stia bene aggiugnerlavi, anzi il più delle volte
mostri disgrazia e disconvenevolezza grande; non essendo ben posta: la terza, e che sempre osservar deono
nelle pitture, è l’onestà, la riverenza, e la divozione, acciocchè i riguardanti in cambio di compugnersi a
penitenza nel rimirare quelle, piuttosto non si commovano a lascivia.” Ibid., I, 87-88.
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ark? In the latter, he not only criticizes iconographic lapses (“of which Giovannandrea
Gilio da Fabriano has written in his dialogue of the errors of painters about the Judgment
of Michelangelo”), but also the lack of decorum displayed by Pontormo who “has made a
great mountain of corpses, ugly to see.”639
Writing a few years later Francesco Bocchi was more nuanced in his comments,
but ultimately he too found fault with Pontormo’s non-conformity to scriptural truth. He
commends Pontormo’s design, coloring, and relief, singling out many of the figures for
their beauty and ingenuity.640 What is lacking in Pontormo’s figures is fidelity in
imitation, which, as in Vasari, leads directly to misrepresentation.
For when one looks at these paintings attentively, one’s mind cannot
accept as plausible something that so exceeds the requirements of truth,
and once one has come to this conclusion, everything is perceived as
unreal and is despised as vain and not appreciated in any way. Surely, had
he imitated in conformity with verisimilitude, reading in the Sacred
Scriptures and considering in his mind how things could in fact have
happened—as we have said Andrea del Sarto did—Jacopo would have
equaled the achievements of the very greatest artists and perhaps even
surpassed them.641
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“Ma perchè di questo ne ha scritto largamente Giovannandrea Diglio da Fabriano, in quel suo Dialogo
degli errori dei pittori, sopra il giudixio di Michagnolo, voglio che mi basti l’averne detto questo poco, per
mostrare quanto lontano dal vero abbia dipinto il Puntormo, il quale, come sapete, ha fatto un gran monte di
corpacci, sporca cosa a vedere…” Ibid., I, 92. For Borghini’s full complaint regarding Pontormo’s
frescoes see Appendix 1, Doc. 3.
640

“Si mostrano in varie, e bizzarre attitudini da basso molti, che risuscitano; e per disgegno, per colorito, e
per rilievo è maravigliosa ciascuna figura. Ha figurati in aria molti Angeli di colorito dolce, e morbido, e
con movenza di persona molto fiera, e bizzarra; ed i Pittori, che bene intendono, ci riconoscono grade
artifizio, e perciò sommamente l’ammirano…Bellissima è la figura di Abraam, quando sacrifica il figliuolo;
e l’attitudine d’Isac molto è lodato; dove gli artefici, quando commendano il disegno di queste due figure,
non si possono saziare. Si mostra la fierezza di Cain, quando uccide il fratello, di bellissimo artifizio; ed
Abel, che da tanto furore si vuol fuggier, esser non puto più singulare, ne più raro. In somma è questa
pittura di Giacopo mirabile per colorito, nobile per disegno, e rarissima per irlievo: e se à questi doti, onde
di veggono le figure oltra l’atlre maravigliose, fosse aggiunta l’ottima imitazione, sarebbe l’opera di vero
senza pari.” Francesco Bochi, Le Bellezze della Città di Firenze: Dove a pieno di pittura, di scultura, di
Sacri Templi, di Palazzi, i più notabili artifizj, e più preziosi si contengono, scritte già da M. Francesco
Bocchi, Ed ora da M. Giovanni Cinelli ampliate, ed accresciute (Florence: Per Gio: Gugliantini, 1677),
515.
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Francesco Bocchi, The Beauties of the City of Florence: a Guidebook of 1591, trans Thomas
Frangenberg and Robert Williams (London: Brepols Publishers, 2006). 233. “Perche esser non puto,
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While certain aspects of Vasari’s initial critique are modified or adjusted by later writers,
his indictment of Pontormo’s iconographic ambiguity continued to echo across the
decades. Yet, what we should recall about Vasari’s demand for clarity is that it was
artificially imposed, a literary device meant to signal Pontormo’s unsuitability as an
artistic exemplar for a new generation of painters. This is clearly demonstrated when one
returns to his description of Michelangelo’s Last Judgment. Here Vasari provides
iconographic cues that are not actually present in the image, but that bring the work into
greater conformity with Catholic doctrine. In the upper spandrels Vasari sees “naked
figures carrying the cross, the column, the lance, the sponge, the nails, and the crown of
thorns,” when in fact the lance, sponge, and nails do not appear in the fresco. Even more
telling is Vasari’s assertion that saints embracing in heaven “have won everlasting
beatitude by the grace of God and as a reward for their good deeds.”642 There is no
explicit indication of works in this upper register, but in so stating Vasari makes certain
that the work is read as a clear illustration of post-Tridentine doctrine.643
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mentre che si mira quello, che è dipinto, attentamente, che si accordi l’animo, che così sia verisimile, che
passi la bisogna del fatto; la qual cosa conceputa nel pensiero, cade poscia il tutto dal vero, e riputato vano,
si tiene à vile, ed à nessun modo si apprezza. E certamente se havesse imitato in guisa conforme al
verisimile, leggendo nelle Sacre lettere, & recandosi nella mente, come potè di vero il fatto avvenire, si
come di Andrea del Sarto si è detto, haurebbe Giacopo agguàgliato il valore de’ più chiari artefici, e per
avventura superato.” Bocchi, Le Bellezze, 516.
642

Vasari-Bull, I, 380-381. “facendo portrare in aria da diverse figure ignude la croce, la colonna, la lancia,
la spugna, i chiodi e la corona, con diverse e varie attitudini…oltre che senza numero sono infinitissimi
Santi e Sante, et altre figure maschi e femine intorno, appresso e discosto, i quali si abracciano e fannosi
festa, avendo per grazia di Dio e per guidardone delle opere loro la beatudine eterna.” Vasari-BB, VI, 7172.
643

The exception is presented by those saints who bear the instruments of their martyrdom, but these are
described separately by Vasari. Ibid., VI, 71-72.
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Nor is this a singular incident. In his Life of Fra Bartolommeo he gives this
account of the Last Judgment fresco begun by the friar and completed by Mariotto
Albertinelli:
[he] won much credit for having in such a finely considered way
expressed the glory of Paradise and Christ with the twelve Apostles,
judging the twelve tribes, in which the figures are so beautifully draped
and softly colored. Moreover, in the figures which are being dragged
down to Hell, drawn but left still to be finished, we see the despair, the
grief, and the shame of everlasting death, just as we recognize the
contentment and happiness in those who are being saved…644
While the fresco is in an unfortunate state of disrepair, there is a copy of the work by
Raffaello Bonaiuti that preserves the composition intact (Figs. 3.20 & 3.21). From this
black chalk drawing we can see that the few gestures of shame and despair represented
are confined to the background, and that the foreground on the right side is dominated by
two idealized male nudes that almost recall anatomical studies. Nor is there any
indication of the elect being led to heaven, or of a division of the twelve tribes being
judged. Indeed, while the image preserves a clear sense of heavenly hierarchy, with
Christ surrounded by a mandorla of putti and bracketed by the foreshortened arc of
apostles, there is very little indication on the earth below of the outcome of judgment.
This plane, in many ways, seems to more accurately represent the resurrection of the dead
that immediately precedes their judgment, and in so doing raises fundamental questions
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Vasari-Bull, II, 118. “molto fu celebrato per aver egli con bonissima considerazione espresso la gloria
del paradiso, e Cristo con i dodici Apostoli giudicare le dodici Tribù, le quali con bellissimi panni sono
morbidamente colorite; oltra che si vede nel disegno che restò a finirsi queste figure che sono ivi tirate
all’inferno, la disperazione, il dolore e la vergogna della morte eterna, così come si conosce la contentezza
e la letizia che sono in quelle che si salvano…” Vasari-BB, IV, 90-91. While Vasari notes that Fra
Bartolomeo left the work incomplete, in his life of Mariotto he writes that “Mariotto all’opra diede fine;
dove con diligenza e con amore condusse il resto dell’opera, talmente che molti non o sapendo, pensano
che d’una sola mano ella sia lavorata: per il che tal cosa gli diede grandissimo credito nell’arte.” VasariBB, 107. One can thus conclude that the above description should be applied to the finished work.
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regarding such imagery: was there a standard iconography of the Last Judgment in art?
And, how widely was the term Last Judgment applied to works of art during the period?

Flexibility of the Image
In writing of Pontormo’s frescoes Vasari does not delineate each scene precisely; in fact
his description seems to conflate the “universal Resurrection of the dead” on the lower
right with the “grasping and clinging” figures in the center when he makes the
observation that Christ on high “is bringing those dead people back to life to judge
them.”645 In other sources reference is made alternately to both a Last Judgment
(Borghini, Bocchi, Cirri) and a Resurrection of the Dead (Lapini, Richa). Rather than
being exceptional, this iconographic variability is, as we have already observed,
characteristic of the era preceding the Counter-Reformation. Pontormo, in designing the
San Lorenzo commission, took advantage of this rich visual history by excavating older
artistic traditions as a means of innovating current representational trends.
The Last Judgment had long been a popular subject in sculpted tympana, and
many of these earlier renditions did not prominently feature what is considered the
standard judging Christ—with one hand indicating welcome and the other signaling
condemnation—but showed Christ in the guise of forgiving Redeemer. Either both hands
would be raised, palms out, to display his wounds, or his arms would be outstretched in
imitation of the Crucifixion. The Passion reference would sometimes be further
emphasized by the presence of the cross mounted directly behind Jesus, or displayed
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Vasari-Bull, II, 270. “Nell’altra faccia è dipinta la Ressurezione universale de’ morti che ha da essere
nell’ultimo e novissimo giorno, con tanta e varia confusione… che presi per mano et aggrapantisi su per le
gambe… Cristo nella sua maestà, il quale circondato da motli Angeli tutti nudi fa resuscitatre que’ morti
per giudicare. Vasari-BB, V, 332.
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prominently nearby, occasionally accompanied by other instruments of the Passion as
well. Christ’s body would also be loosely draped with his torso exposed to reveal the
side would from the lance. Some clear examples of this type include the west façade
portal of Saint Denis, the south façade portal of Beaulieu-sur-Dordogne, and the west
façade portal of Notre Dame de Paris executed by Fabrizio Ruggieri (Figs. 3.22-3.24).646
Another striking feature of Saint Denis, and to a lesser extent, Notre Dame, is the nondramatic division of souls. At Saint Denis the resurrected emerge from their tombs
immediately below Christ’s feet and it is only in the upper framing register surrounding
the central image that heaven and hell are depicted. In the Notre Dame tympanum the
weighing and division of souls does take place in the main field, but there is a complete
absence of dramatic movement and emotional expression to demark visually the just and
the damned. Further, the larger scale and the figural variety of the resurrected draws the
eye more readily to this lower level than to the separation shown immediately above.
While most examples of this iconographic type, and sculpted tympana in
general, are found in France, Benedetto Antelami’s Last Judgment portal for the Parma
Baptistery follows many of the same conventions (Fig. 3.25). Christ raises both hands
with palms outward while his enveloping drapery leaves his left side exposed. To his
immediate left and right angels bear the cross, rod and sponge, and crown of thorns. As
appropriate to the location, Christ and the angels appear to hover on schematically
rendered ripples of water, and directly below is a register dedicated solely to the
resurrection of the dead. Nowhere in the composition is there any reference to judgment
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At St. Denis the bust of a judging Christ appears in the register directly above the Christ of the Passion,
but both the scale and the lower relief of the sculpture de-emphasize this figure. Further, while the right
hand is clearly shown in a blessing gesture, with two fingers raised, the left hand is raised palm out as well
in a gesture that does not visually connote judgment.
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and its outcome. In many ways Fra Bartolommeo’s Last Judgment discussed above
seems to refer to this image tradition. Not only does Bartolommeo display the cross
prominently in the center of the composition, held aloft by an angel who also carries the
rod and sponge, but it should also be noted that Christ’s gesture is one of compassion.
His right arm is not raised in punishment, but rather to expose his the wound in his left
side to which he gestures with his left hand.
Even much later in the sixteenth century Titian’s Gloria, which the artist
alternately referred to as La Trinità and Il Paradiso, was called El Judicio Final by
Charles V in the codicil to his last will and testament (Fig. 3.26).647 This image
represents Christ and God the Father enthroned as equal members of the Trinity and
surrounded by a celestial court of saints and angels who genuflect, gesture, and gaze in a
variety of postures and attitudes. Slightly below Christ and to his right the Virgin,
mysteriously shrouded in ultramarine blue, approaches the Trinity while casting her
glance back to the throng below. Opposite, on a slightly lower tier, Charles V kneels
with his arms outstretched in prayer. Clad in white with his crown placed humbly at his
feet, Charles is portrayed as a supplicant along with other members of his family. This
image then, displays almost none of the characteristics that supposedly distinguished the
Last Judgment: Christ as judge, the Archangel Michael, the hierarchy of the heavenly
court, the resurrection of the dead, the weighing of souls, the presence of both heaven and
hell. Instead what is shown conforms more to a Community of the Blessed. In his
attempt to resolve these apparent incongruities Panofsky proposed that the image was
designed to embody both concepts, with the prominence of eschatological prophets and
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Erwin Panofsky, Problems in Titan: Mostly Iconographic (New York: New York University Press,
1969), 67-68; De Maio, Michelangelo e la Controriforma, 26.
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the depiction of Mary as mediatrix rather than Regina Coeli, as important reminiscences
of the Last Judgment, which also explained the appearance of the royal retinue; “the
members of the imperial family are represented not as donors proleptically admitted to
Paradise but as resurrected souls humbly praying for admission.”648
All of these images share significant similarities with the very aspects of
Pontormo’s San Lorenzo frescoes that have been isolated by modern scholars as signs of
their unorthodox nature, including the open gesture of benediction and the emphasis on
resurrection and ascension over punishment and descent, yet these works are not
interpreted as illustrations of heretical doctrine.

“And I suspect that Michelangelo’s monumental confession of faith escaped destruction
only because it was painted rather than written down, its symbolic idiom no more
accessible to the Holy Office than to more recent enquirers.”649 In this statement Leo
Steinberg captured what is perhaps the most compelling truth of images; they cannot be
read in a literal fashion. There is no straightforward relationship between signifier and
signified.650 Nor were these elusive qualities of the image lost on contemporary viewers.
In her investigation of the Last Judgment Bernardine Barnes has highlighted the frequent
parallels made between Michelangelo’s fresco and poetic fiction.651 Lodovico Dolce, in
his Dialogo della Pittura intitolato l’Aretino (1557), has his Michelangelo proponent
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Panofsky, Problems in Titian, 69.
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Steinberg, “A Corner of the Last Judgment,” Daedalus, 109 (1908): 209.
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See Nelson Goodman, Languages of Art: An Approach to a Theory of Symbols (Indianapolis: Hackett
Publishing, 1976), 3-6, 27-33, 225-265.
651

The link between poetry and Michelangelo’s fresco was made explicit in the sixteenth century when
Vasari and Condivi both suggested that Dante served as an important inspiration for the Last Judgment.
Vasari-BB, VI, 73; Condivi, Vita, 50; Condivi, Life of Michelangelo, 84.
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Fabrini commend the painter for his ingenuity, “I dare to say that certain profound
allegorical meanings are contained within the arrangement of his stupendous Last
Judgment, which come to be understood by very few.”652 Gilio too, in his Dialogo, has
his interlocutor Francesco credit Michelangelo with the revivification of painting,
introducing new manners “that were accepted and put into use, as often in pure historical
images as in poetic and mixed images…having resuscitated antique memories, artificers
took inventions from the poets…in such a way that painters can use metaphors and
metonyms in a pleasing fashion…”653 Finally, in Comanini’s Il Figino the speaker
Martinego makes clear the idea that license granted to poetic allegory should also extend
to paintings. When asked how one might defend Michelangelo against accusations of
indecorousness, Martinego responds:
I was thinking that, as Aristotle can defend the poets against accusations
of impropriety, so could painters equally be saved from similar
complaints…One reads, and quite often, certain tales in poems, which,
considered according to their sound and literal meaning are incredible,
and, in every appearance far from the truth. But if they are read
allegorically then all of the indecencies escape immediately and are
dispelled, as when the first light of day appears all of the ghosts depart and
shadows disappear…We can also say the same of many of the things we
read in the sacred texts, and of one in particular, which more than the
others serves for our proposal. ‘Kiss me (says the wife in the Song of
Songs to the husband) with the kiss of your lips.’ And how is it that the
church asks for a kiss from her spouse, who is God? What do the amorous
acts of man have to do with divine love? But observe that, by way of
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“Percioche odo dire, che nell’ordine del suo stupendo Giudicio si contengono alcuni sensi allegorici
profondissimi, iquali vengono intesi da pochi.” Dolce in Roskill, Dolce’s “Aretino,” 164. Translation my
own. The fictional Aretino’s rebuttal, however, first expresses doubt that the subtle veiling of religious
mysteries was the painter’s true intention, and then concludes that if the painter “non vuole, che le sue
invenzioni vengano intese, senon da pochi e dotti, io, che di questi pochi e dotti non sono, ne lascio il
pensiero a lui.”
653

“Michelangnolo, come colui ch’aveva l’ingegno vivo, sempre attese a ritornar l’arte a la propria imagine
degli antichi e famosi pittori e statuarii, però ha ritrovate nove mainere, le quali essendo piaciute, sono state
accettate e messe in uso, tanto ne le pure istorie, quanto ne le poetiche e ne le miste…resuscitate l’antiche
memorie, gli artefici hanno tolte l’invenzioni ai poeti…in che modo i pitttori possono usare le metafore e le
metonimie.” Gilio, Dialogo, 101-102.
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allegory, one dispels the fog of indecency, positing that for this kiss,
desired with such ardor by the wife, one must understand the incarnation
of the Word, in which is united the two natures, divine and human, and the
communication of idioms of one and the other, as in a kiss are united two
mouths, and is mixed and blended the breath of those who kiss.654
While all of these texts ultimately object to the perceived emphasis on art over clarity in
Michelangelo’s Last Judgment, they provide a clear understanding of how other
contemporaries might have understood and defended these works under the aegis of the
poetic veil.
In the attempt to unfurl this shroud of allegory that envelops Michelangelo’s Last
Judgment modern scholars have put forth a number of interpretative theories and
methodologies, two of which may be fruitfully applied to Pontormo’s San Lorenzo
frescoes.655 One approach has been to examine ways in which compositional features—
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“Sto pensando che, in quel modo che dice Aristotele potersi difendere i poeti dagli improveri della
sconevolezza, potrebbonsi parimente salvare i pittori da simili opposizioni di poca osservanza del verisimil.
Et udite il come. Si leggono, e bene spesso, alcune favole ne’ poemi, le quali, considerate come suonano e
secondo la lettera, sono incredibili e da ogni apparenza di verità lontane. Ma s’altri ricorre all’allegoria,
fuggiranno subito e dileguerannosi tutte le sconvenevolezze che prima apparivano, in quel modo che allo
spuntare della luce del giorno partono e spariscono le larve e le tenebre…L’istesso ancora noi possiam dire
di molte cose che si leggono nelle Sacre Lettere, e d’una particolarmente, la quale serve più dell’altre al
nostro proposito. ‘Bacimi (dice nella Cantica la Sposa al suo Sposo) col bacio della sua bocca.’ E come
conviene che la Chiesa chiegga uno bacio al suo Sposo, il quale è Dio? che hanno a fare gli atti amorosi
degli uomini nell’amor divino? Ma ecco che, col mezzo dell’allegoria, si fa dileguare ogni nebbia di
sconvenevolezza, poscia che per questo bacio, desiderato con tanto ardor dalla Sposa, si dee intendere
l’incarnazione del Verbo, nella quale si congiunsero le due nature, divina et umana, e si fece la
communicazione degli idiomi dell’una e dell’altra, come nel bacio s’uniscono le due bocche, e si mischiano
e confondono i fiati di quei che si baciano.” Gregorio Comanini, Il Figino, Figino, overo del fine della
pittura (1591), in Barocchi, Trattati, III, 351-352.
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One of the common methodologies remains iconographic interpretation, though this is often approached
in a much less restrictive fashion than in the scholarship on San Lorenzo. In his article Leo Steinberg, “A
Corner,” 245-251, used contemporary copies of the Last Judgment as an important point of comparison in
order to highlight aspects of the work that would have been unsettling to sixteenth-century viewers—the
divided nature of Hell—instead of assuming a prescribed set of iconographic conventions. John Dixon, ,
“Michelangelo’s Last Judgment: Drama of Judgment or Drama of Redemption?” Studies in Iconography,
IX (1983): 67-82, noted the relatively marginal role played by the damned in the image to reconsider the
assumption that the focus was predominantly on condemnation. Marcia Hall also noted the redemptive
emphasis of the image in considering the resurrection of the perfected bodies that Michelangelo portrayed
in relation to Augustine’s account of the last day. Hall, “Michelangelo’s Last Judgment: Resurrection of
the Body and Predestination,” The Art Bulletin, 58 (March 1976): 85-92; Hall, “Introduction,” in
Michelangelo’s Last Judgment, ed. Marcia B. Hall (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 1-50.
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including symmetrical pairings; diagonal, horizontal, and vertical structures; and circular
or cyclical arrangements—provide insight into the image’s significance.656 A second
approach explores the associative connotations that accompany visual allusion.657
In his arrangement of the frescoes Pontormo has produced carefully paired sets of
images on the side walls that suggest important conceptual juxtapositions. The frescoes
adjacent to the nave represented man’s labors on earth and his greatest distance from
God, and those in the center the hope of salvation through obedience. The interior
pairing, closest to the central wall, seems to continue this sense of progression toward
Christ by representing the divinely imparted guidelines for salvation, but complicates this
idea as there is also a clear prioritization between the two images, with the Laws of
Moses being superceded by the Gospels of the New Testament. Thus there is a
simultaneously salvific movement toward Christ on the center wall, and, as this narrative
motion is interrupted, an abstract juxtaposition of Law and Grace.658 The pairing on the
lower lateral walls seem to echo this typological parallel, with the Deluge the earlier
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Berthold Hub, , “…e fa dolce la morte: Love, Death, and Salvation in Michelangelo’s Last Judgment,”
Artibus et Historiae 26 (2005): 103-130, in his investigation of the figures embracing in heaven included
extensive consideration of Michelangelo’s poetry, Neoplatonic references, and the other drawn studies by
Michelangelo executed during the same years.
656

Jack Greenstein’s article, “‘How Glorious the Second Coming of Christ’: Michelangelo’s Last Judgment
and the Transfiguration,” Artibus et Historiae 10 (1989): 33-57, proposes that the central grouping of John
the Baptist, Christ, and Peter, suggested a typological reference to the Transfiguration. Charles Burroughs,
“The Last Judgment of Michelangelo: Pictorial Space, Sacred Topography, and the Social World,” Artibus
et Historiae 16 (1995): 55-89, suggests that the prominent group of centrally displayed martyrs, as well as
the organization of sacred space in the Sistine chapel and the Sala Regia, were designed to allude to sites of
pilgrimage in Rome and the presence of holy relics in select churches.
657

One of the most commonly discussed allusions in Michelangelo’s fresco is the Apollonian semblance of
his unbearded Christ, which is examined at length by Valerie Shrimplin-Evangelidis, “Sun-Symbolism and
Cosmology in Michelangelo’s Last Judgment,” Sixteenth Century Journal, 21 (1990): 607-644; “Hell in
Michelangelo’s ‘Last Judgment,’” Artibus et Historiae, 15 (1994): 98-107.
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Corti, “Pontormo a San Lorenzo,” 21-22, comes closest to acknowledging this dual arrangement.
Subsequent scholars reduce this to the juxtaposition of Law and Grace, or Old and New Testament.
Simoncelli, “Due Appunti,” 339; “Damianaki, “Pontormo’s Lost Frescoes,” 93-95.
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instance of God’s purging of mankind, and the Resurrection of the Dead the final such
moment of justice, promising both redemption and condemnation. Ultimately however,
the salvific emphasis of the cycle finds its undeniable culmination in the figure of Christ
on the rear wall.
In developing the imagery for his central fresco Pontormo follows a schematic
logic similar to the lateral pairings, though here the symbolic coupling demonstrates a
condition of hierarchy as opposed to parity, with Christ situated directly above the
creation of Eve. Mounted between two windows, the vertical format of the scene is well
suited to this hieratic arrangement, recalling both the iconic stability of many earlier
altarpieces and the diagrammatic logic of contemporary prints designed to “induce an
appropriate mental effort,” such as those produced in the service of the Reformation.659
In addition to subtly manipulating well-known pictorial conventions, these prints
employed a didactic clarity that relied upon strict oppositional comparisons.660 As Joseph
Koerner has pointed out, Luther’s deep-seated suspicion of overly complex images had a
demonstrable impact on Reformation works of art, and particularly those executed by
Lucas Cranach, his close collaborator. “Designing images like those of the Law and the
Gospels had taught Cranach to structure pictures like diagrams.”661 While it would be
impossible to confirm a direct relationship between Cranach’s Lutheran images and
Pontormo’s San Lorenzo frescoes, they both employ similar strategies of visual legibility.
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For the suitability of prints to this type of representation see Rebecca Zorach, “Meditation, Idolatry,
Mathematics: The Printed Image in Europe around 1500,” in The Idol in the Age of Art, ed. Michael Cole
and Rebecca Zorach (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2009), 317-242.
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On the manipulation of established motifs in Reformation art see Christiane Andersson, “Popular
Imagery in German Reformation Broadsheets,” in Print and Culture in the Renaissance: Essays on the
Advent of Printing in Europe, ed. Gerald P. Tyson, Silvia S. Wagonheim (Newark, NJ: University of
Delaware Press, London and Toronto: Associated University Presses, 1982), 120-150.
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Even more suggestive, however, is the fact that a particular iconographic motif seemingly
invented by Cranach for his altarpiece of the Law and the Gospel—which was later
reproduced and disseminated as a popular print—is the closest visual parallel that exists
to the central imagery that so perplexed Vasari (Figs. 3.27 & 3.28).662
On the left (the Law side) of Cranach’s painting Christ, portrayed as he is
described by John in the Apocalypse, floats with his heavenly court almost directly above
the figures of Adam and Eve as they hold the fateful apple between them.663 In
Pontormo’s rendition as well Christ hovers in a mandorla, though here it is figural instead
of atmospheric, while God the Father creates Eve directly below. The implication is
clear; the creation of woman led to original sin, which is then redeemed by Christ’s
sacrifice in the Passion. The emphasis of Cranach’s juxtaposition, located as it is on the
side of the Law, is condemnatory rather than redemptive, but the similarities—both
thematic and compositional—are compelling.664
Beneath these significant interstices, however, it is clear that these artists were
operating according to fundamentally different pictorial strategies. As Koerner argues, it
is not merely iconographic content that was simplified and schematized in Lutheran art,
but the very style and appearance of the image too must be crude in order to call attention
to itself as fiction; “the drastically formulaic character of the painting as painting suits a
religion where the real truth, by definition, lies not in the faithfulness to a world but in
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There are two altarpiece versions of the Law and Gospel, one in Gotha and the other in Prague. This
conversation focuses on the work in Gotha, after which the prints were designed.
663

“and out of his mouth proceeded a sharp, two-edged sword: and his countenance was as the sun shineth
in his strength.” Rev. 1:16.
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Bonnie Noble, Lucas Cranach the Elder: Art and Devotion of the German Reformation (Lanham, MD:
University Press of North America, 2009), 27-53, has made a compelling argument for the presence of the
dual nature of God, judging and merciful, appearing on both sides of the Law and Gospel panels and prints.
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faith in words.”665 Pontormo’s diagrammatic clarity, on the other hand, is overlaid with
figural complexity and artistic allusion. Indeed, even his reference to Cranach’s work
imbues his own images with a further nuanced depth.
Pontormo’s drawings of Christ show him as youthful and robust. His arms and
shoulders are well-muscled and his is torso is free of the marring puncture of the lance.
The nude angels that encircle him contort themselves into a variety of poses as they bear
aloft books and the crown of thorns, such that one immediately recalls Gilio’s “mattaccini
o gioccolieri” who fulfilled a similar role in Michelangelo’s Last Judgment.666
Immediately below and to the right of Christ God the Father blesses with his right hand
while drawing the newly woken Eve from Adam’s sleeping form. God’s torso shifts to
the right while his hips jut to the left, echoing the bend in Christ’s knees and following
the curving ring of angels. Unlike Cranach Pontormo does not create a neat demarcation
between the two scenes, but allows the figure of God to obscure some of the nudes
behind him, just as Christ’s blessing hands overlap the upper arc of angels. This
concatenation of nude forms, and indeed the overall predominance of the figure against
an almost bare background, would certainly have been recognizable to contemporary
viewers as a stylistic recollection of the Sistine Last Judgment.
Pontormo could have had a number of reasons for evoking the style of
Michelangelo. If we follow Vasari’s logic then he was driven largely by pride, but it
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Koerner, Reformation of the Image, 235. Elsewhere he also discusses Augustine’s concept that a crude,
simple style was appropriate to renditions of Christ, 122-124. Charles Talbot, “An Interpretation of Two
Paintings by Cranach in the Artist’s Late Style,” National Gallery of Art: Report and Studies in the History
of Art (1967): 67-88, has suggested that the entirety of Cranach’s later style in both sacred and secular
subjects was an intentional shift toward “an approach that is thoroughly ideational…To this end he has
sheared his presentation of richly modeled and emotion-laden forms which previously has saturated the
observer’s sense and competed with rational contemplation of subjects.”
666
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seems much more likely that such a choice was the result of a competitive homage.
Pontormo had always been fascinated by his older contemporary’s work, and in the 1530s
he had the opportunity to execute two paintings based on Michelangelo’s cartoons.667
Further, in planning his work for San Lorenzo Pontormo would have been aware that in
one of his earlier projects for the cappella maggiore Clement VII had commissioned a
ciborio from Michelangelo, that would, it was hoped, be complemented at some future
date by frescoes executed in the same master’s hands.668 It is also probable that the
contemporary cultural situation would have affected both Pontormo’s creative process
and the perspective of the viewing public. In these very years Cosimo’s Accademia
Fiorentina was espousing new concepts of fiorentinità, attempting to elucidate new norms
for both linguistic and artistic expression, with the result that Michelangelo’s figural
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“In questo mezzo, avendo il signor Alfonso Davalo marchese del Guasto ottenuto, per mezzo di fra’
Niccolò della Magna, da Michelagnolo Buonarroti un cartone d’un Cristo che appare alla Madalena
nell’orto, fece ogni opera d’avere il Puntormo che glielo conducesse di pittura, avendogli detto il
Buonarroto che niuno poteva meglio servirlo…Veggendosi adunque qunata stima facesse Michelagnolo del
Puntormo, e con quanta diligenza esso Puntormo conducesse a perfezzione e ponesse ottimamente in
pittura i disegni e ‘ cartoni di Michelagnolo, fece tanto Bartolomeo Bettini, che il Buonarruoti suo
amicissimo gli fece un cartone d’una Venere ignuda con un Cupido che la bacia, per farla fare di pittura
Pontormo.” Vasari-BB, II, 489. Alfonso D’Avalos did not commission the work for himself, but for
Vittoria Colonna, who was his cousin’s widow. See above, chapter two, n. 446. There are three versions
extant, two in Florence at the Casa Buonarroti, and the third in a private collection in Milan. The Milan
version is accepted as an original by Pontormo, and one of the Casa Buonnarroti is now attributed to
Battista Franco. The attribution for the third work has vacillated between Pontormo and Bronzino. Cécile
Beuzelin in Bronzino: Artist and Poet, cat. 1.15, 82. The Venus and Cupid is also extant and housed in the
Uffizi. For recent literature on this work see Venus and Love: Michelangelo and the New Ideal of Beauty,
ex. cat., ed. Franca Falletti and Jonathan Katz Nelson (Florence: Giunti, 2002).
668

Two letters of 1526 that were sent to Michelangelo from Giovan Francesco Fattucci in Rome detail the
ciborium that Clement hoped to have executed. It seems that at this point the frescoes were no longer an
active project, but still hoped for at some point in the future. “Et circa il ciborio dell’altare maggiore, gli
piace sommamente, ma non vorrebe torre la veduta della cappella, avendosi a dipingere, quando piacerà a
Dio.” (Feb 8) “Del ciborio, disse che gli piace grandemente in sull’altare; ma quello che lo faceva pensare
altrove, era per non guastare la vostra fantasia, cioè se voi volessi uno dì dipingere la cappella, et non
vorrebbe che questo ciborio gli togliessi la veduta.” (Feb 23) Il Carteggio di Michelangelo, ed. Paola
Barocchi and Renzo Ristori (Florence: Sansoni Ed., 1973), III, 207-208, 210-211. Pilliod, Pontormo,
Bronzino, Allori, 41, 241, n. 110.
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language was seen to epitomize Florentine style.669 Indeed, this was ostensibly Vasari’s
own goal in the Accademia del Disegno and the second edition of The Lives, though his
understanding of the difficulties presented by Michelangelesque emulation was much
more practical.
Notable among Pontormo’s references to Michelangelo was the youthful,
beardless visage of his Christ. This was one of the features of Michelangelo’s fresco that
had been immediately singled out for scrutiny and opprobrium by contemporary
commentators.670 More recently it has been posited that Michelangelo’s Christ
manifested a deliberately Apollonian type, with specific reference to the Apollo
Belvedere (Fig. 3.29).671 Such an interpretation conforms to Michelangelo’s wellestablished working process in which the same figural type would be used in one study
for a pagan subject, and then, often upon reorientation, would be reutilized in another
study as a Christian figure.672 Nor was this transferability of types purely a formal
exercise; generally a thematic resonance would link the pagan and Christian subjects, as
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See chapter one. The concept of a Michelangelesque fiorentinità in portraits is discussed by
Costamagna, “De la ‘fiorentinità’ des portraits de Pontormo et de Bronzino,” Paragone, 62 (2005): 50-75;
“The Portraits of Bronzino,” in The Drawings of Bronzino, ed. Carmen Bambach, Janet Cox-Rearick, and
George Goldner (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2010), 51-60.
670

This complaint was first recorded in a letter by Nino Sernini to his patron Cardinal Ercole Gonzaga,
dated November 19, 1541. “Altri dicono che ha fatto Christo senza barba et troppo gionvane che non ha in
se quella maestè che gli si convience, et così in comma non manca chi dica.” As cited in André Chastel, A
Chronicle of Italian Renaissance Painting, trans. Linda and Peter Murray (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University
Press, 1984), 278. See also Barnes, The Last Judgment, 78.
671

For the Apollo-Belvedere reference specifically see “How Glorious,” 49; Burroughs, “The Last
Judgment of Michelangelo,” 88 n.120; Hub, “…e fa dolce la morte,” 116. For an overview of the ChristApollo reference in Michelangelo’s fresco (without reference to the Apollo Belvedere in particular) see
Shrimplin-Evangelis, “Sun-Symbolism,” 607-644.
672 David Rosand, Drawing Acts: Studies in Graphic Expression and Representation (Cambridge, U.K.
and New York: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 188-196, 208-210; Hub, “…e fa dolce la morte,” 116118.
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was demonstrably the case with the Apollo-Christ.673 Other possible allusions to
Michelangelo include Pontormo’s Sleeping Adam, which may have been an adaptation of
a Michelangelo Resurrection drawing, and the pose of Christ himself, which Janet CoxRearick has suggested was meant to recall Michelangelo’s Pietà—a presentation drawing
created for Vittoria Colonna (Fig. 3.30).674
While this last proposal must remain unconfirmed, such an oblique figural
reference conforms to the subtlety with which Pontormo approached all of his religious
commissions. This allusion would not have been available to the general public, but, as
with many aspects of the work, would have catered to specific viewers, allowing them to
consider the devotional connotations of this visual analogy. By reorienting the body of
Christ so that it is frontal, almost iconic, Michelangelo’s Pietà offers up the salvific body
as the primary object of devotion, yet at the same time Mary’s steadfast bereavement is
an integral part of the image, a tension that reflected the ambivalent role that the Virgin’s
suffering played in spirituali circles.675 The seeming affirmation too of sola fide that is
implied in Christ’s presentation to the viewer as a gift, is attenuated by the line of text on
the Cross. Visually assimilated to the blood of Christ that would often run down the
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Victor Stoichita, “La sigla del Pontormo: il programma iconografico della decorazione del Coro di San
Lorenzo,” Storia dell’arte, 38/40 (1980), 241-256, suggests that in Pontormo’s case this figure is not a
Christ-Apollo, but rather Christ as Mercurio dei Filosofi, proposing an alchemical reading of the cycle that
is not supported by any evidence.
674

For the Adam see Elizabeth Pilliod, “The Influence of Michelangelo: Pontormo, Bronzino and Allori,”
in Reactions to the Master: Michelangelo’s Effect on Art and Artists in the Sixteenth Century, ed. Francis
Ames-Lewis, Paul Joannides (Aldershot, UK: Ashgate Publishing, 2003), 48. Cox-Rearick, Drawings of
Pontormo, I, 88.
675

For the Christocentric emphasis in the work see Nagel, “Gifts,” 655-657. Maria Forcellino,
Michelangelo, Vittoria Colonna, 70, sees Michelangelo’s rendition as a visual parallel to the Virgin as
described in the sermons of Bernardino Ochino. Una Roman D’Elia, “Drawing Christ’s Blood,” 94,
advocates for the complex attitudes that many of these reformers had toward the contemplation of both
Christ and Mary’s suffering. “The suffering is both insisted upon to an unusual degree and denied, often in
the same work.”
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surface of the wood, this line is taken from Dante’s Inferno: “ Non vi si pensa quanto
sangue costa.” (“They do not think how much blood it costs.”) The reference is not to
the blood of Christ, but rather that spilled by martyrs in defense of their belief.
Pontormo’s central image contains a similar paradox. Christ’s welcoming gesture
combined with the rising columns of souls does seem to imply the sentiment from the
Beneficio di Cristo that “he who believes in Him, is not judged.”676 Yet the depiction of
Lawrence’s martyrdom, an act that would have held no efficacious properties for a
reformer that truly refuted the cult of saints, mitigates the message of sola fide. The
image can assert multiple truths at once, in a way that denies the simplicity of a single
interpretation.
In this section I have sought to establish the various ways in which paintings in
general—and Pontormo’s frescoes in particular—convey meaning outside the strict
bounds of iconography.677 Employing compositional arrangement and juxtaposition,
combined with typological and stylistic allusion, Pontormo created a multi-layered image
fully suited to the diverse society that was his audience. Amongst those who would have
been most attuned to the complexity of the work were the members of the Accademia
Fiorentina, particularly those whose approach to the devotional and aesthetic mirrored the
considered prevarication displayed by Vittoria Colonna in her writings on Michelangelo’s
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Fontanini, Beneficio di Cristo, 30: “colui, che crede in lui, non è giudicato.”
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Firpo, Gli Affreschi, 103-104, touched upon the elusive nature of the image, but saw this as confined to
iconographic invention alone, thus preventing him from achieving a more nuanced analysis of the images
themselves. “Il Pontormo e i suoi commitenti seppero trovare brillanti soluzioni iconografiche per
communicare il senso autentico di quelle pagine solo apparentamente semplici e piane, fitte in realtà di
implicazioni e discorsi allusive, dove ciò che era taciuto non era meno importante di ciò che era detto, nel
difficile sforzo (percepibile tanto nel testo quanto nell’affresco) di annunciare verità ed eludere sospetti, di
trasmettere un messaggio e al tempo stesso di occultarlo, di rivolgersi a interlocutori diversi e di utilizzare
quindi un linguaggio non univoco.”
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art. Indeed, if Michelangelo’s Last Judgment can be seen to employ the strategies of
poetic fiction, then Pontormo’s frescoes may be seen as exercising a visual language that
paralleled the literary evasiveness of academic nicodemism.678

Religious Simulation
Cosimo’s tolerant policy toward religious practice that extended up to the early 1550s
meant that Florentine devotional simulation was not, in these years, a result of political
exigency.679 Rather this practice, commonly referred to as Nicodemism, was an innate
feature of Italian evangelical movements, inextricably linked to the conciliatory attitude
toward the Catholic church that was advocated by figures like Contarini, Pole, and
Valdés.680 Yet simulation was not confined to religious circles, but was related to
broader cultural trends pervasive in the early modern period.681 While the avalanche of
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A similar approach—considering painted images not as the illustrations of textual precedents, but as
independent formulations that employ communicative and compositional strategies parallel to those utilized
in certain types of texts—has also been fruitfully applied in studies on Romanino and Jacopo Bassano. See
Alessandro Nova, “Folengo and Romanino: The Questione della Lingua and its Eccentric Trends,” Art
Bulletin, v. 76 (1994), 664-679: Paolo Berdini, The Religious Art of Jacopo Bassano: Painting as Visual
Exegesis (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997).
679

Anne Jacobson Schutte, “The Lettere Volgari,” 661-676, has demonstrated that the presence of
evangelical letters declined sharply in published anthologies in the mid-1550s, providing evidence outside
of the Florentine environs that seems to match the situation in the city. Cosimo’s shift in policy will be
discussed in greater detail below.
680

For an overview of this concept in the literature see chapter two, pages, n. 107-109. In his chapter on
the difusion of Nicodemism in Italy Ginzburg acknowledges that the prevalence in Italy of Valdesian
spiritualism made it difficult to determine what, if any, impact the Strasbourg practice codified by Brunfels
might have had on the peninsula. He tentatively outlines two possible points of connection between
Strasbourg and the south, but his focus is on Bologna and Ferrara and therefore does not offer any specific
insight into the Florentine situation. Ginzburg, Il Nicodemismo, 159-181.
681

See Miriam Eliav-Feldon, Renaissance Imposters and Proofs of Identity (New York: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2012), esp. “Ch. 2: Religious Dissimulation,” 16-67. For more direct reference to Italy see
John Jeffries Martin, “Inventing Sincerity, Refashioning Prudence: the Discovery of the Individual in
Renaissance Europe,” The American Historical Review, 102 (1997): 1309-1342; Martin, Myths of
Renaissance Individualism (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004); Jo Ann Cavallo, “Joking Matters:
Politics and Dissimulation in Castiglione’s Book of the Courtier,” Renaissance Quarterly, 53 (2000): 402424.
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scholarship on the mutability of early modern personae may somewhat overstate the case,
it is in just the circles of courtly intelligentsia represented by the Accademia Fiorentina
that such simulation was most frequently advocated as a way of life, despite its attendant
moral ambiguity.682
The inherent conflict between honesty and practicality that formed the foundation
of these practices was frequently discussed. In his Opere Francesco Guicciardini wrote
“It is much praised in men and pleasing to all to be of a liberal and open nature, and, as
they say in Florence, blunt; simulation, on the other hand, is disparaged and hateful, but it
is much more useful for oneself, and that other reality is more beneficial to others than to
oneself.”683 Indeed, as it is made clear in his Ricordi, Guicciardini himself was an avid
practitioner of Nicodemism, deliberately keeping secret his admiration for Luther.
Massimo Firpo has proposed that in addition to the practical advantages it
entailed, Valdesian Nicodemism was also motivated by principles inherent to Valdés’
pursuit of spiritual perfection. For the Spanish reformer the true faith could only be
achieved by slow, interior progress toward Christ that was often compared to the gradual
illumination of a darkened way. Each journey was different for each individual, and the
way was obscured to the outside world, hidden from its interference.684 Thus, despite the
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There was conflict within the evangelical movement over how accessible sophisticated theological
concepts were to the general populace. Certain figures, like Contarini, objected to preachers who spoke on
complex aspects of Augustine without understanding them, while others sought to reach a larger audience.
For Bernardino Ochino the vernacular became a tool to be used against the clever nicodemism of the
intelligensia. Simoncelli, Evangelismo Italiano, 69-70, 308.
683

“È lodato assai negli uomini ed è grato a ognuno lo essere di natura liberi e reali, e, come si dice in
Firenze, schietti; è biasimata da altro canto e odiosa la simulazione, ma è molto più utile a sé medesimo; e
quella realtà giova più presto a altri che a sé.” As cited in Biondi, “La Giustificazione,” 8.
684

See Massimo Firpo, Tra Alumbrados e ‘Spirituali’: Studi su Juan de Valdés e il Valdesianesimo nella
crisi religiosa del ‘500 italiano (Florence: Leo S. Olschki, 1990). 53-62.
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somewhat mocking tone he employs, it is not surprising when Valdés concedes to the
wishes of Giulia Gonzaga, who begs for his spiritual guidance.
…you wish me to show you some royal and ladylike road by which you
may be able to get to God without turning away from the world, and by
which you can attain the interior humility without showing it outwardly;
possess the virtue of patience without the occurrence to you of what would
exercise it; despise the world, but in a manner that the world may not
condemn you; clothe your soul with Christian virtues without despoiling
the body of its accustomed ornaments; nourish your soul with spiritual
viands without depriving the body of its usual banquets; you wish to
appear good in the sight of God without appearing ill in the eyes of the
world; and in short by this path you wish to be able to lead your religious
life, but in a mode that no person of the world, even with the great
familiarity and intercourse he might have with you, could discover in your
life more than he at present knows.685
This is exactly that which he will give her: “I am bold to tell you, my mind is equal to set
you in the way you desire, without worldly persons perceiving it in you, in such a manner
that if you engage yourself to it, with the grace of God.”686 In this regard she is not
merely seeking to hide from the world, but to pursue that interior path, that “secret
contemplation…that people reach by inspiration” rather than “public contemplation of
Christ.”687 Even the central tenent of evangelism—justification by faith, not works—was
expressed in such a fashion that conformity with certain Catholic practices was
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Juan de Valdés, Alfabeto Cristiano: which teaches the true way to acquire the light of the Holy Spirit
(1535), trans. Benjamin Wiffen (London: Bosworth & Harrison, 1861), 44-45. “vorreste che io vi
mostrassi un camino reale et signorile per lo quale poteste arrivare a Dio senza mostrate la esteriore,
possedere la virtù della patientia senza che v’accadesse dove essercitarla, disprezzare il mondo ma di tale
maniera che ‘l mondo non vi disprezzasse voi, vestire l’anima vostra di virtudi christiane senza spolgliarvi
il corpo delle solite vestimenta, mantenere l’anima vostra con vivande spirituali senza privare il corpo
vostro de soliti cibi, parer bene ngeli occhi di Dio senza parer male negli occhi del mondo. Et infine per
questo camino voi vorreste poter fare la vita vostra christiana, ma di modo che nessuna persona del mondo
per molta familiarità et conversatione ch’havesse con voi potesse conoscere nella vita vostra più di quello
che conosce al presented.” Valdés, Alfabeto Cristiano, 27.
686

Valdés-Wiffen, Alfabet Cristiano, 48. “ardisco dirle che mi basata l’animo di porvi nel camino che
desideriate, di tale maniera che se voi vi disponete a ciò con la gratia di Dio.” Valdés, Alfabeto Cristiano,
29.
687

“Hor questa cognitione segreta è quella ch’io dico, alla quale pervengono le personse per inspiratione.”
Valdés, Alfabeto Cristiano, 60.
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permissible. In fact, works were still performed by evangelicals; it was simply a matter
of their greater purpose. As it is stated in the Beneficio, “The true Christian, that is, he
who is made justified by the justification of Christ, does not ask if good works are
required or not, but, moved and incited by the passion of divine love, immediately offers
sainted and Christian works, and never ceases from such endeavors.”688

Even more subtle was the Nicodemism employed by many members of the Accademia.
If we return briefly to the example of Benedetto Varchi, the relationship between such
expression and Pontormo’s fresco becomes clearer, as both partake of similar strategies
of evasion, allusion, and simultaneous affirmation and negation. 689
In the Orazione di Benedetto Varchi nella Cena del Signore the academic
identifies the Eucharist as “commemorative of the Passion of the Lord, which was the
true Sacrifice,” and that when parishoners take the bread and wine they do so “in his
memory.”690 Yet these words, which would appear to undermine the miracle of
Transubstantiation by calling the host mere memory, are then immediately qualified:
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“Il vero cristiano, cioè colui che si tiene giusto per la giustizia di Cristo, non domanda se le buone opere
sono di precetto o no, ma, commosso e incitato da una violenza di amor divino, s’offerisce prontissimo alle
opere sante e cristiane, né mai cessa dal bene operare.” Benedetto da Mantova, Beneficio di Cristo, 44.
689

Giovan Battista Gelli is another member of the Accademia that is often singled out by modern scholars
for his simulative, or Nicodemitic, tendencies. Abigail Brudin, “Literary Production,” 59, points out that
Gelli would often raise certain issues only to them assert that he would not speak of them, citing: “Ma
perche questo lume secondo che dice l’Apostolo, è un dono di Dio dato da lui solamente à chi cuole (e però
voi havete nel sacr’Evangelio, che ei disse a suo Discepoli, Io ho eletto voi & non voi me) & non è potenza
naturale dell’anima nostra, onde non si conviene all’huomo come huomo, ma come eletto & servo di Dio,
io non ne voglio parlare.” He takes up a similar strategy in his I Capricci di Bottaio when he allows one of
his interlocutors to explore Lutheran objections to purgatory, and then has the other state: “Ma lasciamo
andar questi ragionamenti: ché io non voglio che noi parliamo contro alla Chiesa.” As cited in Gaston,
“Iconography and Portraiture,” 62. His Modo di orare is often viewed as a nicodemitic tract praising
private prayer. Simoncelli, Evangelsimo Italiano, 367-368. Sanesi, “Dell’Accademia,” 237-239, actively
denies any such claims.
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“commemorativo della passione del Signore, la quale fu il vero Sagrifizio,” “in sua ricordazione…” As
cited in Simoncelli, Evangelismo Italiano, 341. The year of this sermon is not recorded. Ibid., 398, fn. 36.
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There is not anyone, gentlemen, that expects from me those subtle
disputes that are often held on the true nature of the body of Christ in the
Host, on transubstantiation, of accidents without substance, and similar
things because I suppose that of the truth of this there is not one who
doubts, holding firmly that which is ordered by the Santa Chiesa; first
because reason is not sufficient to all things, and then because for this
sacrament faith is necessary.691
He affirms and then denies, or, perhaps more accurately he implies and then evades.
Varchi’s discussion of free will in 1544 adopted a different tactic. While initially
he asserted that he had no interest in contemporary authors, he later allows that of those
that have written in modern times he could be “contented by none others more than” two
letters written by “the most learned and reverend Cardinal Contarini” and Andrea da
Volterra’s Santo Spirito sermon “in which he disputed the issue of grace and works.”692
By simultaneously praising these two figures, whose views on the subject were in fact
quite different, Varchi allowed himself space to slide between the more conciliatory
approach advocated by Contarini and the bold denial of free will that Ghetti’s
conclusions entailed.
Varchi’s final strategy was that he employed in the Sermone fatto alla Croce of
1549. As noted above, the themes and structure of this text were derived from the
Beneficio di Cristo, but the language itself was so cleverly circuitous that Varchi was able
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“Non sia nessuno però, Signori, che aspetti da me quelle dispute sottili che sogliono farsi della vera
essenza del Corpo di Cristo in quell’Ostia, della transustanziazione, degli accidenti senza subietto e simili
perché io mi presuppongo che della verità di esso non sia chi dubiti, tenendo per fermo quello che han
ordinato la Santa Chiesa; prima perché a necessaria la fede.” As cited in Ibid., 341.
692

“…e se pure alcuno mi domandasse che piú mi piace di quegli che n’hanno scritto modernamente, a cui
si può creere e non credere senza pregiudizio della fede, dico che [tra] quegli che ho letto io niuno mi
contenta più he quello che ne scrisse il dottisimo e reverendissimo cardinale Contarino in due lettere scritte
da lui con non minor pietà e religione, per non dire santità, che dottrina e giudizio, per non dire
spirazione…E tanto più veggendo poi che le medisime cose sono state dichiarate ed intese quasi nel
medesimo modo dal reverendo padre frate Andrea da Volterra nella sua disputa della grazia e delle opere,
predicata pubblicamente in Santo Spirito.” Benedetto Varchi, Opere di Benedetto Varchi ora per la prima
volta raccolte, ed. Antonio Racheli (Trieste: Lloyd austriaco, 1858-59), II, 398.
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to give the impression of orthodoxy, particularly to a casual listener, while his true
intentions could only be disentangled upon close examination.693 Thus the allusion to a
bolder text was preserved, but it was at least partially masked. He also took the further
precaution, upon having it printed, to absolve himself of any true responsibility by
writing a dedication to Alessandro Lenzi that made it clear that it was only under Lenzi’s
direction that Varchi was compelled to discuss such dangerous topics. Moreover, he
pleads with Lenzi to show the work to no one, or if he is to do so, to have a priest look
over it and amend it as needed.694
The dissimulative attitude that Varchi epitomizes provides another avenue by
which to approach Pontormo’s frescoes. Both speak in the language of equivocation,
though perhaps the greatest difference is that this is a trait inherent to the nature of the
image, and our understanding of it. Despite the fact that Daniele da Volterra was
compelled to clothe Michelangelo’s Last Judgment, the work was never destroyed; in
Italy paintings were not defaced; sculptures were not broken. The Inquisition did not
succeed in condemning painters for their work, and an Index of heretical images was
never created. Texts, on the other hand, were submitted to the list and to the fire; they
were banned and burned, while images largely remained untouched. Pontormo was a
master of utilizing this innate polyvalence of the image, of harnessing the implications,
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Simoncelli, Evangelismo Italiano, 336.
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“…ma come voi scusarà dall’haverlovi dato il troppo disiderio che io ho havuto di compiacervi, et
perché il favellare di cotali materie è tanto pericoloso, quanto voi sapete, et massimamente in questi tempi,
et a chi non ne fa professione, come io non fo, essendo occupato in cose molte diverse, vi prego prima a
non voleree darne copia a nessuno, poi a farlo, innanzi che si reciti, rivedere ad un qualche Teologo, il
quale l’ammendi et corregga se in luogo alcuno fosse o discordante dalla relgigione Christiana o scandaloso
a l’anime pie.” As cited in Ibid., 334. A similar tactic was employed when Alessandro Strozzi appended
an explicitly Catholic interpretation to Andrea Ghetti’s Trattato. Firpo, Gli Affreschi, 234-5.
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the subtleties, and the nuances, so that, in his frescoes at San Lorenzo, he was able
portray multiple languages using a single brush.

Coda: Baccio Bandinelli and the Choir of the Florentine Cathedral
It has become an art historical truism to present Baccio Bandinelli’s project for the choir
of the Duomo, begun in 1547, as an immediate response to the sixth session of the
Council of Trent, and a direct rebuttal of Pontormo’s frescoes in San Lorenzo.695 This
assertion denies the continued strain between Cosimo and the papacy through the end of
the decade, and the numerous iconographic similarities between the two artistic
undertakings.

For Cosimo I and Charles V the Council of Trent was an opportunity to institute clerical
reform that would allow for the reconciliation of all religious parties and ultimately result
in political stability. That the pope was an obstacle to these goals is clear from a letter
written by the Duke to the Emperor (via Granvelle) on February 6, 1547, advising that
the only way for them to attain their political and religious goals was
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De Benedictis, Christiana. “Devozione-collezione; sulla committenza fiorentina nell’età della
Controriforma,” in Altari e Committenza: Episodi a Firenze nell’età della Controriforma, ed. Cristina De
Benedictis, (Florence: Angelo Pontecorboli Ed., 1996), 7-10; Verdon, Timothy. “Le origini dell’altare
barocco e la Contro-Riforma a Firenze,” in Altari e Committenza: Episodi a Firenze nell’età della
Controriforma, ed. Cristina De Benedictis (Florence: Angelo Pontecorboli Ed., 1996), 22-24; Francesco
Vossilla, “L’Altar Maggiore di Santa Maria del Fiore di Baccio Bandinelli,” in Altari e Committenza:
Episodi a Firenze nell’età della Controriforma, ed. Cristina De Benedictis (Florence: Angelo Pontecorboli
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fiorentini del Cinquecento,” in Altari e Committenza: Episodi a Firenze nell’età della Controriforma, ed.
Cristina De Benedictis (Florence: Angelo Pontecorboli Ed., 1996), 28-35; Timothy Verdon, “Under the
heaven of the Dome,” in Sotto il cielo della Cupola: Il Coro di Santa Maria del Fiore dal Rinascimento al
2000, ed. Timothy Verdon (Milan: Electa, 1997), 24; Irving Lavin. “The Problem of the Choir of Florence
Cathedral,” in Sotto il cielo della Cupola: Il Coro di Santa Maria del Fiore dal Rinascimento al 2000, ed.
Timothy Verdon, 142-150 (Milan: Electa, 1997), 148.
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by way of the council to deprive the Pope of his reputation, and bring
about reform, so that priests will cease their past and present tyranny,
restoring everything to the sacred laws, without touching a single hair of
theirs naturally, but not allowing him further usurpations, which are
nothing less than tyranny…in this way the heresy of Germany will exhaust
itself, and Christianity will be purged of heretics and of the evil and
strange ways of priests.696
Tensions did not abate, and in 1548 Pope Paul III made Antonio di Bindo Altoviti
archbishop of Florence. This is often perceived as a deliberate rebuke on the part of the
pope as Altoviti’s father Bindo, a wealthy Florentine banker living in Rome, was actively
involved in anti-Medici politics after the fall of the Last Republic in 1530.697 Cosimo
refused this appointment and the city of Florence was without a resident archbishop until
1567, when the Duke finally allowed Altoviti to assume his official post.698
Even more striking was the decision to have Cosimo’s confessor, the Franciscan
Raffaelle Sannini, brought before the Inquisition in May of 1549.699 Advance notice of
this action was communicated to Pierfrancesco Riccio by Giovanni Fabrini (a Medici spy
in the Apostolic Camera) who reported having seen a letter to the pope in which Cosimo
was accused of “putting his hands in the things of the church” and that referred to
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“per la via del concilio, tôr la riputazione al Papa con procurare che si facci una reforma, che li pretti
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“Sannini, his confessor, the one who is Lutheran…”700 Subsequent updates from Fabrini
to Riccio, and from Benedetto Buonanni (secretary to the Florentine ambassador in
Rome) to Christiano Pagni (Ducal Secretary), chronicle Sannini’s progress as he was
questioned by various inquisitors under the direction of Fra Theophilo and Cardinal Gian
Pietro Carafa.701 After this campaign failed the Dominican Fra Theophilo was not
appeased, but rather sought to pursue Cosimo himself, using his various acquaintances
against him. Fabrini writes, “As it was considered significant that master Andrea da
Volterra preached Lutheran ideas and that the Duke went to his sermons and did him
great favors. And that Brucioli was prized, and they say that he had been with Martin
Luther and afterward part of the rebellion against Cardinal Medici, and many other such
empty words.”702
Even after the death of Paul III, both Cosimo and the emperor were strongly in
favor of Reginald Pole, the conspicuous evangelical leader, as candidate for the
papacy.703 Had Pole been elected pope—which very nearly occurred—the entire nature
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“metta mano nelle cose della chiesa…Sannini, suo confessore, il quele è luterano, ecc…” As cited in
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Fragnito has published the relevant excerpts from Fabrini’s letters to Riccio. Ibid., 60-64, docs. III-V.
For excerpts from Buonanni’s letters see Ibid., 62, fn. 1. See also, Appendix 2, doc. 16
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Thomaso Medici, and Jacopo Guida see ASF MDP 1175, ins. 1, 45, 46, 47.
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of church reform would have been completely changed, and it is highly questionable that
the movement known as Counter-Reformation would have taken place.704
Given this highly volatile political environment, it is impossible to view
Bandinelli’s choir project as a concerted affirmation of Cosimo’s allegiance to Rome and
the dictates of Trent.705 Nor does the artistic record reflect any such clear propagandistic
purpose. Rather, as Louis Waldman has exhaustively documented, Bandinelli’s project
was in a continual state of adaptation, and the initial designs were not, so to speak, carved
in stone.706
Agostino Lapini records the first phases of construction for the new choir in
October 1547, by which point Cosimo had clearly approved an expanded project that
would include an octagonal parapet in addition to the new high altar and renovated arch
of the choir planned in the earliest phase.707 This parapet followed the model first
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proposed by Brunelleschi, which clearly alluded to the shape of the Baptistery, but was to
be greatly enriched by an extensive program of sculptural ornamentation (Fig. 3.31).708
The exterior of the parapet was to boast bronze reliefs—Vasari puts the number at
twenty-one—of scenes from the Old Testament.709 On the socles and corners were to be
full-length marble reliefs of figures from both the Old and New Testaments, eighty-eight
in all.710
The decoration of the parapet was complemented by free-standing sculptures of
Adam and Eve, the Tree of Knowledge, God the Father, and a Dead Christ supported by
an Angel (Figs. 3.33-3.37). Despite numerous false starts versions of all of these figures
were completed by Bandinelli and installed in the choir according to his original design.
Inside the parapet God the Father was placed on a high pedestal behind the altar with the
Dead Christ with Angel placed on the mensa below (Fig. 3.32). This sculptural group
was framed by the choir arch directly behind the figures, on the opposite side of which,
outside of the sacred precinct of the recinto, Adam and Eve stood immediately below the
Tree of Knowledge. The significant juxtaposition of Original Sin with the redemptive
figure of Christ on the altar is reminiscent of Pontormo’s central fresco at San Lorenzo,
as is the absence of the Virgin or any other intercessory saints, as well as the narrative
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were a point of contention between Bandinelli and Cellini, were never executed and panels of marmi misti
were installed instead in 1572. Waldman, “The Choir of the Florentine Cathedral,” 92-93, 192-198, 264274.
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emphasis on the Old Testament as a framing element to the central iconography of
salvation. Yet in the context of Bandinelli’s choir this arrangement is considered a
perfectly clear articulation of Man’s original fall and ultimate redemption through the
sacrifice of Christ, whose body on the altar is conflated with the Eucharistic miracle
enacted at the height of the Mass.711 While Bandinelli’s decision to portray the Dead
Christ makes the Eucharistic reference explicit, this was by no means a visual tradition
reserved to Tridentine dictates, as demonstrated in chapter two. Further, Bandinelli had
begun a first version of the Dead Christ with Angel as early as 1547, and while the
seventh session of Trent (May 3, 1547) affirmed the general status of the sacraments, it
was not until the thirteenth session (October 11, 1551) that the official position on
Christ’s real presence in the Eucharist was established. A similar kind of reverse
extrapolation is also sometimes utilized regarding Vasari’s subsequent fresco of the Last
Judgment in the Dome, with scholars claiming that this later addition was meant to
clarify the original intentions latent in the Bandinelli choir.712
It is also worthy of note that results of Bandinelli’s endeavors, which proceeded
even more fitfully than Pontormo’s at San Lorenzo, came under severe public scrutiny.
On March 19, 1549 Bandinelli’s first figures of Adam and Eve were revealed, only
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partially finished, to the public. 713 This is recorded in the diary of Antonio Marucelli,
and while his words, as previously observed, carry an almost hysterical edge to them,
they are still striking given Bandinelli’s immediate removal of the offending works.
19th day of March 1549. The filthy, swinish marble figures in Santa Maria
del Fiore by the hand of Baccio Bandinelli were revealed. They were an
Adam and an Eve, by the whole city greatly blamed, as was the Duke
[who] brought such a thing into a cathedral before the altar where the
Most Holy Sacrament of the Body and Blood of the Blessed Jesus Christ
is laid, so that great agitation was aroused in some people.
This complaint was immediately followed by a diatribe against the copy of
Michelangelo’s Pietà that had been put up in Santo Spirito, the origin of which, Marucelli
opined was none other than
the inventor of filth, saving his art but not his devotion, Michelangelo
Buonarroti, so that all modern painters and sculptors imitate similar
Lutheran caprices, for in the holy churches nothing is painted or carved
but figures to bury both faith and devotion; but I hope that one day God
will send his saints to overthrow such idolatries as these.714
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Cathedral,” in Sotto il cielo della Cupola: Il Coro di Santa Maria del Fiore dal Rinascimento al 2000, ed.
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part in Giovanni Gaye, Carteggio inedito di artisti dei secoli XIV, XV, XVI, (Florence” Presso Giuseppe
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Upon their removal Bandinelli promptly converted the Adam into a Bacchus for Cosimo,
who was much pleased by the work, and the Eve was later transformed into a Ceres and
placed in the Buontalenti Grotto.715
While the second incarnation of Bandinelli’s Adam and Eve remained brazenly
nude, the incident highlights the fact that it was decorum rather than subject that
continued to be at issue when it came to religious images in this period. Nor did
Bandinelli remain immune from subsequent critics, though these were of a more
artistically sophisticated vein.716
Ultimately reactionaries like Marucelli might apply the term Lutheran to anything
that displeased them in the religious sphere without regard for accuracy, but the class of
people commissioning major works of art tended to be more appreciative of nuance. In
the end both Bandinelli’s choir and Pontormo’s San Lorenzo frescoes were dismantled or
destroyed, but in neither case were these decisions motivated by religious concern. They
were the victims of physical damage, changing aesthetics, and the egos of those later
rulers who wished to create their own visual legacies.
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Conclusion:
A Pontormo Legacy in Post-Tridentine Florence?
This dissertation has sought to reorient our current understanding of the religious art
produced by the Florentine painter Jacopo da Pontormo. In pursuing this end I have
presented Pontormo’s often cited stylistic variability as the painter’s deliberate and
considered response to the fluctuating norms—devotional, cultural, and political—of the
period. Such a conception marks a stark contrast with those theories that view
Pontormo’s art as inextricably bound to the expression of the artist’s personality. This
trend, begun almost five centuries ago by Giorgio Vasari, has dominated art historical
literature up until the present day. The canonical image presented by Vasari was of an
artist never contented, but constantly swept up in his own mental caprices that were then
made manifest in his stylistic variability. Subsequent scholars placed Pontormo within a
larger category of artists—the so-called first phase of mannerism—whose work
supposedly revealed personalities that have been shaped by the instability and anxiety of
the period. Most recently the suggestion has been put forth that Pontormo’s religious
paintings reflect his own evolving reformist beliefs. By seeing Pontormo as an actively
engaged cultural participant, rather than an isolated genius or passive societal mirror, we
adjust not only our impression of Pontormo, but also the prevailing notions of artistic
agency in the Renaissance period. Moreover, in his work we can begin to see avenues by
which art and praxis reciprocally influenced each other.
In pursuing this last consideration I have argued that Pontormo’s awareness of
what are typically considered genres outside of the purview of high art—prints, terracotta
sculptures, passion plays, and sacri monti—demonstrates a much higher level of
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exchange between different visual media than has been outlined in previous scholarship.
Each of these media fulfilled specific devotional needs in ways that fresco and panel
painting could not, and by making reference to these alternate visual experiences
Pontormo was able to elicit a much richer, more nuanced response from his viewers.
In many ways his two earlier commissions shared greater common ground as they
were both produced on a smaller scale for a relatively limited audience. Adopting the
strategies of direct address and interrupted narrative from sacre rappresentazioni made
sense as he could assume an close spatial relationship between viewer and image;
propinquity coupled with visual accessibility produced intimacy and contemplation. Yet
he was still careful to distinguish between the two as well. At the Certosa the emotive
appeal of the maniera tedesca resonated with the Carthusians’ own devotional practices
that called for intense spiritual identification between the worshipper and the object of
devotion. In addition, his choice to isolate each narrative moment instead of presenting
them contiguously allowed for the kind of perambulatory experience provided by the
theatrical scena aperta alla tedesca and sacri monti. At the Capponi chapel his evocation
of the paragone simultaneously acknowledged the sophisticated taste of his patron, while
raising questions regarding the representation of the divine that were intrinsic to both
artistic and devotional practice. At San Lorenzo Pontormo had to adopt new methods of
visual organization, deliberately pairing diagrammatic legibility with figural complexity
in a way that paralleled the iconographic inventiveness of the central wall, and provided
varying levels of accessibility to a much wider range of viewers.
Pontormo’s working procedures, which entailed the careful tailoring of pictorial
vision to religious circumstance, was definitively at odds with the kind of swift, uniform
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execution of art later advocated by Vasari. It was also the result of extreme sensitivity to
the mutable nature of devotional beliefs in this period. Given then, this seemingly
inextricable relationship between Pontormo’s pictorial strategies and the particular
historical moment, it is worth considering whether such an artistic model would have
been viable for subsequent painters, or whether this approach would have necessarily
fallen victim to changing cultural priorities.

The Changed Cultural Horizon
The last decade of Pontormo’s life coincided with shifting policies in both Florentine
politics and Catholic practice that would culminate in increased austerity and rigidity
after the artist’s death. As it was demonstrated in chapter three, Cosimo I’s fraught
relationship with the papacy allowed for greater religious freedom in Florence through
the end of the 1540s. Shortly after the turn of the decade however, when Pontormo had
been working at San Lorenzo for six years, the Duke’s policies took a decisive turn.
In December of 1551 a commission to investigate heresy in Florence was
approved by the new pope, Julius III, and a sect of heretics was immediately discovered,
with many of them imprisoned for the duration of their questioning.717 Such a massive
inquisitorial undertaking alone had previously been foreign to Cosimo’s Florence, but the
Duke’s response as well clearly revealed his changed priorities. The Duke attempted to
reassure Juan de Fonesco, the bishop of Castellamare, that this episode of heresy was not
“of much importance because they are for the most part foreign artisans and low persons
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who, infected by certain Lutheran opinions, eat meat on Friday.”718 Yet in reality a
number of important citizens were implicated in its proceedings, including Bartolommeo
Panciatichi, Bernardo Ricasoli, and Cornelio Donzellini.719 In August of 1550 Cosimo
had denied Rome’s request to have Panciatichi sent to the papal city to be investigated for
his heretical leanings, whereas in 1552 the Duke came to Panciatichi’s defense, but was
not able to spare him incarceration or the humiliation of participating in a public shaming
and book burning.720 Ricasoli was also aided by the Duke, but he too had to serve time in
confinement (though at San Marco, not in jail) and pay a large fee. Further, it is clear
that Cosimo had earned favor from the inquisitors by distancing himself from Andrea
Ghetti, preventing him from preaching in Florence where he had previously been made
welcome by members of the court.721 Donzellini too was eventually released, though
only after incarceration in the Stinche.722
While Cosimo’s relationship with the papacy continued to undergo some tension,
particularly during the reign of Pope Paul IV, his increased conformity to church doctrine
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progressed steadily with the years, so that in 1561 the Venetian ambassador, Vincenzo
Fedeli, wrote:
…the divine cult [in Florence] is held in the highest veneration, because
the prince esteems this objective with the highest diligence, wanting to
know, learn, and see how the houses and monasteries…are well kept and
officiated, always investigating that there are religious people and of good
doctrine, and if a heretic is discovered, of whatever degree you imagine,
he is severely punished, that such is the fear in the hearts of the lay and
clergy alike, that one doesn’t see any deviation…723
This observation is confirmed by Cosimo’s willingness, in 1566, to betray Pietro
Carnesecchi to the Inquisition. Refusing to recant his beliefs Carnesecchi was beheaded
and burned on October 1, 1567.
That the changed religious atmosphere in the 1560s and afterwards had an impact
on the arts has already been adumbrated above in my discussion of Post-Tridentine
attitudes in the theoretical texts of Gian Andrea Gilio, Raffaelle Borghini, and, to a lesser
degree, even the 1568 edition of Vasari’s Vite. These texts coincided with newly
institutionalized practices regarding artistic and architectural production; indeed, it is
quite a striking historical coincidence that the Council of Trent was concluded the same
year that the Accademia del Disegno was founded. Both of these institutions sought to
codify practice and prescribe guidelines regarding the appearance and function of images
to a degree previously unprecedented. Within this redefined cultural environment, where
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the standardization of art served the consolidation of political and religious power, it
would seem that Pontormo’s individualistic approach and sensitivity to nuance would no
longer have a role to play. Two public religious commissions completed in 1560s
provide the perfect opportunity to test this supposition.

The Montauto Chapel
Some time shortly after his return to Florence in December of 1560 Bronzino’s (former)
pupil, Alessandro Allori, began working at the Montauto family chapel in Santissima
Annunziata. This commission was an extensive project that comprised a large panel
altarpiece with a frescoed vault and walls. The chapel’s iconography is complex,
featuring Biblical narratives and figures of sibyls and prophets embedded in a decorative
armature that is replete with textual inscriptions. In the center of the vault an oval
representation of the Temptation and Expulsion is framed by scenes of Christ’s infancy,
while the two facing walls below portray Christ among the Doctors and The Expulsion of
the Moneylenders. Above the altar stands the Last Judgment in which Allori has copied
figures directly from Michelangelo’s Sistine fresco. Here they have been rearranged to
conform to the limited pictorial field.
Recently Elizabeth Pilliod has proposed that this decorative complex be read as an
affirmation of Counter-Reformation principles, citing the Montauto family’s deed to the
chapel as the guiding dictate: “knowing that prayers and alms extinguish sin, and that
faith and good works in this world are means to acquiring eternal life; and moved by a
certain perpetual devotion and charity and love of God, and of the Virgin Mother of
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God.”724 This explicit declaration certainly aligns the family conclusively with the
decrees passed by the council regarding justification and works. What is even more
striking is the way in which Michelangelo’s Sistine Last Judgment is used and adapted so
that it might be made to conform with newly developing concepts of pictorial clarity and
decorum.
Allori immediately addressed any potential issue of decorum by strategically
shrouding the nudity of the figures. He also removed both Charon and Minos, whose
appearance in Michelangelo’s fresco been questioned due to their non-Biblical origin. In
order to avoid issues of visual ambiguity Allori not only reduced the number of figures in
his work, but repositioned them in a clear pyramidal composition. The vertical hierarchy
of this arrangement allowed him to feature Christ as the pinnacle of salvation, while the
underlying symmetricality reinforced the oppositional distinction between the saved and
the damned. Perhaps most noteworthy, however, was the way in which this altarpiece
was given an explicitly contextual significance through the framework of images and text
in which it was placed.
This kind of complex iconographic relationship between text and image was
exactly of the type that was championed in the academic projects of Giorgio Vasari and
Vincenzo Borghini. The first of these created under the auspices of the Accademia del
Disegno—the funerary celebration for Michelangelo—was begun in the same year that
Allori was completing his Montauto commission, and it is likely he would have been
working on his chapel frescoes at the same time that he executed his contributions to the
San Lorenzo esequies. Indeed, not only was Allori one of the youngest members of the
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Accademia, he was also on demonstrably close terms with Borghini. The latter, who
commissioned copies of the young painter’s contributions to the 1565 apparato, appeared
in the Christ among the Doctors, along with other Florentine literati, intellectuals, and
artists.725 By repurposing the masterpiece of Michelangelo in a more legible format,
creating iconography that conformed to Tridentine dictates, and carefully pursuing the
most highly vaunted value of Vasari’s Accademia—disegno—Allori embodies what
might be considered the new era of Florentine artists, whose process, production, and
values differed drastically by those emphasized by Pontormo.726

Bronzino’s Martyrdom of Saint Lawrence
Bronzino’s San Lorenzo Martyrdom has previously been viewed as a hollow exercise in
academic rhetoric, characterized (in Sydney Freedberg’s compelling/immortal
formulation) as “a beautifully artificial fusion of gymnasium and ballet, played upon an
antique stage.”727 More recently this perspective has been complicated, with scholars
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advocating that the Martyrdom should be seen as Bronzino’s visual equivalent of an art
theoretical treatise. Maurice Brock referred to it as “a declaration of esthetic faith” and
“an artistic program intended for the artists of the future, a last will and testament
directed at time to come.”728
In Brock’s compelling analysis he points out the ways in which Bronzino does not
merely borrow directly from Michelangeloesque prototypes, but creates convincing
evocations of the master’s forms by emulating his interests. Thus, the particular curves
of the limbs, difficult foreshortenings, and reminiscences of antique statuary are often
Bronzino’s own. Such a process calls to mind the way in which Pontormo was able to
evoke the maniera tedesca of Dürer without resorting to exact copies of the northerner’s
figures and compositions. Of course, in the case of Bronzino certain elements,
particularly the figure of Saint Lawrence and the commanding arm of Decius, are more
explicit recollections of Michelangelo’s works, but transposed into an entirely different
setting. Saint Lawrence bears much in common with Michelangelo’s Adam (which pairs
nicely with the hand of God from the Sistine ceiling newly embodied in form of the
emperor), but is even closer to his design for the Venus that was executed by Pontormo in
the 1530s.729 Nor was this cross-genre appropriation entirely casual. While Brock posits
that Bronzino was deliberately defying Gilio by combining allegorical and historical
figures in the same image, Stephen Campbell goes a step further, suggesting that the very
nature of these appropriations point to the newly heterogeneous atmosphere in which
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Bronzino stages his spectacle.730 The disjunction between the medium and the message
is self-conscious, making visual the inherent fractures in artistic production and
significance while, in Campbell’s view, asserting a kind of passivity that allows the
author of the image to disavow any true responsibility for its content.731
Bronzino’s great gymnasium of nudes does not completely follow the practice of
his former master—his artistic references are more explicit and his figures are
contextualized by a proscenium of ancient architecture—yet his refusal to be restricted by
cultural niches is very much in keeping with Pontormo’s legacy. It has been noted that in
practice as well he favored considered diligence over rapid execution, which was one of
the hallmarks of Vasari’s academic commissions, and of the entire third age according to
Vasari’s history. “But what most concerns the whole world of art is that they have now
brought it to such perfection, and made it so easy for him who possesses draughsmanship,
invention, and coloring, that, whereas those early masters took six years to paint one
panel, our modern masters can paint six in one year as I can testify with the greatest
confidence both from seeing and from doing.”732 Indeed, in his Il secondo delle scuse,
Bronzino targeted those painters who worked to0 hastily, chastising them for having
strayed from the “vita veritatis” of study and diligence in language that deliberately
recalled the opening passages of Dante’s Inferno.733 Perhaps this is Bronzino’s verbal
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riposte to Vasari, just as his Saint Lawrence, which took four years to complete, is visual
rebuttal of Vasarian practice.
Bronzino and Allori, master and student, epitomize different ways in which
Florentine artists responded to the massive cultural shifts that occurred in the second half
of the sixteenth century. While neither painter emulated exactly the strategies adopted by
Pontormo, the very fact that such divergent avenues for religious art existed strongly
suggests the possibility of a Pontormo legacy.
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Appendix One: Printed Contemporary Sources
This appendix contains sixteenth-century sources that originaly appeared in print, or have
been re-printed in the modern era. They are arranged according to their appearance in the
dissertation. Any source that I have seen in the original manuscript form will list both the
original source and the contemporary printing.
Doc. 1: Jacopo Pontormo’s letter to Benedetto Varchi in response to question of the
paragone.
“El dileto che io so che voi, magnifico M. Benedetto, pigliate di qualche bella pittura o
scultura, e inoltre l’amore che voi agli uomini di dette professioni portate, mi fa credere
ch’el sottilissimo intelletto vostro si muova a ricercare le nobiltà e ragioni di ciascuna di
queste due arti, disputa certo bella e dificilissima e ornamento proprio del vostro sì raro
ingegno. E per esser ricerco con tanta benignità, da una vostra de’ di passati, di dette
ragioni, non saperò o poterò forse con parole o enchiostro esprimere interamente le
fatiche di chi opera; pure per qualche ragione e essempio semplicemente (senza
conclusione non di manco) ve ne dirò quello che mi occore.
La cosa in sé è tanto difficile, che la non si può disputare e manco risolvere,
perché una cosa sola d’è che è nobile, che è el suo fondamento, e questo si è el disegno, e
tutte quante l’altre ragioni sono debole rispetto a questo (vedetelo, che chiunche ha
questo, fa l’una e l’altra bene); e se tutte l’altre arguizioni sono debole e meschine
rispetto a questo, come si può ella disputare con questo solo, se non lassare stare questo
da parte, non avendo simile a sé, e produrre altre ragioni più debole, senza fine o
conclusione? Come dire: una figura di scultura, fabricata a torno e da tutte le bande
tonda e finita per tutto, con scarpelli e altri stumenti faticosi ritrovata in certi luoghi da
non potere pensare in che modo si possa co’ ferri entrarvi o finirvi, essendo pietra o cosa
dura, che a fatica alla tenera terra sare’ difficile, oltre alle difficultà d’un braccio in aria
con qualche cosa in mano, difficile e sottile a condurla, che non si rompa; oltre di questo
non potere rimediare quando è levato un poco troppo (questo è ben vero); oltre a questo
averla accordata benissimo per un verso e poi per gli altri non ve l’ha a ritrovare, quando
per mancamento di pietra in qualche lato, per la difficultà grande ch’è in accordare
proporzionate tutte le parte insieme a tondo, non potendo ben mai vedere come l’ha a
stare, se no nfatta che l’è; e se le non sono cose minime, e’ non v’ha rimedio; ma e’ non
arà fondamento di disegno chi incorrerà in errori o inavertenze troppo evidenti, ché le
cose minime si possono male fuggire nell’una e nell’altra. Ècci ancora e’ varii modi di
fare, come di marmo, di bronzo e tante varie sorte di pietra, di stucco, di legno, di terra e
molte altre cose, che in tutte bisogna gran fatica, oltre alla fatica della persona, che non è
piccola, ma questa tiene l’uomo più sano, fagli migliore complessione, dove che el pittore
è el contrario, male disposto del corpo per le fatiche dell’arte, più tosto fastidi di mente
che aumento di vita, troppo ardito, volonteroso di imitare tutte le cose che ha fatto la
natura co’ colori, perché le paino esse, e ancora migliorarle, per fare i sua lavori ricchi e
pieni di cose varie, faccendo dove accade, come dire?, splendori, notte con fuochi e altri
lumi simili, aria, nugoli, paesi lontani e da presso, casamenti con tante varie osservanze di
prospettiva, animali di tante sorti, di tanti vari colori, e tante altre cose, che è possibile
che in una storia che facci vi s’intervenga ciò che fe’ mai la natura, oltre a, come io dissi
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di sopra, migliorarle, e co l’arte dare loro grazia, e accommodarle, comporle dove le
stanno meglio. Oltre a questo e’ varii modi di lavorare, in fresco, a olio, a tempera, a
colla, che in tutto bisogna gran pratica a maneggiare tanti vari colori, sapere conoscere i
loro effetti, mesticati in tanti varii modi, chiari, scuri, ombre e lumi, reflessi, e molte altre
appartenenze infinite. Ma quello che io dissi troppo ardito, ch’è la importanza, si è
superare la natura in volere dare spirito a una figura e farla parere viva, e farla in piano;
che se almeno egli avesse considerato che, quando Dio creò l’uomo, lo fece di rilievo,
come cosa più facile a farlo vivo, e’ non si arebbe preso un soggestto sì artifizio e più
tosto miracoloso e divino.
Dico ancora, per gli esempi che se no può dare, Michelagnolo non aver potuto
mostrare la profundità del disegno e la grandezza dello igegno suo divino nelle stupende
figure di rilievo fatte da lui, ma nelle miracolose opere di tante varie figure e atti begli e
scorci di pittura, sì avendo questa sempre più amata come cosa più difficile e più atta allo
ingegno suo sopranaturale, non già per questo ei non conosca la sua grandezza e eternità
dependere da la scultura, così sì degna e sì eterna, ma di questa eternità ne participa più le
cave de’ marmi di Carrara che la virtù. Pensomi dunche che sia come del vestire, che
questa sia panno fine, perché dura più è di più spesa, e la pittura panno acontonato dello
inferno, che dura poco et è di manco spesa, perché, levato che gli ha quello ricciolino,
non se ne tiene più conto. Ma avendo ogni cosa aver fine, non sono eglino eterne a un
modo, e ci sare’ che dire in bondato, ma abbiatemi per scusato, che non mi dare’ el cuore
far scriver più a questa penna, altro che la importanza di tutta questa lettera, il che è farvi
noto che io vi sono ossequente e a’ piaceri vostri paratissimo. Sommi aveduto che l’ha
ripreso vigore, e non le basterebbe isto quaderno di fogli, non che tutto questo, perché l’è
ora nella beva sua, ma io, perché le non vi paressino cerimonie troppo stucchevoli, per
non vi infastidire non la intignerò più nello inchiostro, pure che la mi serva così tanto che
io noti i dì del mese, che sono XVIII di febraio.
Vostro Iacomo in casa.
Source: Barocchi, Scritti d’Arte del Cinquecento, I, 504-507
Doc. 2: Letter from Pierfrancesco Riccio’s correspondence in which both addressee and
signature have been deliberately removed.
Quanto poi ai questi scrivete delle postilli di Luthero vi ingannate perché anchoro non
sono fuori et chi vi dice altramenti dice la bugia può essere che s’barri preso errori al
nome di Luthero a’ quello degli altri autori. Delle postilli vi ne sono assai, come del
Sarcerio, del Melanthone, del Spomgombergo nuovo autore ma di Luthero nuovamente
non può dirlo niuno di haverle viste, ben è vero che penso presto saranno fuori et li primi
saranno li miei. Io mi ritovo in mano tutti l’opera del Melanthone ridutte in 5 tomi,
bellissima opera, et ne posso servire di due par a chi ne vorra. Spero presto mandarvi due
operette assai belle, una latina et l’altra volgare. Del resto comandatemi senza rispetto
che conoscerete con quanto buon’animo io servo i fedeli di Christo. Salutate tutti gli
amici, Il Signore, ci facci crescere nella strada di la verita col mezzo del spirito suo. Di
Venetia agli XXVIII luglio del 44.
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Source: ASF MDP 1171, 1, 6; Caponetto, “Nota Critica,” 502-503.
Doc. 3: Excerpt from Raffaello Borghini’s Il Riposo, in which the author describes
Pontormo’s many errors in his frescoes at San Lorenzo.
Diteci di grazia in quello, che il Puntormo ha mancato (disse il Michelozzo) nell’istoria
del diluvio; conciossiacosachè l’arca si vegga sopra il monte, e Noè co’ suoi figliuoli e
nipoti, che riverentemente parlano a Dio: e poi a basso si veggono i corpi morti, che
appariscono in varj gesti, secondochè rimasero nel mancar dell’acqua; Il che non pare
però cosa molto disconenevole a chi bene vi pone mente. Dice l’istoria sacra (rispose il
Vecchietto) che essengo piovuto quaranta giorni e quarnata notti, dopo centocinquanta
giorni l’acque, che per tutto il mondo ondeggivano, cominciarono a scemare: ed il
ventesimeosettimo giorno del settimo mese si fermò l’arca sopra i monti d’Armenia: edi
il primo dì del decimo mese cominciarono i monti ad apparire: e poscia, essendo passati,
quaranta giorni, aprì Noè la finestra dell’arca, mandando fuori il corvo, il quale non fece
ritorno: e perciò diede il volo alla colomba, la quale non trovando dove posarsi, perchè
l’acque erano ancor per tutto, se ne ritornò nell’arca; laonde avendo Noè aspettato sette
altri giorni, e poscia rimandata fuori la colomba, ella tornò verso la sera con un ramo di
verde olivo in bocca: e lasciati passare sette altri giorni, e rimandata fuori la colomba, ella
più non ritornò. Per la qual cosa Noè aperto il tetto dell’arca, vide essere asciutta la
superficie della terra: ed il Signore parlò a Noè conmandandogli, che uscisse fuori
co’suoi figliuoli, e con tutti gli animali: il quale, poichè fu in terra, edificò un altare, e
sopra quello umilmente fece sacrifizio a Dio, il quale favellò a Noè, benedicendo lui ed i
suoi figliuoli, e promettendo non dispergere più l’umana generazione col diluvio, e
dimonstrando l’arco celeste per segno del patto. Ora se ha voluto il Puntormo dimostrare
quest’istoria, quando Noè uscito dell’arca fa il patto col Signore; domnado, dov’è l’altare,
sopra cui egli fece sacrificio: e dove sono i tanti animali, che erano usciti dell’arca, i quali
potevano arricchire l’istoria, e dar vaghezza alla pittura: e perchè ha fatto Noè nudo,
come se uscisse dell’acqua, poco dissimile da quelli, che ancora entro vi sono? e
domando, che fanno quegli uomini ancora vivi, che cercano di scampare dall’acque sopra
i cavalli, e quegli altri, che vanno nuotando per salvarsi? Perciocchè non so, come tanti
mesi, fra l’onde impetuose e fra le tempeste, si sieno tenuti in vita: e posciachè son vivi,
doveranno essi eziandio accrescere la generazione umana, contro a quello che determinò
il Signore, che solo da Noè e da’ suoi ripigliasse cominciamento. Nè si può dire, che
dove sono tali uomini il diluvio cominci; perciocchè farebbe gran discordanza con tutto il
rimanente, che vi si vede, che dimonstra il tempo, nel quale il diluvio on solo fu cessato,
ma che eziandio in gran parte erano mancate le acque. Sicchè vedete, quanti errori fanno
i pittori, poco consideratamente spiegando in pittura le loro opinioni. Che direte voi
(disse il Michelozzo) del Giudicio; che e di rincontro al diluvio, pure del Puntormo? Che
egli è fatto (rispose il Vecchietto) dal medesimo maestro, e coi medesimi capricci, e
senza osservazione alcuna delle tre parti, dette da noi’ perciocchè dice la Scrittura, che
nella valle di Siosafar, quando che sia, si farà il tremendo Giudicio: e che da tutte le parti
del mondo ricoglieranno gli Agnoli le ceneri dei morti, e le porterrano in quel luogo,
dove stando il Signor nostro in maestà fra gli Agnoli, risplenderà molto più che il Sole: e
raunate che saranno tutte le ceneri de’ defunti, ed i corpi di quelli, che allora saranno
morti insiememente, l’Arcangelo Michele, secondo alcuni, ovvero l’istesso Redentore del
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mondo, con gran voce, come già chiamò Lazzero, chiamerà i morti, che riuscitino.
Allora in un subito ed in un tempo individibile, si farà il maraviglioso mistero della
Resurrezione, e tutti i morti risusciteranno ignudi, come nacquero (perchè la
Resurrezione non si fa per li vestimenti) e come nudo risuscitò il nostro Signore: e tutti,
comechè sien morti fanciulli o vecchi, risusciteranno nell’età perfetta dell’uomo di
trentatre anni, e di quella statura, che furono o che sarebbono stati in quell’età, levatone i
difetti accidentali, che nel corpo avessero avuti: e perchè saranno corpi glorificati,
saranno gli eletti più belli, più chiari e più risplendenti, siccome i reprobi più brutti, più
oscuri, e più deformi. Ma perchè di questo ne ha scritto largamente Giovannandrea
Giglio da Fabriano, in quel suo Dialogo degli errori dei pittori, sopra il giudixio di
Michagnolo, voglio che mi basti l’averne detto questo poco, per mostrare quanto lontano
dal vero abbia dipinto il Puntormo, il quale, come sapete, ha fatto un gran monte di
corpacci, sporca cosa a vedere, dove alcuni mostrano di risuscitare, altri sono risuscitati,
ed altri motri in disoneste attitudini si giacciono: e di sopra ha fatto alcuni bambocci, con
gesti molto sforzati, che suonano le trombe, e credo che egli voglia, che si conoscano per
agnoli. O perchè non si possono conoscere per agnoli (soggiunse il Michelozzo) poichè
sono in aria, chiamando col suono i morti alla Resurrezione? Perchè gli agnoli deono
essere dipinti bellissimi giovani, modesti, e coll’ali (replicò il Vecchietto) sì per fargli
differenti dagli altri giovani, e sì per dimostrare in loro la prestezza e la velocità
nell’eseguire i precetti di Dio: e sì perchè in tal modo si è suato sempre dipingerli:
comechè essendo spiriti senza corpo, veramente non abbiano ale: e sì perchè Isaia dice
aver veduto i serafini coll’ale, due che velavano la faccia del Signore, due i piedi, e due
che volavanno: e poco appresso soggiunse: E volò uno a me dei serafini. Ed Ezechiele
nella sua visione dice, che si udiva il suono dell’ale dei cherubini: e poco dopo segue: E
quando spiegarono i cherubini l’ali sue. Deono poi esser dipinti bellissimi giovani,
perchè sieno differenti dai mali demoni, i quali si deono dipignere burtti e spaventevoli.
Source: Borghini, Il Riposo, I, 88-93.
Doc. 4: Twenty-Fifth Session of the Council of Trent, On the invocation, veneration, and
relics of saints, and on sacred images
The holy council commands all bishops and others who hold the office of teaching and
have charge of the cura animarum, that in accordance with the usage of the Catholic and
Apostolic Church, received from the primitive times of the Christian religion, and with
the unanimous teaching of the holy Fathers and the decrees of sacred councils, they
above all instruct the faithful diligently in matters relating to intercession and invocation
of te saints, the veneration of relics, and the legitimate use of images,teaching them that
the saints who reign together with Christ offer up their prayers to God for men, what it is
good and beneficial suppliantly to invoke them and to have recourse to their prayers,
assistance and support in order to obtain favors from God through His Son, Jesus Christ
our Lord, who alonw is our redeemer and savior; and that they think impiously who deny
that the saints who enjoy eternal happiness in heaven are to be invoked, or who assert that
they do not pray for men, or that our invocation of them to pray for each of us
individually is idolatry, or that it is opposed to the word of God and inconsistent with the
honor of the one meidator of God and men, Jesus Christ, or that it is foolish to pray
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vocally or mentally to those who reign in heaven. Also, that the holy boides of the holy
martyrs and of others living with Christ, which were the living members of Christ and the
temple of the Holy Ghost, to be awakened by Him to eternal life and to be glorified, are
to be venerated by the faithful, through which many benefits are bestowed by God on
men, so that those who maintain that veneration and honor are not due to the relics of the
saints, or that these and other memorials are honored by the faithful without profit, and
that the places dedicated to thte memory of the saints for the purpose of obtaining their
aid are visited in vain, are to be utterly condemned, as the Church has already long since
condemned and now again condemns them. Moreover, that the images of Christ, of the
Virgin Mother of God, and of the other saints are to be placed and retained espeically in
the churches, and that due hoor and veneration is to be given them; not, however, that any
divinity or virtue is believed to be in them by reason of which they are to be venerated, or
that something is to be asked of them, or that trust is to be placed in images, as was done
of old by the Gentiles who placed their hope in idols; but because the honor of which is
shown them is referred to the prototypes which they represent, so that by means of the
images which we kiss and before which we uncover the head and prostrate ourselves, we
adore Christ and venerate the saints, whose likeness they bear. That is what was defined
by the decrees of the councils, especially of the Second Council of Nicaea, against the
opponents of images.
Moreover, let the bishops diligently teach that by means of the stories of the
mysteries of our redemption portrayed in paintings and other representations the people
are instructed and confirmed in the articules of faith, which ought to be borne in mind
and constantly reflected upon; also that great profit is derived from all holy images, not
only because the people are thereby reminded of the benefits and gifts bestowed on them
by Christ, but also because through the saints the miracles of God and salutary examples
are set before the eyes of the faithful, so that they may give God thanks for those things,
may fashion their own life and conduct in imitation of the saints and be moved to adore
and love God and cultivate piety. But if anyone should teach or maintain anything
contrary to these decrees, let him be anathema. If any abuses shall have found their way
into these holy and salutary observances, the holy council desires earnestly that they be
completely removed, so that no representation of false doctrines and such as might be the
occasion of grave error to the uneducated be exhibited. And if at times it happens, when
this is beneficial to the illiterate, that the stories and narratives of the Holy Scriptures are
portrayed and exhibited, the peoples should be instructed that not for that reason is the
divinity represented in picture as if it can be seen with bodily eyes or expressed in colors
or figures. Furthermore, in the invocation of the saints, the veneration of relics, and the
sacred use of images, all superstition shall be removed, all filthy quest for gain
eliminated, and all lasciviousness avoided, so that images shall not be painted and
adorned with a seductive charm, or the celebration of saints and the visitation of relics be
perverted by the people into boisterous festivities and drunkenness, as if the festivals in
honor of the saints are to be celebrated with revelry and with no sense of decency.
Finally, such zeal and care should be exhibited by the bishops with regard to these things
that nothing may appear that is disorderly or unbecoming and confusedly arranged,
nothing that is profane, nothing disrespectful, since holiness becometh the house of God.
That these things may be the more faithfully observed, the holy council decrees that no
one is permitted to erect or cause to be erected in any place or church, hosoever exempt,
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any unusual image unless it has been approved by the bishop; also that no new miracles
be accepted and no relics recognized unless they have been investigated and approved by
the same bishop, who, as soon as he has obtained any knowledge of such matters, shall,
after consulting theologians and other pious men, act thereon as he shall judge consonant
with truth and piety. But if any doubtful or grave abuse is to be eradicated, or if indeed
any graver question concerning these matters should arise, the bishop, before he settles
the controversy, shall await the decision of the metropolitan and of the bishops of the
province in a provincial synod; so, however, that nothing new or anything that has not
hitherto been in use in the Church, shall be decided upon without having first consulted
the most holy Roman pontiff.
Source: Counsels and Decrees, trans. Rev. H. J. Schroeder, 215-217.
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Appendix Two: Archival Sources
This appendix contains manuscript sources and excerpts transcribed by the author,
arranged according to their apperance in the main text.
Doc. 1: Pierfrancesco Riccio’s Lesson on Petrarch’s “S’amor non è, che dunque è quel
ch’io sento?”
116r. “Espositione d’un sonnetto del Petrarcha fatta da M Franco de Ricci nella Nobilma
Accademia delli Humidi Fiorentina
L’affezione grande che’io porto a qo luogo, Nobilissimi Accademici el il desiderio
grandissimo che io ho di satisfare, et ubbidire alle preghiere, et comandamenti delli miei
maggiori, mi fanno pigliare ardimento, che io debba hoggi parlare alcune brevi
esposizioni et dichiarationi di alcuno sonetto del n’ro eccmo Ms Franco Petrarcha et ancora
ch’elle sieno totalmente sopra le forze, et l’ingegno mio, per conoscermi piu inepto, et
manco exercitato che ciascuno altro, voglio non dimeno dirne quello che io ne sento:
pigliando exempio dalla Natura, la quale nelle sue operationi incomincia dalle cose
minime et basse. Pregovi adunque, Prestantmi Academici, che col mio debile exempio vi
degnate fare il simigliante: percioche questa nostra inclita, et dignissima Academia riceva
quel suo perfetto et desiderato fine, al quale le stata ordinata; et à me perdonerete
mancando di mio debito, sperando, piacendo à Dio questa altra volta dir meglio.
Il Sonetto è qo [questo]
S'amor non è, che dunque è quel ch'io sento?
Ma se gl'è Amor, perdio, che cosa, et quale?
se buono, ond'è l'affetto aspro mortale?
se rio, ond'è si dolce ogni tormento?
S'a mia voglia ardo, ond'è l pianto e lamento?
s'a malmio grado il lamentar che vale?
o' viva Morte, o, dilettoso male
come puoi tanto in me s'io no' l consento?
Et s'il consento à gran torto mi doglio
fra si contrarii venti in frale barca
mi trovo in alto mar senza governo.
S i lieve di saver, d'error si carca
ch'i modesmo non so gl ch'io mi voglio
et tremo à mezza state, ardento il verno.
116v. È il maraviglioso sonetto tutto pieno, come a preso vedrete di Filosofia scientia, la
quale il nostro eccmo Poeta M Franco Petrarcha quisa de i Filosofi l'ordina, et la dimostra
dubitando et solvendo, et seguita con quello ordine stesso con il quale procede Aris. nel
dubitare, et nel solvere: conciosia che nel Princo del secondo della Posteriora elli dica
quattro essere le quistioni che in tutte le cose si cercano: la prima se la cosa è o no; la sda
che cosa la sia; la 3a quale la sia; la quarta à che fine la sia ordinata, et qual sieno le sue
operationi, et percio prima dubito il Petrarca se l'Amore era, et provo quello essere con la
esperienza del senso; percioche quella cosa che non è, sentire no' si puote et conciosia
ch'elli efficacemento il sentisse, prova Amore essere tra le cose sensibili: si come desse
ancora guido cavalcanti nella sua Canzone Donna mi prega, perch'io voglio dire Dove
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dice si chi lo niega possa il ver sentire; segnita poscia il Poeta Ma se gl'è Amor per dio ce
cosa,e t quale!
Di poi la prima quistione del semplice essere, ricerca acutamente il genere, et la
differenza insieme per le seguenti parole, che cosa et quale! et continuando
dubitativamente per dichiaratione mostra che il genere è in mezzotra il volontario, et il
violento come exempli gratia tra i colori il rosso e mezo tra il bianco et il nero, et cosi
l'appetito in parte e libero, et in parte no' libero per non essere in tutto volontario, come il
mio presente parlare et muovere d'un braccio et simili. Ne affatto è violento come
quando uno è perforza precipitato, dove non ve che dispiacere et doglia, ma in questo
mezzo e posto detto Amore come genere come di sopra è detto.
E la differenza sua è mista di tristezza, et allegrezza, di caldo et di gelo, di timore et
d'ardimento: per la qual cosa havendo il Poeta determinato lui essere passione sensibile,
la quale si divide in buona et in rea, chiede sotto qual'ombra la si riposi o sotto la buona o
sotto la malvagia, provando principalente non potere essere sotto la buona per generare
affetto aspro et mortale. A presso non potere posarsi sotta la Rea, per essere dolcissimo
ogni suo tormento.
117r. S'a mia voglia ardo ond'è l pianto e' l lamento
Domanda qui il Poeta se questo Amore è cosa volontaria, o vero constretta, et
principalmente prova non essere volontaria; percioche dalle cose che volontariamente si
fanno pianto, non se segue ne lamento, ma del tutto gioia et letitia. Ancora prova non
essere violento percioche sarebbe ridicuolo à lamentarsi di quello che f/tor via non si
puote o porvi riparo.
O viva Morte, o dilettoso male.
Di poi quasi rispondendo solve le quistioni predette, dichiarando la Natura del Amore
essere cosa mista, et partecipe di dua contrarii cioè di diletto, di Tristitia, di volontario, et
di sforzato, di vita et di morte, et pero nacerne dolori et piaceri insieme, et voleri et no'
voleri.
Tra si contrarii venti in frale Barca
Mi trovo in alto Mar senza governo
Assimiglia uno innamorato à uno navigante da venti contrarii travagliato, il quale con
poco governo, et con meno cognitione del porto dove elli arrivare si debba, pieno di
inifiniti timori, et di speranze si ritrova in guisa, chelli non sa discernere quello che gli sia
a`salute o à danno, et di qui apparisce mainfestamente la distintione del Amore della
Bellezza coporale, et del divino, il quale da cognitione et diletto senza tristitia.
Et tremo à mezza state, et ardo il Verno
Mostra il Poeta methaforicamente parlando, che le Bellezze di Ma Laura fanno in lui
contratio effetto, che fa il sole a loi nella stagione della state, nella quale
appropinquandosi egli piu al n'ro emisferio, et alla linea perpendiculare del capo nostor,
piu ci risca[da?] ma quelle appropinquandosi a lui piu lo raffreddano, et agghiaccino per
esser da quelle vinti, et soverchiati i vitali spiriti, et percio di essi abbandonato, ma
lontano da quella, et fuori di sua presentia si consuma et arde: Percioche tutti gli spiriti
suoi concorrendo a pensare di quella si commuovono,et commovendosi si riscaldano, et
riscaldandosi abbrucia, et ardono: percioce il costume, et l'esso proprio della
lontananza,et privatione e generare grande Ardore d'appetito."
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Source: BNCF Magl. II. IV.1, 116r-117r—Libro Capitoli, Composizioni e Leggi
dell’Accademia degli Umidi di Firenze creata l’anno del Sre, MDXL Regnante lo Illma et
Ecco S. D. Cosimo Med. In casa il Padre Stradino
Doc. 2: Letter from Pierfrancesco Riccio to Cosimo I on Tribolo’s work at the New
Sacristy, as well as complaints regarding the priests who are currently in charge of the
keys, 12/31/1546
"L Exa V mi dette ga comone: della sagrestia, et liberia di So Lro: quel tanto che la si debbe
ricordar' dico adunque che Mo Tribulo ha usata una bella diligentia di mettere le quattro
figure in su li doi sepolchri che quando V. Exa gli vedrà, li parranno quelche le sono, Ma
tanto piu se ben no' sono simile, che le si trovano nel luogo loro, che paiono proprio
colate, e ogn' ho' resta co' maraviglia, l'altre statue sono tutte conducte in detta sacrestia,
et se par' all'Exa V si potranno metter’ nel luogo dove hanno da star', che è un' altar' di
rimpetto all'altro, et vi sono li marmori et le colonne lavorati in maggior parte, che si
metterà insieme con' una miseria e sarà cosa molto laudabile secon' l'instituto di V. Exa
co' qo però se li piacera che le chiave di quel luogo no' stieno in mano di quei preti:
perche no' se ne delectono, et io me n'aveggo, che à questi di per mano d'un chericacciò e
pericolato quel cristo di marmo si bello, et in tanto pregio, ch'io lo veddi pigliar' in collo
dalla felice ricor: di papa Leone, et per tenerezza allegrarsi e pianger': et che se formato et
ito per tutta christianità perche No' fu mai la piu bella cosa: son molti giorni che cadde di
mano dal detto di sopra: e no' l'ho inteso se no' hora che quelle in 6 o 8 pezzi, et lo
debbono haver dato arimpiastrar' a quelch'uno senza farne una parola co' Mo Tribolo. V
Rtia mi perdoni se li ho dato qamia lamentatione, perche mi cuoce tal disgratia: et però la
supcavo delle chiave sopa dette, cosi della libreria, e banchi della quale si son dati a far' al
Tasso: et ci farà piacer', cosi s'andrà rassettando tutti doi questi luoghi da ragnateli e dalla
polvere che n'hanno di bisogno, accertandolo che tutta Firenze sè allegrano di qo fatto
come degno di V. Exa. Di qualch'altra cosa da dire à V. Exa sopra qa materia, mi riservo a
farlo altra presentia.
[side script--le chiave tenetele voi insieme quele cose voi dite che sono lavorate?]
Source: ASF 613, 2, ff.71r-72r; MAP 17979 (with incorrect folio number)
Doc. 3: Letter from Alessandro di Antonio Malegonnelle to Riccio asking Riccio to
intervene regarding the salaries at the Studio Pubblico in Pisa and comparing his
relationship to Cosimo to that between Maecenas and Augustus, 7/15/1538
“Del studio di costi, e dell’argumento, e dell’ordine di provedere al salario de Dottorj
secondo la bozza lasciaj á S. E. harò caro d’intendere il seguito, pche il tempo passa, e V.
S. come Mecanate app’sso a Cesare com’ fautore delle buone lettere no’ manchi app’sso
à S. C. di dargli la sua pfectione, pche da molti del dominio si come ho rittratto è
desiderato, et alpectasj, tal reforma di nuovo studio, che alli poveri studentj, et etiam alli
facultosi proficienti habbi ad essere huomini molto utile, e forse maggiore, che dove tanti
Eccmi huomini in altro studio intervenghino.
Source: ASF 1169, 3, 53 (28); MAP 5429
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Doc. 4: Portion of a letter, likely from Francesco Babbi in Rome to Riccio in Florence
that discusses the possible services of the miniaturist Giulio Clovio, 8/?/1544
Molto Rdo Sor
Ricevei la lettera di V.S. delle 2 del sta mese, et subbito fui con don Iulio, che cosi si
chiama il miniatore, quale è amiciso [amicissimo] mio, et prima che adesso sapavo la
praticha che teneva di venire a star’ costi have’domi [havendomi] molte certe lettere di
Franceo [Francesco] di Sandro che parlavano di tal’cosa et destramente si trassi come
fussi tratto dal Rma suo patrone, et come si contenti, trovai insomma che ha X scudi il
mese di provisione, et pochi mancho di donativi in fra uno puro in denari, stanza et spese
per se dua xri [servitori] et un cavallo, et lavora per il Carle il quale non gli ha mai pagato
l’opere che gli ha fatte, et fa continuamente , si come da principio quando entrò a servirlo
gli promesse di fare, et fattoli il conte adesso ne casca l’anno omnibus conputatis 200
scudi senza le spese, a lui pare essere male trattato a fatto, et fino adesso si sarebbe
partito, se non fussi stato la S.ra Marchesa di Pescara, che l’ha intrattenuto con dire il
Car.le gli dara benefiti per 200 scudi fra pocho tempo, udendo lui essere huomo di Chiesa,
però quando si habbi apartire di qua, desidera migliorare condizioni, Et sapare quello che
S. Ex. Intende darli oltre a queste spese sua, et dei sua xri [servitori] et cavallo, tenendo
sempre un dei pi`u belli cavalli di questa conte, et di più havere la parola di S. Ex. Di
darli entrate di chiesa fra qualche tempo, et così ne avrebbe credo aservirla, ma non mi ha
mio voluto dire quella vorrebbe di promisione, so bene che fra delle richieste assai, et
grand et veggo che non si vuole buttare alla strada, ma andare aservire qualche principe al
sicuro, certo è che nel’arte sua è il primo, che si habbi notitia in Italia, et fuori d’Italia, et
merita di servire un’ gra’ principe, esse’do [essendo] cose meravigliose, zanzi stupende
quelle che gli escano di mano, et certo ha superato, et supa di gra’ lunga li antichi, et
moderni in questa professione…
Source: ASF Mediceo 1171, 6, f.277(bis); MAP 7050
Doc. 5 An entry from Pierfrancesco Riccio’s ricordi that discusses Pontormo and
Bronzino’s work for the newly organized tapestry workshop in Florence.
E venuto l'altro tapperzzier' da Mantova per serviere com' l'altro: cerecasi di stanza per
accomodarsi dove bisognerà far le telaia, et l'altre circumstantie, V. Extia sappia in tanto
qo et del resto se li donà conlo com'io sarò meglio informato.
Mo Jaco Pontormo lavora, coma fa il bronzino che l Sa presa ben': Ma l'un et l'altro hanno
bisogno d'adiuto, il bronzino gli fa l'inclusa suplica, et Mo Jaco me lo dice à bocca, che gli
bisogna uno o, dua, o, piu garzoni secon' il bisogno, Il baciacca pittor' si sollecita, et sarà
bisogno di dannari...
Source: ASF 613, 1, 50
Doc 6: Excerpt of a letter from Lorenzo Pagni (at Castello) to Pierfrancesco Riccio in
which the Duchess requests a religious to come to Castello to say prayers, 8/23/1544
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Il S.or Marchese del Vasto ha inviato à S. Exa per cavalcata a posta un remedio per la sua
guartana, che insomma non è altro che orationi, ma si hanno à dire per una persona di
honesta, et Sta vita: Et per tal cagione la Duchessa mia Sra mi ha comandato scrivere alla
S.V. che mandi qui domattina un religioso da bene Preti, o, frati che sia, che venga à dire
tali orationi, et sia qui avanti le 18 hore, et perche S. Ecea vuole che nella medma hora
quella monaca che è nel monastario di Sto Vincenzio di Prato figla del G. Pierfranco de
Pieci dica le medme orationi, et per tal cagione è necrio che io mandi domattina una cavallo
a Prato, con cerh’he’ (cercare?) alla badessa di quel monasterio, però prego la S. V. che
me ne mandi uno che fra qui, à tale hora, che possa guigner’ a Prato avanti le 18, et
mandi persona che sia bene à cavallo, queso li dico perche qualche volta è cavallari
vengano qui à piedi, o, mandano qualche pedone in cambio loro co’ le lre’, et no’ vorrei
che occoresse al medmo domattina, havendo bisogno di farla diligentia che ho detto sopra.
Source: ASF Mediceo 1171, 6, f.268; MAP 7007
Doc. 7: Excerpt of a letter from Lorenzo Pagni (at Petraia) to Riccio, in which he
mentions Cosimo’s pleasure in debating matters of faith with a Jewish woman who had
come to see the Duchess, 7/11/1544
Et li ho scritto che le masserie sono inviate, et che all’arrivo della ltr’ [lettera] ma
doverranno esser’ [essere] gionti in Pisa, et questo medmo [medesimo] ho detto a S. Exa la
quale questa sera sta molto bene, et ha passato tempo con una gentildonna Hebrea, che è
venuta à veder’ [vedere] la Sra Duchessa disputando, alcune belle cose della fede: Io me
ne verrò domattina in Fiorenza a dio piacendo, et arriverò à buon’hora, o, tardi, secondo l
compania qua Mons. D’Altopasso, et se quello amico verrà guarire la S.V. et me, di tanti
catarrhi, et [ ] che habbiamo adosso, bisognera che sia medico molto exte. Bacio le mani
della S. V.
Source: ASF Mediceo 1171, 5, f.226; cited in part by Fragnito, “Un pratese,” 45 n.51
Doc. 8: Excerpt from the Diario Fiorentino of Antontio Marucelli di San Gallo referring
to Cardinal Benedetto Accolti of Ravenna.
…fu il Cardinale di Ravenna chiamato…Il quale era ribello alla santa sedia Romana, et
così come huomo di mala vita per rifugio il Duca lo teneva nella città…
Source: BNCF Magliabecchiano, II, IV, 19, f.70
Doc. 9: Excerpt from the Diario Fiorentino of Antontio Marucelli di San Gallo referring
to the expulsion of the friars of San Marco.
Addi 15 mese di settembre nel 1545 ricominciò il ragionamento de frati di San Marco, de
quali poco inanzi ne havemo accennato i quali frati che erano in carcre furono esaminati
ne mai chiaro si seppe tale esamina salvo che per il segno evidente bisogno che fusse
cosa di gran momento per che così fu ordinato dal D. Cosimo, che in quel tempo si
trovava a Pisa, commesse che detti frati fussero cavati di tal convento et posti ribelli et
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così ci andò uno Mre PierFranco da Prato Mro di S Ecca et uno Ottaviano vecchio de
Medici, et così fecero una mattina pigliare mazzieri et andorno a San Marco et per parte
di Sua Ecca comando a detti Frati che per tutto il detto mese havessero sgobero tutti del
suo Dominio, tal che aspettato la mattina finite le messe che fussero confescorno la
sagrestia benesso et chiuso la chiesa fecero chiamare il Priore e tutto gli comandorno
quanto a loro era commesso dal Duca, onde tutti sbigottiti et atterriti non si sapevono
risolvere. In questo mentre tornò il Duca di Pisa.
Source: BNCF Magliabecchiano, II, IV, 19, f.78
Doc. 10: Excerpt from a letter written by Andrea Ghetti to Cardinal Benedetto Accolti,
demonstrating Accolti’s dealings with figures including Francesco Campana, Pietro
Camiani and Cardinal del Monte, 6/19/1548
Doppo lhaver date le lr'e al Campana in propria mano a hora di definare hieri, e lassata la
lra' al Camaiani, trovai che R.mo et Ill.mo Car.le di Monti, era a San Micehele in bosco
fra per il caldo, No' prima che a 20 hore gli andai, e lo trovai solo fuori de negocii
presentata la lra', e detto gli che V.S.Rma mi mandava, per ragionar' seco venticinque
parole, subito mi fece seder' e letta la lra' io gliel posi l’animo di V. S. Rma, e la prontezza
di quello co' ogni sua forza, tutto volto a far’ cosa grata al S.Rma piu che ad huomo eh’ella
conosca suo Singmo Sigre al segnando quanto pntamente haveva operato V. S. Rma in
questo suo disturbo, et co' quel segretario, e co' lre' al S. Don Diego, et quanto di tal cosa
ne haveva V. S. Rma con cordoglio parlato col S. Duca, e come a mia voce quella fara il
medesimo col S. Don Diego, nel suo venire a Fiorenza di Corto: et che tal cosa non meno
ha turbato l’animo di V. S. Rma e che qual si voglia disturbo delle cose vostre, e come
quella sta con questi Sigri Imperiali havendo eglino protettione delle cose vostre &
Cessando io di parlare disse S.S.Rma Io ho sempre conosciuto monsigor mio Rmo di
Ravenna esser' tale verso di me che p a che hora son certo della sua vera benevolentia: Ma
poi che siamo su questi ragionamenti, e che io veggio che V. P. e, suo domestico, e
confidente, vi faro un discorso del dispiacere ch’io contra ogni dovere ricevo da Don
Ferrante, quale non riguardando, ne al decoroo della chiesa, ne a me, s’e mosso a farmi
tal violenza da due cose, una falsa in facto, laltra falsa in iure (per dire le formali parole
di S. S. Rma) e con lungo discorso mi mostrò le due falsita, dicendo che Don Ferrante
prendeva che che i castelli e beni del vescovado fussero feudi Imperiali, e gia devoluti, Il
che apparisce falso, perche pa che fusse il Ducato di Milano furono donati, et apparisce la
donatione. In iure io non comprese troppo bene, ma disse che per ribellione et occisione
gia fatta da certi Sigri o governatori di quelli castelli erano incorsi in beni fiscali della
camera imperiale (diceva don Ferrante) eregli mostra in iure non essere cosi, delle quali
cose presserne stato informato l’Imperatore, e per haver' udito che io come defensore del
grado ch’io tengo, e della chiesa, ho parlato e scritto licenziosamente delle cose Imperiali,
e successo questo insulto, et io non ho mai informato sua Mta ne so & farlo ma si bene
con ragione dolermi, non della persa entrata, quale gia so donde presto nascera maggiore
ricompensa & ma si bene della ricevuta ingiustia contra ogni legge, e divina, et humana,
percio mi piace che S.S. Rma conosca secondo ch’ell’e et son contento che ne parli come
di cosa malfacta, ma non gia piu per riparare a cosa alcuna, etiam, che S.S.Rma et ogni
altro con gra' e pghi (paghi?) potessi rendermi tal cosa, io non l’accetterei: e di piu vi dico
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che se l’Imperatore mi mandassi un privilegio che dicessi per gran voliamo & io nion
l’accetterei, et ne so stato amanellato d’essere Sre di S. Mta No' dimenio perche i suoi
ministri dicano altrimenti, e che io parlo & Io parlero e scrivero (ma il vero) dove
occorreva senza alcuno rispetto: et dire a S. S. Rma che in qual si voglia sorte quale mi
doni Iddio, io gli saro sempre affettionatisso e s’io fussi a Roma udirebbe quel che io farei
per lui: Et qui l’entro sula renuntia, et quanto haveva operato il rmo di Coria, come
pienamente ne sara informato dal vescovo di milo, al quale ho portato la copia di quanto,
e, sequito. E soggiunsi, et quanto cinque secondo le leggi del decreto fatto, secondo che
dicano i primi dottori e consultori d’Italia.S.S.ta non lo possa forzar' piu oltra. No'
dimeno S.S.Rma di duole infinitamente, e che sua Sta mai lhabbia voluto conoscere per
fedelisso servitore di quella, sempre prontisso a rendergliene ragione et ogni hora
dimostrarglielo, ma che non puo indovinare la mente di S.Sta se per altra via non gliela
dimostra. Soggiunse Io mio priverei volentieri d’ogni quiete e d’ogni altro negocio per
giovargli in questo, e dove vedero occasione la pigliero volentieri. All hora mi parve
Monsignor mio Rmo che la lepre fusse al varco, e dissi poi e che V.S. Rma tanto
benignamente e con tanto amore e confidentia ha ragionato meco e dise, et del mio Rmo
patrone, Io saro ardito da questo ad esplicargli un mio concetto, da me stesso ragionando,
e fuori d’ogni comissione datami da S.S.Rma, ma sia in petto di V.S.Rma si pose la mano
al petto & Io per la longa conversazione di 4 anni ch’io gli sono per sua gra' domestico
servitore, et per i molti benefici ricevuti…
Source: ASF Accolti, 2, Filza 17.9, f.28r-30r
Doc. 11: Excerpt of a letter from Lorenzo Pagni to Benedetto Accolti, 2/12/1543
Il Duca mio Sigre m'ha comandato ch'io mandi alla S. V. Rx et Illma la aggiunta
dell'Ambor Casarto, che risiede in Roma et insiem le allegate copie delle lre' intercepte del
Re di Francia et del Duca d'Orleans, con ordine che poi che l'haveva viste et lecte, le facti
consegnare in mano di M. Pierfrancesco Riccio, suo intimo Secrio.
Source: ASF Accolti, 2, Filza 17.9, f.69r
Doc. 12: Excerpt of a draft of a letter from Riccio to Cosimo I regarding Accolti’s
indebtedness to the Duke, 3/12/1546
Risposemi S. S. Rma [Cardinal of Ravenna] che non haveva persona al mondo à che piu
desideressi dovessi servire che al D V Extia e che hora gli doleva ben sino all'anima di no'
gli poter sodisfare in una [above: questa] domanda tanto amorevole perche no' si
dom[loss] do il modo à poterlo fare, di presente, si com'gli pareva il debito suo, s'era
resoluto per mostrar'che di tutto quello gl'era possibile, s'ragegnava di servirla, far' voltar'
la vendita die mulini di ravenna qui à V. Extia...
Source: ASF 613, 2, 67
Doc. 13: Excerpt of a letter from Giovanni Francesco Lottini to Pierfrancesco Riccio
regarding the expulsion of the friars from San Marco, 11/16/1545
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Della risposta che vorrebbe il Sig. Campana che lo imbore facessi a roma a frati del
populo il secretario Camaiani no' me ne scrive cosa alcuna, e piaciuto bene a S. Ex. che si
facci intendere da è consiglieri , come da loro, a qualche persona parente o confidente de
frati di Sto marco, che si no' cessano di sollecitar S. Sta che delle prime scomuniche che
vengono, gli cacciaera tutti in bordello come e meritano, et mi ha affermato S. Ex. volerlo
fare in ogni modo, siche siano savi, lo essere andati via e frati eremitani di Sto Mar cho
per comandamento di S. Sta tiene S. Ex. che no' sia contro la dignia sua perche no' ve li
haveva fatti metter' come duca di fiorenza, ma per via ordinaria eclesiastica papabilissma
la quali se S. Sa vuol revocare, a S. Ex. no' da noia perche no' vuol contradire alla
religione in cose che no' partengono allo stato suo come fa che e frati di Sto Domenico no'
stano in Sto Marcho e quali se crepasseno no' in hanno mai da tornare del resto no' si cura
come la vada finche il papa no' comincia a scoumincare, che qn alla fine e volessi temer
quella via S. Ex. sara scusata alhora quando fara il peggio della [ ] in ogni cosa la copia
del breve che domandano gli eremitani dice S. Ex. che la poteranno havere in roma che
no' acende che VS la dia loro altrimenti.
Source: ASF 1170a, 3, f.230; MAP 6213; cited in part by Firpo, Gli Affreschi, 318, n. 100
Doc. 14: Excerpts from the Storia d'Agnolo Dovizi originale, dal 1541 al 1553,
Summario delle cose degne di memoria successe dalla guerra d'algieri che fu nel'anno
1541 sino al mese di giugno del MCLIII, regarding Cosimo’s expulsion of the friars of
San Marco.
13v-14r Nel qual Mese [settembre 1545] il Duca levò del Convento di S. Marco per la
quiete della Città li frati di S. Domenico, perche seguitavano li modi di frate Girolamo
Savonarola, et imprimevano le sue opinioni, nell'animo de Cittadini, cercando di tenerli
nel deisderio di stare sotto il Patrocinio di Francia, e del Governo Populare, de quali
andamenti loro S. E. si certificò per mezzo d'alcuni frati del loro ordine medesimo, e gli
levò per rigore d'un Breve di S. Sta ottenuto prima di potere trasmutare una religione d'un
convento in uno altro, per accomodare quelli Relgiosi, ch'al tempo della guerra di
Fiorenze, erano restati senza Monastero: oltre di questo quel Monistero di S. Marco fu
fondato dalla casa de Medici, e però teneva di potere farlo, e darlo à chi li pareva in casi
di scandalo: e cosi vi messi l'eremitani osservanti di S. Agostino, licentiando tutti
gl'osservanti di S. Domenico Fiorentini, e Toscani, lasciando stare in Fiorenza quattro
frati Fiorentini, di quelli di S. Domenico per essere persone molto da bene: e
querelandosene li Domenicani con S. S.ta ella fece grandi rumori, e bravate contra S.
Eccta.
14v.-15r Alli xii di Dicembre Il Papa mandò uno breve a Frati Heremitani, comandandoli,
che si partissero di S. Marco i qlai, co' l consenso di S. Eccta ubidirono, et all'hora quealla
si risolve di rimettere li quattro Frati di S. Domenico riservati, à quali restitui quel
Convento, con alto Publico, quale mandò à Roma, avanti che li fusse pervenuto da S. S.ta
il Breve, per tale resitutione; e questo fece S. Ecc.a per la reverentia, che si deve alla Sede
Apostolica, parendole ch'assai fosse stata da demostratione fatta contra quei frati, e per
non dare occasione, et esempio all'altri Principi d'essere mali Christiani, co' l repugnare al
Papa, et anche per non impedire li disegni dell'Imperadore, con essere causa di muovere
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l'Armi per ciò in Italia. Ma per mostrare che il Papa il haveva fatto torto, à usare con lei
questa rigidezza, perche li pareva che S. Sta dovesse per più respetti ammetterli tale
espulsione di Frati, e massime essendofatta per causa di stato, revocò Alessandro del
Caccia suo Imbasciatore in Roma: il che dispiacque molto al Papa.
18r. Ma bene S. E. non dava più loro l'elemosine che soleva, e se lo levò dinanzi in
collera, e poi fece pigliare, e mettere in Castello il Babbi Segretario di S. E. restato in
Roma appresso Giovanni di Vega Imbasciadore Cesareo, e torgli le scritture, che cifre; et
essendo di ciò fatto querela al Papa dal Segretario d'esso Imbasiadore, li respose, haverlo
fatto per ricompensa della cattura del Conte Galeotto da Sogliano, che stato ritenuto in
Fiorenza; l'essamini del quali il Papa dubitava, che non si mandasseno al Concilio,
trattendo d'alcune sue attioni indegne.
Source: BNCF Magl. XXIV. 122, ff.13v-18r
Doc. 15: Anonymous sonnet written in response to Alfonso de’ Pazzi.
Sontetto XVIII
Certo Etruscho tu sei un'buon' bestiale,
Per quanto mi dimostra la brigata,
Ma piu il dir' cose contro alla facciata,
Che no' né venderebbe lo spetiale.
O cervel pazo, o zucca senza sale.
Mente da ogni ben' alienata,
Et in ogni vituperio trasformata,
Peste venuta al Mondo per dir' male.
Tagalveo pien' d'ogni vituperose,
ch'il Varchi è dotto, e tu sei u' castrone
Né viver merti alma d'ogni buon priva.
Che se' (poiché la chiami Prosepttiva)
Farne' havessi voluto una a ragione
Te ci havria messo, e storiate tuo cose.
Benche son' si famose
Senza piu dimostrarle, e noto a tutti
che le san' predicar' le Doni e Putti"
ch'in te son' si destrutti
Tutti é buon' portamenti a anullati,
quanto il tacere e 'l sopportar de Frati.
Né però son' restati
D'abbracciarti i contrarii anzi t'han preso:
Poiché prigione a loro gia ti sei reso.
A Ampholso de' Pazzi
i' Risposta del XVII
Source: BNCF Magl. VII, 1178 (Rime Varie), f.20v
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Doc. 16: Letter from Benedetto Buonanni to Christiano Pagni regarding the case of
Raffaelle Sannini, Cosimo I’s confessor, 5/24/1549
Mro Raffael’ Sa’mino havrà modo di poter’ giustificarsi delle calu’nie dateli senza timor’
d’esser’ carcerato senza poter’ palare che di tanto è stato assicurato da i Rmi Inquisitori
avanti a i quali è andato pur’ adesso a representari. Se saran’ buttate a terra da lui quelle
efaminie che contro di lui son’ state fatte, et faccia apparir’ nella qualla conflictia ch’egli
dice havere nel trovarsi lontan’ da ogni cosa che no’ sia veramte catlca aquisterà assai a se
stesso, et farà chiara l’altrui passione et malignità. Ma quando altrimti crederrò che
s’habbi e veder’ i’ qualche travaglio. Ma dove l’honesto lo comporterà sarà gagliardamte
aiutato dall’Ambor mio, a nome del qual’ ho fatt’ p detto Mro Raffael appresso a i
sopradett Rmi quei migliori et piu caldi efficii che si potevano’ desiderare et come disse qa
mattina, come parse degno della bontà del nro’ Pincipe l’animarlo à venir’ di qua et a
giustificarsi, come si vedde p la lra’ di S. C. la qual’io lesse a ciasuna di lor’ S Bmo così
no’ è punto p nuocer’ a detto Sa’mino l’haver’ eseguita la voluta ch’egli ne teneva, et il
consiglio che li fu dato da S. E.
Source: ASF MDP 3268, f.156
Doc. 17: Excerpt of a letter from Christiano Pagni to Riccio discussing the Council of
Trent.
Papa Pauolo suole spesso dirne una et farne un’altra à tal ch’io per me no’ so ancora quel
che mi credere che sia per fare in queste cose del Concilio, l’esser carico d’anno et il
veder’ di no’ potere a suo modo et volunta trattare l’Impre: potrebbe essere che lo faria
condiscendere a satisfare in buona parte a sua Magta Cesa: et a passersi d’una buona
speranza che li sara dato ricompensa di Piacenza, ma lo sdegno credo sia in lui tanto
gra’de [grande] l’ira l’odio et la mala voluta che si i Francesi sanno fare come mostrono
di volere fare, che lo faranno precipitare a ogni modo et mettere il mondo et l’Italia in
partre: tutta sotto sopra et se la cosa si rompe dici il Duca che alhora bisognira lui che a
Roma alsino la crista, et forse no’ l’alzeranno tanto che li basti, le prime lre’ che di la
verranno portaranno anche maggior lume delle cose, percio che se no’ torna lre all’Impre
che la cosa vadia in longo, Il Carle et Don Diego doverranno tagliare la strada alle
lunghezze del papa, le cose sono ridusse in una terme: che si potra dire gran cosa se l’anno
futuro tra Christiani passera senza guerra..
Source: ASF MDP 1173, 9, f.444; MAP 8296
Doc. 18: Draft of a letter written by Cosimo I to Juan de Fonesco, bishop of
Castellamare, 1/8/1552
Con la lra’ di V. S. di 28 ho ricevuto la copia delli decreti fatti nella passata sessione
sopra il sacramento della penitentia et della extrema untione la quale mi è stata gratissima
et similmente li avvisti che di più gli è piaciuto darmi. Di tutto gli resto obbligato et nela
ringratio caramente la cosa dell’heresia per la quale son stati pressi alcuni in questo nso’
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stato come la SV ha inteo no’ è da molto momento perche sono per la maggior parte
forestieri artigiani et persone vili che infecti da qualche opinione luterana mangianano
carne il venerdì. Di che sendo io stato avvertito per obviare che no’ andassino
macchando altri, desideroso che nel mio stato si viva cristiana et Catholicamente li feci
prendere acciò si emendino et siano co’ la loro penetentia et castigo exemplo alli altri. Et
no’ havendo in da dargli cosa alcuna da conto ne dare altra risposta alla sua resto parato.
Si manda à questa a cifra a VS acciò sene possa scrivere.
Source: ASF MDP 196, f.59v
Doc. 19: Excerpt from the Storia d'Agnolo Dovizi originale, dal 1541 al 1553,
Summario delle cose degne di memoria successe dalla guerra d'algieri che fu nel'anno
1541 sino al mese di giugno del MCLIII, regarding the trial of Panciatichi and other
heretics in February 1552
Nel medesimo tempo furono prese in Fiorenza molte persone macchiate dell'heresia
Luterana, sendosi trovato che facevano alcune ragunate segrete insegnando quella falsa
dottrina, contra i quali S. E. per mezo delli Deputati sopra l'Inquisitione, fece fare publica
dimostratione, dando à ciaschuno il castigo che meritava, co' grande sua laude, eservitio
della vera Religione Christiana.
Source: BNCF Magl. XXIV. 122, f.94r
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